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ABSTRACT

In the past fifteen years, the significant increase in Fiji tourist arrivals from 

the budget backpacker, GAP youth and Career GAP segments has led to the growth 

of indigenous-owned budget backpacker accommodation. A major dilemma facing           

i-Taukei entrepreneurs is how to maintain a balance between good business practice, 

profit maximisation and fulfilling social and communal obligations. As entrepreneurs 

are representatives of their clan, success should not be measured solely in financial 

or economic terms, but also on their ability to balance traditional and business 

obligations, and maintain their status within local society. Furthermore, rather than 

measuring firm success in terms of the traditional management paradigm of 

competitiveness, financial viability and market position; one should consider the 

owners’ aspirations and basic lifestyle motives for starting the business.

The case study resorts, both belonging to the province of Vuda, are located on 

the island of Wayalailai (Wayasewa – little Waya) in the Yasawa Island Group in 

North Western Fiji. Like most resorts in the Western Division, they epitomise the 

attraction of an active adventure tropical island ‘sun, sea and sand’ holiday; 

appealing to the more limited-budget holidaymaker. They represent two different 

examples of challenges faced by community-owned SMTEs.

Data, mostly qualitative, were gathered (over a period of three years during 

visits that varied from a few days to several months) by means of a detailed literature 

review, together with participant observation, and in-depth and focus interviews of 

community groups (youth,women, men, elders and staff) undertaken at the resort and 

in the village, to discover their primary motivations for owning an SMTE and to 

identify potential cultural challenges (See Appendix F and Appendix G).

The thesis, through the two case studies, examines some of the inherent 

cultural challenges faced by indigenous-owned budget/backpacker small medium 

tourism enterprises (SMTEs) in the Yasawa Islands in Fiji. It suggests that for these 

businesses to succeed, placing culturally accepted limits on social obligations should 

enable entrepreneurs to meet social and cultural obligations. Success, for indigenous 

i-Taukei businesses, is valued differently to western counterparts and focuses on 



xviii

using profits for community development and social and traditional obligations, 

rather than profit maximisation. Apposite training should be tailor-made to 

amalgamate traditional cultural values into modern business practices. Suitably 

designed training should enable greater flexibility and include tools that allow 

entrepreneurs to better balance traditional demands and business goals. 
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CHAPTER ONE:  THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of time, people have travelled in search of food, trade, 

religious pilgrimages, war, work, and migration.  However, tourism is a twentieth 

century phenomena. Mass tourism, began in England with the growth of the middle 

class during the industrial revolution, and the availability of affordable 

transportation. Following World War II, the development of charter airlines and the 

jet aircraft in the 1950s, made the rapid growth of international travel possible, and 

led to the development of international tourism.

1.2 INTERNATIONAL TOURISM

Today, international tourism is of great interest to governments and investors, 

for its potential to provide economic and social benefits such as foreign exchange, 

employment, and alternative livelihoods for communities (Theobald, 2005, p.5). The 

tourism industry is considered to be the world’s largest industry, creating more than 

235 million jobs, and contributing to 5% of direct global gross domestic product

(GDP) (United Nations World Tourism Organistion, 2011).  In 2011, international 

tourist arrivals grew by 4.6% to 983 million, and generated US$1,032 billion in 

export earnings (UNWTO, 2011). 

With the maturing of traditional core destinations in western countries, people 

are now looking further afield, in search of the ‘exotic’, ‘different’ or, ‘other’, thus 

increasing the potential for developing countries to become tourist destinations. 

International travel to remote destination has continued to increase for a number of 

reasons, and with increases in disposable incomes, and paid holidays in tourist 

generating destinations, continues to be economically affordable. Charter flights and 

package holidays traditionally provided opportunities for mass tourism to the 

European peripheries of Greece, Spain and Portugal; the Caribbean and more 

recently destinations in Africa, Asia and the Pacific (Azarya, 2004, p. 951) stated in 

‘The Golden Hordes’1, that for the more affluent traveller, a global periphery is 

emerging that stretches “from Mexico, through Florida and the Caribbean, to the 

                                               
1 See Turner and Ash 1976.
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Mediterranean; from Beirut through East Africa, the Seychelles, and India to Bali 

and Bangkok in Southeast Asia; through Pacific Islands like Fiji, Tahiti and Hawaii, 

back to Southern California and Mexico” (1976, p. 13).  The search for exotic, 

remote, destinations is today, not only sought by intrepid travellers and adventurers, 

but increasingly by ordinary mass tourists or travellers, leading to the growth of 

service providers that cater to this growing demand (Azarya, 2004). 

Despite political instability, natural disasters, and economic recessions, 

tourist arrivals to Africa, Asia and the Pacific have continued to increase.  UNWTO 

stated that emerging economies such as “China (+25%), the Russian Federation 

(+27%) and Brazil (+51%)”, are the primary leaders in the recovery of international 

tourism, with an average growth of 8% as compared to 5% in advanced economies 

(2011, p.7). Regionally, the Asia Pacific region has made a strong recovery from the 

economic crisis of 2009, showing a growth of 13%, The Middle East grew by 14%, 

The Americas by 6% and Africa by 7%. Europe suffered most from the global 

economic crisis, with an increase of 3%. Growth to the Pacific, although less than 

Asia, is still significant at 6.4%, with smaller countries like Fiji and Papua New 

Guinea showing double digit increases of 17% and 18% respectively (ESCAP, 

2011).  By global standards, tourism in the Pacific is minute, representing 1.2% of 

international tourist arrivals in 2010 with Fiji less than 1% (0.067) of this (ESCAP, 

2011). 

1.3 TOURISM IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Travel has arguably become an essential part of postmodern society 

(Richards and Wilson, 2004a).  The last 30 years has seen the growth and 

diversification of the tourism industry, to cater for the demands of the increasingly 

experienced and discerning traveller who is no longer satisfied with the traditional 

sun, sea and sand holiday experience (Trauer, 2006, p.183).  As most international 

travellers are from predominantly urban-based western societies, the motivation to 

travel to experience nature, and indigenous cultures as part of the travel experience,

has increased (Poon, 1994; Swarbrooke and Horner, 1999).   
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The phenomenal growth of international tourism has resulted in many 

developing countries and small island states, that possess the obligatory resources of 

traditional cultures, pristine natural environments, and climate, promoting tourism as 

an alternative tool for economic and social development (Harrison, 1992).  Turner 

(1976) described international tourism as a tailor-made industry for the Third World.  

In an era where people worship the suntan, the sun is now recognised as an asset thus 

providing opportunities for countries in the tropics.  However, although he claimed 

tourism was a promising industry for less developed countries, Turner cautioned 

against “social and political problems stemming from the reintroduction of a rich, 

westernised elite into post-colonial societies” (1976, p.13).

Despite these concerns, governments in developing countries have pursued 

international tourism for its potential economic benefits, which include “employment 

opportunities, small business development, and foreign exchange earnings”

(Scheyvens, 2002a, p.144).  They target high spending tourists, who purchase luxury 

goods and services, which in many cases results in dependence on high levels of 

imports, foreign ownership, expatriate management and repatriation of profits. The 

‘trickle down’ effects, of luxury international tourism development, rarely benefit 

marginalised local communities.  Scheyvens questioned the presumption that foreign 

owned international tourism brought the greatest benefits to ‘Third World’ countries, 

and argued that these countries should consider promoting budget tourism, and more 

specifically the ‘much maligned’ backpacker market(2002a, p.145).

1.4 TOURISM IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC

In an attempt to diversify their limited economic bases, South Pacific nations 

are turning to service industries such as tourism to develop their economic base and 

provide much need employment. Although they have the resources of pristine 

environments, clean beaches, unpolluted seas, warm climate, and water, they lack the 

capital to develop tourism products, transport and the required infrastructure, hence 

the need for foreign investment (Hall and Page, 1996, pp. 2-3). 

In the last twenty years tourism has become ”the major driver of economic 

growth and sustainable development in many Pacific Island Countries (PICs)”,
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providing much-needed economic benefits, foreign exchange and employment

(Harrison and Prasad, 2011, p.1).  Fiji, as the main destination in the South Pacific 

region, received over 630,000 international visitors in 2010, accounting for 44% of 

the region’s arrivals.  Other regional destinations included French Polynesia with 

11%, Papua New Guinea with 10% and Samoa 9%.  The contribution to the region’s 

GDP in 2005 by tourism was approximately three per cent or US$1 billion (AusAID, 

2009, p.22).  Over half the 1.2 million international visitors to the PIC region in 

2008, visited Fiji.  Most of these tourists were from Australia and New Zealand, with 

other key markets being United States, Europe, and Asia.

Despite the benefits, there are a number of challenges faced by developing 

countries interested in developing tourism, because “they lie at the margins of the 

global economy, are highly dependent on foreign aid and investment programmes, 

often have relatively little control over their natural resources, and have relatively 

little power to influence the economic and political direction of the region in which 

they are situated” (Hall and Page, 1996, p.1).  They are also net importers and have 

difficulty generating foreign exchange from their limited natural resources e.g. fish, 

agriculture, minerals, and timber. For example, Britton, in his analysis of tourism in 

Fiji observed that:

When a Third World country uses tourism as a development strategy it 

becomes entrenched in a global system over which it has little control… the 

international tourism industry is a product of metropolitan capitalist 

enterprise…the industry, because of the commercial power held by foreign 

enterprise, imposes on peripheral destinations a development mode which 

reinforces dependency on, and vulnerability to, developed countries (1982, 

p.22).

Despite the problems related to dependency, the fuel crisis, natural disasters, 

political instability, and global economic recessions, tourism’s economic 

contributions to the Fiji economy have been substantial, and continue to grow.

Following the Global Financial Crisis, tourism was the main driver of economic 
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growth in Fiji (1.8%), accounting for almost 30 per cent of Fiji’s GDP, and earning 

about $820 million in 2010, with tourist arrivals passing the 600,000 mark  (Movono, 

2012). Tourism in Fiji is predicted to earn over FJ$1.2 billion by 2016.

1.5 TOURISM IN FIJI

Fiji’s strategic location in the South Pacific, made it a transit destination and 

beneficiary of early steamship travel in the early 19th century on the North American-

Pacific sea route. Before the Matson line began calling into Suva in the 1930s, the 

Canadian-Australian Royal Mail Steamship Line and New Zealand Union Steamship 

line all visited Suva, and provided the market for the Grand Pacific Hotel in 1914 

(Douglas, 1996, p. 24). Competing with Hawai’i for the title ‘Cross roads of the 

Pacific’ and ‘Paradise of the Pacific’, even in the 1930s, Fiji was described as 

destined to attract Australian and New Zealanders as a popular winter resort.

Tourism is the largest industry in Fiji providing foreign exchange, economic 

growth, regional development, and direct and indirect employment for upwards of 

45,000 people (Jarvis and Hobman, 2006, pp.13-14).  Tourism plant in Fiji is largely 

owned by international investors, local Europeans and Indians with, until recently, 

little indigenous Fijian investment (Plange, 1996, p.208).

1.6 THE BACKPACKER/BUDGET MARKET IN FIJI

Many South Pacific governments, including Fiji, are promoting indigenous 

ownership of small businesses, as a way to enhance local economies, and deliver 

“more appropriate development to marginal and/or peripheral social, cultural and 

physical environments” (Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004a, p.5).  The tourism and 

hospitality industry in Fiji has seen considerable growth in the last thirty years, with 

more recent development in the budget accommodation sector, which caters 

predominantly for backpacker visitors to Fiji (Jarvis and Hobman, 2006).  It is within 

this sector, that government has encouraged, through a variety of initiatives and soft 

loans, indigenous or community ownership and participation in the tourism industry 

(Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004b; Verebalavu-Faletoese and Kuridrani, 2006).  

However, despite government support, indigenous operators still have difficulty 
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managing and operating successful businesses (Fiji Backpacker Symposium, 2006, 

personal communication; Verebalavu-Faletoese and Kuridrani, 2006).    

In Fiji, mass tourism is concentrated in the Nadi, Mamanuca, and Coral Coast 

areas.  However, with government support, in the last fifteen years, indigenous 

ownership of tourism businesses in the budget/backpacker accommodation sector,

has grown in the Yasawa and Mamanuca groups especially (Jarvis & Hobman, 

2006).  The Fiji Government continuously refers to this sector as ‘ecotourism’, but 

given academic definitions and requirements for ecotourism, this sector would be 

more correctly defined as community-based tourism, indigenous tourism or 

budget/backpacker tourism (See Chapter 3).  Whilst the majority of Fiji’s tourism

plant is foreign owned, government support has assisted with the development of 

resorts that cater for the backpacker/ budget/adventure/cultural tourism niche 

markets, with many of these establishments being locally owned (Harrison and 

Brandt, 2003, p.140;  Scheyvens and Russell, 2010, p.4; South Pacific Tourism 

Organisation, 2005).

The backpacker market is a “unique tourism segment”, that has only recently 

been recognised as important economically (Loker-Murphy & Pearce, 1995, p. 819).2  

This is an important growth market for Fiji, and has broader impacts for rural 

development, as many of the backpacker operations are owned by indigenous 

individuals or communities, and located in remote areas such as the Yasawa Island 

Group.  As in the Yasawas and Mamanucas, throughout the world, the emergence of 

this market has led to the development of tourism infrastructure, like budget 

backpacker accommodation and transport facilities that cater to this segment.  

1.6.1 Flashpackers, backpackers and independent travellers in Fiji 

The main objectives of the research, conducted by Jarvis and Hobman (2006),

were to investigate the travel characteristics and economic impacts of backpackers 

and independent travellers, on tourism in Fiji.  The quantitative survey (626 

respondents) was conducted in the main backpacker and independent traveller 

regions of Nadi, the Coral Coast, and the Yasawa Island Group.

                                               
2 See Appendix 1 for a detailed history and discussion of backpacker tourism
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Figure 1.1 Fiji Visitor Arrivals 1961-2010

(Source: Fiji Islands Bureau of Statistics, 2011)
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The size of the backpacker market in Fiji was estimated at 59,400 visitors, who 

spent about F$77.8 million in 2005 (Jarvis and Hobman, 2006).  Figure 1.2 identifies the 

main nationalities of this market in Fiji, which in many cases is similar to findings for 

New Zealand and Australia, since most backpackers to these countries include Fiji as 

part of their travel circuit. Traditionally, Fiji was included as part of the round-the-

world-ticket (RTW), but recent research has found that with the increasing Working 

Holiday Maker (WHM) visa market, backpackers from the United Kingdom and Europe 

are buying a one-way ticket to Australia, rather than the traditional round-the-world 

ticket (Jarvis, 2011).  This travel behaviour has repercussions for the backpacker 

industry in Fiji, and the need to develop alternative short-break packages, and conduct 

direct marketing to the WHM market in Australia.

Figure 1.2 The backpacker market in Fiji in 2005

(Source: Jarvis and Hobman, 2006, p.50).

Table 1.1 identified the main regions visited by backpackers to Fiji in 2005. Nadi, with 

the international airport, is the gateway destination for international backpackers and 
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other visitors to Fiji.  The Mamanucas and Yasawas are island groups off the coast of 

Nadi, and receive the largest numbers of backpackers, with the Yasawas having the 

longest length of stay.  Jarvis and Hobman’s (2006) findings were influential in the

researcher’s choice of case studies for this thesis, Wayalailai Ecohaven and Naqalia 

Lodge which are located on Wayalailai Island in the Yasawa Island Group.

Table 1.1 Key regions visited in Fiji by backpackers in 2005

Region Numbers % of all 
Backpackers

Average No. 
of Nights

Nadi 50,125 85% 3.7

Yasawas* 23,083 39% 4.5

Mamanucas 21,303 36% 3.5

Coral Coast 14,380 24% 3.4

Suva 9,088 15% 1.9

*The Yasawas have the highest length of stay (Source: Jarvis and Hobman, 2006).

Jarvis and Hobman (2006) described the backpacker market in Fiji as being high 

yield, and longer staying, and suggested it was of considerable strategic importance to 

tourism in Fiji.  They outlined their basic characteristics as follows:

Backpackers/Independent travellers in Fiji can be broadly described as being 

primarily aged between 20 and 40, European (with the majority being British), 

university educated, travelling on an extended trip away from home for an 

average of 164 days, of which Fiji is a small component. They are not on a 

typical holiday and often they are taking a break from their studies or taking a 

career break from paid employment and travelling on a round the world airfare 

that typically includes Australia and or New Zealand (Jarvis and Hobman, 2006, 

p. 2). 
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Staying over 736,500 nights and spending on average F$105 a night, this market 

was estimated as being worth over F$77.8 million to the Fiji economy in 2005.  

Furthermore, given their motivations for educational, cultural, and environmental 

experiences (See Table 4.3) (Loker-Murphy and Pearce, 1995), they are a viable market 

to harness and develop community-based tourism products (Jarvis and Hobman, 2006).  

Findings from their Fiji study confirmed an interest in indigenous Fijian culture, and 

travelling ‘off-the-beaten track’ to remote rural destinations, such as the Yasawa Island 

Group, as long as suitable information, accommodation, and transport links existed. 

The study also identified the existence of the higher yielding flashpacker3

market, that spent an average of F$130 a day, and were likely to be professionals 

travelling on a ‘career break’, or holiday.  Backpacker expenditure was dependent on the 

region visited, with the Yasawas having the highest per day expenditure. Backpackers 

stay longer than other visitors to Fiji, spending an average of 12.4 days, which was 67% 

longer than non-backpackers.  In contrast to non-backpacking visitors, the backpacker 

spent about F$1310.56 per trip as compared to F$621.10 for other tourists.  53% of 

backpackers/independent travellers had either visited a Fijian village, or were intending 

to do so, and 70% rated “experiencing Fijian culture” as an important factor in choosing 

to travel as a backpacker/independent traveller.  This is an important finding, as it relates 

to promoting the development of indigenous small-scale tourism enterprises, such as

those in the Mamanuca and Yasawa Groups.  Unlike the main international visitor 

market to Fiji, visitors from Europe, with United Kingdom (44%) the dominant source 

market, dominate the backpacker/independent traveller segment.  However, Americans 

(13%), Scandinavians (11%), Australians (8%), Germans (6%), and Irish (5%) were also 

represented in the sample. Their stay in Fiji represented about 7.5% of their total nights 

away from home.  The majority were on ‘RTW tickets (53%) on either Air Pacific or Air 

New Zealand, visiting Fiji as part of a trip that also included Australia and/or New 

Zealand.  They were predominantly under 40 (96%), more likely to be female, and were 

highly educated (66% having some sort of tertiary qualification).  Thirty per cent of 

                                               
3 See Appendix 1
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backpackers were on return flights from Australia or New Zealand.  21% were on a 

WHM visas for these countries, and 14% on student visas.  This confirms that Fiji is 

being integrated into the “South Pacific circuit”, with Australia and New Zealand.  

Sixteen per cent decided to visit Fiji, whilst they were ‘on the road’ from Australia or 

New Zealand, as a side trip.  A comparison of sub segments showed independent 

travellers (24% of the market) as typically older (29 years old vs. 23 years old), and 

having the characteristics of the ‘flashpacker’.  The main information source was word-

of-mouth both pre and post arrival in Fiji.  Based on their initial findings, Jarvis and 

Hobman (2006, p.6) made the following recommendations for the future of backpacker 

tourism development in Fiji:

• Increase the length of stay and spread of backpackers throughout the country.

• Marketing campaigns should encourage travellers on RTW tickets with Air 

New Zealand, Air Pacific and Qantas to include Fiji as a stopover. Additional 

campaigns should also be directed at backpacker and independent travellers 

in Australia and New Zealand and develop packages between budget carriers 

and national carriers e.g. Air Pacific, Air New Zealand and Qantas.

• Due to the diverse nature of this segment, it was suggested that government 

and relevant stakeholders develop a strategy that addressed the 

backpacker/independent travel market separately.  Such a strategy should 

consider marketing support given the potential for this market to produce a 

higher return on investment than international mass packaged tourism.

1.6.2 The South Pacific independent traveller experience 2011

In 2010/2011 Jarvis and a team from Monash University, building on the earlier 

study by Jarvis and Hobman (2006), identified emerging trends that had developed in 

the maturing backpacker market in Fiji.  The study found larger numbers of young New 

Zealanders and Australians, using the same budget infrastructure that had been 

developed for the backpacker/independent travel market (Jarvis, 2011).  This group now 
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represented 16% of total market share, as compared with 10% in 2006.  The New 

Zealand and Australian segment, unlike the traditional backpacker or international 

traveller, were on ‘holiday’ and on ‘paid leave’, and did not possess the motivations of 

the need to ‘escape’ and take an ‘extended break’ from their ‘real worlds’, by 

experiencing ‘new cultures’ and developing personal experiences.  Australian visitors 

now comprised 13% of this backpacker budget travel market to Fiji (See Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3 shows that the traditional backpacker segment in Fiji is still dominated 

by travellers from Europe, being predominantly from the United Kingdom, Germany 

and Scandanavia (60%).  They visit multiple destinations, stay on average about 13 

nights out of a 139 nights away from home.  It would seem that the time away from 

home decreased, which may be due to global economic societal factors.  Over 75% of 

those surveyed in 2010 and 2011, claimed that Fiji was part of a combined trip to 

Australia and New Zealand, and supported Jarvis’ suggestion that Fiji had become part 

of the ‘South Pacific circuit’ (2011, p. 2)

* Scandinavia (Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Finland)
**(Angola, Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, 
Iceland, Indonesia, Japan, New Caledonia,  Norway, Poland,  Romania, Slovakia,  South Africa, Taiwan,)

Figure 1.3 The backpacker market in Fiji 2010/2011
(Source: Jarvis, 2011, p.13).
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1.7 RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

Although hospitality is a natural part of Pacific Island cultures, the participation 

of indigenous communities or individuals such as indigenous Fijians and Rotumans4, in 

the ownership of small tourism businesses, has been challenging.  Most indigenous 

owned tourism operations in Fiji cater for the backpacker or budget market, which

includes independent travellers as well as the youth/GAP backpacker segment.  They fall 

somewhere between social and commercial hospitality, being small-scale and hosted by 

indigenous villages or communities.  The poor quality of accommodation and food and 

beverage services within this market, has been of great concern to the local tourism 

industry as it impacts on perceptions of the destination as a whole (Fiji Backpacker 

Symposium, 2006, personal communication; Verebalavu-Faletoese and Kuridrani, 

2006).  This market is also important for the future development of tourism in Fiji as it is 

the potential wedding, honeymoon, family and silver/senior market of the future (Jarvis, 

2011; Markward, 2008).  Thus, it is vital that research be conducted to identify issues 

related to these problems, and explore the challenges faced by indigenous operators in 

competing in a dynamic global market.

This study used a multi-method research approach for primary and secondary 

data collection, although research methods were predominantly qualitative.   Qualitative 

research methods included face-to-face interviews, informal focus groups5, ethnography, 

participant observation, and historical data (Long and Godfrey, 2004).  The mixed 

method approach is a characteristic of triangulation, especially in qualitative research,

where questions are concerned with gaining an understanding of complex processes 

within organisations that involve a number of actors (Cassell & Symon, 1994; Jennings, 

2001).  Due concern was given to the importance of authenticity, context, validity and 

reliability of the data collection methods, in order that the resultant data were a true 

representation of the participants, and not compromised by the subjectivity of the 

                                               
4 Rotuman – the indigenous people of Rotuma, a small island group which is part of the Republic of Fiji
5 Talanoa sessions, See Chapter 2 and Glossary
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researcher.  Triangulation was one of the techniques used to verify data and maximise

validity in qualitative research (Onwuegbuzie and Leech, 2005).

This is an ethnographic study of two small medium tourism enterprises 

(SMTEs), in the Yasawa Island Group in Fiji, which examined the cultural challenges 

affecting business success in indigenous owned operations within the budget 

accommodation sector in Fiji.  In Fiji, SMTEs are mainly concentrated in the Yasawa 

and Mamanuca island groups, mainland Viti Levu and are now spreading to other areas 

like Kadavu, Taveuni, Lomaiviti, Vanua Levu, and Lau.  It evaluated the cultural issues 

related to the success of indigenous SMTEs within remote island communities, and the 

challenges indigenous operators face in transferring their traditional concepts of 

hospitality to a commercial domain that caters for a discerning international traveller.   

The study of tourism and hospitality is relatively new, and needs to be 

multidisciplinary and informed by an array of social sciences such as anthropology, 

sociology, philosophy, culture and management (Lashley, 2000).  This research was 

grounded in relevant academic literature on tourism and hospitality, strategic services 

management, studies of the backpacker market, service quality, services marketing, 

customer satisfaction, human resource management, small medium enterprise (SMEs), 

indigenous entrepreneurship, indigenous tourism, and community based tourism.  

Findings from the study were analysed using relevant academic literature.

There are numerous studies on ecotourism, or tourism as a development tool,  

(deKadt, 1979b; Sinha, 2002;  Visser, 2003, 2004 ) or the environmental impacts 

(Boonyobhas,1996; Leon, 2004;  Scanlon, 2002;  Sirakaya, 1995),  and socio-cultural 

impacts of tourism in developing countries (Friday, 2003;  George, 2004;  Martin, 1998;  

Martinez, 2003; Sills, 1998).  Research has also suggested ecotourism and community 

based tourism (CBT) as a way of developing a more sustainable tourism industry (Hing 

and Dimmock, 1997; Kibicho, 2003; Mitchell, 2003; Russell and Stabile, 2003; 

Valentine, 1993). Over the past ten years or so, research into the different aspects of 

backpacker tourism has increased.  Studies have also been carried out into the challenges 

facing small medium tourism enterprises (SMTEs).   For example, recent hospitality 

studies of SMTEs have been carried out in the United Kingdom and Ireland (Brotherton, 
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2004;  Dewhurst, Dewhurst and Livesey, 2007; Hwang and Lockwood, 2006; Lashley 

and Rowson, 2007; Morrison and Teixara, 2004; Morrison, 1998; Nash,Thyne and

Davies, 2006;  Watson and Brotherton, 1996),  but little academic research into the 

management of SMTEs in developing countries, or Fiji specifically, have been 

conducted which consider specific cultural factors and challenges that may affect the 

success or failure of indigenous community-owned tourism businesses.   Dahles (1999, 

p.2) noted that despite interest in the economic potential of tourism, scant attention has 

been paid to the “role and position of small and medium-sized businesses in the tourism 

industry” and in particular its cultural dimensions.

Growing interest in ecotourism as a niche market has meant that private, 

nongovernmental, and community groups have tried to set up ecotourism ventures, with 

many failing for economic reasons (Russell and Stabile, 2003, p. 38). Valentine (1993) 

identified the need for research into “a formula for successful small-scale village-based 

ecotourism and the design of practical working examples” (p.115). Sofield’s (1992) 

study of ecotours in Papua New Guinea (PNG), Fiji and the Solomon Islands also 

confirmed a high failure rate with other businesses fluctuating between dormant and 

operational. Schaper (2002) claimed that entrepreneurship in PNG is further constrained 

by cultural factors such as “language differences, limited prior exposure to modern 

capitalism, and a focus on kin obligations”  (p.82).  Furthermore, as with Fiji, at a 

macro-level, potential political instability, lack of infrastructure and government support 

for new business development, and an underdeveloped workforce affect indigenous 

entrepreneurship and economic development.

Studies in developing countries, including Fiji, claim the failure of indigenous 

peoples to run successful SMTEs (Hailey, 1985; Fairbairn, 1988a;  Russell and  Stabile, 

2003;  Sofield, 1992; Verebalavu, 1998), but there has been little detailed research into 

discovering why this is so.  Such studies are important, especially where government 

and international aid funding is being provided for the development of this sector, to 

enable the spread of economic benefits to marginalised rural areas and remote island 

communities (Verebalavu-Faletoese and Kuridrani, 2006).  In her study of indigenous 

Fijian cane farmers, Verebalavu, (1998, p.4) claimed that failure included both social 
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and economic factors, and the need to fulfil traditional obligations at the expense of all 

else. Following recommendations by Fairbairn (1998a and 1998b) and Hailey (1985), 

this study considered both business and cultural factors and attempted to provide 

recommendations that increased the chances of business success. Research in the 

Caribbean discovered that companies were able to gain a competitive edge through 

education and training, recognising that failure to provide hospitality staff with the 

appropriate skills and service standards to deliver high quality service could 

detrimentally affect tourism development in the region (Carey, 2003).   

In developing countries, this growth in international tourism has led to the 

dynamic growth of small tourism and hospitality enterprises (SMTEs), especially in 

rural/remote areas.  In Fiji, this also corresponds to the location of most indigenous 

owned businesses (Fairbairn, 1988b).  Such growth is made easier by low barriers to 

entry, and comparatively low capital investment (Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004b).  

Although the prevalence of small medium enterprises (SMEs) is characteristic of the 

accommodation sector of the international tourism industry (Morrison and Thomas, 

1999), as with elsewhere, in developing countries like Fiji, these small businesses lack 

development skills such as finance, management, and marketing expertise (Dieke, 

2003).   

In the past fifteen years, Fiji has experienced a significant increase in tourist 

arrivals from the budget backpacker and GAP youth segments, on round-the-world 

extended holidays (Jarvis, 2011; Jarvis and Hobman, 2006; Jarvis and Peel, 2006, 2008, 

2010; Scheyvens and Russell, 2010), leading to the phenomenal growth of backpacker 

accommodation, especially in the Yasawa and Mamanuca Groups.  This growth is 

important for community development and indigenous participation in the growing 

international tourism industry (Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004b; Jarvis, 2011; Jarvis and 

Hobman, 2006; Jarvis and Peel, 2010; Scheyvens and Russell, 2010).   

As many in Fiji view tourism as a way to earn much needed income or ‘quick 

money’, care must be taken that it does not go the way of more mature exotic tourism 

destinations like Bali which are suffering from overdevelopment, environmental 

degradation and negative social impacts e.g. begging, prostitution and drugs (Minca, 
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2000).  Hana Ayala (1995) conducted research in Fiji, which explored the development 

of tourism products that were compatible with the local environment.  She concluded 

that only careful planning and the implementation of detailed guidelines, that covered 

“the breadth and depth of development”, would achieve sustainability (Eccles and Costa, 

1996, p.44).  Furthermore, the education and training of local Fijian communities about 

sustainability, is vital to preserve the products that sustain their livelihoods.   

Eccles and Costa (1996), suggested that sustainability be designed into the early 

stages of tourism development, but sustainability must address more than economic, 

environmental, and socio-cultural impacts (Jayawardena, 2002).  The sustainability of 

local and indigenous businesses must also consider the transfer of knowledge and 

training about tourist markets, visitor behaviour and expectations, marketing (including 

e-marketing), business management (human resource management, accounting and 

finance) skills, food and beverage (F& B) management and service, and environmental 

conservation and interpretation.  These are all vital contributing factors, to delivering 

quality visitor experiences, which result in satisfied guests and positive word-of-mouth.  

Research for the South Pacific Tourism Organisation (SPTO) by Milne (2005b) 

identified the need for training in many of the above skills but did not include food and 

beverage service as a core area for training.

The Ministry of Tourism identified a decline in backpacker arrivals to Fiji

between 2002 and 2005.  In 2002 backpackers made up 19% of the tourism market in 

Fiji, but this fell to 17% in 2003, 13% in 2004 (Fiji Times, 2005) and 12% in 2005 

(Jarvis and Hobman, 2006).  Since this is the main market catered to by indigenous 

owned resorts in Fiji, it is important that reasons for this decline be identified.  Whilst 

reasons for this downturn may be varied, and include uncontrollables such as economic

downturns in tourist generating countries, travel packages, terrorism and political 

instability within Fiji;  the quality and the cost of products being offered in the local 

market could also be a contributing factor.  The Jarvis and Hobman (2006) survey was 

from a demand (tourist) perspective, and did not address any supply problems or 

challenges that indigenous entrepreneurs may experience.  Anecdotal evidence from

academics and industry practitioners, suggest some of the reasons for this decline may 
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be the poor quality of accommodation and food and beverage services provided by 

indigenous owned budget resorts.  This was confirmed by a Backpacker Symposium in 

Nadi, sponsored by the Fiji Ministry for Tourism and Fiji Islands Visitors Bureau 

(FIVB), which identified a lack of marketing, food, and beverage management skills as 

the primary problems facing the backpacker industry in Fiji.  Indigenous stakeholders 

also requested assistance in these areas, identifying their need for training workshops, to 

help them improve their (Fiji Backpacker Symposium, 2006, personal communication).  

Another concern of industry practitioners was the poor quality and cleanliness of 

accommodation in this sector.  Further evidence also emerged from results of 

backpacker surveys and research, internet travel blogs, word of mouth, industry 

practitioners, consultants, academics, and participant observation that supported the 

complaints relating to poor quality accommodation, food and beverage standards, 

sanitation, hygiene and a lack of knowledge of the needs and expectations of this budget 

but discerning international traveller. 

Research into small medium enterprises (SMEs) or small medium tourism 

enterprises (SMTEs), throughout the world, has found that there is a high exit rate for 

these businesses.  For example, a study by Harrison and Leitch (1996), found that 50% 

of SMEs in the United Kingdom failed within five years of opening, and of those 

registered to pay Value Added Tax (VAT), 36% failed within three years (cited in 

Wanhill, 2000, p.134).  As with many indigenous entrepreneurs, major reasons for the 

failure of these businesses were inadequate financial support, and a lack of business and 

marketing skills.  

Indigenous owned businesses in Fiji and the South Pacific also have a high 

failure rate, and whilst many of their reasons for failure may be the same as their western 

counterparts, are there reasons that are culture specific?  One might also argue that 

strategic management concepts like service quality and customer satisfaction are 

Eurocentric in nature, and that cultural factors should be considered to gain an 

understanding of what indigenous operators expect from their businesses, and identify if 

these expectations differ from their western counterparts.  Therefore, rather than 

measuring firm success in terms of the traditional management paradigm of 
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competitiveness, financial viability and market position; one should consider the 

indigenous owners’ aspirations and basic lifestyle motives for starting the business 

(Ateljevic, 2007; Morrison and Teixeira, 2002). A further factor to consider is whether 

indigenous expectations and traditional obligations impact the business success of these 

operations.

This research is important, as limited previous research exists which investigates 

from a cultural perspective, the challenges indigenous owned SMTEs face, indigenous 

concepts of success and how strategies can be adapted from western tourism and 

hospitality strategic management theory, to include traditional cultural factors that

consider the traditions and needs of the local indigenous community.  The researcher 

believes that indigenous owned businesses can succeed, but the criteria used to evaluate 

success may differ from the predominantly western Eurocentric theory that dominates 

the field of services management in tourism and hospitality.

1.8 ORGANISATION OF THESIS

Chapter 1 The problem and its setting

This chapter outlined the research problem and location as a contextual basis for the rest 

of the thesis which is briefly outlined below. This thesis is organised into nine chapters

with the literature review divided into two sections (See Chapters 3, and 4).

Chapter 2 Methodology and research methods

Chapter 2 outlines the data collection process for both secondary and primary data and 

provides justification for these research methods.   

Chapter 3 Ecotourism and community-based tourism

Chapter 3 provides a brief review of literature relating to sustainable tourism, 

ecotourism, indigenous tourism and community-based tourism both generally and in 

Fiji. Social capital was discussed in its capacity to influence community participation in 

entrepreneurship and community development.  
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Chapter 4 Entrepreneurship and small medium tourism enterprises (SMTEs)

Chapter 4 discussed relevant literature on entrepreneurship, indigenous Fijian culture, 

indigenous entrepreneurship, small and medium tourism enterprises.

Chapter 5 The Fiji context

The Fiji Context - provides the historical context for Ecotourism and Community Based 

Tourism in Fiji and a brief explanation of the land tenure system in Fiji. It also includes

a general background of Vuda tikina, and how the two case studies are related 

traditionally.

Chapter 6 Case study one: Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort (WER)

Chapter 6 comprises the findings from the ethnographic case study of Wayalailai 

Ecohaven Resort (WER).  The findings include the results of community interviews, 

management and employee interviews and surveys, and participant observation.

Chapter 7 Case study two: Naqalia Lodge (Naqalia)

Chapter 7 presents the findings for the second case study Naqalia Lodge (Naqalia). The 

findings include the results of community interviews, management and employee 

interviews and surveys, and participant observation.

Chapter 8 Discussion – Cultural issues relating to the commercial provision of 

hospitality

Chapter 8 provides a comparison of the two case studies.  It also analyses the findings on 

cultural challenges, using relevant literature and the researcher’s observations, and 

explains, with examples how these can affect service delivery and hospitality offered at t 

he resorts.  This analysis will form the basis for the conclusions and recommendations in 

Chapter 9. 

Chapter 9 Summary and conclusions

Chapter 9 summarises the study and outlines the contribution to the greater body of 

knowledge, conclusions, and recommendations for future research based on the analysis 

of findings from secondary research and the case studies, and identifies problems and 

limitations of the study.
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1.9 CHAPTER SUMMARY

International tourism is the main economic activity in Fiji and the backpacker or 

budget tourism market has provided an opportunity for indigenous communities to 

develop SMTEs. However, the limited studies that exist show that there is a high exit 

rate, with many reasons that are similar to western counterparts. This is an ethnographic 

study of two SMTEs in the Yasawa Island Group (Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort and 

Naqalia Lodge). The thesis focused on the cultural challenges faced by indigenous 

owned budget SMTEs in Fiji. It endeavoured to establish what these challenges were, 

how they could best be managed, the training needed to develop the management skills 

and knowledge base for employees, management and local community and presented a 

model that included cultural factors in an attempt to improve the success rates of 

indigenous SMTEs by amalgamating western management strategies with local 

traditional cultural obligations and behaviour.   
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CHAPTER TWO:  METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH METHODS
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

Fiji has experienced a significant increase in tourist arrivals from the budget 

backpacker, GAP youth, and Career GAP segments, on round-the-world extended 

holidays, in the past fifteen years (Jarvis and Hobman, 2006).  This has led to the 

phenomenal growth of indigenous owned budget backpacker accommodation, especially 

in the Yasawa and Mamanuca Island Groups.  Indigenous owned businesses in Fiji and 

the South Pacific, like many elsewhere, have a high failure rate, but there is limited

research that considers indigenous motivations and cultural factors that may affect their 

success.  Whilst many of the reasons for failure may be the same as their western 

counterparts, there could be reasons that are culture specific.  

Although it is widely agreed that culture has a significant impact on the 

behaviour of entrepreneurs, studies of the impact of culture on entrepreneurs have been 

few.  Another factor to consider is how indigenous expectations and traditional 

obligations affect the successful operation of these businesses.  This study examined the 

cultural challenges faced by two indigenous community-owned budget SMTEs, on 

Wayalailai Island in the Yasawa Island Group in Fiji, namely:

• Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort; and

• Naqalia Lodge.

This chapter outlines the research methods used in this ethnographic study of two 

SMTEs in the Yasawas and Mamanuca Island Groups in Fiji.  In 2009, the researcher 

spent six months living at the two resorts on Wayalailai and in Namara village 

(Yasawas), home to the five clans (mataqali) that own Naqalia Lodge and Wayalailai 

Ecohaven Resort.  The researcher also visited the resorts for several periods of one to 

two weeks each between 2006 and 2010.  Multiple research methods included: a 

narrative-based interpretation of daily events; informal focus interviews around the 

yaqona6 bowl (more culturally appropriate) (See Appendix F and Appendix G); self-

                                               
6 Informal discussions in the form of talanoa sessions, see glossary.
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administered face-to-face in depth semi-structured interviews, and participant 

observation. As a Fiji citizen of mixed race (kailoma), the researcher has an excellent 

understanding of indigenous Fijian culture, and through her relationship with the clans, 

had unlimited access to the case studies, guests, and clan members. 

2.2 RESEARCH PROBLEM

In spite of government support, indigenous SMTE operators in Fiji still have 

difficulties managing and operating successful businesses.  A major dilemma facing 

indigenous Fijian (i-Taukei) entrepreneurs has been maintaining a balance between good 

business practice, profit maximisation, and fulfilling their social and communal 

obligations.  Since entrepreneurs rely on local communities for labour, access to land,

marine resources, and support - failure to recognise traditional, societal obligations can 

lead to alienation and social ostracism (Hailey, 1985; Fairbairn, 1988a).  To discover 

why this is, this study examined the challenges faced by indigenous owned 

budget/backpacker small medium tourism enterprises (SMTEs) in Fiji, with a focus on 

cultural factors that may affect the successful operation of such businesses, and proposed 

recommendations that may contribute to long-term business success.

2.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Objective One:  To identify and analyse cultural factors that may influence the 

success of indigenous operations, and ascertain whether indigenous concepts of 

‘business success’ are the same as their western counterparts, or do indigenous 

operators have different aspirations and goals. 

Objective Two: To identify the entrepreneurial skills of indigenous managers 

and owners, their business skills and knowledge of their target markets, and 

examine the challenges indigenous tourism operations face in the strategic 

management and marketing of their businesses.
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Objective Three: To identify specific training needs for management, 

employees, and the local community and evaluate the extent to which indigenous 

operators are willing to support employee education and training to improve 

service quality, customer satisfaction, and financial success.

Objective Four: To investigate whether the inclusion of cultural factors into 

training workshops (e.g. how to place limits on traditional obligations, including 

the clan in business workshops and courses, scheduling that includes traditional 

roles) would be beneficial to management, employees and the local clans.

Objective Five: To propose a model of indigenous entrepreneurship that 

considers strategic hospitality management and cultural factors. 

Since the focus of this study is on the cultural challenges that affect the operation 

of indigenous owned SMTEs, the researcher used existing secondary data to describe the 

budget backpacker market.  This included research that has emerged over the last thirty 

years and two recent reports on the backpacker market in Fiji conducted by Jeff Jarvis 

(2006; 2011), which provided up-to-date data on this dynamic market.  The researcher 

also administered 108 surveys to Wayalailai guests and analysed its 2009 visitors’ book.  

Although the survey is briefly discussed in the text, and included in Appendix B with 

findings in Appendix L, given that thesis shifted in direction over time and the word 

limitation of the thesis, the researcher, after discussion with her supervisors, decided to 

focus on the cultural challenges and use the data collected from the guest survey for a 

separate study. However, demographic data from the survey was used to identify the 

Wayalailai market.

Naqalia Lodge is a new property, which only started legally trading at the end of 

2011, so guest opinions were gained through participant observation and TripAdvisor 
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reviews. The analysis of guest comments from TripAdvisor, were accessed by 

conducting a Google search of the resort names (See Chapter 6 and 8), but ultimately, 

these reviews were only used to identify service failures as a result of cultural factors 

(See Appendix M and Appendix N).

2.4 METHODOLOGY

Studies of tourism and hospitality organisations are different to scientific 

research in that they are applied.  Researchers “study people, their problems, and their 

challenges in the subjects’ own organisational settings” (Walsh, 2003, p.67), with the 

hope of advancing the understanding of a phenomenon, by providing stakeholders with 

data that can be applied to solve problems.  In this way, qualitative research can provide 

new theories and insights into problems that can be invaluable to managers (Walsh, 

2003).  Critics of applied research state that, because it is aimed at solving problems 

within a particular organisation, this limits its ability to add to any theoretical knowledge 

base (Sturman, 2003).  Similar arguments apply to ethnographic studies.  On the other 

hand, advocates of positivism use quantitative research, objectivity, distance, and control 

in the belief that these are the ‘real’ ways to conduct social science research (Greenwood 

and Levin, 2000, p.92). They propose action research as an answer to the ‘applied’

versus ‘pure’ research dilemma.  

Some traditionalists advocate mono-method studies, as they believe that 

qualitative and quantitative methods should not be mixed (Smith, 1983; Smith and 

Heshusius, 1986).  At the other end of the continuum, advocates support integrating the 

two methods within a study by using the strengths of both techniques to gain a better 

understanding of the research problem (Creswell, 1995; Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2005).  

Davies (2003) claimed that although many researchers use both quantitative and 

qualitative methods, very few studies combine the two.  He promoted the use of a 

framework, which triangulates quantitative and qualitative research when studying

“things in their natural setting, attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena in 

terms of the meanings people bring to them” (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, p.168). 
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Table 2.1 Qualitative data collection methods

Purpose of the study Guiding research 
questions

Research 
methodologies

Data collection 
method

Exploratory
To investigate little 
understood 
phenomena

To identify certain 
important constructs

Explanatory
To explain the 
relationships between 
the phenomena in 
question

To identify a causal 
or process model

What is happening?

What are the salient 
themes and patterns 
that emerge in 
participants’ meaning 
structures?

How are these 
patterns linked?

What events, beliefs, 
and attitudes are 
shaping this 
phenomenon?

How do these forces 
interact?

Case study

Ethnography

Action research and 
insider-outsider 
research

Participant 
observation, field 
notes

Structured or 
unstructured 
interviews (group or 
individual, oral or 
written)

Written stories of 
personal experiences 
and life histories

Social-network 
diagrams

Historical analysis

Researcher accounts 
of involvement in a 
change initiative

(Source: Walsh, 2003, p. 71).

After due consideration, data for this study were gathered using qualitative and 

quantitative research methods (Table 2.2).  This use of mixed methods or triangulation 

used a more holistic approach (Jamal & Hollinshead, 2001).  Furthermore, Downward 

and Mearman argued that triangulation not only helped produce answers to the causes 

and consequences of why things happen in tourism and hospitality, but also helped “to 

reinforce the validity of those insights” (2004, p. 119).  The use of a quantitative survey 

and structured interviews is common in tourism and are useful tools to gather large 
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amounts of information easily, especially where combined with other data collection 

methods. A multiple method approach is used successfully in different disciplines, and 

has shown to be useful for community research projects and urban studies (Hartmann, 

1988; Whipple and Nyce, 2007).

This multi-method approach used predominantly qualitative research, with mixed 

research methods of primary and secondary data collection (Table 2.1).  Qualitative 

research methods used in this study included semi-structured face to face in depth 

interviews, informal focus groups, and participant observation (Long and Godfrey, 

2004).  The mixed method approach is a characteristic of triangulation, especially in 

qualitative research, where questions are concerned with gaining an understanding of 

complex processes within organisations that involve a number of actors (Cassell & 

Symon, 1994; Jennings, 2001).  Due concern was given to the importance of 

authenticity, context, validity and reliability of the data collection methods in order that 

the resultant data were a true representation of the participants and not compromised by 

subjectivity. Triangulation is also used as a techniques used to verify data and maximise 

validity in qualitative research (Onwuegbuzie and Leech, 2005).

Jennings (2001) claimed, qualitative research was an integral part of interpretive 

social science research, where explanations for the research problem use an inductive 

rather than deductive approach (Table 2.2).  She proposed that research that assumed an 

inductive approach required that data collection (Table 2.1) used an insider perspective 

within the researcher’s real world or natural environment (Jennings, 2001).  This is an 

ethnographic study of two small medium tourism enterprises (SMTE) in the Yasawa 

Island Group in Fiji. 

2.4.1 Insider versus outsider perspectives in research

In CBT studies researchers are often considered ‘outsiders’ for reasons that can 

include “their affiliation with a university, level of formal education, research expertise, 

race, socioeconomic status, or other charateristics” (Kerstetter, 2012, p.99). 

Characteristics such as level of formal education or access to resources can imply a more 

powerful or privileged status within society at large (Wallerstein and Duran, 2008), with 
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such researchers entering communities as insiders or outsiders who are also privileged. 

Over time, the boundaries between researchers and community members dissipate, 

community members become involved in the research project, and trust develops 

(Kerstetter, 2012). The building of trusting relationships between the researcher and 

communities can mean “reaching across racial, ethnic and economic divides”

(Kerstetter, 2012, p.99) and the researcher’s identity can affect the research process and 

findings (Wallerstein and Duran, 2008).

Table 2.2 Characteristics of quantitative and qualitative modes of inquiry
Quantitative mode/ Positivism Qualitative mode/ Phenomenology
Assumptions
Social facts have objective reality
Primacy of method
Variables can be identified
Etic viewpoint

Reality is socially constructed
Primacy of subject matter
Variables are complex,   interwoven, and 
relationships measured and difficult to 
measure
Emic viewpoint

Purpose
Generalisability
Prediction
Casual explanations

Contextualisation
Interpretation
Understanding actors’ perspectives

Approach
Begins with hypothesis and theories
Manipulation and control
Uses formal instruments
Experimentation
Deductive
Component analysis
Seeks consensus, the norm
Reduces data to numerical indices
Abstract language in write-up

Ends with hypothesis and grounded 
theory
Emergence and portrayal
Researcher as instrument
Naturalistic
Inductive
Searches for patterns
Seeks pluralism, complexity
Minor use of numerical indices
Descriptive write-up

Researcher role
Detachment and impartiality
Objective portrayal

Personal involvement and partiality
Empathetic understanding

(Source: Glesne and Peshkin, 1992, cited in Hobson, 2003, p. 75).
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There has been extensive debate by academics and qualitative researchers into 

the benefits and disadvantages of researchers studying their own communities. For 

example Merton (1972) summarised views on ‘insider’ versus ‘outsider’ as follows. 

Outsiders are valued as being neutral, objective, observers, are able to take a bird’s-eye 

view of the study, whilst insiders have difficulty crtically analysing the community they 

belong to. In contrast, insiders argue that outsider reseachers are never completely able 

to really understand a culture or situation if they have never experienced it. Furthermore, 

insider researchers are uniquely qualified to understand and interpret the membership 

and experiences of groups to which they belong. Insider researchers can find it easier to 

identify research participants and use their personal and shared experiences to gather 

richer data (Dwyer and Buckle, 2009). However, difficulties arise if they are unable to 

separate their personal experiences from research participants, discuss the potential for 

bias within their research, and address issues of confidentiality when interviewing 

community member about sensitive issues (Serrant-Green, 2002). 

In contrast, although outsider researchers are often valued for their objectivity, 

they often have difficulty gaining access to research participant unless they form 

partnerships with insiders. Scholars noted that cases where researchers are complete 

insiders or complete outsiders (Chawla-Duggan, 2007; Gasman and Payton-Stewart, 

2006) are few. In reality, a researcher’s position and identity are relative, can change and 

vary dependent on location, time, individual personalities and research topic (Mercer, 

2007). For these reasons, Dwyer and Buckle (2009) advocate that researchers “fall 

somewhere within the space between complete insiders and complete outsiders” (p.101). 

It is the researcher’s responsibility to understand the position they hold within this 

insider/outsider dichotomy and reflect on how their status can affect the research process 

and its findings (Serrant-Green, 2002).

The ‘space between’ is usually multi-dimensional where factors such as 

researcher identities, cultural backgrounds, and relationships to research participants 

influence their positioning within this space (Kerstetter, 2012). Four categories of 

positionality developed by Banks (1998) were: indigenous-insider, indigenous-outsider, 

external-insider, and external-outsider which represented “differences in researchers’
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knowledge and values based on their socialisation within different ethnic, racial and 

cultural communities” (Kerstetter, 2012, p.101). Such categories are simplistic and the 

researcher finds that at different times during this study she could consider herself an 

‘indigenous-outsider’ or ‘external-insider’ but may more accurately be positioned within 

a ‘space between’. Furthermore, researcher positionalities are dynamic and change 

depending on the subject and group under study (Serrant-Green, 2002; Dwyer and 

Buckle, 2009). Dwyer and Buckle (2009) noted that definitions of ‘insider’ and 

‘outsider’ positions can only be made for specific individuals and contexts and are 

difficult to generalise. 

In this study, the researcher occupied a unique ‘space between’ which had 

varying aspects of insider/outsider perspectives for many of the factors outlined above. 

As a Fiji citizen of mixed race (kailoma) the researcher has an excellent understanding 

of indigenous Fijian culture.  The researcher also lived abroad between London, United 

Kingdom, New York, and California for over 20 years and has travelled widely through 

Europe, North America, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and the South Pacific.  

Apart from being a tourism and hospitality academic, travel has given the researcher a 

broad knowledge of tourist behaviour, expectations, and motivations.  The researcher’s 

travel experiences have ranged from camping and caravanning in budget sites, 

homestays, bed and breakfasts, beach fales, budget accommodation, cruise ships, 

through to mid-range and luxury hotels and resorts.  The researcher has also lived in Fiji 

for over thirty years (in both urban and village environments), and was able to gain an 

‘insider’ perspective and win the trust of the case studies’ participants, whilst still 

maintaining her distance and ability to interpret data objectively.  

For the duration of this study, the researcher was afforded the privilege of 

unrestricted access to both front and backstage areas of the resorts, and unlimited access 

to management and employees.  This unrestricted access not only contributed to rich 

data collection, but also is unusual in organisational or case study research, where some 

of the primary areas of concern, are related to gaining and maintaining continuous 

access to an organisation (Hartley, 1994).  Access to the two resorts in the Yasawas was 

made easier because of the researcher’s relationship with the first manager of Naqalia 
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Lodge (a USP graduate and ex-tourism and hospitality student).  The researcher’s 

position as Rusiate’s ‘qase ni vuli’ (teacher), and capacity as a lecturer in the School of 

Tourism and Hospitality Management at the University of the South Pacific, who took 

regular trips to the island over a period of three years and assisted with the development 

of Naqalia Lodge, consulted at Wayalailai and general voluntary work within the 

community, gave the researcher status and recognition within the clans. 

2.4.2 Action research

Action research is defined as: 

...research in which the validity and value of research results are tested through 

collaborative insider-professional researcher knowledge generation and 

application processes in projects of social change that aim to increase fairness, 

wellness, and self-determination.  In action research, community or 

organisational stakeholders collaborate with professional researchers in defining 

the objectives, constructing the research questions, learning research skills, 

pooling knowledge and efforts, conducting the research, interpreting the results, 

and applying what is learned to produce positive social change.  Action research 

ignores the boundaries between disciplines when they restrict effective 

understanding and action and advocates crossing the boundary between academia 

and society as a basic principle of operation (Greenwood and Levin, 2000, p. 94).

As with reflective practice, action research’s goals include change and 

improvement (Leitch and Day, 2000). Theories developed from action research are 

validated through practice and can be used to develop remedial action plans that provide 

solutions to specific problems (Burns, 1996, p.347), which in the context of this study 

are the cultural challenges faced by indigenous owned SMTEs in Fiji. It can be 

considered both a problem solving approach and process. Action research conducted in 

this study has enabled the development of recommendations (See Chapters 8 and 9) that 

could provide solutions to many of the cultural challenges indigenous community-based 
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businesses face, and through continued monitoring and evaluation in future research

establish the validity of these recommendations.

2.4.3 Case study 

Case studies are a popular way of conducting qualitative inquiry, especially 

when the study is of specific cases or areas of interest (Stake, 2000, p.435).  The case 

study approach was used, with a view to provide meaningful rich data, by analysing “the 

context and processes involved” in evaluating the challenges indigenous budget tourism 

operations face running successful businesses (Hartley, 1994, p.209).  They are 

becoming an acceptable form of research in theses and research examining organisations 

(Gummesson, 2000), although arguments exist both for and against the use of case 

studies in organisational research.  Advocates of this research method claim that case 

studies allow the study of “social processes in their appropriate context” (Hartley, 1994, 

p.208).  Stake proposed the advantage of this approach was that it was a “study of the 

particular” (2000, p.438), which encompassed “the nature, historical backgrounds, 

physical settings as well as socio-cultural contexts of a specific case” (Xiao and Smith, 

2006, p.739).  A counter argument, thought by some to be outdated (Stoecker, 1991), 

claimed that case studies lack rigour and reliability (Xiao and Smith, 2006) and failed to 

deal with “the issues of generalisability” more effectively addressed by quantitative 

methods (Hartley, 1994, p.208).  However, Hartley (1994, p.208) argues if the potential 

limitations of the research method were recognised, and links made to relevant theory 

within the context of the case studies, they should produce exciting theory and rich data.   

Hartley (1994) defined case study as:

... a detailed investigation, often with data collected over a period of time, of one 

or more organisations, or groups with organisations, with a view to providing an 

analysis of the context and processes involved in the phenomenon under study.  

The phenomenon is not isolated from its context…but is of interest precisely 

because it is in relation to the context (pp.208-209).
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Case study research has also been defined as “…an empirical inquiry that 

investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the 

boundaries between the phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (Yin, 1994, 

p.13).  Data is often collected using triangulation with research methods such as 

participant observation, interviews using probing methods that ask participants of 

explanations, interpretations of data and an analysis of case study environments 

(Woodside and Wilson, 2003).  Researchers also use triangulation to address weaknesses 

inherent in different research methods, and improve the reliability of their findings 

(Walsh, 2003).  In a case study, the context is an inherent part of the research design, 

and relevant factors of validity and generalisability must be considered (Hartley, 1994; 

Perren and Ram, 2004; Stake 2000).  Issues of validity were addressed by using multiple 

methods of data collection, within each case study, as detailed in Table 2.1.  The 

researcher presupposed that if the data collected from these multiple methods returned 

the same or similar results, this would address the question of validity and 

generalisability.    

The case study method has been used in studies of organisational behaviour, 

community studies, business, and marketing (Hartley, 1994; Xiao and Smith, 2006), but

the infrequent use of this method in research can be due to a number of factors.  Case 

studies are time consuming, labour intensive, costly, and researchers often encounter 

difficulties associated with gaining and maintaining access to the organisation and its 

employees (Hartley, 1994).  Fortunately, this was not the case for this study.  The 

researcher was able to negotiate a special rate for staying at Naqalia Lodge and 

Wayalailai Ecohaven, by offsetting some of the costs of the stay against providing 

consultancy services and training at the resorts.

Further justification for the choice of this research strategy, was that the length of 

time the researcher was able to spend at each location enabled total immersion to gain a 

better understanding of the day-to-day practices of the organisations. This would not 

have been achievable with brief visits.  Moreover, Hartley claimed detailed case studies 

can  be fundamental “in cross-national comparative research, where an intimate 

understanding of what concepts mean to people, the meanings attached to particular 
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behaviours and how behaviours are linked, is essential” to the outcomes of the research 

project at hand (1994, p. 214).  Whilst cross-national comparative research was not 

possible in this study, it will be considered for a future paper.

2.4.4 Ethnography

Due to the research methods used in this study, and the unique relationship 

developed with the main stakeholders in the two case studies, the researcher decided to 

use an ethnographic approach when recording and analysing the findings.  Tedlock 

defined ethnography as the way data is transformed and written to combine “research 

design, fieldwork, and various methods of inquiry to produce historically, politically, 

and personally situated accounts, descriptions, interpretations, and representations of 

human lives” (2000, p. 455).  Originally from the field of anthropology, an ethnographic 

study required researchers to immerse themselves in their fieldwork and engage in close, 

long-term interaction with people in order to gain an understanding of their beliefs, 

motivations, and behaviour (Palmer, 2001; Tedlock, 2000, p.456).  Primary data 

collection for this longitudinal study was undertaken during the period January 2009-

September 2010.  This included a six-month period based on Wayalailai Island the 

location for Naqalia Lodge and Wayalailai Ecohaven.

Ethnography is a form of qualitative sociological research which Picken (2009) 

described as:

… an intuitive way of understanding something we want to know about, but via a 

formal process.  First, the ethnographer takes interest in the many aspects of a 

social situation.  They observe, ask questions, have conversations, make notes, 

read signs and spend time with those conducting the business they wish to 

understand.  This work varies from everyday observation in that it is done within 

the context of fieldwork: a formalised process of ‘getting to know’ a group, a 

situation or process.  This formalisation permits a generous definition of what 

constitutes data and ways of collecting it.  Second, these data are written up.  

Writing is both a technique for collecting information, such as in the form of 
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field notes, and presenting information by bringing the field experience together

-‘the ethnography’ (p. 1).

Hammersley and Atkinson (1983, p.2) described the ethnographer as one who:

…participates, overtly or covertly, in people’s daily lives… watching, …

listening, …collecting whatever data are available to throw light on the issues 

with which he or she is concerned. …It (ethnography) bears a close resemblance 

to the routine ways in which people make sense of the world in everyday life 

(cited in Palmer, 2001, p.301).

Malinowski (1922, cited in Tedlock 2000, p.457), suggested that the 

ethnographer’s goal was to gain a deeper understanding of the “native’s point of view”,

through participant observation, seeing, thinking and feeling like an insider or native.  

Although the researcher may gain partial socialisation into the society or culture, they 

must still “maintain a polite distance from those studied and to cultivate rapport, not

friendship; compassion, not sympathy; respect not belief; understanding, not 

identification; admiration, not love” (Tedlock, 2000, p.457).  Ethnographic research 

using participant observation, written diaries, field notes, and interviews are thought to 

be useful methods for carrying out tourism research (Nunez 1989; Palmer, 2001).  This 

study used participant observation, field notes, and interviews.  These case studies could 

be termed multi-site ethnography where the same people were observed “across the 

different settings that make up their life worlds” (Van Maanen, 2006, p. 15).  Sites for 

these studies included the resort (work), plantations, fishing trips, and social 

environments such as the village, church and traditional social gatherings such as the

opening of the Chief’s bure at Namara, i-solis7 to raise money for loan repayments, bank 

deposits, church, weddings, 21st birthday parties, and primary school. 

                                               
7 Traditional fundraising events
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Jackson (2004) acknowledged that the native ethnographer may provide rich data 

about a given group, but suggested their subjectivity may compromise their ability to be 

neutral and scientific.  The ethnographic researcher engages in a long period of 

participant observation to understand a culture from an insider perspective, but to be 

effective must maintain a distance.  The researcher’s role is to “see not just through the 

native’s eyes but also to examine those natives’ eyes through a much more powerful 

scientific pair” (Jackson, 2004, p.34).  He questioned the ability of the ‘native’

researcher to be objective and provide etic (objective outsider) interpretations of the 

emic (subjective insider).  The terms ‘etic’ and emic’ “are founded in the discipline of 

anthropology and are especially associated with the qualitative methodological tool of 

ethnography” (Jennings, 2001, p.127) (See Table 2.2).  Ethnographic research is also 

criticised for being difficult to replicate as ethnographers view research sites and data 

differently given different biases, theoretical beliefs, and interpretations of the same

event or data (Burawoy, 2003).

Immersion in the local culture meant that there was no limit to what was 

observed, and led to the researcher recording extensive daily field notes from morning to 

night.  These were sorted, analysed, and presented in Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 of this 

thesis. 

2.4.5 Cultural Methodology

A cultural methodology was integrated into the study, in line with traditional 

protocol, to facilitate acceptance by clan members and the indigenous Fijian (i-Taukei) 

community.  This adherence to traditional protocols ensured the safety and protection of 

the researcher, created a rapport with the community, and developed a relaxed friendly 

environment, which put people at ease and made them more agreeable to participating in 

the research study (Evening, 2000).  In Fiji, it is customary to show respect for the 

vanua8 by presenting an i-sevusevu (gift) of yaqona roots (piper methysticum) to the 

village chief to ask for permission to enter the village and carry out the research.  The 

                                               
8 The indigenous Fijian people, their land and customs.  See Glossary.
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term vanua is widely used in Fiji and has multiple meanings.  It can be a term for land or 

a particular place, but also includes people who are tied to the land by birth.  It is also a 

territorial unit or yavusa united under one chief (Overton, 1999). Asesala Ravuvu, 

generally acknowledged as a leading academic on issues of vanua, explained it as 

follows:

The word vanua has physical, social and cultural connotations. It refers to the

land area with which a person or a group is identified, together with its flora,

fauna and other natural constituents.  It also means the members of a group, the

members of which relate socially and politically to one another . . . culturally, the 

word vanua also embodies the values and beliefs which people in a particular

locality have in common.  It includes their philosophy of living, and their beliefs

about life in this world and in the supernatural world. . . . Thus, the concept of

vanua is an encompassing one; it is the totality of a Fijian community (1987, 

pp.14–15).

To arrange the meeting with the clan chief, the researcher contacted the Turaga-

ni-Koro (village headman) who then contacted the chief’s matanivanua (chief’s 

spokesperson) who then spoke to the chief.  In the case of Naqalia, the researcher’s local 

research assistant arranged the visit, as his grandfather Tai Waisale, was the chief and 

head of the clan.  The clan then came to the resort to receive the i-sevusevu and listen to 

the outline of the research study.  For Wayalailai the i-sevusevu was conducted in 

Namara village and arranged by the Turaga-ni-koro who was also a member of the clan 

that owned Naqalia. 

After the ceremony, a period of talanoa (friendly conversation) began, where 

introductions were made and any traditional links by birth were identified. Being of 

mixed race, the researcher’s indigenous Fijian ancestry is from Nanukuloa in Ra 

(headquarters of the Ra Provincial Council), which has close traditional ties to Veiseisei, 
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the chiefly village of Vuda and home of the Tui Vuda9.  The researcher is also of 

Rotuman10 ancestry and the Tui Vuda, Ratu Iloilo Uluivuda, at one time had a Rotuman 

wife.  Furthermore, the researcher has a son whose father is a prominent indigenous 

Fijian chief from Naisogolaca village in Bau, and brother of Fiji’s present President.  

The people of Vuda have strong traditional ties to Bau, and as such the researcher was 

welcomed as the mother (tinamu or tinai) of Ratu Edward (Etuate) Tavanavanua (the 

researcher’s son), whose paternal grandfather Ratu Sir Edward Tuivanuavou Tugi 

Cakobau;  the son of King George Tupou II of Tonga and Adi Litia Cakobau of 

Naisogolaca in Bau, was well known to the elders in these communities as a high chief, 

renowned statesman, and a past Deputy Prime Minister of Fiji.  These different 

relationships established trust, and provided ease of access to the various case studies 

and related communities. 

Following the i-sevusevu and initial meeting with the community, a few days 

were spent becoming familiar with the site, local people, resort managers, and preparing 

the groundwork to begin interviewing.  Conducting research in a Fijian cultural context 

is time consuming and involves much consumption of yaqona, especially in the first few 

days of arrival in the community.  It is considered rude to start interviewing straight after 

the i-sevusevu and to leave straight after the research has been completed (Evening, 

2000).  Over the six-month period, the researcher was able to collect rich detailed data, 

which would not have been possible without undertaking the longitudinal study of these 

sites and conforming to traditional Fijian protocol. 

2.5 LOCATION AND POPULATION 

Two case studies of budget resorts that belong to communities from the Vanua of 

Vuda in Fiji were selected using a purposive sampling method, because of ease of access 

and the fact they all belong to the same Vanua with their Paramount Chief being the Tui 

Vuda (See Figure 1.4).  They are:

                                               
9 Paramount Chief for the clans of Wayalailai Island
10 Rotuman – Indigenous people of Polynesian culture from Rotuma which is a dependency of Fiji
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• Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort, Wayalailai Island, Yasawa Group, Fiji; and

• Naqalia Lodge, Wayalailai Island, Yasawa Group, Fiji.

Indigenous clans or communities own both these resorts, which vary in 

management structure, ownership, knowledge, experience of tourism, education, and 

degree of external influence by industry practitioners and consultants.  However, they 

are all classified by Tourism Fiji (the national tourism organisation) and Awesome 

Adventures (the main tour operator/transport service in the Yasawa and Mamanuca 

groups), as budget accommodation catering to the backpacker market in Fiji. Both have

received government assistance in the form of loans and training under the Ministry of 

Tourism ‘Ecotourism’ scheme.  They were grouped into geographical clusters by Vuda 

tikina, and island, for ease of reference and planning of fieldwork, data collection, and 

analysis.   

The researcher has studied resorts in this region for the past three years and 

developed a good working relationship with management and staff at these resorts 

through field trip visits and other research projects.  Approval was given by the Tui 

Vuda11, local chiefs, and resort managers of each of these operations to conduct research 

at these locations.  The SMTEs that were selected as case studies are located on a small 

isolated island, and despite time constraints, the researcher endeavoured to interview 

management, most employees of the resorts and clan members using non-random 

sampling.  This ensured that data was collected from a representative sample of the total 

population.   

2.6 ACCESS

A challenge to conducting ethnographic research is gaining access to both the 

case studies and the tourists.  Frohlick and Harrison (2008) claim, “the problem is how 

to situate ourselves strategically and unobtrusively in a ‘contact zone’ where meaningful 

and at least somewhat sustained encounters with tourists will transpire” (2008, pp.5-6).  

                                               
11 Paramount chief of Vuda District, see Glossary
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As this was an ethnographic study the researcher was careful not to disrupt the tourist 

experience, whilst creating a zone of engagement between the tourists and the 

researcher.  Budget travellers were easier to access than other tourists the researcher had 

studied (See Gibson 2003),  as the researcher was also a guest at the resorts, and given 

the communal nature of backpacker resorts was able to disseminate guest surveys and 

conduct participant observation.  As explained earlier, data from the surveys were only 

used as they related to guest countries of origin, motivations, food preferences, and 

experiences that were affected by cultural factors such as time, communication and 

attitudes towards food and beverage consumption.

2.7 RESEARCH METHODS AND DATA COLLECTION

In this study, data were collected by means of multiple research methods, which 

included a detailed literature review; participant observation; a narrative-based 

interpretation of daily events; focus interviews (See Appendix F and Appendix G); and 

self-administered questionnaires to management (See Appendix C), staff (See Appendix 

D), tourists (See Appendix B), and clan members (See Table 2.1, Appendix F and 

Appendix G).  As discussed earlier in this Chapter and in Chapter 1, this study used both 

quantitative and qualitative research and multiple research methods to collect data.  

These methods were predominantly qualitative in nature, with quantitative aspects (See 

Table 2.3).  There has been much discussion regarding the benefits of both approaches, 

yet “pragmatists advocate integrating methods within a single study” as both approaches 

have intrinsic strengths and weaknesses (Onwuegbuzie and Leech, 2005, p. 377).  

Researchers should use the strengths of both approaches to understand the phenomena in 

question.  Hartmann (1988) claimed that, in many instances, interviews are the only 

form of data collection in tourism research.  He recommended that research could 

benefit from the “combination and integration of different field methods and techniques”

(1988, p. 88).
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Figure 2.1 Case study locations
              Case study locations

(Source:  Beautiful Pacific Holidays, 2009a and 2009b).

Examples of previous studies of community-based tourism that used multiple 

approaches and methods include: Singh, Milne and Hull’s (2012) study of Sustainable 

Tourism Development in Niue; Stone and Stone’s study of community-based tourism 

enterprises at Khama Rhino Sanctuary Trust, Botswana (2011); Naipinit and 

Maneenetr’s study of Busai Village Homestay in Thailand (2010); Nieman, Visser and 

van Wyk’s study of constraints facing tourism entrepreneurs in Gauteng and 

Mpumalanga provinces in South Africa (2008); Reichel and Haber’s exploratory study 

of business performance of small tourism enterprises in Israel (2005); Nuntsu, 

Tassiopoulos and Haydam’s study of the bed and breakfast market in Buffalo City, 

South Africa (2004); Higgins-Desbiolles’ indigenous case study of the Ngarrindjeri of 

South Australia (2004); Belsky’s study of community based ecotourism in Gales Point 

Manatee, Belize (1999); and Berno’s study of hosts and guests in the Cook Islands 

(1995, 1999).
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Table 2.3 Outline of research methods

Objective Research Methods

1. To identify and analyse cultural factors 
that may influence the success of 
indigenous operations, and ascertain 
whether indigenous concepts of ‘business 
success’ are the same as their western 
counterparts, or do indigenous operators 
have different aspirations and goals. 
Such cultural factors include gift 
exchange, contributions to traditional 
ceremonies and communal obligations. 

Historical research, interviews -  
management, staff, community, and 
industry experts using: face-to-face 
interviews, questionnaire, participant 
observation (See Appendix C
Management interview schedule, 
Appendix D Staff interview schedule, 
Appendix F Focus interview schedule & 
Appendix G Focus interview schedule 
Fijian)
Focus interviews with landowning 
communities and resort owners, managers 
and staff (See Appendix F Focus 
interview schedule and Appendix G
Focus interview schedule Fijian)
Comparison with academic literature and 
previous studies

2. To identify the entrepreneurial skills of 
indigenous managers and owners, their 
business skills and knowledge of their 
target markets, and examine the 
challenges indigenous tourism operations 
face in the strategic management and 
marketing of their businesses.

Informal face-to-face interviews and 
focus interviews with management and 
clan (See Appendix C Management 
interview schedule, Appendix F Focus
interview schedule and Appendix G
Focus interview schedule Fijian). 
Secondary research and guest survey (See 
Appendices A The budget/backpacker 
tourism market, Appendix B Guest 
survey, Appendix M TripAdvisor reviews 
– Wayalailai and Appendix TripAdvisor 
reviews Naqali.

3. To identify specific training needs for 
management, employees, and the local 
community and evaluate the extent to 
which indigenous operators are willing to 
support employee education and training 
to improve service quality, customer 
satisfaction, and financial success.

Informal face to face interviews with 
elders, management and staff (See 
Appendix C Management interview 
schedule, Appendix D Staff interview 
schedule, Appendix F Focus interview 
schedule, Appendix G Focus interview 
schedule Fijian)
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Participant observation
Staff survey at Wayalailai Ecohaven (See 
Appendix D)

4. To investigate whether the inclusion of 
cultural factors into training workshops 
(e.g. how to place limits on traditional 
obligations, including the clan in business 
workshops and courses, scheduling that 
includes traditional roles) would be 
beneficial to management, employees and 
the local clans.

Focus and face-to-face interviews with 
employees (See Appendix D Staff 
interview schedule), managers (See 
Appendix C Management interview 
schedule) and industry practitioners
Focus interviews – clan members, youth, 
women, church, elders (See Appendices F 
& G)
Participant observation

5. To propose a model of indigenous 
entrepreneurship that considers strategic 
hospitality management and cultural 
factors.

Prepare model from findings (See Figure 
9.1)

2.7.1 Literature review 

A literature review of relevant topics was conducted using textbooks, academic 

journal articles, theses and dissertations, conference proceedings, government reports, 

magazines, newspapers and other published texts (See Chapter 3, and 4 and Appendix 

A).  It provided a summary and discussion of key studies and major contributions to the 

body of knowledge examined in this thesis.  Topics that were reviewed included: 

sustainable tourism, ecotourism, indigenous tourism, community-based tourism, pro-

poor tourism, social exchange theory, backpacker travel, entrepreneurship, plural society 

thesis, culture, indigenous entrepreneurship, and the Fiji cultural context.

2.7.2 Historical research 

Historical research at Wayalailai and Naqalia was conducted using documents 

from the Native Land Trust Board (i-Taukei Trust Board), Ministry of Lands, face-to-

face interviews with elders and clan members, magazine and newspaper articles, internet 

resources e.g. TripAdvisor guest reviews, company websites and guests’ comments 
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gathered from questionnaires. The TripAdvisor guest reviews include all reviews 

available online for the two resorts at the time of writing.

2.7.3 Participant observation

A first-hand study of the day-to-day management of the resorts, together with 

guest and employee activities and behaviour in different situations, was undertaken 

using the method of participant observation, through social interaction with the 

participants, namely the management, employees and in some cases guests, of the 

resorts.    This method  is justified especially where “the researcher is confident of 

obtaining reasonable access;  the research problem is observable and capable of being 

addressed by qualitative data;  and the research setting is sufficiently limited in size and 

location for it to be effectively observed” (Waddington 1994, p.108).  This was certainly 

the case with the two resorts, which apart from providing unlimited access, were limited 

in size by the fact that they were all on a small island, with no roads and accessible only 

by sea.

   Data from the guests’ perspective were collected through participant 

observation, which involved immersion in the field, systematically reporting 

experiences, people’s behaviour and responses to different concepts and events (Walsh, 

2003).  Throughout the study, the researcher stayed at the resorts as a full paying guest.  

This enabled the researcher to experience the resorts’ services in person, and observe the 

experience of both guest and employee behaviour in front line encounters.  Interviews 

were recorded in diaries using shorthand, reviewed each evening as a form of reflection, 

and then transcribed into Word files.  Table 2.4 lists potential advantages and 

disadvantages of using participant observation as a data collection method by Hancock 

(1998).   

Due consideration was given to any disadvantages that could occur, as a result of 

the researcher being an active participant in this process.  The researcher was well aware 

of the need for objective observation using an etic approach, and attempted to maintain 

this stance throughout.  However, since the researcher is from Fiji, her understanding of 

indigenous Fijian culture and behaviour was used to interpret research findings that dealt 
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with cultural factors.  Any difficulties that did arise will be discussed in the Chapters 6-8

of this thesis.

Relevant data from participant observation is reported in Chapters 6 and 7 under 

the heading ‘Observation’. This is not to be confused with indented ‘Quotation’ found in 

Chapters 6 and 7, which are direct quotations from interviews and surveys.

2.7.4 Interviews

A number of interviews of various kinds were conducted over a period of three 

years.  Participants included resort managers, staff, and members of the landowning 

units including chiefs, elders, men, women, youth and guests. These included in depth, 

face-to-face and focus group interviews using semi-structured questionnaires (See 

Appendices 2, 3, 5 and 6).  In depth and face-to-face interviews were informal and were 

conducted as the opportunity arose (e.g. at work, during meals, fishing, over drinks after 

dinner, in the plantations and gardens), and to confirm data interpretation and 

contradictions that arose during the interpretation of the research findings.  The research 

process was reflexive and the researcher acted as an active listener who was responsive 

to the answers and behaviour of interviewees. On occasion, questions were altered 

depending on different situations.  This involved the use of open-ended questions during 

interviews, which included phrases like: what do you think…; what do you feel about…; 

can you explain…; what did you mean by… (Palmer, 2001).  A list of advantages and 

disadvantages of different types of interviews by Hancock (1998) can be found in Table 

2.5.
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Table 2.4 Advantages and disadvantages of participant observation

Advantages of Observation Disadvantages of Observation
• Best way of recording human 

behaviour   
• Observations are recorded as they 

occur eliminating biased recall
• Allows researcher to view a situation 

in total and in context
• Observation schedules can be simple 

to design and use
• Researchers may need little training
• Open to the use of recording devices

• Time and duration of an event may 
not be predictable;  involves watching 
and waiting

• Presence of researcher adds a new 
dimension to the situation

• Presence of researcher can affect 
people’s behaviour

• Observations may be subject to 
researcher bias

• Researchers may find themselves 
drawn into the situation

• Events may occur so rapidly it is not 
possible to record everything

• Little control over number of times an 
event will occur

• Those not wishing to be involved may 
object to the presence of the 
researcher

(Source:  Adapted from Hancock, 1998, p.12).

2.7.4.1 In-depth interviews

In depth, face-to-face interviews were carried out with managers of the two 

resorts, management personnel, and frontline employees.  An outline of the questions for 

in depth management interviews is found in Appendix C, followed by an outline of in 

depth frontline employee interview schedule in Appendix D. On site, informal 

interviews were conducted with guests as these are backpacker resorts with communal 

dining areas and organised entertainment and activities.  Interviews with the guests were 

on a voluntary basis or in the form of informal conversations, so as not to be intrusive or 

detrimental to their holiday experience.  A guest satisfaction questionnaire was also 

disseminated to guests who agreed to participate (108 respondents) (See Appendix B).
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Table 2.5 Advantages and disadvantages of interviews

Advantages Disadvantages 

• No items are overlooked
• Questions and answers can be clarified by 

both interviewer and respondent
• Researcher can achieve depth of response
• Can be used to probe sensitive or difficult 

areas
• Good response rates
• Respondents do not need to be literate to 

participate

• Respondents’ replies are not influenced 
by reading ahead (can happen in the case 
of questionnaires)

• Responses are enriched by observing 
non-verbal cues (Important in cross-
cultural research)

• Can be used as an exploratory stage in a 
larger study

• Takes time to arrange
• Time consuming for researcher as it takes 

longer to collect data
• Travel can be costly
• Excellent interviewing skills are needed
• Risk of interviewer bias
• Data analysis can be time consuming

(Source:  Adapted from Hancock, 1998, p.11).

2.7.4.2 Focus interviews

Focus interviews were conducted with members of the local clans who were not 

only shareholders in the resorts but in many cases employees as well.  These were based 

on an interview schedule of 100 questions, which was in English and Fijian (See 

Appendix F and Appendix G).  The interview schedule was handed out at the beginning 

of each meeting.  Focus interviews were carried out in the form of Talanoa sessions 

(informal social gatherings) in the evening at the two resorts or at prearranged times in 

Namara village on Wayalailai with the staff and clan members who owned Naqalia 

Lodge and Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort.  These were conducted around the ‘grog’ or 

yaqona bowl, in the expectation that this form of data collection would be more 

culturally acceptable to the employees who are all indigenous Fijians (Evening, 2000; 

Gibson, 2003; and Gibson, Pratt & Movono, 2012).    
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Focus interviews addressed different groups: the clan, the church, resort owners, 

staff, men, women, and youth. This is important in the context of Fiji where strict 

protocols exist regarding the interaction between men and women of different ages

(Gibson et al., 2012). For example, it is not appropriate for young Fijian males or 

females to speak out against their elders.  Even in a group setting, gender roles are very 

specific and there is little interaction between non-family males and females12.  

Furthermore, conducting a formal ‘interview’ or a ‘focus group’ to draw out responses 

to a semi-structured questionnaire is alien to this cohort.  In an effort to please the 

researcher, studies have found that many indigenous Fijians provide the answer they 

think the researcher will want to hear rather than give their own response (Evening, 

2000; Gibson, 2003, Gibson et al., 2012).  What is more natural in eliciting responses 

from this cohort is to talk informally while drinking yaqona (kava) around the tanoa

(communal kava bowl). In this situation, participants do not perceive they are being 

interviewed, are more open, and provide responses voluntarily.  Additionally, with the 

use of an indigenous Fijian research assistant, who was familiar with the local dialects, 

questions were able to be translated and back-translated in the same conversation hence 

clarifying any issues that the researcher/participants did not understand. 

Richer, more detailed data were collected from the more relaxed, informal 

setting, as the interviews took the form of conversations and they were recorded in 

shorthand and transcribed at the end of each day.  People were more willing to 

participate in this process, than with questionnaires where their answers had to be 

written down.  Having spent six months living on Wayalailai and visiting over the four-

year period, the researcher knew the names of all employees, management, and most 

villagers at the case studies.  This had many advantages for conducting interviews, and 

with the questionnaires, helped with any ambiguous answers that needed checking.

The dynamics of group interviews were considered, and care was taken to 

moderate the group discussions to avoid situations where certain participants dominated 

the discussion and influenced other members through ‘group-think’ (Steyaert & 

                                               
12 Practice of Veitabuki or avoidance, see Glossary
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Bouwen, 1994).  This also had cultural importance, which included the large power 

distance that exists in local traditional societies (See Figure 5.1), and where more 

important employees, church ministers or the local chief might dominate the discussions.  

In addition, elements of Masculine/Femininity had to be considered when trying to 

encourage the predominantly female employees, women or wives to speak in front of the 

male employees or clan members.  In many cases the researcher conducted informal 

interviews with female employees, in the evenings when they had just finished work, or 

at their workplace, for example in the kitchen, gardens, while they were cleaning, on 

fishing trips or on Sunday afternoons when they were relaxing after lunch;  but away 

from their spouses or other males.  These interviews varied in length and were anything 

from ten minutes to one or two hours and were recorded in diaries or using a tape 

recorder and transcribed.  However, in large group interviews the researcher found the 

tape recorder was ineffective as it was unable to pick up responses over the noise of 

other participants.  Thus, observations and responses were recorded manually.

2.7.5 Questionnaires

A survey of resort guests was used to gauge their satisfaction and importance 

ratings with service quality for different factors, which included: reception (check-

in/check-out), accommodation, food and beverages, activities, information, customer 

service and ambience.  This is one of the most common techniques in tourism and 

leisure research (Veal, 2006).  Self- administered questionnaires were disseminated to 

guests at Wayalailai to determine their satisfaction ratings with service quality (See 

Appendix B).  The questionnaire included demographic information and used  a Likert 

scale of 1-7 to identify guest satisfaction and importance ratings with different 

dimensions.  Table 2.7 lists the advantages and disadvantages of questionnaires.
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Table 2.6 Likert Scale – Importance and Satisfaction Ratings

Rating Importance Rating Satisfaction Rating
1 Extremely important Extremely satisfied
2 Very important Very satisfied
3 Important Satisfied
4 Neutral Neutral
5 Unimportant Dissatisfied
6 Very unimportant Very dissatisfied
7 Extremely unimportant Extremely dissatisfied

For Wayalailai, a self-administered survey was used to gather information from 

guests.  A convenience sampling method was used as guests on island resorts formed a 

‘captive’ group and were generally willing participants. The questionnaire was piloted 

over a period of one week at Wayalailai, slight adjustments were made using feedback 

from these completed questionnaires and the final instrument was developed (See 

Appendix B).108 completed questionnaires were gathered and analysed using Excel (to 

generate graphs) and relevant academic literature (See Appendix L).  An analysis of 35 

TripAdvisor online travel ratings and reviews of Wayalailai was also undertaken. 

Naqalia Lodge was a resort under construction and only obtained its license at the end of 

2011.  Consequently, bookings were limited and guest opinions were gathered through 

face-to-face interviews and an analysis of 37 TripAdvisor online travel ratings and 

reviews. 
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Table 2.7 Advantages and Disadvantages of Questionnaires

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Relatively simple method of data 
collection.   

• Rapid and efficient method of data 
collection

• Data can be collected from a widely 
scattered sample

• Relatively inexpensive
• One of the easiest tools to test for 

reliability and validity
• Respondents have time to consider each 

question
• Data analysis can be done quickly
• Can be used to collect data on a wide 

range of topics and attributes

• Cannot probe a topic in-depth without 
being lengthy

• Respondent can omit items without 
explanation leaving data incomplete

• Selection of forced choice items may be 
insufficient to reflect respondent’s choice

• Amount of information is limited by 
respondent’s interest and attention

• Questionnaires can go astray
• Production and distribution can become 

expensive
• Sample is limited to those with literacy 

skills
• Most people express themselves better 

through the spoken word
• No opportunity for the researcher to 

interact with respondents
• If respondents are anonymous they 

cannot be followed up

(Source:  Adapted from Hancock, 1998, p.12).

2.7.6 Analysis of company documentation

The analysis of company documentation is often overlooked by researchers, but 

is a valuable source of information.  Many western social scientists like Marx, Engels 

and Durkheim, used this methodology extensively (Forster, 1994).  The researcher was 

given access to a range of company documentation, which provided a valuable source of 

data.  For example:  annual reports, brochures, public relations reviews, guest records, 

annual general meeting reports, and company accounts.  Forster (1994, p.148) claimed 

that documentary records provided a “rich source of insights into different employee and 

group interpretations of organisational life”.   However, given the sensitivity of company 
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information, general observations were made, but in most cases specific data e.g. exact 

financial figures were omitted.

2.7.7 Internet websites

The internet has emerged as an important source of information. It allows direct 

contact between researchers and participants through online interviews, focus groups, 

and studies of online communities (Poria and Oppewal, 2003). The internet provides 

access to secondary data such as articles and reports; allows online interaction with 

stakeholders using social media like Facebook and Twitter and can also be used to 

collect primary information using online questionnaires. It has also enabled online 

customers to review their travel experience and express their satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction with different products and services (Lee and Hu, 2004). In turn, service 

providers also have the opportunity to respond and communicate directly with 

customers. For this study, guest reviews from Tripadvisor for both resorts were 

examined together with the Facebook pages and websites for each of the resorts.   

2.8 SAMPLE

At first, the researcher attempted to get employees to complete written 

questionnaires, but given the different levels of literacy and also unwillingness to record 

their comments in writing, chose to use informal focus interviews instead. Over the 

period of six months, the researcher was able to interview all clan members who lived in 

Namara Village and worked on the two resorts on Wayalailai.

2.9 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The data collected from self-administered questionnaires were entered into an 

Excel spreadsheet and pie and bar graphs generated to provide visual illustrations of the 

data in percentages (See Figures 6.6, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 and Appendix L).  

However, given the limits of this study and the focus on cultural factors, the researcher 

has only provided a brief summary of the findings and made brief reference to them, 

when cultural factors affected guest satisfaction. The findings from the guest 

questionnaires will be analysed in detail in a later paper.
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2.10 PROBLEM RECOGNITION

The researcher was based at Naqalia Lodge for a period of six months whilst the 

resort was being completed. Given the researcher’s expertise and experience in tourism 

and hospitality, the clans asked for advice and training for resort staff.  Indigenous 

Fijians can have difficulty maintaining their distance, and over the months ‘adopted’ the 

researcher into their families and in many cases thought they could treat her as a close 

family member.  This led to over familiarity on the part of the community members, and 

a misguided belief that they could ‘kerekere’ (borrow) money, cigarettes, food, alcohol, 

and Vodafone recharge cards at will. Clan members even wanted to stay at the 

researcher’s home in Suva when visiting the mainland.  The researcher helped with the 

training and advice that would benefit the community with regards to the development 

of the resort, for example, writing the business plan for the extension of their Fiji 

Development Bank loan, and providing medical care where possible.  However, the 

researcher firmly refused to comply with other requests, in order to maintain a discrete 

distance, and from experience, the knowledge that once these requests were acceded to 

they would never end.

Even though the researcher is local, she has a western attitude to time, so it took 

a while for her to get used to the different concepts of time, and the lack of urgency 

associated with village lifestyles. In many cases meetings and interviews were cancelled 

because of events in the village, or began hours later than intended. She discovered there 

was no use getting frustrated as it never achieved anything, so instead used these 

experiences to better understand i-Taukei culture and their different world view. Farrelly 

(2009) had similar experiences in Bouma, whilst researching her PhD. Her need for 

productivity required future planning, where  i-Taukei concepts of time were situated in 

the present or today’s events, with tomorrow taking care of itself (p. 168).

Case studies are useful for “understanding people, events, experiences, and 

organisations in their social and historical context” (Veal, 2006 cited in Singh et al., 

2012, p.459) and are suitable for quantitative and qualitative research methods.  The

researcher found this method time consuming and gathered a considerable amount of 

data that she had to examine.  Given time and word limits of this study, and following 
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discussions with supervisors, it was decided that the data related to customer satisfaction 

and service quality be removed and she concentrate on the cultural challenges the two 

case studies faced.  This decision was made after the researcher had spent eight weeks 

analysing the data and writing it up.

Being employed fulltime and having a heavy workload has delayed the final 

analysis and write-up of the findings.  This has meant that the resorts over the last year 

have undergone further developments.  This study has been limited to findings between 

2006 and December 2010.  Any changes that have occurred since then can form the 

basis for future study.

2.11 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

In qualitative research, the need for reliability and validity, although different 

from quantitative research, are important (King, 1994).  Research methods were 

developed that endeavoured to ensure that replicated studies could potentially provide 

the same results.  It must be noted, that whilst the basic data is likely to be the same or 

similar, the depth and rigour of the collected data, could be influenced by the skill, trust 

and relationships the researcher developed with the respondents over a three-year period.  

The researcher’s knowledge and understanding of the Fiji cultural context can have a 

significant influence on the reliability and validity of the data results and the extent to 

which this study could be replicated.   

Triangulation through multiple research methods or methodological triangulation 

(Denzin and Lincoln, 2000) was used and data from these different methods compared 

to confirm reliability and validity.  Triangulation is inherent with case studies and can 

provide rich data for theory building, stronger validity, less bias and consequently a 

strength of this method (Singh et al., 2012, p.459). The primary justification for the use 

of triangulation was to avoid researcher bias, which may arise when using only one 

research method (Oppermann, 2000).  It is claimed that the inherent disadvantages of a 

particular method can be overcome by using mixed methods, which also attempts to 

address problems of bias and validity (Blaikie, 1991; Oppermann, 2000; Singh et al., 

2012, p.460).  The analysis of the data using academic theory and previous research 
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studies also helped validate the findings.  A process of continuous examination where 

contradictions were re-examined, and participants consulted for further feedback and 

clarification, enabled more accurate data interpretation (King, 1994).

2.12 RESULTS/FINDINGS 

The findings of both secondary and primary data are documented, and discussed 

in Chapters 6 to 9 of this thesis.   The data was analysed using relevant academic 

literature and past research as discussed in the literature review in Chapters 3, and 4

which was divided into two sections:  Chapter 3 – Ecotourism and community based 

tourism; and Chapter 4 -  Entrepreneurship and small medium tourism enterprises 

(SMTEs).

2.13 CONTRIBUTION TO BODY OF KNOWLEDGE

A primary reason for research is to develop new findings for the tourism and 

hospitality community and in many instances to provide organisations with insights 

about themselves (Walsh, 2003).  There is a paucity of research on indigenous 

entrepreneurship in developing countries and Fiji specifically. The analysis of the 

findings from this study, will contribute to the literature on community-owned SMTEs 

in Fiji, and the cultural challenges they face delivering quality products to the discerning 

international tourist/ backpacker/ budget market.  Findings may also be applicable to 

other South Pacific entrepreneurs or SMTEs in developing countries and contribute to 

the establishment of more successful SMTEs.  Furthermore, these findings should be 

considered by the public sector when forming policies related to SMTEs and small 

medium businesses in general.  Lending and training institutions should also consider 

the findings to better understand potential customers and the challenges they face 

starting and sustaining a successful business operation.

2.14 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This study was undertaken within a close traditional community, and the 

researcher was mindful of privacy and ethical considerations with regard to individuals, 

employees, the resorts, guests and other participants.  All information collected was kept 
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confidential and permission to use the names of the resorts and individuals were 

obtained in both cases.  Where participants were uncomfortable with being named, their 

privacy was maintained.  Finally, all requests for confidentially have been respected.

Prior to beginning fieldwork, the researcher completed an ethics form for the 

Faculty of Business and Economics Post Graduate Research Committee (See Appendix 

N) which assured the privacy of participants and confidentiality was respected.  

Individuals and groups were advised about the research topic in both English and Fijian, 

and could choose not to participate. The study was conducted in a “culturally and 

socially sensitive manner” (Scheyvens and Russell, 2010, p.8).  The project was 

explained both verbally and through handouts that were translated into Fijian.  Verbal

consent was obtained from village chiefs, elders, and clan members.  Where consent was 

given participants were named in the transcripts, and where permission was not given, a 

descriptor that related to their job or position in the community was used. 

The researcher undertook the necessary cultural protocols as outlined in Nabobo-

Baba (2006) framework for vanua13 research in Fiji which included consideration of 

“indigenous Fijian values, protocols of relationship, knowledge and ways of knowing”

(2006, p.24).  Research into indigenous Fijian communities requires the formal 

presentation of an i-sevusevu14of yaqona, which the researcher did when entering the 

resorts, the village, and at each of the focus interviews that were held with different 

elements of the community e.g. clan members, village elders, women, youth and resort 

staff.

Permission was obtained from the Resort Manager, Viliame Ratugolea (who is 

also a clan elder) to conduct research at Wayalailai.  For Naqalia Lodge permission was 

obtained from the Head of the Naqova clan’s grandson (a School of Tourism and 

Hospitality Management graduate) and the Head of the clan’s son Tai Seva, who on the 

death of his father in 2010 became the Head of the Taqova clan.  These initial meetings 

to request permission were relatively formal, but meetings after that were of a more 

                                               
13 In this context vanua refers to an indigenous community, their values and beliefs. See Glossary.
14 Ceremonial offering of yaqona between two parties (hosts and guests) when a guest arrives. See 
Glossary.
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informal talanoa (conversational) nature, which is more in keeping with indigenous 

Fijian culture.  The researcher also had to dress appropriately, be flexible with time 

(many meetings were postponed or began much later than originally arranged) because 

of events that arose at the resort, in the village or with extended family members in the 

islands or on the mainland (Scheyvens and Russell, 2010).  Although the researcher has 

a solid working knowledge of the indigenous Fijian Bauan dialect, the people of Vuda 

and Namara speak a different dialect.  Where needed the researcher used Rusiate 

Naulivou, his mother Asinate and sister Tuiloma as translators, although after a few 

months the Namara dialect became much easier to understand, with some words being 

similar to Rotuman.

A final condition, which fulfils the principal of reciprocity outlined by Nabobo-

Baba (2006), is that on completion of this thesis a written summary of the research 

findings will be presented to the communities that assisted with this study. They will 

also be asked to comment and provide feedback at a later date, which will contribute to 

future research and journal articles on this topic.

2.15 CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter has detailed the methodology and research methods used to collect 

primary and secondary data for this study.  Data for this study were gathered using a 

multi-method approach, which included both qualitative and quantitative research 

methods (See Table 2.2).  This approach provided a more holistic understanding of the 

two case studies.  The researcher was conscious of the need for objectivity during data 

collection and analysis in order that a true representation of the findings was 

documented.  However, despite the researcher’s best intentions, her objectivity may be 

influenced by personal experience, cultural background, education and other 

demographic characteristics.  These factors, may affect the extent to which this research 

can be replicated and full access allowed to future researchers.
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Chapters 3 and 4 reviewed relevant literature to provide the academic context for 

this study.  Chapters 5, 6, and 7 presented the data from this study.  Chapter 8 provided a 

detailed analysis of the case studies and data thus providing the empirical evidence on 

which to base the conclusions and recommendations for this thesis found in Chapter 9. 
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CHAPTER THREE: ECOTOURISM AND COMMUNITY BASED 

TOURISM
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the early 1980s, recognition that human activities had an impact on the 

environment, and were causing major environmental changes globally, led to a 

realisation of the need for sustainable development.  In the past, the environment was 

something to be used and exploited, and considered separate from socio-economic issues.

This interest in sustainable development showed a change in the understanding of humanity 

and nature, and recognition that the two were interdependent (Hopwood, Mellor and 

O’Brien, 2005).  

The World Commission first discussed sustainable development at the United 

Nations Conference on Environment, ‘The Earth Summit’ in 1992, and published a 

report on the Environment and Development in 1987 ‘Our Common Future’, also known 

as the ‘Brundtland Report’.  The report defined sustainable development as 
"development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and 

Development, 1987, p. 43).  This definition recognised the interdependency of human 

activity and the environment in both industrialised and rural societies. The Brundtland 

report, and Agenda 21, pointed out the global nature of environmental problems, how 

actions and impacts must be considered internationally, and confirmed the need for a 

sustainable development approach (Berno and Bricker, 2001). 

Table 3.1 outlines a model of sustainable development, which Sharpley (2000) 

applied to tourism.  He suggested, first, that to facilitate the development of sustainable 

tourism development policies, national and international co-operation was necessary.  

However, the fragmented nature of the industry, made it difficult to enable equitable 

development and resource use.  Secondly, he claimed that, many sustainable 

development principles were criticised for ignoring the contributions technological 

advances had made to providing solutions for environmental problems.  From a tourism 

perspective, technology had not only helped reduce environmental impacts, but also 

contributed to the growth of tourism, and provided increased access to remote fragile 

environments.  Thirdly, sustainable tourism development required a change in attitudes 
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and behaviour, which focused on sustainable lifestyles, and tourists who were more 

environmentally conscious.

Table 3.1 A model for sustainable development: Principles and objectives

Fundamental principles Holistic approach: development and 
environmental issues integrated within a global 
social.
Futurity: focus on long-term capacity for 
continuance of the global ecosystem.
Equity: development that is fair and equitable 
and which provides opportunities for access to 
and use of resources for all members of all 
societies, both in the present and future.

Development objectives Improvement of the quality of life for all 
people: education, life expectancy, 
opportunities to fulfil potential.
Satisfaction of basic needs, concentration on 
the nature of what is provided rather than 
income.
Self-reliance: political freedom and local 
decision making for local needs.
Endogenous development.

Sustainability objectives Sustainable population levels.
Minimal depletion of non-renewable natural 
resources.
Sustainable use of renewable resources.
Pollution emissions within the assimilative 
capacity of the environment.

Requirements for sustainable development Adoption of a new social paradigm relevant to 
sustainable living.
International and national political and 
economic systems dedicated to equitable 
development and resource use.
Technological systems that can search 
continuously for new solutions to 
environmental problems.
Global alliance facilitating integrated 
development policies at local, national and 
international levels.

(Source: Sharpley, 2000, p.8).
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Supported by the advocacy platform (See Table 3.2), and with institutions such 

as the World Bank prepared to fund tourism projects in less developed countries 

(LDCs), many have adopted international tourism as an attractive tool for economic and 

social development.  This has resulted in the phenomenal growth of international 

tourism in many LDCs and small island states, which possess the obligatory resources of 

traditional cultures, pristine natural environments, and climate (Cruz, Baltazar, Gomez, 

& Lugo, 2005; Harrison, 1992).  Initially, tourism was promoted as a ‘smokeless’, 

‘clean’ and ‘renewable’ industry, when compared to traditional industries such as 

manufacturing, mining and forestry (Berno and Bricker, 2001).  However, by the early 

1970s it was evident that negative impacts were emerging.  DeKadt (1979a) examined 

negative socio-cultural impacts, but the continued growth of international tourism also 

created economic and environmental impacts.  In this regard, Jafari (1990) identified 

four tourism platforms that dominated tourism development at different stages of growth 

and in terms of potential impacts (See Table 3.2). 

Table 3.2 Tourism platforms

Advocacy platform Early 1950s and 1960s – tourism 
considered an economic saviour for 
communities, especially impoverished 
‘Third World’ countries – a positive force 
that should be left to develop on its own 
with no consideration for potential 
negative impacts

Cautionary platform Emerged in late 1960s – part of an 
ideological challenge to advocacy 
platform, and a response to negative 
impacts of rapid tourism expansion, 
especially in ‘Third World’ countries.  
Academics started to reconsider impacts 
of unrestrained tourism development.
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Adaptancy platform Early 1980s - efforts made to identify 
more suitable modes of tourism, which
brought more positive benefits to host 
communities.  Small-scale alternative 
tourism advocated e.g. ‘ecotourism’ and 
emergence of sustainable tourism in late 
1980s and early 1990s.

Knowledge-based platform In the late 1980s, academic study of 
tourism moved towards a more objective 
and knowledge-based platform which 
recognised that all tourism development 
had both positive and negative impacts.  
Viewed tourism as an integrated and 
holistic system.

(Adapted from Jafari 1990 and Jafari, 2001 cited in Weaver and Lawton, 2002, pp.12-13).

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the cautionary platform emerged.  This 

challenged the advocacy platform in an attempt to respond to “negative economic, socio-

cultural, and environmental impacts resulting from tourism’s rapid and largely 

unplanned development” (Weaver, 1998a, p.11).  The early 1980s saw the emergence of 

the adaptancy platform, which identified modes of tourism that were more suitable for 

host communities.  The adaptancy platform introduced small-scale alternatives to mass 

tourism, which included ‘sustainable tourism’, ‘alternative tourism’, and ‘ecotourism’.  

These alternative modes advocated that tourism be controlled, and managed by host 

communities, rather than large governments.  Macbeth (2005) argued that Jafari’s (1990) 

platforms were inadequate for the twenty-first century, because they failed to consider 

sustainable development and ethics.

Butler (1980) introduced the tourist area life cycle model, which built on early 

studies by Gilbert (1939), Christaller (1963), Plog (2001), Doxey (1975), Noronha 

(1977), and Stansfeld (1978).  He discussed how tourist destinations grew and developed 
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over time.  Destinations went through six stages of tourism development: exploration, 

involvement, development, consolidation, stagnation ending in either rejuvenation or 

decline (Johnston, 2001). 

Weaver (2000) proposed a Broad Context Model of Destination Development 

(BCMDD), where different scenarios, including Jafari’s (1990) four platforms (Table

3.3), and the Butler model (1980), could be positioned and assessed.  The BCMDD 

model comprised “four inclusive tourism ideal types, based on the relationship between 

the level of tourism intensity or scale, and the amount of regulation associated with the 

tourism sector” (Weaver, 2000, p.217). (See Figure 3.1)

The four categories were: 

• Circumstantial Alternative Tourism (CAT) – destinations have non-regulated 

small-scale tourism that bear a superficial resemblance to Alternative 

Tourism (AT), without the appropriate regulations which ensure compliance 

with AT characteristics; 

• Deliberate Alternative Tourism (DAT) – similar characteristics to CAT but 

with the necessary regulatory environment;

• Unsustainable Mass Tourism (UMT) – this is the result of continued tourism 

development without regulations which surpasses the environmental and 

socio-cultural carrying capacities or limits of acceptable change of the 

destination; and

• Sustainable Mass Tourism (SMT) – where high density, large-scale tourism 

development is managed within the limits of acceptable change and various 

carrying capacities (Weaver, 2000, p.218). Large-scale corporations in SMT 
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destinations may be better at facilitating sustainable tourism practices than 

small-scale operators, due to economies of scale. 

Table 3.3 Tourism platforms and associated ideal types

Platform Ideal types
Advocacy – 1950s and 1960s – mass 
tourism – the more tourism the better, 
thought to be more benefits than costs

Mass tourism

Cautionary – 1970s – recognised negative 
impacts

Unsustainable mass tourism

Adaptancy – 1980s – promoted sustainable 
tourism

Deliberate alternative tourism

Knowledge-based – advocates the use of 
scientific methods to provide the 
knowledge to allow communities to choose 
appropriate types of tourism e.g. small or 
large-scale.

Sustainable mass tourism, Circumstantial 
alternative tourism

(Adapted from Weaver, 2000, pp. 218-219).

Weaver (2000) proposed the use of the BCMDD model to assess the status of a 

specific destination.  For a small destination, such as an island, a single category may be 

enough, but for larger destinations, such as a country or region, multiple categories may 

be needed.  For example, multiple categories could be used to assess and present tourism 

possibilities for Fiji as a country, and a single category for smaller regions such as the 

Mamanuca and Yasawa Island Groups.  At present tourism development in these island 

groups fall between CAT and DAT, with the majority of budget/backpacker resorts 

falling into the CAT category.  Table 3.5 noted the different ideal tourism mass and 

alternative tourism types.  Eight potential scenarios are presented: CAT destinations; 

CAT to UMT; CAT to DAT; CAT to SMT; DAT to SMT; DAT to UMT; SMT to UMT; 

and UMT to SMT. Although the Butler model presents a possible scenario within the 

BCMDD model, Weaver argued that “most places are CAT destinations that are unlikely 

to progress beyond this status quo” (2000, p.217).
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Figure 3.1 Destination possibilities
(Source: Weaver, 2000, p. 218).

3.2 SUSTAINABLE TOURISM

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, tourism academics and practitioners started 

applying the principles of sustainable development to the tourism industry.  This resulted 

in a proliferation of development plans, policies, and guidelines that advocated 

sustainable tourism.  Sustainable tourism remains difficult to define and operationalise, 

although the concept of sustainable tourism development is closely linked to sustainable 

development (Weaver, 1998a, p.5).  Butler (1993) defined the term sustainable tourism 

development as: 

Tourism which is developed and maintained in an area (community, 

environment), in such a manner, and at such a scale, that it remains viable over 

an indefinite period and does not degrade or alter the environment (human and 

physical) in which it exists to such a degree that it prohibits the successful 

development and well being of other activities and processes (p.29 cited in 

Weaver, 1998a, p.5).
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Sustainable tourism has been equated to alternative tourism, although many 

argue that all modes of tourism have the potential to be sustainable, if managed 

appropriately within a suitable scale and setting (Weaver, 1998a).  Butler (1999) noted

that the association of specialist forms of tourism such as ‘alternative tourism’ and 

‘ecotourism’ to sustainable development, and in many cases, the use of these terms 

synonymously with sustainable development, has led to confusion.  More consideration 

should be given to how the concept could be operationalised, and made more 

appropriate, for different situations.  Furthermore, a universally accepted definition of 

sustainable tourism is improbable, as its success is based on the premise that the term is 

indefinable and can be applied to different contexts (Butler, 1999). 

To the tourist industry, it means that development is appropriate; to the 

conservationist, it means that principles articulated a century ago are once again 

in vogue; to the environmentalist, it provides a justification for the preservation 

of significant environments from development; and to the politician, it provides 

an opportunity to use words rather than actions (Butler, 1999, p. 11). 

Moreover, for the tourist, it allows them to feel they are behaving responsibly whilst on 

holiday.  For indigenous tourism SMTEs, sustainable tourism may be impossible to 

implement, and their development using some of the principles of sustainable 

development and ecotourism may be a more achievable goal.
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Table 3.4 Ideal types of mass tourism and alternative tourism

(Source: Weaver, 2000, p.218).
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The World Tourism Organisation (WTO) defined sustainable tourism 

development as meeting:

...the needs of present tourists and host regions while protecting and 

enhancing opportunities for the future.  It is envisaged as leading to 

management of all resources in such a way that economic, social and 

aesthetic needs can be fulfilled while maintaining cultural integrity, essential 

ecological processes, biological diversity and life support systems (WTO, 

2001, cited in Liu, 2003, p.460).

In general, definitions are divided into two categories, those that look at 

tourism as an economic activity, and those that consider tourism as a means to 

achieve broad sustainable development policies.  Sharpley argued, that despite the 

consideration that academics and practitioners have given sustainable tourism 

development, “the principles and objectives of sustainable development cannot be 

[easily] transposed onto the specific context of tourism” (2000, p.1).  

In many cases, for example Fiji, ‘Ecotourism’ is often used interchangeably 

with ‘sustainable tourism’, and compared to ‘mass tourism’.  Berno and Bricker 

(2001) suggested that ecotourists may be more demanding than mass tourists,

because they choose to view endangered species in remote locations.  Furthermore, 

the demands of mass tourists could be better planned for, and managed using 

economies of scale.  Liu (2003) maintained that the main goal should be to “develop 

conventional mass tourism sustainably and supplement it with all sorts of alternative 

forms of tourism where and when appropriate” (p.471).  Tourism growth should not 

be limited, but managed, to develop in such a way that it is appropriate for tourists, 

destinations, the environment, and host community. 

Swarbrooke defined sustainable tourism as:

Tourism which is economically viable but does not destroy the resources on 

which the future of tourism will depend, notably the physical environment 

and the social fabric of the host community (1999, p.36). 
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This definition has as its main objective, the need to achieve a balance between the 

environment, community, and economic concerns.  The question remains, who 

makes this decision (Hardy, Beeton, and Pearson, 2002, p.491).  Attempts at

achieving sustainable economic, social, and environmental goals have a greater 

likelihood of success “when there is an understanding of local resources (e.g. 

economic, human and physical) and the capacity of residents to manage them”

(Matarrita-Cascante, Brennan, and Luloff, 2010, p.738).  Clarke (1997) claimed the 

concept of sustainable tourism was still evolving, and that the lack of a precise 

definition was not as important as recognising the need for all tourism, regardless of 

scale, to have sustainable tourism as an ultimate goal.

Sustainable tourism clearly supports strong community participation, which 

in recent years has become part of the sustainable development debate.  The 

involvement of local residents or communities is central to sustainable development, 

as the local community participates in tourism products and shares both the benefits 

and the costs (Choi and Sirakaya, 2006; Taylor, 1995).  Where community 

development approaches are superficial, and do not consider inherent local 

characteristics, even carefully planned projects can set themselves up to fail (Baum, 

1996).  Even with the best intentions, “patterns embedded in local communities 

create serious barriers to achieving sustainable tourism development” (Holland, 

2000, p.20).  In the case of Fiji, such patterns can present themselves in the form of 

local customs and traditional practices.

In developing countries, sustainable tourism, in the form of ecotourism or 

community-based tourism, can provide employment, income-generating 

opportunities, and financing for community projects, which help preserve social ties 

and prevent out-migration from rural communities (Kerstetter and Bricker, 2009).  

However, benefits may accrue to elite factions of the community, with limited 

benefits to the poor.  Even where tourism entrepreneurs are interested in 

implementing initiatives, that help alleviate poverty, government support and 

commitment to the welfare of their citizens is essential for their success (Harrison, 

2009).  Ecotourism is widely perceived as a subset of alternative tourism, and a form 

of sustainable tourism (Weaver, 1998a, p.33).  In the South Pacific, where many 
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small island states lack the development of mass tourism, countries have advocated 

the development of an indigenous tourism model based on ecotourism and alternative 

tourism principles.  In countries such as Fiji, ecotourism and community-based 

tourism have been developed as complementary to more conventional mass tourism 

products, and are found in the form of activities such as village visits, cultural 

performances, and nature treks. More recently, indigenous entrepreneurs and    

communities have developed budget resorts and village stays, which cater for the 

backpacker and independent traveller.

3.3 ECOTOURISM

The term ecotourism first emerged in the early 1980s and was generally 

perceived as a subset of alternative tourism that focused on visiting natural areas 

(Weaver, 1998a, p. 15).  Ecotourism referred to a type of tourism development that 

integrated the goals of development and conservation (Pratiwi, 2000, p. 6).  Criticism 

of ecotourism, has in many cases, referred to forms of tourism that have deliberately 

misused the term for marketing purposes.  A number of ecotourism definitions are 

found in the literature (Fennell, 2001, identified 85).  Ceballos-Lascurain first 

defined ecotourism as:

...travelling to relatively undisturbed or uncontaminated natural areas with 

the specific objective of studying, admiring, and enjoying the scenery and its 

wild plants and animals, as well as any existing cultural manifestations (both 

past and present) found in these areas (1987, p.14). 

This definition focused on educational and experiential factors, and was criticised for 

focusing on traveller motivations, and not addressing the impacts this travel could 

have on the cultural and ecological environments of destinations (Fennell, 2001).  

The International Ecotourism Society (TIES) defined ecotourism as “responsible 

travel to natural areas which conserves the environment and improves the welfare of 

local people” (TIES, 1990).  Later definitions have advocated that ecotourism should 

“improve local welfare, contribute positively to visitor satisfaction, and incorporate 

an element of environmental education” (Simmons, 1999, p.1).  Other considerations 
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included value-based dimensions such as sustainability, ethics and conservation 

(Weaver and Lawton, 2007).  For example, Wall stated sustainable ecotourism “must 

be economically viable, ecologically sensitive, and culturally appropriate (1997, 

p.483).  Weaver (2001) suggested ecotourism businesses should have three main 

elements: first, the main attractions should be natural environments, such as 

rainforests, grasslands, or specific types of flora and fauna.  Second, ecotourism 

should provide a learning experience for the ecotourist, thus differentiating itself 

from leisure-based sun, sea, and sand activities; or adventure based activities such as 

trekking, climbing, and white water rafting.  Finally, ecotourism enterprises should 

operate sustainably, in accordance with best practice principles.  Combining these 

criteria, he proposed a working definition: 

Ecotourism is a form of nature-based tourism that strives to be ecologically, 

socio-culturally, and economically sustainable while providing opportunities 

for appreciating and learning about the natural environment or specific 

elements thereof (Weaver, 2001, p.105).

The above definition covers a number of ecotourism activities, and Weaver 

(2001) suggested, that although activities could be classified by type, for example 

bird watching, whale watching, and geotourism, a more suitable typology would be a 

spectrum of activities that ranged from ‘hard’ to ‘soft’ (See Figure 3.2). 

Figure 3.2 Characteristics of hard and soft ecotourism 
(Source: Weaver, 2001, p.106).
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‘Active’ ecotourism, which consists of small numbers of people taking specialist 

trips, is found at the ‘hard’ end of the spectrum.  These ‘hard’ ecotourists are 

physically active and expect limited services.  In contrast, ‘soft’ ecotourists embark 

on ecotourism activities as part of a multi-purpose trip.  They require a high level of 

comfort and services, and need well-designed interpretation and educational 

experiences, to improve their appreciation of natural environments.  ‘Soft’

ecotourists were also interested in leaving the environment in the same state as they 

arrived, whereas ‘hard’ ecotourists were interested in improving the physical 

environment, for example, through donations or such volunteer activities as tree 

planting.  Weaver and Lawton (2007) claimed the distinction between ‘soft’ and 

‘hard’ ecotourism has obvious implications for products.  They associated ‘soft’

ecotourism with “a high level of services and facilities to mediate encounters 

between venues and potentially large numbers of visitors more casually engaged with 

the natural environment” (2007, p.1170).  ‘Soft’ ecotourism enabled the delivery of 

mass ecotourism products, whilst remaining true to core ecotourism principles.

Figure 3.3 presented two extremes of an ecotourism continuum.  At one 

extreme is the belief that all tourism, including ecotourism, has negative impacts on 

the environment.  Ecotourism from this viewpoint is unachievable.  At the other 

extreme, all tourism is ecotourism because the natural environment and the human 

environment are one and the same.  Orams (1995) argued, this continuum 

represented an extreme and unrealistic view, as in reality, ecotourism definitions lie 

in a range of positions within these polar extremes.  Definitions predicated on the 

idea that “ecotourism should be active and contribute to the improvement of the 

natural environment lie toward the high level of human responsibility”, with more 

passive approaches, that state ecotourists must be unobtrusive and minimise their 

impact on the natural environment, lying at the low level of human responsibility 

(Orams, 1995, p.4).  The word ‘passive’, as it relates to ecotourism, refers to visitors 

who participate in ecotourism as part of a multipurpose trip (Weaver, 1998a, p.16).  

When ecotourism is the main purpose of travel, the visitor is described as being an 

‘active’ participant in ecotourism (See Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 The continuum of ecotourism paradigms
(Miller and Kaae, 1993, cited in Orams 1995, p.4)

Whilst ecotourism definitions may focus on nature and conservation, the 

concept has no core definition.  Ziffer suggested ecotourism was difficult to define 

“because it is a complex notion which ambitiously attempts to describe an activity, 

set forth a philosophy, and espouse a model of development” (1989, cited in 

Simmons, 1999, p.2). 

Three main perspectives of ecotourism identified by Simmons were that:

1. Commercial operators and national tourism organisations viewed 

ecotourism as an activity with growing demand that occurred in national 

settings and can be developed into an ‘ecotourism product’.

2. Conservation organisations see ecotourism as a conservation tool, where 

benefits outweigh any environmental costs.

3. Community development organisations see ecotourism as an indigenous 

based form of alternative tourism that provides benefits to poor local 

communities (1999, p.2). 

The literature reveals that there is much confusion regarding the meaning of 

ecotourism.  Ecotourism has been used interchangeably with terms such as 

environmental, alternative, nature-based, soft, sustainable, indigenous, community-
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based, resource-based and green tourism (Ayala, 1995).  In an analysis of ecotourism 

definitions, Fennell (2001) found, many contained “value-based dimensions such as 

conservation, ethics, sustainability, education, and community benefits” (p.1169).  

Weaver and Lawton (2007) maintained, that largely due to the contributions 

of Blamey (1997, 2001), it is generally agreed, that ecotourism should include the 

following primary criteria:

1. Attractions should be predominantly nature-based;

2. Visitors interactions with those attractions should be focused on learning 

or education; and

3. Experience and product management should follow principles and 

practices associated with ecological, socio-cultural, and economic 

sustainability (2007, p.1170).

Despite its critics, ecotourism has the “potential to aid in protecting endemic 

species, and to provide alternative or supplementary livelihoods and thereby 

potentially alleviate poverty” (Farrelly, 2009, p.2), and empower local communities 

(Scheyvens, 2000; Sofield, 2003).  There are cases where tourism has contributed to 

the conservation and revival of endangered cultures, but it also has the potential to 

damage local cultures, economies, and environments (deKadt, 1979b; Weaver, 

1998a).  With suitable planning and management, ecotourism has been used as a tool 

to promote conservation and sustainable development in poor, remote rural areas.  

However, as in the case of Malaysia, local people obtained maximum benefits only 

when they were integrally involved in the process (Yaman and Mohd, 2004).  

Furthermore, for ecotourism projects to be successful, initiatives should be 

community-based, with businesses owned and managed by the community.  Higher 

levels of participation provide the community with greater economic benefits and 

decision-making power.  Such economic benefits could provide incentives for 

conserving natural and cultural resources, which act as attractions for ecotourism. 
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3.4 INDIGENOUS TOURISM

Another form of alternative tourism, and a subset of ecotourism or cultural 

tourism, is ‘indigenous tourism’ (Blundell, 1995 cited in Weaver, 2010).  Indigenous 

tourism is commonly perceived as focusing on native cultures, and can be referred to 

as ‘ethnic’ or ‘tribal’ tourism (Smith and Eadington, 1992).  In Australia, indigenous 

tourism is also referred to as ‘aboriginal tourism’; in Canada as ‘aboriginal’, ‘native’

or ‘First Nations’ tourism; in the United States as ‘Indian’ or ‘Native American’

tourism (Zeppel, 2006, p.8) and in Fiji and the South Pacific village-based tourism, 

backpacker tourism or ecotourism. 

Indigenous tourism has seen considerable growth in recent years (Notze, 

2004) and is often viewed as having significant pro-poor benefits (Brohman, 1996; 

Hampton, 1998, Scheyvens, 2010; Scheyvens and Russell, 2010). In 1999,  the 

United Nation’s (UN) Commission on Sustainable Development called for 

governments to  “maximise the potential of tourism for eradicating poverty by 

developing appropriate strategies in co-operation with all major groups, and 

indigenous local communities” (UN, 1999, p. 2).  With increased interest in poverty 

reduction, interest in indigenous tourism and pro-poor tourism, as a tool for poverty 

alleviation, has grown.  Goodwin (2007) maintained, that many ecotourism and 

community-based tourism schemes have been justified by claiming their benefits to 

local communities, yet there is little evidence to date that substantiates these claims.  

Furthermore, when considering tourism’s contributions to poverty reduction, one 

must consider “how, and to what extent tourism can address the wider poverty 

agenda by contributing to health, education, welfare and community capacity 

building” (2007, p.86). 

Hinch and Butler defined indigenous tourism as “…tourism activity in which 

indigenous people are directly involved either through control and/or by having their 

culture serve as the essence of the attraction” (1996, p.5).  Indigenous tourism can 

revive or sustain local cultural practices, as well as educate and entertain tourists.  It

has grown in less developed countries that possess rare and ‘exotic’ biodiversity and 

indigenous cultures.  However, Goodwin (2007, p.85) suggested it is rare for 

indigenous peoples to have control over tourism development, and more usual for 

them to be objects of the ‘tourists’ gaze’ (Urry, 2002).  Often, case studies of 
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indigenous tourism describe minimum interaction between visitors and indigenous 

communities, and have led to ‘zooification’ where indigenous peoples have become 

objects to be viewed, or human museums (Mowforth and Munt, 2003, p.246), and 

indigenous culture is commoditised for tourists (Cohen, 1988).  Closely aligned to 

the concept of ecotourism, indigenous tourism, and village-based tourism;

community-based tourism has become a more popular term, for a participatory 

approach to tourism planning and development in developing countries (Hyde, 

2006).   

3.5 COMMUNITY-BASED TOURISM

Following the failure of top-down development approaches, increasingly, 

attempts to implement more sustainable forms of tourism have concentrated on a 

community development approach (Goodwin and Santilli, 2009).  In this context, 

community refers to people who share a sense of purpose and common goals (Joppe, 

1996).  These may be geographical, or based on heritage and cultural values.  

Community, by definition, implies a “coherent entity with a clear identity and a 

commonality of purpose”; when in reality communities “more often than not, are 

made up of an agglomeration of factions and interest groups often locked in 

competitive relationships” (Smit, 1990, cited in Joppe, 1996, p.475). 

Roberts and Hall (2001) suggested that a community be defined by the 

following:

• A specific topological location

• A specific local social system

• A feeling of communitas or togetherness

• An ideology which often hides the power relations that underpin 

communities

• Common bonds of interest not place, existing within and across aspatial 

communities (pp.103-104).
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Community-based tourism (CBT) development is promoted in many 

developing countries, as a tool that enables the equitable distribution of economic 

benefits from tourism, encourages local involvement in the decision-making process, 

and better meets the needs of local communities and indigenous peoples (Britton, 

1982; Brohman, 1996; de Kadt, 1979; Tosun, 2000).  CBT in the South Pacific, is 

promoted as a development tool for rural and marginalised areas, including remote 

outlying islands.  It is a potential solution to poverty alleviation through sustainable 

economic and social development (Hyde, 2006).  However, CBT development 

differs from traditional community economic development, in that government, 

rather than community, generally determine its interests (Joppe, 1996).  Furthermore, 

some academics suggest that community development in tourism is just more 

rhetoric, and question the extent to which local residents truly share in the economic 

benefits of tourism (Joppe, 1996; Mitchell, 2003).  What involvement will 

communities have?  How will this be done?  Will it just be a limited number of low 

paying seasonal jobs or something more significant?  Should communities be 

involved at all?  However, despite such criticisms, for the long-term sustainability of 

tourism development, community involvement and support is often considered vital 

(Armstrong, 2012; Tosun, 2002).

Brandon (1993) described two community participation approaches: a 

beneficiary approach and a participatory approach.  In the beneficiary approach, the 

local community may benefit from tourism programmes, but are not actively 

involved in the decision-making process.  In the participatory approach, local 

communities were involved in the decision-making process, participated in 

determining project goals, and benefited from tourism programmes.  Cohen and 

Uphoff claimed that participation could be ‘externally’ or ‘internally’ imposed (1977, 

cited in Pratiwi, 2000, p.23).  Where participation was externally imposed, 

communities play no part in the decision-making process.  However, in internally 

initiated approaches, community participation and self-determination was combined 

with external agencies.  Both these approaches are found in less developed countries 

in the South Pacific, including Fiji, although the latter is preferable as it empowers 

communities to take ownership and adapt projects to suit the local context.
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Another view claimed community participation in ecotourism could be 

divided into two categories, coercive and interactive (Chambers and Ham, 1995 cited 

in Pritawi, 2000, p.22).  The coercive approach claimed that community development 

ideas come from outside sources, such as government agencies, non-government 

agencies, and private enterprises.  The local community then decided whether or not 

to accept the idea.  For the interactive approach, ideas come from within the 

community.  Although the community identified their needs and wants, they can 

develop projects with outside agencies and co-manage community tourism projects.

There are a number of definitions of community-based tourism.  Brohman 

defined a community-based tourism approach as:

Tourism development, which considers the needs and interests of the popular 

majority, alongside the benefit of economic growth.  Community-based 

tourism development would seek to promote the economic, social, and 

cultural well-being of the popular majority.  It would also seek to strike a 

balanced and harmonious approach to development that would stress 

considerations such as the compatibility of various forms of tourism with 

other components of the local economy: the quality of development, both 

culturally and environmentally; and the divergent needs, interests, and 

potentials of the community and its inhabitants (1996, p.60).

In many countries, such as Fiji, land and resource ownership by indigenous peoples 

is collective, and this can present a challenge for tourism development.  The above 

definition implies a collective responsibility that also considers individual projects 

within the community. 

Scheyvens defined community-based tourism enterprises as “those in which 

the local communities have a high degree of control over the activities taking place, 

and a significant proportion of the economic benefits accrue to them.  They may also 

be characterised by local ownership and a low level of leakage” (2002b, p.10).  Even 

with a high degree of control, for local indigenous communities, levels of power and 

economic benefits are not necessarily equitable.  For example, Fiji, even with 
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community participation, power and control is likely to be in the hands of chiefs, 

elders, and wealthy elites who are predominantly male.

Definitions of community participation in the development process vary, but 

most agree that the process should be voluntary, educational, and empowering.  

Participation exists, where grass roots people are able to form partnerships with those 

authorities who are able to help them identify problems and needs, and provide them 

with assistance to eventually take responsibility to plan, manage, and control their 

futures (Tosun, 2000).  Stone claimed active community participation was apparent 

when development was designed “in such a way that intended beneficiaries are 

encouraged to take matters into their own hands, to participate in their own 

development through mobilising their own resources, defining their own needs, and 

making their own decisions about how to meet them” (1989, p.207) .   

However, Tosun (2000) noted, the practicalities of how community 

participation in tourism was implemented, in developing countries, had not been 

considered in any detail, and needed additional research.  Furthermore, whilst 

community participation in tourism development was desirable, there were 

“formidable operational, structural and cultural limitations” to this approach in many 

less developed countries (2000, p.614).  Linton stated that tourism in the ‘Third 

World’ was set up, by “agreements between foreign image-makers, investors and 

local elites”, with little or no participation or consultation with the local community 

(1987, p.96).  This was supported by Mowforth and Munt who argued, it was “easier 

to promote the principles of local participation on paper, from a distance, than to 

practise them” (1998, p.240).  Blackstock suggested CBT was a form of community 

development driven by economic need, rather than “values of empowerment and 

social justice” (2005, p.40).  She claimed the community was “co-opted into 

supporting tourism, through an illusion of power sharing, but are not empowered to 

reject tourism as a development option” (2005, p.41). 

Studies in Botswana indicated that CBT was an important development tool 

in many communities (Mbaiwa, 2004; Stone and Stone, 2011), but projects needed to 

be dealt with on an individual basis.  Where village trusts were founded, single-

village trusts did better in terms of community participation and distribution of 

benefits, while multiple-village trusts tended to encounter problems (Mbaiwa, 2004).  
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One could surmise that the same would be true of single clan versus multiple clan 

trusts.

3.5.1 Community-based tourism enterprises (CBTEs)

A study by Armstrong (2012), examined the factors that enabled the success 

of CBTEs, to identify the conditions under which they had the best chance of success 

(See Appendix K).  Her study discovered the main conditions for success were “a

strong and cohesive host community; genuine community participation, ownership 

and control; planning for commercial viability; sound market research and demand-

driven product development; attractive, quality products based on community assets; 

transparent financial management; appropriate stakeholder support and effective 

monitoring and evaluation” (Armstrong, 2012, p.1).  In her study, a successful CBTE 

was defined as one which:

• Was economically viable and had been able to break-even for  at least two 

of the last four years;

• Did not depend on grants or subsidies from outside institutions such as 

donors or non-governmental organisations (NGOs); and

• Delivered collective and individual benefits to the community 

(Armstrong, 2012, p.3).

These conditions under which a successful CBTE could operate are useful for 

discussing the case studies for this thesis.  However, the researcher suggests, the 

criteria used to define a ‘successful’ CBTE are based on Western concepts of 

‘success’.  These may differ to an indigenous Fijian concept of ‘success’, which may 

place community benefits and development above profit maximisation and economic 

viability.  (See discussion in Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9).

3.6 PRO-POOR TOURISM

Since the late 1990s, the concept of pro-poor tourism (PPT), with its potential 

to contribute to poverty alleviation, has received extensive support “from 

development agencies, donors, governments and various tourism organisations”
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(Scheyvens, 2009, p. 191).  PPT is an approach to tourism development, which 

asserts:

…that greater benefits from tourism can be spread to the poor by encouraging 

a wide range of players (community, private sector, civil society, 

government) working at a range of scales (local, national, regional) to spread 

the benefits of tourism more widely and unlock livelihood opportunities for 

the poor within tourism and connected sectors.  This can lead to 

improvements, for example, in policy, in labour practices of hotels and 

resorts, and better linkages between related sectors such as agriculture and 

fisheries (Scheyvens and Russell, 2010, p.1). 

In contrast to sustainable tourism, which focuses on protection and 

conservation, PPT aims at increasing net benefits to the poor whilst considering 

environmental concerns.  PPT goes beyond a community focus, by promoting 

strategies that specifically focus on the poor, although others may also benefit.  Pro-

poor tourism 

… generates net benefits for the poor (i.e. benefits are greater than costs).  

Economic benefits are only one (very important) component – social, 

environmental and cultural costs and benefits also need to be taken into 

account. Pro-poor tourism strategies are concerned specifically with impacts 

on poor people, though the non-poor may also benefit.  Strategies focus less 

on expanding the overall size of tourism, and more on unlocking 

opportunities for specific groups within it (on tilting the cake, not expanding 

it) (Department for International Development (DFID), 1999, p1). 

PPT is a set of initiatives or principles rather than a particular type of tourism 

(Cattarinich, 2001).  It need not be restricted to community-based tourism projects or 

specific industry sectors.  Tourism is a multifaceted industry, driven by the private 

sector, and in many less developed countries controlled by multinational 
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corporations, thus presenting challenges for implementing PPT strategies.  

Nevertheless, Ashley, Boyd and Goodwin (2000, pp.1-2) claim tourism has several 

advantages for pro-poor economic growth.  First, the tourist has to go to the 

destination, which provides opportunities for selling goods and services.  Second, 

tourism can help develop poor, marginal regions, since many tourists are attracted to 

remote areas with their diverse cultural and natural environments.  Finally, tourism is 

labour intensive, offers small-scale business opportunities, employs large numbers of 

women and youth, and places value on natural and cultural resources, which maybe 

some of the few assets that the poor possess.  Although the poor may gain limited 

benefits from tourism, and bear many of the costs, PPT advocates suggest that more 

could be done.  Initially, PPT initiatives focused on niche tourism markets such as 

ecotourism and CBT, but it is now suggested that even mass tourism could increase 

participation of the poor, by considering alternative livelihood initiatives such as 

handicrafts, traditional performances, tour guiding, and the supply of agricultural 

produce.  The tourism industry is thought to be suitable for pro-poor initiatives,

because it is “…labour-intensive, inclusive of women and the informal sector; based 

on natural and cultural assets of the poor; and suitable for poor rural areas with few 

other growth options” (Ashley and Roe, 2002, p.61).

As noted in Table 3.5, pro-poor tourism strategies can generate different 

benefits to local communities, which can be divided into three types: economic 

benefits, livelihood benefits and intangible benefits, which enhance participation and 

partnerships amongst different stakeholders.  To increase the benefits from PPT, 

Ashley, Roe and Goodwin (2001) argued that although the development of 

community tourism is important, “efforts are also needed on marketing, employment 

opportunities, linkages with established private sector, policy and regulation and 

participation in decision-making” (p. viii) with stakeholders at all levels.  PPT 

initiatives vary in scale, from individual private projects to national programmes that 

enhance participation by the poor (See Table 3.5).  Although impacts of PPT 

initiatives maybe limited, they can provide invaluable financial and livelihood 

benefits such as better access to information and infrastructure; and pride in local 

cultures and traditions.  Obstacles to implementing PPT benefits may exist.  These 

include lack of understanding of tourism, lack of skills, poor quality of products and 
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limited access to markets.  Negative impacts can be reduced by increased 

consultation with the poor, especially when developing infrastructure and services 

for tourists.

Critics identify a number of contradictions between international tourism and 

PPT. Hall states, given that most international tourists visit mainly western European 

countries, “the potential of tourism to contribute to the economic development of the 

developing countries…would appear to be questionable, unless there are massive 

shifts in flows of international arrivals” (2007, p. 112).  Recent statistics show that 

international tourism generated US$919 billion in 2010, and an increase in 

international tourist arrivals in emerging and developing countries from 32% in 1990 

to 47% in 2010 (UNWTO, 2011).  This could mean that the potential for greater 

benefits from PPT rises proportionately. 

Scheyvens (2009) suggested that PPT, like ecotourism before it, might be 

nothing more than a fad to maintain the credibility of tourism as a ‘clean’, socially 

beneficial, and environmentally friendly industry.  Others argue that major ‘players’

in the tourism industry exist to make profits, and may not be concerned with social 

responsibility and contributing to  poverty alleviation (Zhao and Ritchie, 2007).  

Furthermore, where PPT initiatives have been successful, Scheyvens (2009) claimed 

the changes were ‘tokenistic’ rather than ‘transformational’.  Even in countries such 

as South Africa, which has strong government support for fair trade in tourism, 

getting private sector support for PPT was difficult.  PPT initiatives that help 

impoverished communities are admirable, but for them to work, businesses and 

advocates need to commit to improving the well-being of the poor.  In many cases, in 

less developed countries, local elites are responsible for the distribution of tourism 

benefits, and this is rarely equitable.  
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Table 3.5 Types of pro-poor tourism benefits

Increase economic 
benefits

Enhance non-financial 
livelihood impacts

Enhance participation 
and partnerships

• Increased local 
employment, wages, 
commitments to local 
jobs, training of local 
people.

• Expand local 
enterprise 
opportunities –
including those that 
provide services to 
tourism operations e.g. 
food suppliers, and 
those that sell to 
tourists e.g. handicraft 
makers, guides, 
cultural performers.

• Capacity building –
training

• Minimise 
environmental impacts

• Monitor  use of natural 
resources

• Improve social and 
cultural impacts

• Increase local access 
to infrastructure and 
services provided for 
tourists e.g. roads, 
communications, 
healthcare and 
transport

• Create more 
supportive policies and 
planning framework 
that enables 
participation by the 
poor

• Increase participation 
of the poor in 
government and 
private sector decision 
making

• Build pro-poor 
partnerships with the 
private sector

• Increase flow of 
information and 
communication 
between stakeholders

(Source: Pro-poor Tourism Partnership, 2004, p.1).

Research by Scheyvens and Russell (2010) into tourism and poverty 

alleviation in Fiji, established that although the poor may not all receive direct 

benefits from tourism, these could be more evenly spread if strategies for communal 

benefits were developed.  Therefore, although local chiefs and indigenous owners of 

SMTEs are likely to receive large economic benefits from tourism, socio-cultural 

benefits such as contributions to education, church, housing, village infrastructure 

(water, power, sewerage) may benefit a greater proportion of the community at large.  

Within indigenous, close-knit, communal, societies, such benefits may possibly be 

more appropriate indicators of success.

Meyer (2009) questioned how much PPT initiatives could achieve, without 

the support of major industry stakeholders and policy makers.  She argued that 

“market forces cannot equitably distribute benefits and costs, and therefore, the 
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public sector will have to step in via policies that attempt to redistribute some of the 

excesses of a market and private sector-led tourism industry” (2009, p.198).  

Furthermore, businesses are competitive and profit oriented, so is it fair that they are 

expected to contribute to poverty alleviation as well?  Many development agencies 

and other stakeholders believe the private sector can contribute positively to poverty 

alleviation, “through its core business activities in the workplace, the marketplace, 

along the supply chain, through their social investment and philanthropic activities, 

and through their engagement in public policy dialogue and advocacy” (Meyer, 

2009, p.199).  Since environmentally and socially responsible business practices are 

good for business, there is no reason why tourism entrepreneurs and business could 

not implement more PPT strategies that contribute to poverty alleviation within the 

local communities where they operate (Harrison, 2009). 

Nevertheless, some question the extent to which the implementation of PPT 

is possible.  De Kadt acknowledged “tourism’s contribution to employment, 

economic growth, entrepreneurship and inter-sectoral linkages” (1979, p.xii), but 

also claimed it could increase disparities both internationally and locally.  He 

questioned whether mass tourism could effectively contribute to poverty alleviation,

“through more productive work, more widely available social services, and increased 

participation in political decision making” (1979b, p.xii).  Furthermore, he queried 

the extent to which mass tourism, as a large earner of foreign exchange, was able to 

fulfil this new development goal.  Harrison noted, “wealth disparities in destination 

societies are often highlighted by international tourism” (2001, p.252), and this is 

generally more pronounced in LDCs.  From a development perspective, all tourism 

has the potential to provide benefits for the poor, but government commitment to the 

health and welfare of its people is necessary for this to succeed. Harrison and 

Schipani (2007) stated that there was little empirical evidence to show the degree to 

which tourism contributed to poverty alleviation.  Researchers, consultants, and aid 

agencies have promoted PPT approaches since the late 1990s (Harrison, 2008) .

Furthermore, PPT is not a model or theory but “an orientation or approach to any 

form of tourism which focuses on the net benefits accruing to poor people in tourist 

destination areas” (Harrison, 2008, pp.855-856).  PPT practitioners are not 

necessarily associated with any particular type of tourism, and usually work with aid 
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donors, NGOs and international tourism organisations to develop small-scale tourism 

projects (Harrison, 2009).  Large inequalities also exist between international 

tourists, whether budget, backpacker or luxury visitors, and poor local communities.  

3.7 SOCIAL CAPITAL

Research into the importance of social capital in community development and 

tourism entrepreneurship is sparse (Zhao, Brent Ritchie & Echtner, 2011).  Examples 

of studies include Pretty and Ward, 2001; Johannesson, Skaptadottir, and 

Benediktsson , 2003; Macbeth,Carson, and Northcote, 2004; Jones, 2005; Karlsson, 

2005; Nordin and Westlund, 2009; Zhao, Brent Ritchie & Echtner, 2011; and  

Nainoca, 2011.  An outcome of these studies was that social capital has a significant 

influence on the success of community participation in community development, and 

the potential success of community-based SMTEs.  Johannesson et al. (2003) argued 

that, social capital was an important factor in enabling communities, in rural or 

peripheral areas, transform from traditional resource-based semi-subsistence 

livelihoods to entrepreneurship in tourism.  In her study of a community-based eco-

camp in the Gambia, Jones (2005) claimed that, social capital was instrumental in the 

development of this ecotourism venture. 

The concept of social capital was popularised by Robert Putnam in the early 

1990s and defined as “features of social organisation such as networks, norms and 

social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit” (1995, 

p.67).  Social capital, as a concept, can be a resource embedded within a community 

or an individual.  Nahapiet and Ghoshal defined social capital as:

The sum of the actual and potential resources embedded within, available

through, and derived from the network of relationships possessed by

an individual or social unit (1998, p.243).

The most important feature of this definition, is the presence or absence of 

network ties which form the source of social exchange and availability of resources 

and information.  Within indigenous Fijian societies, social relationships exist at a 

number of levels (e.g. village, clan, tribe, province and national), and are strong and 

complicated.  Communities, such as those in the two case studies, have the potential 
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to use social capital to support their community-based tourism developments. As the 

findings from this study show, social capital played an important role in the 

construction and running of the two resorts. Without the support from the local 

community it would have been virtually impossible to develop these two resorts.

Echtner (1995) proposed small enterprise development as an opportunity for 

economic growth, capacity building and community empowerment.  However, an 

important determinant, in the success of community development projects, is the 

level of social capital and relationship structure between project participants (Ostram, 

2000).  This could also apply to community-based tourism enterprises.  Ostram 

(2000) argued physical capital alone was insufficient for economic growth, and 

welcomed the growing interest in social capital and how, when combined with other 

forms of capital (physical and human), it can be an essential component of 

development.  Pretty and Ward (2001) noted that people engage in collective action 

when managing natural resources, but little attention has been paid to the value of 

social and human capital in community development.  Important characteristics of 

social capital are “relations of trust, reciprocity, common rules, norms and sanctions, 

and connectedness in institutions” (Pretty and Ward, 2001, p.209) or societies. 

Clark’s (2008) study, entitled ‘Social Capital and Vanua: Challenges to 

Governance Development in a Community-Based Natural Resource Management 

Project in Cuvu Tikina, Fiji Islands’, identified the cultural context as an important 

feature that determined how social capital can be produced and utilised.  Clark stated,

“indigenous Fijians believe that survival of their culture is inextricably linked to their 

position as land and resource owners” (2008, p. ii), and as indigenous Fijian 

community members are required to live between the modern and the traditional, this 

can present difficulties.  Traditions form the foundation for the production of social 

capital within Fijian villages and communities.  Pre-existing networks within 

communities can be used to build social capital and enable the successful 

development of community projects.  He discovered the NGO managing the project 

did not facilitate the development of strong networks between stakeholders, and there 

was a lack of communication between stakeholders, which left elements of the local 

community feeling disempowered.  These factors, together with pre-existing 

problems within the traditional social networks in Cuvu, contributed to the failure of 
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the Coral Gardens Initiative15. Many community members in Cuvu, identified 

money as the root of all evil, and felt their community was falling apart.  This was 

attributed to the fact that a large percentage of community members, who were 

employed at the Shangri-La Fijian resort, did not participate in village meetings and 

decisions, nor did they participate in traditional ceremonies and obligations.  It was 

only when a value was placed on the iqoli qoli16, that these workers became 

interested in playing a role in community decision-making (Clark, 2008).  These 

traditional meetings and ceremonies, are areas where trust and relationships develop 

and social capital is built and strengthened.

In her PhD study, on the influence of the Fijian way of life (bula vakavanua) 

on community-based marine conservation, with a focus on social capital and 

traditional ecological knowledge, Nainoca (2011) used the analogy of the local mud 

crab (qari) to explain the interconnectedness that exists in indigenous Fijian society 

(See Figure 3.4).  She discussed how the crab evolved, in response to changes in its 

environment that influenced traditional indigenous communities such as

environmental, socio-cultural, economic factors, non-indigenous knowledge, and 

other cultures.  She also observed that, in indigenous Fijian communities, little 

respect is given to individualism unless the individual continues to maintain 

community ties and fulfil social obligations. Failure to participate in these meetings 

and ceremonies can mean that requests for social capital, by resort owners, can fall 

on deaf ears. Rusiate from Naqalia (See Chapter 6) discovered this when he was 

based in Suva and attempting to run the construction of Naqalia from afar. Clan 

labour stopped turning up at the resort as they felt Rusiate was more concerned with 

his personal life and studies than the needs of the community.

                                               
15 Coral Gardens Initiative - Counterpart’s Coral Gardens Initiative was designed to strengthen linkages 
between MPAs, conservation staff, local and national government agencies and the tourism and dive industry. 
The goal was to build a national network of MPA practitioners and supporters, using specific training sites for 
establishing best-practices in community processes and multi-stakeholder approaches. (Source: Counterpart 
International).
16 Traditional fishing ground, see Glossary
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Figure 3.4 The mud crab – interconnectedness in Fijian society
(Source: Nainoca, 2011, p.15).

3.8 SOCIAL EXCHANGE THEORY

Researchers often take theories from other disciplines and use them to 

support projects from their disciplines.  For example, studies on the human decision-

making process or human behaviour within an organisation, can draw on psychology, 

economics, anthropology, and sociology.  Social exchange theory (SET) is an 

important theory for understanding workplace performance (Cropanzano and 

Mitchell, 2005).  It crosses disciplines such as anthropology, social psychology, and 

sociology.  SET derives from rational choice theory in economics, and the study of 

relationships and exchanges.  It states, “individuals evaluate alternative courses of 

action so that they get the best value at the lowest cost from any transaction 

completed” (Hall, 2003, p.288).  SET proposes that:

individuals regulate their interactions with other individuals based on self-

interest analysis of the costs and benefits of such an interaction.  People seek 

to maximise their benefits and minimise their costs when exchanging 

resources with others (Molm, 2001 cited in Liang, Liu and Wu, 2008, p. 3)
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Received benefits are not only tangible and individuals engaging in social exchange 

expect some form of reciprocity.  Exchanges can include the receipt of resources by 

means of social reciprocity, and to maximise these, individuals may develop social 

relationships through the sharing of knowledge (Liang et al., 2008). 

Despite different views of SET, it is generally agreed, social exchange is 

concerned with a chain of interactions that generate obligations (Emerson, 1976).  

Interactions are usually interdependent, reliant on the actions of others, and have the 

potential to create high quality relationships.  Cropanzano and Mitchell (2005) 

reviewed the basic tenets of SET, which include rules and norms of exchange, 

resources exchanged, and relationships that emerge.  A basic principle of SET is that,

with time, relationships develop into trusting, reciprocal and loyal commitments, if 

those involved conform to certain rules of exchange (Cropanzano and Mitchell, 

2005).  These rules of engagement are generally concerned with ‘reciprocity’ or 

‘repayment’.  For example, when a person receives socio-emotional and economic 

resources from an organisation, they feel obliged to reciprocate by making a 

repayment in kind.  This creates a two-way relationship between the organisation and 

the employee, or a type of engagement.  Employees choose different levels of 

engagement with their organisation, dependent on the level of resources they receive.

Lawler described social exchange “as a joint activity of two or more actors in 

which each actor has something the other values.  The implicit explicit task in 

exchange is to generate benefit for each individual by exchanging behaviours or 

goods that actors cannot achieve alone” (2001, p.322).  In addition, the affect theory 

of social exchange makes two further contributions.  First, social exchange outcomes 

provide rewards and punishments, which have emotional consequences of varying 

intensity.  If exchanges are positive, emotional responses can be uplifting and cause a  

‘high’; when they are unsuccessful, they can be depressing and cause an emotional 

‘low’ (Lawler and Yoon, 1996).  There are a number of emotions within social 

exchange.  Pleasure, pride, happiness, and excitement are positive emotions, whilst 

shame, sadness, and anger are negative emotions.  Social exchange involves at least 

two individuals, but the extent to which individuals work together is reliant on the 

types of interdependencies that exist within the exchange structure or exchange task.  

Lawler’s (2001) theory argued that, emotions within the exchange influence how the 
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various actors perceive their relationships, level of engagement, and group 

affiliations.  Moreover, repeated exchange with the same individuals creates positive 

emotions that promote cohesion, stability, and commitment.

SET differs from the exchange theory found in economics because social 

exchanges are based on long-term social relationships within communities, whereas 

in economic trade markets, exchanges are anonymous and unemotional or objective 

(See Table 3.6).  Economic exchanges are largely dependent on “contractual 

obligations, rather than lasting bonds between individuals or groups of people” (Hall, 

2003, p.290).  The framework for SET has a specific social structure.  The tangible 

and intangible values placed on the exchange are dependent on trust, which increases 

with time.  Originally, research into SET examined dyadic relationships, whereas 

current research explores how the development of exchange relations with a number 

of partners influences power relationships, partnerships, and larger networks (Molm, 

2001, p.260).  Early exchange theorists were interested in reciprocal relations, 

whereas most contemporary theorists study exchanges, which are negotiated or 

bargained under explicit conditions.

Table 3.6 Concepts and assumptions of exchange theories

Concept Assumptions
Exchange 
actors

Individuals e.g. employees or corporate groups such as a: company, 
community, village, or clan.
Can be particular people – for example a named friend, expert 
consultant, supplier, tour operator, wholesaler etc.
Can be interchangeable holder of a structural position – for example 
the chief executive  officer of a company.
Can be grouped into exchange categories (i.e. sets of actors that 
occupy the same domain), they are substitutable because they have the 
same resources to offer in exchange e.g. suppliers who offer the same 
services.

Exchange 
networks

Two or more connected dyadic exchange relations (a connection 
exists where the frequency and value of exchange in one relation 
affects the frequency and value in another).  A dyad consists of a 
group of two people and is the smallest social group.  Individuals in a 
dyadic relationship can be linked through romance, family 
relationships, interests, work etc. Relationships can be equal or 
hierarchical e.g. master/servant; manager/employee, chief/subject.  
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The strength of the relationship is influenced by the time the 
individuals spend with each other and the emotional intensity of their 
connection/relationship.
Contains positive connections, where exchange in one relation 
increases exchange in another.
Contains negative connections, where exchange in one relation 
decreases exchange in another.
Contains mixed connections, where both positively and negatively 
connected relations exist.
Relations are conceived as longitudinal or vertically integrated e.g. 
Manager/Employee, Chief/Employee, Manager/Chief, Supplier/Resort

Exchange 
resources

The currency of exchange

Can be tangible (e.g. sum of money) or intangible (e.g. social 
obligation like kerekere17 or dinau18).
May be perceived as gifts (e.g. payment of church tithes, donations to 
church,  school fees, contributions to traditional ceremonies e.g. 
reguregu19, tevutevu20, kau na matanigone21, vakataraisulu22.
When given to another, the exchange resource is known as a cost
When received, or produced as a result, the exchange resource is 
known as an outcome
Are attributes of relationships, rather than actors, in that their value is 
determined by those setting up the exchange

Exchange 
structures

Dependent relationships that support the exchange (social capital) e.g. 
clan members donating labour to build or provide services for the 
resort

Exchange 
processes

Interactions required to conduct an exchange

Comprise exchange opportunities followed up by exchange 
transactions (negotiated or reciprocal)
May lead to an exchange relationship when there is a series of 
exchanges between parties

(Source: Adapted from Hall, 2003, p.289).

                                               
17 To borrow without repayment
18 To ask for credit which has to be repaid
19 Traditional tribute at a funeral
20 Gifts for bride and groom’s bedroom
21 Traditional presentation of children to mother’s family
22 Lifting of the mourning 100 nights after the death
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3.8.1 Rules and norms of exchange

The most common exchange rule is that of reciprocity or repayment in kind.  

There are different types of reciprocity.  Three of these include:

• Reciprocity as a transactional pattern of interdependent exchanges.  

Reciprocal interdependence is contingent upon a fair exchange where an 

individual’s action is dependent on the behaviour of another.  When 

reciprocal exchange exists, this creates a self-reinforcing cycle, reduces 

risk and promotes co-operation.

• Reciprocity as a folk belief.

Based on the cultural expectation that people get what they deserve, and 

over time, all exchanges are fair, because those who are unhelpful will be 

punished, and those who are helpful will be rewarded in the future.  There 

is a folk belief in a universal sense of justice, and that people get what is 

coming to them, but there is little research to support this.

• Reciprocity as a moral norm.

Reciprocity as a norm has basic standards of behaviour, and individuals 

within these exchanges are expected to behave reciprocally.  However, 

individuals do not value reciprocity equally, and cultural and individual 

differences exist.  Individuals who have a high exchange orientation

carefully track their obligations, whilst those who are low in exchange 

orientation, such as western societies, are less interested in whether or not 

obligations are reciprocated (Cropanzo and Mitchell, 2005, pp.876-877).  

One would expect indigenous Fijian communities to have a high 

exchange orientation, and expectations of future reciprocity following an 

exchange, whether it be within the kerekere or dinau system of 

borrowing.
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3.8.2 Social exchange relationships

SET is predicated on the principle that people’s behaviour and socialisation 

involves tangible and intangible exchanges of activity consisting of rewards and 

costs (Zafirovski, 2005).  Exchanges of benefits give others something of value, 

which may or may not be costly to the giver.

Social exchange is composed of actions of purposive actors that presuppose 

constellations of their interests and resources.  The complex of interdependent 

exchange processes constitutes the market functioning within a definite social 

and institutional structure (Zafirovski, 2005, p.3).

Furthermore, because relationships are based on reciprocity, they are unlikely 

to be long term if reciprocity is breached.  The existence of balance or imbalance in 

the relationship also leads to questions relating to power, dependency, and solidarity.  

Consequently, SET examines the ways in which reciprocal social relations can be 

sustained between individuals.  Successful relationships are those that are mutually 

beneficial, and meet the expectations of the participants, by providing both intrinsic 

and extrinsic benefits. Where SET is considered as an exchange of rewards and costs, 

which involve economic exchange transactions, it provides extrinsic rewards 

predominantly concerned with material gain.  Social exchange is characterised by 

intrinsic rewards, trust, and personal obligations and differs from economic 

transactions in that they are based on bonds of personal trust rather than remote 

markets and legislation.  SET is centred on continuing long-term relationships as 

opposed to one-off economic transactions (Cook, 2000, cited in Zafirovski, 2005, 

p.687).

3.8.3 Social exchange theory in tourism and services

Although SET has been used to investigate tourist-host relations (Choi and 

Murray, 2010; Nunkoo, Gursoy, and Juwaheer, 2010) and attitudes towards tourists, 

critics claim it lacks theoretical sophistication (Ward and Berno, 2011).  The theory 

has also been used to explain the behaviour of groups, and focuses on the 
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“perceptions of relative costs and benefits of relationships and their implications for 

relationship satisfaction” (Ward and Berno, 2011, p.1557).  Social exchange is 

comparative and subjective, thus varying between individuals and groups.  Where 

tourism is concerned, SET states that people’s attitudes and support for tourism 

development, is influenced by the perceived benefits for them and the community 

(Andereck, Valentine, Knopf, and Vogt, 2005).  In tourism studies, at a macro level,

SET offers a conceptual based tool to examine the positive and negative impacts and 

community attitudes towards tourism development (Choi and Murray, 2010).  From 

an individual perspective, SET studies propose that tourism employees who are 

direct beneficiaries of tourism benefits have positive attitudes towards tourism and 

tourists (Haley, Snaith and Miller, 2005; Ward and Berno, 2011).  For communities, 

costs and benefits can be economic, socio-cultural, or economic, and can have a 

considerable influence on community attitudes towards tourism development 

(Andriotis, and Vaughan, 2003).  Where tourism impacts are seen as positive, 

attitudes are likely to be more favourable.

Moyle, Croy and Weiler (2010) used SET to examine the interaction between 

locals and visitors on islands in Australia.  They discovered that locals had a wide 

range of motivations for interacting with tourists.  These ranged from economic 

rewards, delivering meaningful experiences, socialisation, education, and providing

codes of conduct for managing visitor behaviour.  They suggested that communities 

that helped manage the host-visitor experience could develop interaction 

programmes.  These programmes could be tailored to local traditions and lifestyles, 

increase visitor knowledge and awareness of the environment, and modify 

inappropriate visitor behaviour.  Such interaction allowed islanders to engage in and 

“initiate exchanges that are balanced and beneficial to visitors and locals, which 

provide quality island experiences, while preserving the quality of life and lifestyle 

of local islands” (Moyle et al., 2010, pp.103-104).

Ward and Berno’s (2011) study of residents’ attitudes toward tourism, 

tourists and tourism development in Fiji and New Zealand, confirmed the theory that 

those employed in the tourism industry in developing countries have more positive 

attitudes towards tourists.  Where there were a wide range of tourism benefits, and in 

line with SET, their findings showed those communities who experienced a wider 
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range of economic, socio-cultural and environmental benefits had more positive 

attitudes towards visitors.  These findings were similar to Chen (2001) who discussed 

the impacts of “perceived economic benefits, social costs, cultural enrichment, and 

environmental deterioration on attitudes toward tourist development” (Ward and 

Berno, 2011, p.1565).  Where tourism brought positive benefits to the community, 

Chen and Raab (2009) discovered that positive attitudes increased.  Their results also 

supported other previous studies that discussed the role of economic and cultural 

impacts in influencing resident support for tourism.  However, Ward and Berno 

stated that social exchange theory was not sufficient “on its own to explain and 

interpret attitudes to tourists and tourism” (2011, p.1565).  They proposed an 

integrated framework that also considered the application of Integrated Threat 

Theory for the tourism industry.

McGehee, Andereck and Vogt (2002) claimed that social exchange theorists 

see the decision-making process as one that provides benefits for the individual.  

They question this perspective, stating that it has shortcomings, because it assumes 

individuals always have gain or winning in mind when they make choices.  

Moreover, if both parties always benefit, where are the losers?  In many cases, 

individuals and groups enter social exchanges fully aware that they will not be 

gaining any benefits from it.  On the other hand, individuals and groups may engage 

in an exchange believing they have made the best decision, but discover later that 

this was not so, because they did not understand the complete picture, or have the 

correct information on which to make a prudent decision (McGehee et al., 2002).

In this study there are a number of examples of social exchange (See 

Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9).  These include the different social relations that exist 

between the resort and the community (village clans); the employees, the guests, 

suppliers and distributors, the competition (other resorts), the private sector (e.g. 

banks, suppliers, travel agents, tour operators); and public sector (e.g. Department of 

Tourism, Tourism Fiji, Fiji Island Backpacker Association) (See Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5 Social exchanges in community-based tourism

3.9 COMMUNITY BENEFIT TOURISM INITIATIVES

Simpson (2008) presented the concept of Community Benefit Tourism 

Initiatives (CBTIs), and identified the characteristics that enabled the delivery of 

responsible and sustainable CBTIs.  As shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7, he 

considered the role of the different stakeholders such as government, NGOs, 

communities, and the private sector, in creating an environment that supports local 

communities, understands their needs and the impacts of tourism on their livelihoods.  

He suggested the role of governments was to facilitate an enabling environment that 

delivered benefits to communities, minimised risk, and encouraged investment.  This 

would allow for “the development of fair and equitable partnerships between local 

communities and private operators” (Simpson, 2008, p.10).  However, even where 

effective partnerships existed between stakeholders, benefits should be measured, 

monitored, and evaluated, to ensure transparency.  Although the concept of CBTI 

may have similar characteristics to PPT or Ecotourism, by way of providing benefits 

from tourism enterprises to local communities that improve livelihoods, it has a 

number of differences (Ashley, Boyd and Goodwin, 2000).  CBTIs have a wider 

perspective and focus on benefits to the community as a whole, and not just a 

particular section of it, namely the poor. 

Community –
village clans

The Employees

The Resort
The Tourists

Suppliers and 
Distributers

The Competition 
(other resorts)
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Unlike PPT, which is found predominantly in less developed countries, 

CBTIs are considered appropriate for any country or region.  Simpson noted that 

CBTIs were:

...relevant to the management and operation of all tourism initiatives as they 

emphasise the role of tourism stakeholders (e.g. industry, governments and 

non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in managing tourism in its many 

forms and they take account of, and address the needs of communities in all 

situations and in all environments (2008, p.2).

In many cases, it may not be enough for tourism stakeholders to focus on 

specific segments of the community, such as the poor, but instead consider how the 

wider community can benefit from tourism.  CBTI also does not require that the 

community be involved in direct management or ownership of tourism.  This permits 

governments, NGOs and the industry, to develop and distribute benefits to the 

community without the difficulties that may arise with community participation in 

the decision-making process.  Table 3.7 summarises the positive characteristics and 

benefits of CBTIs, which may be considered more suitable for delivering broad 

development goals to society as a whole.  However, in less developed countries, a 

PPT approach that accrues net benefits to the poor, could also see similar benefits to 

CBTI, received by poor marginalised communities. 
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Figure 3.6 Potential roles of government and NGOs in determining community 
benefits from tourism

(Source: Simpson, 2008, p.8).
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Figure 3.7 Potential roles of the private sector and tourism industry in 
community benefit tourism initiatives.

(Source: Simpson, 2008, p.10).
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Table 3.7 Positive characteristics and benefits of CBTIs

Economic
• Direct employment opportunities (including administration, guiding, tours and 

transport, construction, hospitality, management, accommodation, shopping, food 
and beverage outlets).

• Indirect employment opportunities (including environmental management, 
entrepreneurs, other secondary industries).

• Supports the development of multi-sector or mono-sector non-profit enterprises 
(benefiting/controlled or strongly influenced by communities).

• Provides invigoration and development to local economies.
• Provides alternatives to changing or fading traditional industries.
• Increases land values, and thus rates payable to council for community services.
Environmental
• Improves environment (changes in subsistence leading to less degradation of 

natural resources).
• Encourages awareness and appreciation by the community of natural assets and 

the environment and other resources on which tourism relies.
• Enhances management and stewardship of natural resources.
Socio-cultural
• Provides and stimulates infrastructure development (roads, communications, 

healthcare, education, public transport, access to drinking water and food 
supplies).

• Increases safety and security.
• Facilitates workforce development (e.g. rights and conditions).
• Fosters civic pride (in community, culture, heritage, natural resources and 

infrastructure).
• Mutually beneficial (to all stakeholders in the community).
• Creates opportunities (broadening of idea horizons) and promotes cultural 

understanding.
• Preserves cultural and social heritage and local languages or dialects.
• Supports and preserves local and unique crafts and skills.
• Creates a sense of well-being and builds skills and influence.
• Promotes greater cross-institutional understanding.
• Appreciation of cross-stakeholder goals and agendas.
• Influencing and enforcing government policy (national, regional and local).
• Skills enhancement (training; such as administrative, service industry, 

maintenance, guiding).
• Building capacity collectively and individually.
• Fosters empowerment: gender and community; social, financial, political and 

psychological.

(Source: Simpson, 2008, p.3).
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3.10 CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter provided a brief review of literature relating to sustainable 

tourism, ecotourism, indigenous tourism and community-based tourism both 

generally and in Fiji.  It recognised that these terms are difficult to define and are 

largely interrelated.  As negative impacts of tourism have emerged, the concept of 

sustainable tourism has become the focus of much discussion and research.  Despite 

difficulties of definition, it is often equated to alternative tourism.  Frequently,

ecotourism is used interchangeably with sustainable tourism.  Most definitions 

acknowledge that ecotourism is nature-based, has an educational component, 

sustainably managed, and provides benefits to local communities.  Despite its critics, 

ecotourism has the potential to conserve natural environments, provide alternative 

livelihoods, and potentially alleviate poverty.  However, critics argue that,

ecotourism can potentially damage pristine environments and negatively impact local 

cultures.  Similar forms of alternative tourism are indigenous and community-based 

tourism.

Social capital was discussed in its capacity to influence community 

participation in entrepreneurship and community development.  Research has shown 

that social capital can play an enabling role in transforming traditional semi-

subsistence communities into participating in entrepreneurial projects such as 

tourism development.  A related concept is social exchange, which considers the 

behaviour that two or more actors engage in, when exchanges of goods or behaviour 

can be mutually beneficial.  Social exchanges have rewards or punishments, which

result in emotional responses of varying intensity. 

Where relevant, these theories will be used to discuss the findings in Chapter 

8 and 9.  The following chapter discusses relevant literature on entrepreneurship, i-

taukei23 culture, indigenous entrepreneurship, small and medium tourism enterprises. 

                                               
23 Indigenous Fijian
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CHAPTER FOUR: ENTREPRENEURIALISM IN THE PACIFIC AND 

SMALL MEDIUM TOURISM ENTERPRISES (SMTES)
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4.1 ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

In many LDCs, governments view tourism as a main generator of economic 

growth and development.  In the tourism industry, entrepreneurship has become a 

dominant force in many countries (Schramm, 2004), and is vital for economic 

growth and development.  It is defined as the “process of starting and continuing to 

expand new businesses” (Hart, 2003, cited in Gries and Naude, 2009, p.309).  

Originally studied from an economic perspective, tourism entrepreneurship is today 

considered a multi-disciplinary field.  Research into entrepreneurship, irrespective of 

discipline, is “concerned with the human beings who are motivated within their own 

reference and value frame set to act as entrepreneurs” (Carmichael and Morrison, 

2011, p.115). 

Entrepreneurship is a dominant force in many developed economies, and in 

the United States for example, plays an important role in stimulating and expanding 

the tourism and hospitality sector.  In fact, the majority of tourism and hospitality 

businesses consist of ‘mom and pop’ organisations owned by entrepreneurs, who 

identify opportunities in the marketplace, take advantage of them, and develop 

products and services to fill this niche (Jafari, 2000, p.192).  Moreover, entrepreneurs 

are thought to possess specific characteristics, which include being proactive, 

prepared to take risks, and adaptable to changes in the external environment.

The entrepreneurial process involves a number of dynamic factors and 

circumstances, that “arise from the characteristics and attitudes of individual 

entrepreneurs who are motivated to take part in entrepreneurship as a consequence of 

genetic make-up and their social development within their host community’s culture”

(Morrison, 2006, p.194).  Over the years, there has been much discussion about the 

relationship between entrepreneurship, entrepreneurs, family businesses, and culture.  

This has led to suggestions that individual entrepreneurs are influenced by a variety 

of behaviour cues (Table 4.1) that may be personal (e.g. religion, culture, family, role 

models); or from the broader macro environment (e.g. economic factors, political 

environment, and legislation). 
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Academics debate the extent to which entrepreneurs are reactive or proactive 

participants in the entrepreneurial process.  Frederick, Kuratko, and Hodgetts 

maintained, anyone can potentially choose to become an entrepreneur and,

“entrepreneurs are born and made” (2007, p.3).  This suggests that individuals can 

develop entrepreneurial skills, although it is difficult to identify what single event, 

characteristic, or trait motivates an individual to become an entrepreneur.  They 

further claim that entrepreneurial businesses are indispensible to a country’s 

economy, as they play a vital role in the innovation of new technology and increased 

productivity.  Moreover, entrepreneurs are the means by which many people are able 

to participate in their local economy and society.  The reasons individuals choose to 

become entrepreneurs may not be to exploit opportunities in the marketplace, or to 

maximise returns on investment.  They may be driven by a unique combination of 

entrepreneurial behaviour cues (See Table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 Potential entrepreneurial behaviour cues

Positive Negative
Social Role of the family and 

intergenerational role models
Political or religious displacement

Conducive culture Political unrest
Supportive networks Discrimination

Unhappy with position in society
Economic Move towards services Corporate downsizing and 

redundancy
Highly vertically integrated 
company structures

Dissatisfaction with or blocked 
employment opportunities

Phenomenon of ‘dot.com’
business

Discriminatory legislation

Psychological Entrepreneurial aspirations of 
independence, wealth, need to 
achieve, social mobility

No other way to make money

(Source: Morrison, 2006, p.197).

Small businesses make it possible for “millions of people, including women, 

ethnic minorities, indigenous peoples, and immigrants, to find prosperity for 

themselves and their families” (Frederick et al., 2007, p.7).  A spin-off benefit of 

entrepreneurship is the role it can plan in improving health, welfare, and educational 
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services in an area.  For example, the communities in this thesis were influenced by a 

number of factors which include: economic, educational and social opportunities for 

their community or clans, a conducive culture, supportive networks, political unrest, 

growth of backpacker tourism in their region, and relatively few opportunities to 

make money except through the natural resources of tropical islands – sun, sea, sand 

and local indigenous culture.

In both developed and less developed countries, governments invest 

substantial resources in developing entrepreneurship (Gries and Naude, 2009).  

However, Morrison and Teixeira (2004) claim, the tourism industry lacks the 

entrepreneurial dynamism found in other sectors such as technology.  Morrison 

argued that “limited career ambition, a merging of family and business, quality of life 

aspirations, and low motivation for commercial pursuit other than lifestyle 

sustenance converge to conspire against growth, innovation and intense 

entrepreneurial behaviour” (2006, p.204).  Furthermore, most SMTEs belonging “to 

the indigenous population, are family run, and the smallness of physical employee 

and market size is consciously preserved by owner-managers” (Morrison, 2006, 

p.192).  Lynch (1999) questions the extent to which family firms exhibit innovative 

entrepreneurial behaviour, since most remain micro in size.  Bolton and Thompson 

(2003) state we should be careful not to consider the term ‘small business’ as being 

synonymous with ‘entrepreneurship’ and questions the extent to which SMTEs are 

manifestations of entrepreneurship.  Whilst differences between the two terms may 

be difficult to discern, academic definitions focus on “entrepreneurial behaviour, 

such as, innovation, opportunity exploitation and realisation risk acceptance, new 

market creation, growth and profit motivations, and strategic management”

(Morrison, 2006, p.193).  

Schumpeter (1934) was one of the first to categorise the ‘entrepreneur’ as 

different to business owners and managers.  He claimed the entrepreneur’s role was 

to engage in new combinations of means of production, which he felt were 

fundamental to economic development (Carland et al., 1984).  A framework for 

differentiating entrepreneurs from small business owners and entrepreneurial 

ventures from small businesses was developed by Carland et al. (1984) based on 

Schumpeter’s (1934) work, and is still considered by Morrison (2006) to be useful in 
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classifying these differences. Definitions related to entrepreneurial ventures are 

generally “concerned with ownership structure, market position, and prioritisation of 

personal goals over those of economic optimisation” (Morrison, 2006, pp.193-194).  

Those who question this approach feel entrepreneurship definitions should be 

broadened to consider relative societal and economic environments and norms 

(Bridge, O’Neill and Cromie, 2003).  As with other fields of study, definitions of 

‘entrepreneur’ and ‘entrepreneurship’ vary, and when these terms are combined with 

‘small family businesses’ complicate things (Morrison, 2006). 

The Encyclopaedia of Tourism defines entrepreneurship as: 

…an imperative activity that initiates the start-up of a profitable business. 

Through this activity, the goal is to maintain and continually develop a 

business, which provides a profitable long-term future for the company 

(Jafari, 2000, p. 192).  

Definitions should take a multi-dimensional approach that considers 

economic, and non-economic characteristics of entrepreneurship, such as ideology, 

legitimacy, social mobility, and psychological factors (Morrison, 2000).  Moreover, 

she claimed that the key to fostering entrepreneurship comes from within “individual 

members of society, and the degree to which a spirit of enterprise exists, or can be 

initiated” (2000, p.59).  Kirzner (1979) argued the existence of an entrepreneurial 

culture (Figure 4.1) is dependent on societal support for those individuals with 

enterprising spirits (cited in Morrison, 2006, p.195).  This may flourish in certain 

communities, but in others such as Fiji, the community may be unsupportive unless 

the benefits to the community at large are considered.  Individualism, in such 

indigenous communities, is not always recognised as a good thing and community 

support can be withdrawn if benefits are not more equitably spread within the 

community. The researcher believes that for entrepreneurship to succeed in Fiji, it 

needs to take a multi-dimensional approach as suggested by Morrison (2000), and 

find a balance between individual business demands, profit maximisation, and social 

commitments.  Where indigenous Fijian business is concerned, a balance must be 
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found between individuality, Western business management practices and consider 

Fairbairn’s (1988b) definition which includes the need for communalism.

Figure 4.1 Dynamic entrepreneurial culture

(Source: Morrison, 2006, p.196)

Hall (2009) notes that although there is significant research into the ways 

government can “stimulate entrepreneurship and business start-up in general”

(p.244), entrepreneurs and businesses are rarely considered in the structural context 

or environment within which they exist. Figure 4.2 illustrates how entrepreneurs and 

firms are embedded within institutional structures, where government plays a central 

role, by providing direct intervention (e.g. start-up business funding) or indirect 

intervention (e.g. regulation, infrastructure development and education) (Hall, 2009, 

p.245). Supportive government policies can play an import part in stimulating 

entrepreneurship and the growth of new businesses (Hall and Jenkins, 1995; Spencer 

& Gomez, 2004; Hall, 2009).

It is generally argued that small businesses survival is constrained by limited 

capital, lack of skills, acceptance of low profits and lifestyle motivations (Ateljevic 

and  Doorne, 2000; Shaw and Williams, 2004). Definitions of entrepreneurship and 

literature claim that differences exist between the entrepreneur and small business 
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owner (Ateljevic and  Doorne, 2000).   Entrepreneurs are characterised by risk-

taking, leadership, vision, innovation and creativity (Dewhurst and Horobin, 1998;  

Fairbairn, 1988b; Morrison, 2006; ). However, Dewhurst and Horobin (1998) noted 

that in tourism entrepreneurship and small firms,  entrepreneurs are emerging “who 

are not motivated by a desire to maximise economic gain, who operate businesses 

often with very low levels of employment, and in which managerial decisions are 

often based on highly personalised criteria” ( p.25). These entrepreneurs are 

motivated by lifestyle goals that address product development from an 

unconventional more creative standpoint (Ateljevic and Doorne, 2000). However, 

Blanchflower and Oswald (1998) argue that there is little evidence that psychology 

plays a key role in determining who becomes an entrepreneur, but that access to 

start-up capital is the key constraint.

Shaw and Williams (2004, p.99) propose that definitions of entrepreneurship 

should look beyond the purely economic, and include lifestyle goals, “background 

characteristics and personality traits of the entrepreneur” with business success being 

measured “in terms of a continuing ability to perpetuate their chosen lifestyle”

(Dewhurst and Horobin, 1998, p.30). If these definitions were broadened to include 

indigenous community-based tourism businesses, similarities may exist which 

include success measured in the context of such social factors as village 

development, education, church, and clan contributions to traditional cultural 

ceremonies which strengthen traditional relationships and ceremonial exchange.

Consequently the evaluation of a firms success should consider the indigenous 

owners’ aspirations and basic lifestyle motives for starting the business (Ateljevic, 

2007; Morrison and Teixeira, 2002) and not just the traditional management 

paradigm of competitiveness, financial viability and market position. To CBT 

owners, the provision of a supplementary source of revenue to semi-subsistence 

lifestyles may suffice (Ateljevic, 2007).
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Farelly (2010) suggested that indigenous community-based ecotourism 

(ICBE) should consider literature on indigenous social entrepreneurship (ISE) and 

recognise indigenous human-environment relationships such as vanua24. She stated 

that indigenous entrepreneurship literature rarely considers cultural values, and the 

complex relationships indigenous people have with their environment, and how these 

relationships influence entrepreneurial endeavours. She suggested that the high 

failure rate of indigenous enterprises in the Pacific might be due to external 

stakeholders lack of consideration of “indigenous human-environment relationships 

and associated cultural values constituting these entrepreneurial endeavours” (2010, 

pp.1-2). Moreover, as recommended in this study (See Chapter 9.4),  those 

communities that consider cultural values and human-environment relationships, are 

more likely to succeed and meet community needs, because indigenous economic 

activities are both socially and ecologically embedded. Weaver (1998b) argued that it 

was dangerous to imply “that indigenous peoples can ‘save’ their environment and 

make money [by developing community-based ecotourism] if they convert to a 

standard of rationality that they see as ‘other’ ” (cited in Farelly, 2010, p.9). 

4.1.1 Culture

Culture is an important feature when discussing entrepreneurship.  Morrison 

(2006) proposed that the culture and characteristics of people in different societies, 

and individual innate personality traits, all influence the degree to which they choose 

to engage in entrepreneurial activities.  Culture has been “defined as the collective 

programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one category of 

people from those of another” (Hofstede, 1984, p.389).  Tayeb (1988) defined culture 

as:

A set of historically evolved learned values, attitudes, and meaning, shared by 

the members of a given community, that influence their material and non-

material way of life.  Members of the community learn these shared 

                                               
24 See Glossary. Vanua, also known elsewhere in the Pacific as whenua, vanuatu, and fonua are 
Pacific concepts that encompass “worldview, ethos, cosmos, all living and non-living things together 
as one” (Helu-Thaman, 1997, p. 14).
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characteristics through different stages of the socialisation processes of their 

lives in institutions, such as family, religion, formal education, and society as 

a whole (cited in Morrison, 2000, p. 60).

Figure 4.2 The embeddedness of  tourism entrepreneurship in entrepreneurial 
and innovation systems

(Source: Hall, 2009, p.246).

However, culture, is a complex, nebulous, phenomenon:

...compounded by its multiple representation within different levels (national, 

regional, business, individual), layers of society (gender, age, social class, 

occupation, family, religion), and in varying contexts of life (individual, 

group, community).  It is a shared, collective way, groups of people 

understand and interpret the world, a largely ethereal phenomenon (Morrison, 

2000, p.60). 
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Hall (1959) provided another definition of culture as:

...the pattern of taken-for-granted assumptions about how a given set of 

people should think, act, and feel as they go about their daily affairs.  Thus,

societies can be distinguished from each other by the differences in the shared 

meanings they expect and attribute to their environment (cited in Morrison, 

2000, p.61). 

The often cited work of Hofstede (1984) claims that societies can be 

differentiated from each other by the shared meanings and expectations that they 

attribute to their environment.  

4.1.2 Hofstede’s theory on national cultures

Hofstede (1984) identified four cultural dimensions that provide a useful, if 

simplistic, platform for analysing national cultures. These dimensions include Power 

distance, Individualism/Collectivism, Masculinity/Femininity, and Uncertainty 

avoidance. Hofstede’s research on national cultures, placed societies “on a 

continuum of individualism versus collectivism” (Evans, Hau and Sculli, 1995, 

pp.127-128), with Western societies being more individualistic, and most Asian and 

South Pacific societies more collectivist (Saffu, 2003).  A further dimension, which 

influences employee behaviour, is people’s attitudes towards time.  Time is an 

important dimension for analysing service quality in Fiji, for not only is time a key 

factor in evaluating service delivery and quality, concepts of time to indigenous 

peoples can vary greatly from that of Westerners (Reddy, 2001).  Figure 4.3 provides 

a brief summary of Hofstede’s (1984) dimensions, and where applicable these will be 

included in the discussion of the two case studies in this thesis. 

Hofstede’s work has received much criticism.  McSweeney (2002) 

questioned the validity of Hofstede’s dimensions arguing they were the result of an 

analysis of an existing company survey, which had little theoretical grounding.  

Furthermore, he states that although “we may think about national culture, we may 

believe in national culture, …Hofstede has not demonstrated that national culture is 
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how we think” (2002, p.116).  The dimensions did not apply in all countries, for 

example, uncertainty avoidance has been queried in some Asian cultures, as has the 

contemporary relevance of the data since it was collected in the late 1960s 

(Magnusson et al., 2008).  Despite these criticisms, to some extent these dimensions 

can apply to indigenous and local Fijian communities (See Figure 4.3, Table 4.2, and 

discussion in Chapter 9).

Power Distance
This characteristic is concerned with the extent to which the less powerful within 
societies accept that inequalities of power within a society is normal.  Whilst 
inequality is found in all cultures, tolerance levels differ. National cultures can 
display low power distance e.g. USA, or high power distance e.g. Fiji (Hofstede, 
1984; Saffu, 2003).  

Individualism/Collectivism
Individualistic cultures are predominantly self-interested or interested in their nuclear 
family.  Whereas collectivist cultures are related by birth to one or more in-groups 
which include extended families, clans/tribes or an organisation.  These in-groups 
provide security and protection for their members, in exchange for everlasting 
loyalty and commitment.  The collectivist nature of South Pacific Island societies 
means that individual’s behaviour is also influenced by deep-rooted traditional 
customary obligations and relationships.  These influences have resulted in the need 
for 
organisations to recognise and develop motivational strategies and rewards that are 
more culture specific.  Traditional rewards and recognition that are based on salaries 
and monetary incentives may be insufficient (Evans et al., 1995, p.127).      

Masculinity/Femininity
Masculine cultures have different social roles for men and women (e.g. Fiji). Men 
are expected to be assertive, ambitious, competitive, and focus on achieving material 
success.  In contrast, women undertake roles related to caring for family, children 
and the elderly or weak. In feminine cultures, social roles are less defined and likely 
to overlap, with neither gender displaying overt needs for assertiveness or 
competitiveness.  In both masculine and feminine cultures, political and work related 
institutions reflect male values.  However, in feminine cultures, there is more 
emphasis on quality of life, interpersonal relationships, and the less powerful
(Hofstede, 1984).
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Uncertainty Avoidance
This relates to the way in which people from different cultures feel threatened by 
situations they perceive as beyond their control.  Consequently, situations that are 
thought to be unstructured, unclear, or unpredictable, are avoided (Hofstede, 1984).  
Cultures displaying high uncertainty avoidance are more likely to value strict codes 
of conduct, security, aggressiveness, risk taking etc., with low uncertainty avoidance
cultures being more relaxed or easy going, but less comfortable with risk taking (e.g. 

Fiji) (Saffu, 2003).

Time
Lastly, a further dimension that can influence service delivery is how different 
cultures and societies perceive time.  For example, Westerners “see time as an 
unending continuum that can be subdivided into precise units which form part of an 
interlocking logical system” (Evans et al., 1995, p.127).  In contrast, Pacific Islanders 
as a generalisation, have a more casual attitude towards time, due to the deep-rooted 
influence of traditional lifestyles that are unused to precise planning, scheduling, and 
punctuality (Qalo, 1997).  Americans and Westerners generally view time as a factor 
controlled by the individual.  Whereas, other cultures may view time as a series of 
events, that are essentially uncontrollable. Therefore, cultural interpretations of time, 
are a fundamental factor in understanding the problems related to consistent quality 
service delivery in Fiji. 

Figure 4.3 Hofstede’s dimensions

(Adapted from Gibson, 2003, pp.75-78).

In an exploratory study into individualism, collectivism, and entrepreneurial 

characteristics of entrepreneurs in Fiji, Rao (2004) claimed, “that individualism 

contributed to the entrepreneurial disposition of the Indo-Fijians and Others”

(indigenous Rotumans, mixed race, and local European).  He also proposed that 

Fijian collectivism was rigid, and has “negatively influenced their entrepreneurial 

activities” (p.230), claiming that indigenous Fijians or iTaukei entrepreneurs first met 

their traditional cultural obligations before dealing with their business.  However, 

since the aftermath of the 1987 coups, some predominantly urban-based indigenous 

Fijians have become successful entrepreneurs.  One might argue that distance from 

their village and traditional obligations together with a more western, urban lifestyle 

may have influenced their success.
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Table 4.2 Cultural distances according to power distance

Small power distance societies
e.g. USA, UK

Large power distance societies
e.g. Fiji, China, India

In the family:
Children encouraged to have a 
will of their own
Parents treated as equals

Children educated towards obedience to 
parents
Parents treated as superiors

At school:
Student-centred education 
(initiative)

Teacher-centred education (order)

Learning represents impersonal 
‘truth’

Learning represents personal ‘wisdom’
from teacher ‘guru’

At work:
Hierarchy means an inequality of 
roles, established for convenience

Hierarchy means existential inequality

Subordinates expect to be 
consulted

Subordinates expect to be told what to do

Ideal boss is resourceful democrat Ideal boss is a benevolent autocrat (good 
father)

(Source:  Hofstede, 1995, p.151)

4.2 INDIGENOUS ENTREPRENEURSHIP

In both Melanesia and Polynesia, the kinship system is very strong and this 

means that business ownership is generally communal, with the needs of all group

members considered. Such customs may not fit well with capitalism, free enterprise, 

and high returns on investment.  In general, the “success and style of small scale 

entrepreneurship is very much determined by social and cultural factors” (Berno and 

Douglas,1998, p.71).  They claim there are many examples of Melanesians who have 

started small tourism enterprises, and found that the demands and expectations of 

their family and clans were not conducive to making a profit.  Those who succeed, 

do so, because they have distanced themselves from their family and community.  In 

many cases, this leads to conflict.  

Tourist guesthouses in Vanuatu are common choices for ni-Vanuatu 

entrepreneurs and frequently appear and disappear (de Burlo, 2003, p.74). A case  

study of one such guesthouse noted that, whilst at first the business seemed 
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commercially viable, it eventually failed due to lack of capital and neglect. However, 

business ownership had given the operator status within local society and made him a

leader amongst the business community. Being self-employed had also given him the 

flexibility to engage in a number of economic and social activities, and enabled him 

to gain community support and finance to fulfil his traditional leadership role as a 

member of the Council of Chiefs. De Burlo (2003, p.76) observed that Ni-Vanuatu 

aspirations differ from non-indigenous entrepreneurs, and from the owner’s 

perspective the venture was successful, as it allowed him to diversify his economic 

activities and earned him cultural capital.The ability to contribute to traditional 

obligations and participate in local village society, is of paramount importance to 

indigenous entrepreneurs in the Pacific (Fairbairn, 1988a; Hailey, 1985).  In many 

instances, cultural capital is a primary aspiration and criteria for success.  

In Polynesia, groups of families have formed entrepreneurial businesses, with 

the primary motivation for success being community development rather than profit 

maximisation.  Ingram (1990) claimed, that in this way, entrepreneurial endeavours 

receive community support without challenging traditional customs and society.  

This does not mean that all businesses succeed, but demonstrates that alternative 

indigenous approaches to entrepreneurship exist and have been successful in 

Polynesia (Berno and Douglas, 1998). 

As with Polynesia, Melanesia has a collectivist culture and this poses similar 

challenges for entrepreneurs.  In many cases, chiefly elites control tribes and 

individuals, and head entrepreneurial ventures (Morrison, 2008).  Traditionally, 

commoners were not encouraged to develop entrepreneurial skills.  To an extent, this 

attitude still exists today.  In a discussion of Pacific Island entrepreneurs, Ingram 

stated:

Although the individual must possess the need to achieve, this achievement 

must also provide benefits for the extended family and the larger community.  

The individual Pacific entrepreneur must be prepared to assume the added 

burden of taking social risks in addition to financial risks.  The individual 

must be prepared to turn down requests for financial assistance from family 
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and members of the community, and risk social ostracism and alienation for 

‘breaking’ with tradition (1990, p.64).

Peredo et al. (2004) defined indigenous social entrepreneurship (ISE) as, 

when a community acts as both entrepreneur and enterprise, serving the common 

good, by creating and operating a new enterprise embedded in the existing social 

structure. They proposed that knowledge and values, introduced by new ventures, 

must be appropriate and consider the value systems and social structures that already 

exist within the community. Although indigenous entrepreneurship has some 

theoretical overlap with ethnic entrepreneurship such as: people sharing a common 

language, culture, or heritage; fundamental differences exist (Peredo et al., 2004). 

Ethnic entrepreneurship usually addresses economic activities of immigrants in a 

region or country, whereas indigenous entrepreneurship generally involves 

communities or individuals with a strong connection to ancestral lands and natural 

resources which can be utilised to develop entrepreneurial ventures. Therefore, in 

Fiji, Indo-Fijian, and Chinese businesses could be described as ethnic 

entrepreneurship, whereas i-Taukei CBT enterprises, categorised as indigenous 

entrepreneurship. Although social capital and relational networks are important to 

both ethnic and indigenous entrepreneurship, the differences lie in the historical 

context, and origins of such capital. Indigenous entrepreneurship is often concerned 

with community-based economic development, whilst ethnic entrepreneurship is 

usually at an individual or family level. 

4.2.1 Indigenous entrepreneurship in Fiji

A major dilemma facing Fijian (i-Taukei) entrepreneurs has been maintaining 

a balance between good business practice, profit maximisation, and fulfilling their 

social and communal obligations.  Entrepreneurs rely on local communities for 

labour, access to land and marine resources, and support.  Failure to recognise 

traditional societal obligations, can lead to alienation and social ostracism (Fairbairn, 

1988a; Hailey, 1985).  These obligations are important to communities, and can 

weigh on their consciences until fulfilled.  Failure to meet these responsibilities can 
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bring about a feeling of madua25 for all concerned.  Madua is an emotional burden 

felt by Fijians until their traditional or societal obligations have been met (Williksen-

Bakker, 2004).  This feeling is strongly related to the kerekere26 system, of 

borrowing from kinsmen, that exists within Fijian communities, where, when asked a 

‘favour’ by a member of the community, it is virtually impossible to refuse.  This 

system is thought, by many experts, to pose difficulties for the successful 

management of Fijian businesses, due to an inability to separate business and 

personal spending (Duncan, 2009; Pathak & Kumar, 2008), but this is not always the 

case.  Others maintain, successful entrepreneurs must be prepared to take financial 

and social risks, by refusing requests for financial assistance from family and clan 

members, and potentially face being ostracised by their community for ignoring 

tradition (Berno and Douglas, 1998).  Arguably, Fijian entrepreneurs should be 

considered in the context of local and traditional community demands (Fairbairn, 

1988b), and not in accordance with “western perceptions of entrepreneurial 

individualism” (Hailey, 1985, p.33).

In a study of Fijian cane farmers, Verebalavu (1998) attributed the failure of 

these Fijian businesses to their social make-up and strong cultural tradition.  She 

proposed that this was characterised by the following traditional factors: 

vakarokoroko27, solesolevaki28, veikauwaitaki29, kerekere30, and veivosovosoti31

(Verebalavu, 1998, pp. 39-45).

As previously mentioned, successive Fijian backed governments have 

implemented affirmative action policies that supported indigenous Fijian and 

Rotuman aspirations (MFNP, 2002; MOT, 1998).  The Qarase government 

introduced the Blueprint for the Protection of Fijian and Rotuman Rights and 

Interests and the Advancement of their Development, which gave government 

assistance and soft loans to develop businesses.  However, although rural 

                                               
25 Feeling of shame and guilt
26 See Glossary
27 Respect, see Glossary
28 The communal system, see Glossary
29 Caring for each other through fulfilling traditional obligations and requests for assistance, see 
Glossary
30 Borrowing, see Glossary
31 Forgiveness, see Glossary
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development required “...capital, infrastructure, experience and skills, managerial 

expertise, hard work and dedication to be successful.  It is problematic to assume that 

[indigenous] Fijians will succeed in commercial activities if financial assistance is 

provided.  This assumption ignores the obvious fact that commercial ventures require 

skills, business acumen, and a certain level of infrastructure” (Veitayaki, 2008, p.49).

In his study of business in Fiji, Hailey (1985) questioned whether definitions 

of entrepreneurship that apply in other parts of the world were applicable to the 

Pacific and in particular, Fiji.  He claimed that entrepreneurship in the South Pacific 

had been associated with non-Pacific Islanders e.g. Europeans, Indians, Tonkinese 

(Vietnamese), Chinese and those of mixed ethnic backgrounds.  The limited studies 

conducted on indigenous Fijian entrepreneurs, claimed that those who succeeded 

“were staunch supporters of traditional ceremonies and community obligations, yet 

who also displayed discretion in their use of time and resources in those ceremonies”

(Hailey, 1985, p.33).  None of the individuals he interviewed were tourism operators, 

but he did identify a number of challenges experienced by entrepreneurs in the outer 

islands of Fiji, which are still relevant.  These included lack of business experience, 

training, isolation, increased competition, lack of planning, the practice of mimicking 

successful businesses, and the inability to control resources and customer credit 

“where customer demands are intertwined with traditional social obligations”

(Hailey, 1985, p.85).  He suggested that for businesses to succeed, culturally 

accepted limits be placed on social obligations.  This would prevent entrepreneurs 

from being ostracised from their community and enable them to meet their social 

obligations.  Hailey made a number of recommendations to help reduce business 

failure, which continue to be germane.  These included:

• Government support for the small enterprise sector;

• An evaluation of the effectiveness of business training courses available in 

Fiji;

• Encouragement to local entrepreneurs to demonstrate greater originality in 

business activity e.g. entrepreneurs should consider entering the tourism 

sector;
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• Development of culturally acceptable mechanisms, so that traditional 

obligations need not drain business resources;  and

• Development of innovative saving schemes for Fijians, as a resource for 

future investment (1985, pp.5-6).

Although it is widely agreed that culture has a significant impact on the 

behaviour of entrepreneurs, studies on the role of cultural impacts on entrepreneurs 

have been few (Berno and Douglas, 1998; Saffu, 2003).  In the South Pacific “going 

into business may stem from communal obligations and values such as the need to 

help the clan or the extended family.  In other words, business may be seen as an 

extension of the entrepreneur’s clan” (Saffu, 2003, p.63).  Entrepreneurial success 

was closely linked to people’s ability to meet traditional obligations and close 

association with the clan and wantoks32.  Foley (2003) stated indigenous 

entrepreneurs in Australia, had a holistic attitude towards success, and measured this 

in economic and non-economic dimensions, which in the case of Fiji would include 

fulfilling traditional obligations and community development.  Unlike their western 

counterparts, motives such as security and economic success were rarely the key 

reasons for starting a business.  Pacific islanders have a practical attitude towards 

business, believing that “wealth is generated for the common good, namely bringing 

development back to the community” (Saffu, 2003, p.63).  Wealth represented power 

and strength, improved status and self-esteem, and showed the achievement of 

individuals, the clan, and the tribe.  Since the entrepreneur represented their clan, one 

might argue, that success not be solely measured on purely financial/economic terms, 

but also on the entrepreneur’s ability to balance traditional and business obligations, 

and status within the local society.  

Unlike Papua New Guinea, where personal achievement and accumulated 

assets are valued highly – ‘the bigman’33 and similar to non-indigenous entrepreneurs 

(Farelly, 2010), in Fiji, traditional respect is given to the chiefly hierarchy, elderly, 

wealthy and church (Saffu, 2003, p. 67).  In many cases, entrepreneurs in Fiji are 

Indo-Fijian, European, Chinese or from the chiefly elite, and although this is slowly 

                                               
32 Clan
33 Highly influential individual in a tribe e.g. in Papua New Guinea or Solomon Islands
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changing, male entrepreneurs are more likely to succeed than female, and business is 

still, to an extent, considered a male preserve.  The tourism and hospitality industry is 

now seeing the emergence of female entrepreneurs, in areas such as handicraft 

making, food production, homestays, and entertainment.  However, the success of 

these businesses is dependent on their managing traditional roles, obligations, 

understanding of customer needs and expectations, and delivering quality services 

and products.  This can be very difficult for people from semi-subsistence lifestyles, 

entering and providing for a commercial market that is foreign to them, hence the 

need for relevant training and educational support.

When discussing Fijian entrepreneurship, Fairbairn observed:

A common aphorism succinctly states that commerce is about selling; Fijian 

society is all about sharing.  Thus, the more appropriate definitions of Pacific 

entrepreneurship emphasise the impact of communalism rather than 

individuality, reciprocity rather than acquisitiveness, and social gain rather 

than financial profit.  For instance, in traditional Fijian society success and 

profit were intangibles measured in terms of the status and self-esteem 

derived from fulfilling inherent social commitments.  Material loss was 

compensated by social gain and enhanced prestige (1988b, p.39).

In the 1970s, indigenous Fijians were identified as falling behind in modern 

activities, such as business, when compared to the Indian and other ethnic groups in 

the country (Williksen-Bakker, 2002).  Over the years, the iTaukei community have 

received support from different governments.  Following the 2000 coup, the Laisenia 

Qarase-led government introduced affirmative action to encourage more Fijians to 

start their own businesses.  In 2000, The Fiji Indigenous Business Council (FIBC) 

was launched.  “It had 21 founding members who between them had just over 700 

employees and a combined annual turnover of some $10 million.  In 2005, the FIBC 

had a membership of 135, with more than 1200 employees and total yearly sales of 

approximately $20 million” (Qarase, 2005).  These figures show a steady growth in 

engagement in the commercial sector, and demonstrate that many Fijians were taking 
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advantage of affirmative action, and available government schemes, to start small 

businesses, in many cases in the tourism sector. 

The aim of the 2020 plan for indigenous Fijian and Rotuman development, 

was to equip people with business skills within a holistic framework, which began 

with education and self-employment, to improve living standards and wealth in 

marginalised rural areas.  In an analysis of the affirmative action policies, (Gounder 

and Prasad (2005) concluded that the plan was unable to attain parity in business and 

economic activities.  They claimed, that there was evidence, that these taxpayer 

funded initiatives failed and led to corruption and mismanagement of funds.  These 

policies were obviously not achieving the goals of indigenous Fijian businesses 

contributing to future economic growth.  Ulaiasi Taoi (2007), the Chairman of the 

FIBC, stated that even with affirmative action policies, businesses faced challenges, 

which included finance, marketing, shareholding and ownership; and even how the 

affirmative action blue print could be implemented effectively.  The 2020 plan was 

later removed by the Bainimarama government, which does not support affirmative 

action for a particular ethnic group, and is more concerned with general multiracial 

policies.

There has also been discussion in the Fiji media and parliament about the 

success or failure of Fijian businesses, when compared to local Indo-Fijian and other 

businesses.  Williksen-Bakker (2002) claimed that indigenous Fijians placed 

themselves below Indo-Fijians as far as commercial activities were concerned, 

thinking that Indo-Fijians had different lifestyles and ways of earning their living.  

Moreover, she argued that whilst indigenous Fijians might lack modern business 

skills, there were business and management courses available at different levels, 

which could provide these skills.  She also believed that indigenous Fijians came 

from a society totally committed to ‘gift exchange’, elaborate ceremonies, and 

communal obligations.  Such lifestyles were not suited to the ‘sacrifices’ required for 

running successful businesses (Ravuvu, 1987; Williksen-Bakker, 1986).  

This dilemma is the focus of this study.  How do indigenous Fijian businesses 

continue to participate in traditional cultural ceremonies and fulfil communal 

obligations, manage resources and finances? The researcher suggests that, if 

entrepreneurs and businesses considered the monetary cost of traditional obligations, 
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and factored them into their business plans and budgets, chances of financial success 

might improve.  Ironically, many of these traditional ceremonies and ‘gift exchange’

have been incorporated into the tourism industry as attractions34, becoming a central 

aspect of cultural tourism.  If not supported by clan members and indigenous 

businesses, over time, these traditions maybe lost.

Verebalavu stated, “capital and time are two factors which [indigenous] 

Fijian entrepreneurs often do not fully and efficiently utilise” (1998, p.20).  This is 

generally attributed to commitment to traditional obligations, and lack of commercial 

business experience.  Moreover, their communal lifestyle and traditional values 

conflict with basic concepts of management and organisation, and money as a means 

of exchange.  The late leader of the Fijian Association Party, former Head of Native 

Land Trust Board (iTaukei Land Trust Board), and Minister of Finance, Josefa 

Kamikamica believed indigenous “Fijians have to learn to save, discipline 

themselves and change their attitude towards business.  The attitude of the 

[indigenous] Fijian is that whenever they have the money, they start spending.  They 

still have the spoon-fed mentality [and] expect government to give them assistance 

all the time” (cited in Hailey, 1985, p.29).  Such attitudes need to change, but may 

take time.  The limited literature on indigenous Fijian entrepreneurship confirms 

Kamikamica’s statement, suggesting that their failure in business is linked to their 

“inability over time, to remodify the demands and conditions of social obligations”, 

to conform to conventional business practices (Verebalavu, 1998, p.45).  In an 

interview with Pacific Islands Monthly, Radike Qereqeretabua, a well-known Fijian 

hotelier, maintained that, “traditional obligations are a stumbling block, in so far as 

the businessman has not disciplined himself.  No Fijian can escape from his 

traditional obligations, but there must be that balance or control” (cited in 

Verebalavu, 1998, p.41).  He also claimed, his own success as an entrepreneur and 

businessman began when he said ‘no’ to his relatives’ requests to ‘kerekere’ money 

from him. 

                                               
34 The traditional yaqona ceremony and sevu sevu is performed throughout Fiji for tourists
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A study of tradition and change, in the village of Draubuta, reported the 

failure of the local community owned village store selling household goods.  

Nayacakalou (1978) stated:

There was no conception of capital, no determining the financial position by 

stocktaking, no taking account of the value of the building, fixtures, and 

fittings, and no charging the depreciation on these to profit and loss.  Profits 

were determined simply by counting how much money had not been spent 

out of total receipts.  Debtors did not come into this reckoning; except in that 

if paid up, profits were greater.  Profits made were used either to buy more 

stock or to pay other expenses for which the village was liable even though 

not remotely connected to the store business (p.46).

Although there are some exceptions, most businesses in Fiji and the South 

Pacific have top-down management styles, which one might argue reflect the 

attitudes of their colonial predecessors, and to an extent the hierarchical structure of 

their societies (Reddy, 2001).  Qalo observed that, Fijians in business lived in “two 

worlds of tradition and modernity, … [where their business environment comprised] 

a maze of protocol, inter and intra connections, false modesty, etiquette, decorum, 

niceties, and competition” (1997, p.82).  He further observed that unlike Western 

management practices, which encourage precision, efficiency, punctuality, and 

documentation; Fijians’ lack of attention to detail, within a business framework, was 

a reflection of a semi-subsistence mindset, which still exists within Fijian lifestyles.  

A further justification for considering cultural factors, when studying indigenous 

owned businesses in Fiji.  Chapters, 7, 8, and 9 will discuss the findings from the two 

case studies, and evaluate the extent to which culture and traditions influence their 

successful management.

4.3 FIJI – A PLURAL SOCIETY

Furnivall (1939) introduced the theory of plural society when writing about 

Southeast Asia in Netherlands India. He defined it as “comprising two or more 

elements or social orders which live side by side, yet without mingling, in one 
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political unit” (1939, p.446).  These circumstances were often found in colonial and 

newly independent postcolonial states, “of deeply divided societies, usually along 

ascriptive lines of ethnicity or race…but also of culture, religion, or language”

(Nagata, 2001, p. 11513).  In a study of Indians in East Africa, Stephen Morris 

(1956) reported that the different ethnic groups (African, Arab, European, and 

Indian) exhibited distinct cultural behaviour, spoke different languages, and 

primarily mixed with their own kind.  Economic divisions corresponded with 

ethnicity, with Europeans controlling the political process, Indians forming the 

commercial class, and Africans forming the majority of the urban working class and 

rural semi-subsistence population, although some Indians also belonged to rural 

farming communities.  These circumstances are similar to Fiji, where Indo-Fijians35

and indigenous Fijians live side by side, speak their own languages (although 

everyone speaks English), and in many cases have separate religions and lifestyles.  

In general, Indo-Fijians and other ethnic groups such as Europeans, Chinese, 

Rotumans, and people of mixed race have the commercial and economic power, with 

indigenous Fijians owning most of the land and forming the semi-subsistence rural 

community.  The preferred scholarly term for Fiji-born Indians is Indo-Fijian 

(Pangerl, 2007) and the term i-Taukei36, has been introduced recently by the interim

Bainamarama government to refer to indigenous Fijians, with the term ‘Fijian’

referring to all Fiji citizens (See Narsey, 2012).  This is problematic, as the general

population and i-taukei are not making the transition easily, so for the purpose of this 

thesis the term ‘Fijian’ will refer to indigenous Fijians or i-Taukei.

Characteristically, plural societies are deeply divided, have weak institutional 

links, fail to agree over national goals, are in many cases incompatible, and have 

separate goals and interests.  Furnivall (1939) described this “as ‘mixing’ without 

‘combining’ and ‘meeting only in the market place’, for basic economic needs”

(Nagata, 2001, p.11513). Some would agree this describes Fiji, but the researcher 

believes, that whilst it may be relevant to urban and village-based communities in 

Fiji, many rural farming communities are made up of both Indo-Fijian and Fijian 

                                               
35 Fiji-born Indians
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communities, who speak each other’s languages, socialise together, have similar 

lifestyles, and mix well.  Although separated by religion, in rural areas today, young 

Fijians go to Hindu and Muslim schools, and young Indo-Fijians to Christian 

schools.  To use pluralism to describe communities in Fiji is, in the researcher’s 

opinion, too simplistic.

M.G. Smith (1965), a sociologist who studied plural societies in the 

Caribbean, defined cultural pluralism as:

the presence of two or more different cultural traditions in a different 

population, each possessing a distinct form of the institutions of marriage, the 

family, religion, property, and the like.  Culturally differentiated communities 

usually vary in their social organisation, institutional activities, and their 

systems of beliefs and values.  A plural society is thus a unit only in the 

political sense: the separate units are ruled by a single government (Cited in 

Rabushka and Shepsle, 1972, p.15).

Smith (1965) did not believe all societies with diverse cultural groups were 

plural societies.  To him plural societies had incompatible institutional systems that

needed force to maintain law and order.  The need for force was greater in societies 

where those in political control were minority groups, for example: Rhodesia and 

South Africa prior to independence and during apartheid.  On the other hand, 

‘pluralistic societies’ possessed one or more distinct subcultures with value systems 

that were compatible with national political opinion.

As of 2011, the population of Fiji was estimated at around 883,100 (CIA 

Factbook, 2011), and is the result of thousands of years of migration, with the most 

recent (1879-1916) involving “the transport of thousands of indentured labourers 

[>60,000] from India to work on the country’s sugar plantations” (Harrison, 2004, p. 

346).  Following independence from Britain in 1970, Fiji had three cultural and 

economically distinct ethnic groups: Fijians (44%), Europeans and part-Europeans or 

mixed race (4%) and Indo-Fijians who at 50% of the population were the majority. 

Boydell described Fiji as a plural society with multiple groups that have resulted in 

“inter and intra-racial conflict” (2001, p.2).  Vasil (1972) claimed there was always a 
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fear on the part of many Fijians, that Indo-Fijians would not only be the largest

economic and commercial power, but if given equal voting rights, would take over

the government and their land.  British Colonial rulers also recognised this fear, and 

implemented policies related to land tenure and communal electoral rolls, that 

protected Fijian interests and over the years have created widespread opposition and 

dissent.  These types of policies could have promoted the development of a plural 

society in Fiji, and even facilitated the growth of urban-based Indo-Fijian 

entrepreneurs, whilst hindering the development of Fijian entrepreneurship.  Whether 

or not this was the aim of British colonial rulers, is beyond the limits of this thesis 

and a topic for another discussion.

In plural societies the constitution, the supreme law of the land, is of more 

than usual importance, for during the formative period of the nation it 

provides the broad framework for the development of mutual relations among 

the various communal groups and more importantly, it indicates the thinking 

and attitudes of the majority indigenous community (who believe that they 

have an inherent right to political paramountcy) towards other communities 

and towards the fundamental problems of communalism and nation building 

(Vasil, 1972, p.21). 

Most Fijians live a semi-subsistence lifestyle in rural villages, whilst Indo-

Fijians and other minority ethnic groups “dominate the formal and business sectors 

and urban population” (Veitayaki, 2008, p.42).  Since independence in 1970, Fiji has 

been governed by predominantly Fijian-dominated parties (Alliance [1970-1987] , 

and Soqosoqo Duavata ni Lewenivanua [SDL] ), with the Indian dominated Labour 

party serving a brief term in power (1999-2000) before the George Speight coup 

removed them.  Following the 1987 coups, the 1990 Constitution decreed 

government policies, that promoted affirmative action and positive discrimination, to 

improve indigenous Fijian and Rotuman lifestyles and positions in society, and 

ultimately maintain their control of government (Lal, 1997, p.75 cited in Veitayaki, 

2008; Lal, Chand and Naidu, 2008).  Discrimination applied to employment in the 
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civil service, and education; and financial institutions provided soft loans for Fijians 

and Rotumans to invest in commercial enterprises.

Although Fiji is often described as a plural society (Fisk, 1970) “where 

citizens of different ethnic groups and cultures mix but do not combine” (Harrison, 

1998b, p.346), the Indo-Fijian population is also not homogenous.  They are the 

“descendants of indentured labourers, today often called simply Indians, and 

descendants of free migrants from Gujarat and Punjab, called Gujaratis and Punjabis 

respectively.  Another line of differentiation is grounded in the regional origin of 

ancestors, which include North Indians (often simply called Indians), South Indians, 

and, again, Gujaratis and Punjabis.  Furthermore, religious denomination and 

practice can be used to characterise people as Hindu, Muslim, or Christian, or in 

more detail Sanatanis, Arya Samaj, Sai Bhakts, Sunnis, Ahmadiyas, Methodists, 

Catholics, etc” (Pangerl, 2007, p.252).  This description highlights the diversity 

between Indo-Fijian communities, and contradicts the usual rhetoric of ethnic politics 

and differences between the two main ethnic groups in Fiji.  Diversity also exists 

within Fijians, for example “east vs. west, chiefs vs. commoners, urban vs. rural, rich 

and poor as well as the more intricate differentiations by island and region” (Pangerl, 

2007, p.257).

Land tenure in Fiji is complicated, and even after Indo-Fijians were

enfranchised in 1929, they still have very limited access to land ownership.  This led 

many of them to concentrate on industrial and commercial activities in urban centres,

resulting in a more affluent Indo-Fijian population, with Fijians mainly dependent on 

subsistence agriculture.  Costello argued this “served only to further emphasise the 

development of parallel cultures and communities in direct opposition, rather than in 

symbiosis” (2010, p.44).  Furthermore, the effects of these policies, introduced by 

Gordon’s colonial government, meant that there was little opportunity or incentive 

for Fijians to seek “real engagement or equality with their Indo-Fijian compatriots”.  

[These colonial policies created a] “two-tiered citizenship and a political situation”

which hindered the development of a stable, long-lasting, democratic society in 

modern day Fiji (Costello, 2010, p.46).  Veitayaki (2008) argued that the coups were 

a consequence of ineffective rural development, which the coup leaders used to gain 

rural support.  Lack of rural development has divided Fiji into the main urban centres 
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and the periphery (marginalised rural areas).  Furthermore, he claimed that for the 

coup culture to end, rural development has to provide the rural poor (both Fijian and 

Indo-Fijian) with lifestyles similar to their counterparts in urban areas.  One strategy 

for this, has been the promotion of locally owned community-based tourism 

businesses in popular tourist destinations such as the Mamanuca and Yasawa Island 

groups.  Following the 2006 coup, the Bainimarama government promoted 

multiracial policies aimed at small business development and poverty alleviation 

(Smith, 2010).

A study by White (2007) observed, Fiji’s tourism industry promotions 

focused their ‘gaze’ upon Fijians and their culture, whilst rendering the Indo-Fijian 

“presence innocuous at best, and disruptive at worst, given industry presumptions 

that tourists in search of the authentic other anticipate meeting Fijians and 

experiencing their culture” (2007, p.40).  She noted, that the colonial practice of 

‘divide and rule’, and ethnic based recruitment policies, “created separate spheres of 

social and economic existence for Fijian and [Indo-Fijians], which formalised and 

codified notions of racial difference in Fiji society” (2007, p.42).  Stereotypes of the 

two main ethnic groups in Fiji, promoted a rural based Fijian with a communal 

lifestyle, strong social bonds and commitments to extended families.  Indo-Fijians,

were hard working, thrifty, competitive, and individualistic, with relatively 

autonomous nuclear and extended family households, in contrast to Fijian villages 

with their interdependent kinship networks.  Fijians described themselves as “a

‘friendlier’ people [than Indo-Fijians], placing social responsiveness above the 

pursuit of self-interested goals” (White, 2007, p.42).  Colonial stereotypes of Fijians 

also portrayed them as “a friendly, easy-going, sociable, and communally oriented 

people” (White, 2007, p.46).  Indo-Fijians often described themselves as hard 

working, disciplined, competitive, consumerist, individualistic and having good 

business sense, and think of Fijians as lazy and carefree.  This is often supported by 

marketing materials, which ‘sell’ the friendly Fijian and imply they are better suited 

to ‘front’ stage interaction with tourists.  White’s research claimed that Indo-Fijians 

were considered unsuitable for tourism, and that their “erasure from tourism 

discourse also intersects with local discourse on [Indo-Fijians] as a population that 

has retained a cultural identification with India rather than blending into the local 
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landscape and becoming ‘Fijianised’ ” (2007, p.46).  This is slowly changing, with 

more Indo-Fijians found in ‘front stage’ positions in tourism, especially in retail and 

food and beverage positions. However, anecdotal evidence indicates the majority are 

still in ‘back stage’ positions such as accounting, administration, information 

technology, engineering, chefs, construction and maintenance.  Although Indo-Fijian 

have been involved in the tourism industry as hotel workers, taxi drivers, bus drivers 

and owners of duty-free shops, today they are more evident as front-stage 

entrepreneurs within the tourism industry in Fiji, through ownership of restaurants, 

transport, activities, travel agencies, and accommodation plant.

4.4 INDIGENOUS FIJIAN CULTURE

Hofstede defined culture as the “collective programming of the mind which 

distinguishes the members of one category of people from those of another” (1984, p. 

389).  There are discernible differences between Polynesian and Melanesian societies 

(Berno and Douglas, 1998), and although Fiji is classified as being part of Melanesia, 

in many instances, cultural norms are more akin to Polynesia.  Melanesian societies 

are relatively egalitarian in structure with status being attributed to individual 

success, and respect shown to the ‘big man’ (Crocombe, 1989; Sahlins, 1963).  In 

Polynesia, as with Fiji, “social class and hierarchical systems of chieftainships, are 

still central to social organisation, and many societies are characterised by ascribed 

status” (Berno and Douglas, 1998, p.67).  

Contemporary Fijian culture has three main influences: the Church, the 

iTaukei community or vanua, and the Government (Niukula, 1995).  Fijian culture is 

hierarchical and led by a hereditary chiefly system.  Chiefs and elders are respected, 

recognised community leaders who possess ultimate authority, and power (Niukula, 

1995).  Where there is strong leadership, respect is mutual between chiefs and their

people.  Within the chiefly system the people have responsibilities and are also 

“served and given leadership” by their chiefs (Niukula, 1995, p.24).  This benevolent 

autocratic or paternal relationship is accepted, and found within many organisations 

in Fiji (Nabalarua, 1999).  The Fijian language even has special words, that are used 

to show respect and deference to different community members and chiefs.  Large 
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power distance37 exists within the two main ethnic cultures in Fiji, and the existence 

of “unequal distribution of power within [South Pacific] institutions and society is 

generally accepted” (Saffu, 2003, p.64).   

In Fijian society, immediate family and other traditional relationships, are 

addressed with words that inidcate the different affiliations.  The kinship system or 

veiwekani, is an essential part of Fijian village life, and central to the organisation of 

Fijian society and social capital (Lee, 2000; Nainoca, 2011).  How people interact 

within the family, or clan, is dependent on how they are related.  In traditional 

communities, such as those in the Yasawas, people from the Chiefly (Turaga) and 

Warrior (Bati) clans practise the tradition of veitabuki.  Veitabuki is a traditional tabu

that can relate to food, or avoidance behaviour towards siblings and paternal first 

cousins.  For example, when turaga38 and bati39 eat at the same table, or in the same 

room, they will only eat what is ‘rightfully’ theirs (Seruvakula, 2000, pp.16-17).  

Dependent on social status and traditional tabus40, Fijians grow up understanding

which foods they can eat in front of people from different tribes.  Veiganini or 

brothers, sisters and paternal first cousins also observe veitabuki.  It is tabu

(forbidden) for brothers, sisters, and paternal first cousins to speak.  As children, this 

custom is not strictly observed, but as they grow older and marry, veitabuki is 

followed, with siblings and cousins showing respect by avoidance (Lee, 2000).  

Originally believed to create order, prevent incest, and maintain respect, such

practices can prove problematic for community owned businesses staffed by close 

family members.

Relationships, within a traditional Fijian village, are “based on a network of 

kinship and marriage ties.  Village members are either related by blood (kinship) ties,

or by affinal (marriage) ties” (Tora, 1973, p.3).  Socialisation between different 

clans, or within clans, is brought about through community projects (cakacaka 

vakoro) such as fishing, building houses, weaving mats; church gatherings, yaqona 

sessions (in many cases without women); and events such as births, deaths and 

marriages.  These events strengthen community ties, and reinforce the traditional 

                                               
37 See Figure 5.2 Hofstede’s dimensions
38 Indigenous Fijian royalty, see Glossary
39 Warrior, see Glossary
40 Traditional bans
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system of reciprocity or kerekere.  They also build community spirit and pride, while

maintaining moral beliefs in what is considered right or wrong.  Inheritance and 

rights to land are patrilineal, and in the hands of the father or eldest male member of 

the family.  Although not written down, it is understood that the eldest male will 

inherit his father’s social position, land use rights, power, and responsibilities (Tora, 

1973, pp.5-6).  Women do not inherit these rights, but in some villages and clans 

wield power behind the scenes by voicing their opinions in discussions with their 

husbands and sons. 

4.5 i-TAUKEI ‘HOSTS’ AND HOSPITALITY

i-Taukei communities have been welcoming visitors to their villages for 

centuries, however, the ‘host’ ‘guest’ relationship found within international tourism 

is different, and presents a challenge when hospitality becomes a business exchange 

that needs to be costed. Burns (2005) defined ‘host’ as “one who gives freely” and 

‘guest’ as “one who receives such hospitality without necessarily incurring any 

financial obligation” (p.161). However, in the tourism context, the terms frame an 

economic exchange that is unrelated to traditional means of ‘host’ and ‘guest’. It is 

this commercial exchange that is challenging for i-Taukei entrepreneurs. How do you 

charge for something that culturally is free? And how much do you charge to 

welcome  people onto your land, and offer them hospitality and friendship?

4.6 SMALL MEDIUM TOURISM ENTREPRISES (SMTES)

The majority of tourism SMTEs globally are small, indigenous, family owned 

and run (Morrison, 2002).  Worldwide, this sector is experiencing dynamic growth, 

especially in remote rural areas, corresponding with the location of most indigenous 

owned businesses.  Low barriers to entry, and comparatively low capital investment, 

have facilitated this growth (Ateljevic & Doorne, 2004b). Although the prevalence of 

small medium enterprises (SMEs) is characteristic of the accommodation sector of 

the international tourism industry (Morrison & Thomas, 1999), in  developing 

countries such as Fiji, these economies and small businesses also lack basic skills 

such as finance, management and marketing expertise (Berno & Bricker, 2001;  

Dieke, 2003; Milne, 2005b).   
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Research into small medium enterprises (SMEs) and small medium tourism 

enterprises (SMTEs), throughout the world has found that there is a high exit rate.  

For example, a study by Harrison and Leitch (1996), found that 50% of SMEs in the 

United Kingdom failed within five years of opening, and of those registered to pay 

Value Added Tax (VAT), 36% failed within three years (cited in Wanhill, 2000, 

p.134).  Indigenous owned businesses in Fiji and the South Pacific also have a high 

failure rate41, some reasons for which maybe culture specific.  One might also argue,

that strategic management concepts such as service quality and profit maximisation 

are Eurocentric in nature, and cultural factors be considered, to gain an 

understanding of what indigenous operators expect from their businesses, and 

identify if these differ from their western counterparts.  A further factor to consider is 

whether indigenous expectations and traditional obligations affect the business 

success of these operations.

SMTEs share unique characteristics, and have “strategic and functional 

weaknesses, that handicap not only their operation and standard of services offered, 

but also their ability to negotiate their terms optimally” (Bastakis, Buhalis and 

Butler, 2004, p.151).  One of these characteristics is a lack of strategic planning and 

vision.  However, planning is very important in tourism, where demand is 

unpredictable, the product is perishable, and supply requires large financial 

investment.  In many cases, this means that SMTEs are ‘product’ rather than 

‘market’ oriented.  In fact, Bastakis et al. (2004), state SMTEs are the weakest link 

within the distribution chain, and their reliance on intermediaries is inevitable. For 

example, in Fiji, small indigenous owned backpacker SMTEs are reliant on 

Awesome Adventures to market their product internationally, and transport their 

visitors.  Another characteristic is the limited use, by SMTEs, of the internet for 

marketing and promotions.  Some reasons include high costs, need for staff training, 

confusion caused by availability of too much information, lack of understanding of 

consumer behaviour, and tourist familiarity with online research and reservations 

(Christian, 2001).  Nevertheless, whilst cost may be an impediment for investing in 

information technology, SMTEs today, need to make the investment if they are to 

compete successfully in a global market.

                                               
41 See Verebalavu-Faletoese and Kuridrani (2006) - Chapter 5
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Major reasons for the business failure of indigenous entrepreneurs are 

attributed to managerial and operational weaknesses.  Personal characteristics 

identified in the literature include inflexibility, lack of insight, networking, and 

ability to delegate.  Operational weaknesses include “under-capitalisation, high 

overheads, inappropriate marketing mix, limited access to appropriate information, 

inadequate cash flow, accounting records and billing systems” (Ateljevic and 

Doorne, 2004a, p.6).  They also identified a number of management characteristics 

that distinguished small tourism firms (STFs) from larger tourism enterprises (Table 

4.3).  These included short-term planning, limited knowledge of the business 

environment, and owner-managed structures, in which attitudes, personal qualities 

(i.e. leadership skills), and experience, influence the way tasks are managed (Page, 

Forer and Lawton, 1999, p.438).  Many STFs also consider the day-to-day running of 

the business as being far more important than preparing business and marketing 

plans.  Marketing was poorly planned and informal, whereas successful marketing 

requires formal marketing strategies that address short, medium, and long-term needs 

of the organisation. For the purpose of consistency, from here on, the researcher will 

use the term SMTE to refer to SMEs and STFs in tourism.

A study of 259 SMTEs in New Zealand, identified a number of perceived 

constraints which include: competition from other small businesses (87%), labour 

costs (79%), lack of demand (70%), high operational costs associated with regulatory 

and financial obligations (71%), high interest rates, lack of skilled workers, and 

competition from large businesses (Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004a, p.12).  

A global trend affecting SMTEs is ‘industry clustering’ which Blandy (2001) 

characterised as “a regional concentration of competing, complementary and 

interdependent firms that create the wealth of regions through exports …(forming) 

value chains that are the fundamental units of competition in the modern, globalised 

world economy” (cited in APEC AICST, 2004 p.3).  This is also the case in Fiji, 

where SMTEs are concentrated in the Mamanuca and Yasawa Island groups.  

Although these firms compete with one another, given the transitory nature of the 

budget or backpacker market, they also represent opportunities for partnerships and 

the creation of travel packages that extend the stay of visitors to the region.
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Table 4.3 Management differences between small and large firms

Small firms Large firms

Short-term planning horizon Long-term planning horizon
React to the environment Develop environmental strategy
Limited knowledge of environment Environmental assessments
Personalised company objectives Corporate strategy
Informal communication Formal and structured communication
Informal control systems Formal control systems
Loose and informal task structure Job descriptions
Wide range of management skills High specialist/technical skills demanded
Income directly at risk in decision 
making

Income derived from wider performance 
base

Personal motivations directly affect 
company performance

Broader based company performance

(Source: Carter, 1996 cited in Page et al., 1999, p.438).

4.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY

Tourism is a major generator of economic growth and development, and 

entrepreneurship is important factor of such growth and development.  

Entrepreneurship plays a vital role in stimulating and expanding the tourism and 

hospitality sector, as small businesses make up the majority of tourism and 

hospitality enterprises.  Although some believe entrepreneurs possess innate 

characteristics, over the years research has discovered that they are influenced by a 

number of behaviour cues that may be personal (e.g. religion, culture, family, role 

models); or from the broader macro environment (e.g. economic factors, political 

environment, legislation).  Some argue that entrepreneurs are born and others that 

they are made.  Either way, entrepreneurial businesses are indispensible to a 

country’s economy, as they play an important role in the innovation of new 

technology and increased productivity.  With government support, tourism has been 

promoted as a form of rural development for marginalised Fijian communities.  

However, a major dilemma facing Fijian entrepreneurs has been maintaining a 

balance between good business practice, profit maximisation, and fulfilling their 

social and communal obligations. 
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Research into indigenous businesses in Fiji is limited and outdated.  The 

Training and Productivity Authority of Fiji (TPAF) conducted a brief survey in 2005

of backpacker businesses in the Yasawas, but the sample was small, there was no 

academic basis and the findings were descriptive.  The often-quoted studies by 

Hailey (1985) and Fairbairn (1988b), whilst still relevant, need updating by the

provision of current studies that reflect the changes of the past 30 years.  Since 

Hailey’s (1985) study, there has been a phenomenal growth of small medium tourism 

enterprises (SMTEs) on outer islands such as the Yasawas and Mamanucas in Fiji, 

and there is a need to explore his findings in the context of these SMTEs.  The 

researcher considered findings and recommendations from Hailey’s (1985) study 

when designing the research instruments for the owner/operators, staff and local 

community, and these are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.  The findings from this 

study will contribute to the body of knowledge, by providing an analysis of the 

cultural challenges faced by Fijian owned SMTEs in the budget/backpacker sector in 

Fiji.

Studies claim that British colonial policies related to land tenure and 

communal electoral rolls protected Fijian interests and, over the years, created 

widespread opposition and dissent between the two main ethnic groups.  These 

policies promoted the development of a plural society in Fiji, and resulted in the 

Indian community becoming predominantly urbanised, and concentrating on 

commercial and industrial activities, whilst Fijians mainly depended on subsistence 

agriculture.  Such policies have also limited the participation of Fijians in business 

and commerce.

This Chapter discussed issues related to entrepreneurship and challenges 

faced by SMTEs.  To provide the cultural context for this study, it provided a basic 

outline of Fijian culture, and indigenous entrepreneurship in Fiji.  The next chapter 

will provide the Fiji context for the two case studies.
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CHAPTER FIVE:  DEVELOPMENT OF ECOTOURISM IN FIJI
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5.1 ECOTOURISM /CBT - FIJI

The tourism industry in Fiji has matured over the last sixty years to the point 

that in 2011, earnings were expected to reach over F$1 billion (Nabilivalu, 2011)42.  

In the Pacific, ecotourism is seen as a viable development tool that contributes to the 

product mix, which for Fiji is mass tourism, multi-national owned hotels and resorts 

(Burns, 2005). For Fiji, ecotourism can make a valuable contribution to rural 

economic development. In the 1970s and early 1980s, the government implemented 

nature-based tourism strategies, as a form of alternative development to conventional 

mass resort tourism (Harrison, 1997).  Since then, Fiji’s tourism industry has 

diversified, and a variety of new products have emerged.  These range from 

conventional mass tourism hotels and resorts, to niche markets such as ecotourism, 

community-based tourism, and budget products catering to the backpacker or youth 

tourism market (Eccles and Costa, 1996).  However, Ayala (1995) claimed, that the 

success of the tourism industry in Fiji was dependent on effective planning, 

education, and sustainable practices that preserved the environment within which the 

tourism products were developed.

In 1992, the Fiji Government adopted the National Environment Strategy, 

which supported the concept of sustainable tourism through the increased 

development of ecotourism (Seroma, 1995).  A statement issued by the Fiji 

Government in support of ecotourism claimed:

Ecotourism enhances visitor exposure to, and awareness of, the ecology of 

Fiji’s unique natural attractions, and this will be emphasised.  The promotion 

of cultural heritage and ecotourism in the country will require the 

development of middle level and ‘backpacker’ type accommodation.  This 

type of tourism stimulates secondary tourism, is of benefit to remoter regions, 

and offers particular opportunities for indigenous Fijians to become involved

in the tourist industry.  Continuous efforts will be undertaken, to spread the 

benefit of tourism development to other areas in the country (Seroma, 1995).

                                               
42 There are no academic sources or formal statistics available apart from news reports.
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The National Environment Strategy recognised the benefits of foreign 

exchange, employment, and income generation for landowners, the complexities of 

the land tenure system and the need to conserve the environment and cultural 

heritage.  The Fiji Government also identified ecotourism as a means to increase the 

participation of Fijians in business.  It regarded ecotourism as a “social and economic 

development tool, to educate and promote sustainable development, for resource 

owners and backpacker resort owners” (Verebalavu-Faletoese & Kuridrani, 2006, 

p.8).  Apart from ecotourism’s environmental ethic, its popularity was due to its 

small-scale, low start-up capital and operating costs, when compared to mass resort 

tourism (Farrelly, 2009, p.3). 

5.1.1 Ecotourism and Village Based Tourism Policy

In 1999, the Fiji Government adopted the Ecotourism and Village Based 

Tourism Policy: a Policy and Strategy for Fiji (Harrison, Sawailau, and Malani, 

2003).  The Ministry of Tourism thought ecotourism had great potential for Fiji’s 

tourism industry, given its characteristics of minimal environmental impacts, 

potential to enrich traditional and cultural values, and involvement with small groups 

or individual visitors interested in authentic cultural experiences.  The main 

objectives of the ecotourism programme were to encourage Fijian participation in 

tourism, facilitate employment in the private tourism sector, and encourage 

investment and partnerships with hotels or resorts by indigenous landowners.  The 

policy had five principles and defined ecotourism as:

A form of nature-based tourism which involves responsible travel to 

relatively undeveloped areas to foster an appreciation of nature and local 

cultures, while conserving the physical and social environment, respecting the 

aspirations and traditions of those who are visited, and improving the welfare 

of the local people (Harrison et al., 2003, p.160).

It recognised that ecotourism should complement other forms of tourism, be 

secondary to conservation, and would be banned or restricted in certain areas.  

Information on village-based tourism should also be readily available and regularly 
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monitored.  In addition, the policy recognised the need to develop awareness of the 

physical and cultural environment, and improve the quality of life in remote rural 

communities (Bricker, 2001, pp.235-236; Harrison et al., 2003).

The Fiji Tourism Development Plan 1998-2005 defined ecotourism as 

“community-based activities that create secondary attractions for tourists” (Harrison, 

1998a, p.42).  Definitions of ecotourism vary, and what is referred to as ecotourism 

in Fiji, could be considered backpacking, budget, indigenous, village-based, or CBT 

in other countries.  A strategic environmental assessment, of Fiji’s tourism 

development plan, recommended that the government concentrate on supporting 

modes of tourism that have lower leakages, few environmental impacts, and attracted 

tourists whose motivations were aligned to ecotourism or CBT, such as free 

independent travellers (Levett and McNally, 2003, p.xviii).  The review suggested 

that incentives be developed, and funds made available, to promote these types of 

tourism.  The benefits of ecotourism ventures for Fijians were that, given the small 

scale nature of these businesses, they could be started with little capital investment, 

would cater for ecotourists who were interested in an educational cultural experience, 

be owned and operated by local people, be village or nature-based, and have fewer 

leakages than large-scale tourism.  Other benefits were economic, in the form of 

contributions to foreign exchange and employment creation, minimal leakages 

because of the local ownership, and the use of locally produced resources.  Social 

benefits included, the preservation of natural and cultural heritage, and in some case

the revival of cultural practices.  Environmentally, ecotourism development would 

encourage the protection of endangered species, preserve natural and cultural sites, 

and develop an awareness of unsustainable practices such as logging or slash and 

burn agriculture.

5.2 FIJI GOVERNMENT SPONSORED ECOTOURISM/CBT

In Fiji, the government has encouraged development in the budget 

accommodation sector, which predominantly caters for backpacker visitors to Fiji 

(Jarvis & Hobman, 2006).  It is within this sector that government has promoted, 

through a variety of initiatives and soft loans, indigenous or community ownership 

and participation in the tourism industry.  In 2004, the Head of the Fiji Visitors 

Bureau, Viliameame Gavoka, stated that ecotourism was a growing niche market,
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and the Fiji government had adopted five principles to direct its development, which

required that it be: sustainable, culturally sound, nature based, educational and 

increase the involvement of local people (SPTO, 2005). 

Burns (2005) identified a number of Ministry of Tourism policies related to 

ecotourism. Although these policies demonstrate an awareness of ecotourism 

definitions, Fiji still lacks the underlying legislation to support conservation and 

protect Fiji’s natural and cultural heritage. Given the small-scale nature of CBT and 

ecotourism initiatives, it is unlikely that ecotourism will generate senior positions, 

but can still make a valuable contribution to poverty alleviation, employment 

creation and socio-economic development of marginalised rural communities and 

villagers.  Harrison and Brandt (2003, p.156) noted that although village-based 

ecotourism would not replace large scale resort-based tourism in Fiji, more could be 

done to ensure that development was based on environmentally sustainable practices.

• To bring to the forefront of our tourist product, opportunities and 

activities in the area of Fiji’s natural and cultural heritage, so as to 

complement the existing attractions offered through existing plant;

• To set ecotourism in a synergetic relationship with natural and 

cultural heritage conservation, a major driving force in achieving the 

sustainable development of the tourism industry and therefore a key 

component in the national programme for sustainable development; 

• To ensure that Fiji’s indigenous communities are given 

encouragement and opportunities through government policy and 

training  programmes to involve themselves in the tourism industry at 

a responsible senior level;

• To modiy Fiji’s existing tourism marketing strategy to provide further 

information on the intrinsic qualities of the country as a whole with 

sensitive inclusion of culture and nature as elements of significance 

and interest in their own right (p. 164).
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Financial assistance for ecotourism development in Fiji came from three main 

sources: the Ministry of Tourism, the Integrated Human Resource Development 

Programme for Employment Promotion (IHRDPEP), and the Fiji Development 

Bank’s Ecotourism Seed Capital Revolving Fund (SCARF).  In 2000, the 

Government of Fiji gave the Ministry of Tourism (now known as the Ministry of 

Public Enterprise, Tourism and Communications) a $500,000 grant as part of its 

affirmative action programme.  Another initiative was the introduction of IHRDPEP,

to help establish locally owned tourism businesses, by providing an additional annual 

grant of F$500,000.  This programme has faced many challenges, due to lack of 

planning and monitoring, accountability, high staff turnover, and has now been 

moved out of the Ministry of Tourism to different provincial offices.  This dispersal 

has made it difficult to integrate and monitor the different training programmes 

provided by IHRDPEP. It has also become difficult for indigenous operators to 

access information on the training provided by IHRDPEP.  

The other source of revenue was the Fiji Development Bank’s SCARF, which 

had a further FJ$500,000 to allocate for ecotourism projects.  The Qarase43

Government initiated SCARF, which was aimed at helping indigenous Fijians and 

Rotumans unable to meet the Fiji Development Bank’s equity contribution of 35 per 

cent.  SCARF provided successful applicants with an interest free loan of up to 25 

per cent of the project development costs.  “Their equity contribution was limited to 

10 per cent of the project cost and interest on the bank portion was charged at 8 per 

cent per annum” (Wise, Fiji Times Online, 2008).  Financial assistance was made 

available to a number of projects in different provinces (See Table 3.8).  Ba

Province, which includes the Yasawa Island Group, was the largest recipient of 

funds.  In 2003, forty-four projects were funded from the $500,000.00 ecotourism 

grant. Fifteen projects from IHRDPEP, and 16 projects from SCARF amounting to 

$691,169.00 (Twining-Ward, 2005, p.12).

                                               
43 Qarase was Prime Minister of Fiji from 2000-2006
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5.2.1 Survey of sponsored resorts

A survey by Verebalavu-Faletoese and Kuridrani (2006), into Fiji 

government sponsored ecotourism or backpacker resorts, found that of the 46 resorts 

visited almost 50% (22 resorts) were either closed or bankrupt.  It recommended 

better accountability and monitoring of financial assistance, recognised 

improvements in living standards, and identified the need for marketing and business 

skills, but provided no detailed analysis for why such a high failure rate existed 

within these indigenous owned ecotourism businesses.  As noted in Table 5.2, the 

majority of funds were allocated to businesses in the Yasawa Island Group.  Of the 

23 businesses studied in the Yasawas, five were either closed or defunct.  The survey 

identified a number of problems, which included a lack of accountability for loans in 

98% of the cases.  Resort managers or owners lacked financial management

accounting systems, and adequate management and marketing skills.  The study 

observed that loans were concentrated in the Yasawa region, and suggested the 

Ministry of Tourism conduct a feasibility study into ecotourism potential in other 

regions in Fiji.  It also identified the need for further research into why these 

businesses failed, thus providing strong justification for this Phd research problem.

Table 5.1 Financial assistance for projects by province

(Verebalavu-Faletoese & Kuridrani, 2006, p.15).
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Table 5.2 Ministry of Tourism Fiji ecotourism funded projects 2002-2005

(Verebalavu-Faletoese & Kuridrani, 2006, p.17).

5.2.2 NZODA Report

A 1995 NZODA report on Bouma Ecotourism Project, in Taveuni, Fiji 

identified similar problems to the Verebalavu-Faletoese and Kuridrani (2006) survey.  

NZODA suggested a number of strategies for the successful development of 

community development projects.  NZODA proposed CBT enterprises be,

“organised in a manner similar to the hosts’ social structure and their cultural values 

should be respected”, with locals involved at all levels of development from planning 

to management (Kuilamu, 1995, p.29).  Meeting the needs of the community would 

give them a sense of ownership, and enable community commitment to ecotourism 

projects. In Fiji, the people, land, reefs, lagoons, and their resources are considered a 

single integrated entity (Baines, 1987).  If development was socially inappropriate, 

negative feelings could arise that divided the community.  Similarly, Sofield (1991), 

described how in the Solomon Islands “the traditions of the Melanesian villagers are 

so interlinked with their forests, coastal reefs and associated habitats that these 

features are regarded as their most important social and economic resources” (cited 

in Cater, 2007, p.58). 
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In Fiji, ecotourism has the potential to protect natural and cultural values and 

contribute to poverty alleviation in rural areas.  The Fiji government is interested in 

supporting ecotourism projects that maximise economic benefits and minimise 

negative impacts (ESCAP, 2003).  So, despite the challenges, for Fiji, ecotourism or 

CBT will continue to be used as a tool for promoting development in peripheral rural 

areas. The two case studies in this Phd are all located in Vuda Tikina, Ba Province, 

Fiji (See Figure 5.1).  They were selected because the researcher had access to these 

resorts, based on existing contacts, and that the communities were all traditionally 

related and all came under the leadership of the Tui Vuda, the Paramount Chief of 

this area.

5.3 LAND TENURE

Fiji has a complicated system of land tenure.  In 1940, the Native Land Trust 

Board was set up, to protect and manage land owned by Fijian landowners, and to 

oversee any commercial transactions related to leased land. Another challenge to 

tourism investment in Fiji, is that the leasing of native land can be problematic. In 

Fiji, eighty-seven per cent of the land is communally-owned by mataqali44, and 

cannot be used without their consent (TLTB, 2011).  Consent is obtained through 

negotiations with the Native Land Trust Board (NLTB) now known as The iTaukei45

Land Trust Board (TLTB).  Set up in 1940 as the Native Land Trust Board, under

the Native Land Trust Act (now known as the iTaukei Land Trust Act), its primary 

purpose was to secure, protect and manage land ownership rights assigned to the  

indigenous (i-Taukei) landowners, and to facilitate the commercial transactions that 

occur when land is leased (TLTB, 2011).  

Kamikamica (1987) declared, there had “always been a basic conflict 

between the Fijian traditional concept of land as a sacred community trust and the 

western concept of land as a resource for development” (p.227).  Fijians have close 

ties to their land, which they inherited from their ancestors, and are obliged to 

                                               
44 Land owning descent group structure, see Glossary
45 Indigenous landowners
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protect.  In 1936, at a Great Council of Chiefs Meeting at Bau, Ratu Sir Lala 

Sukuna46 declared that:

...the owner of property has an important duty to perform...This is particularly 

applicable to owners of the land for land is the one source of wealth.  Without 

land we cannot live.  Without it we can neither secure food nor money.  It is 

therefore the bounden duty of landowners to utilise what they possess for the 

benefit of all.  An idle landowner neglects his duty to his state.  Should this 

holding be more than he can utilise, he should lease the surplus to those who 

can make use of it (Kamikamica, 1987, p.229).

Ratu Sukuna further suggested that all land not needed for Fijians, be opened 

for settlement, and any land not needed for Fijian development be handed over to the 

government to lease on their behalf.  This became law in 1940, and the Native Land 

Trust Board (NLTB) was created.  A variety of land tenure systems exist in Fiji

which include freehold, customary or native title, state owned leases, freehold leases 

and vakavanua arrangements.  Customary land, which is unleased native land, passed 

down paternally to members of the landowning units, until they become extinct, at 

which time the land reverts to the Crown or government.  And the Native Land Trust 

Leasing System, which is based on converting customary lands for lease to 

individuals for development (Kamikamica, 1987, p.233).  The main type of land 

tenure is a 99-year NLTB (iTLTB) lease. 

The obtaining of a lease for tourism is a lengthy, time consuming, and costly 

process, that can be extremely challenging for small businesses, with limited cash 

resources, and where management has little knowledge of the procedures they need 

to undertake to get a lease (See Appendix H).  This process becomes even more 

frustrating for indigenous landowners, who find themselves in the ironic situation of 

leasing their own land for the purposes of tourism.  In the past, there has been 

conflict related to the sharing of lease monies, and it has been claimed that most of 

                                               
46 Indigenous Fijian chief, soldier and scholar, an important indigenous leader in pre-independence 
Fiji who promoted self-governance and independence. Played an extensive role in the establishment of 
the Native Land Trust Board.
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the profits were received by chiefly elites.  However, in accordance with the new i-

Taukei Land Trust (Leases and Licences) Amendment Regulations, 2010, all living 

members of a landowning unit are entitled to receive equal proportions of all lease 

monies.  This was implemented on 1st January, 2011 (iTLTB, 2011).

5.4 VUDA TIKINA

As with many other Fijian communities, whose history is passed down orally, 

it has been difficult to find recorded literature that provides a history of Vuda tikina47

and the impacts of tourism on the people.  Carrying out primary research to gather 

such information is beyond the scope of this study.  However, the lack of research 

into the history of tourism in the Mamanuca and Yasawa groups, and the impact on 

Vuda tikina as one of the largest landowners and communities affected by tourism, 

provides an opportunity for future research.  Enquiries at the National Archives, i-

Taukei Native Land Board and Department of Tourism found a few reports on the 

Yasawa Island Group, but none on Vuda tikina or tourism in the Mamanuca island 

group.

Vuda tikina owns a number of islands, which have been leased for the 

development of tourism resorts.  These islands include South Seas (Vunavadra), 

Robinson Crusoe (Likuri), Bounty (Kadavulailai), Beachcomber (Tai), Treasure 

(Luvuka) and Vomo Islands in the Mamanuca Group and Wayalailai and Kuata 

islands in the Yasawa Group.  The area within the red circle in Figure 5.1 represents 

the locations of Case Study No. 1 Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort (Wayalailai) and Case 

Study No. 2 Naqalia Lodge (Naqalia).

5.4.1 Bounty Island Sanctuary Resort 

Bounty Island Sanctuary Resort is jointly owned by villagers from the Nakelo 

Clan in Viseisei Village, Vuda and the owners of Treasure Island.  The researcher 

spent three weeks studying Bounty, but given the limitations of this PhD has decided 

to exclude it as a case study, and briefly introduce it as a possibility for future 

partnerships and mentoring.  Originally intended to be a luxury resort, plans changed 

following the 2000 coup, and the owners of Treasure Island turned Bounty into a 

                                               
47 District, see Glossary.
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budget resort, to recoup some of their expenditure and fulfil demands from their 

Fijian partners.  The General Manager of Treasure Island Resort, usually an 

expatriate, oversees the management of Bounty.  Although Bounty has a resort 

manager, she/he travels 10 minutes every day to a staff meeting at Treasure Island.  

Bounty benefits from staff rotation between the two resorts, and experienced 

supervisors from Treasure undertaking training at both resorts.  They also benefit 

from bulk purchasing and joint marketing.  The close traditional relationship between 

the villagers of Viseisei and those of Wayalailai, has potential advantages for the two 

case studies, especially where training, marketing and sales packages are concerned.

5.5 THE YASAWA ISLAND GROUP

The Yasawa Group are volcanic islands,  located about forty kilometres 

north-west of Lautoka, that stretch for eighty kilometres in a north-easterly direction 

(See Figure 5.1).  William Bligh first sighted the Yasawas in 1789, but it was not 

until 1840 that they were surveyed, and chartered by an American, Commander 

Charles Wilkes.  The people on these islands live predominantly semi-subsistence 

lifestyles, and until recently were isolated from the mainland by limited access.  

Communities in the Yasawas first encountered tourism when Captain Withers began 

Blue Lagoon Cruises through the islands in 1962.  This was a luxury cruise, with 

passengers making short visits to selected communities.  In the last decade or so,

government policies related to tourism development have changed, and tourism has 

been encouraged as an alternative livelihood for marginalised, predominantly semi-

subsistence communities such as the Yasawas.

Transport to the Yasawas has always been a constraint.  However, 

backpacker tourism in the Yasawas has grown since 2000, with the establishment of 

daily high-speed catamaran services by South Seas Cruises (SSC), marketed under 

their “Awesome Adventures” brand, and using their vessel the Yasawa Flyer (DOT, 

2007).  Another challenge, for small backpacker/budget resorts, has been marketing.  

SSC established a sales and reservation system, using the Awesome Adventures

brand, which offered a number of integrated travel packages that included ferry 

transfers, meals, accommodation, and flexible itineraries (See Appendix J).
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Figure 5.1 Vuda District – Case study locations
(Source: Mappery.com, 2009).

Viseisei Village

Wayasewa Island 

– Namara village

Viseisei Village
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The Yasawas have the highest number of budget rooms, with 56% of Fiji’s 

inventory in 2006.  This has continued to increase, as backpackers favour this region,

with at least 74% of them staying at least one night in the Yasawas (DOT, 2007, p.9).  

Resorts catering for the budget/backpacker market are, in the main, locally owned.  

The Department of Tourism in Fiji’s proposed vision for tourism in the Yasawa 

Group was:

The Yasawas shall offer a unique, isolated, Fijian island tourism experience, 

which presents the unique landscape and local culture through a diversity of 

authentic, personal experiences (DOT, 2007, p.3).

The Regional Tourism Strategy (RTS) 2007-2016 for the Yasawas was:

To keep the islands’ “unspoilt wilderness” character with close links to local 

communities and with a strong emphasis on Fiji character (for design and 

activities).  The main tourism styles of small resorts, local cruise ships are 

appropriate with the development of a skippered charter yacht industry also 

appropriate (DOT, 2007, p.3).

Research conducted for the RTS stated that, apart from the backpacker 

market, a few middle range and luxury resorts are emerging, which offer restaurant 

dining as opposed to the all-inclusive backpacker package.  Resort quality varies, and 

the islands still face problems related to infrastructure, such as lack of electricity and 

telecommunications.  There are no roads (all transport is by sea), no bank facilities, 

intermittent internet, water shortages in the summer months, lack of proper sewerage, 

lack of refrigeration, and variable food quality.  The region is renowned for its 

incredible natural beauty and common activities for visitors are village visits (for 
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meke48s and lovos49), sunbathing, swimming, snorkelling, diving, and trekking.  The 

RTS recommended the region had great potential to offer unique cultural tourism 

products, and should develop heritage sites and guided tours as attractions.  The 

Yasawas is expected to remain the major backpacker destination for Fiji, and RTS 

recommended that backpacker/budget resorts consider emerging trends in the 

backpacker market, which would include the growing flashpacker and more recently 

career GAP travellers, volunteer tourists, working holiday maker (WHM) and the 

grey nomad (DOT, 2007; J. Jarvis, personal communication, 30 April, 2010).

5.6 WAYALAILAI ISLAND

Wayalailai, traditionally known as Wayasewa (or small Waya) is one of the 

six main volcanic islands in the Yasawas.  It has a high mountainous ridge running 

through the middle, with its highest peak reaching almost 353 metres, and located in 

the south of the island.  The island is located at the bottom of the Yasawa Group, and 

is closer to Viti Levu.  It is 6.4 square kilometres in area, and has three villages, 

namely, Namara, Yamata, and Naboro.  Confusingly the villagers today, now call the 

whole island Namara.  Yamata and Naboro are new villages constructed in 1985 due 

to a lack of space in Namara.  The three villages consist of about 300 families. 

Originally owned by the people of Waya, Wayasewa and Kuata Island were 

given to clans from the mainland.  These clans were expelled from Vuda, by the Tui

Vuda, in the late 1800s because of their unwillingness to give up cannibalism, accept 

Christianity and become Methodists.  They travelled to Malolo Island in the 

Mamanucas first, and then courtesy of the people of Waya, eventually settled on 

Wayasewa, which was uninhabited (A. Nauilivou, personal communication, 2009). 

5.6.1 Namara village 

Namara village is located on Wayasewa, and is adjacent to Wayalailai 

Ecohaven Resort.  The village consists of three landowning units (mataqalis):  

Boutolu, Taqova, and Yaubola.  These clans own Wayalailai and Kuata Nature 

Resort (Kuata).  Namara has a population of 127 and consists of 27 families.  35% of 

                                               
48 Traditional Fijian dances
49 Traditional Fijian meal prepared in an underground oven
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the population are under 18 years of age, with the rest evenly split between males 

and females (W. Nakalougaga, Turaga ni koro50, Namara, personal communication, 

2011).  Naqalia Lodge is owned by the Taqova clan.  The villagers are all Methodist 

and each family must contribute an annual tithe of $75 to the Methodist church.  

Unlike elsewhere in the Yasawas, no other religious denominations are allowed to 

practise on Wayalailai Island.  The majority of houses in the village are constructed 

of concrete or wood, with a few made from corrugated iron.  Revenue from tourism 

has provided the village with piped water, flush toilets with septic tanks, and 

electricity from 6.00pm-10.00pm each evening, which is powered by diesel 

generators.  The village is very traditional with strict rules of behaviour within 

village boundaries.  For example, women must wear tops with sleeves, and full-

length skirts or sulus (sarongs).  They cannot wear t-shirts, shorts or trousers.  Men 

are allowed to wear t-shirts, shorts and jeans or long trousers, but in the evenings 

must wear a sulu or sulu vakatoga51.  No alcohol or drugs are allowed in the village, 

although daily evening consumption of yaqona is evident throughout the village.  

Villagers wishing to consume alcohol go to one of the resorts on other islands to do 

this.  Backpacks or handbags cannot be carried on your shoulders, and no baseball 

caps or sunglasses can be worn in the village.

Although there is little written history, families are able to trace their 

genealogy back at least four or five generations.  In some cases, family histories are 

recorded in the family bible, which is usually kept by the oldest female member.  

Village elders claim tourism has enabled the resurrection of traditional dances and 

ceremonies, passed down orally from generation to generation.  Tourists’ interest in 

culture and tradition has raised the interest of village youth in learning their traditions 

and cultural protocols.  For example, older men usually present yaqona presentation 

ceremonies, such as i-sevu sevus to visitors, but in Namara, young men have been 

trained in these traditional roles, and have the oratory skills to make these 

presentations (Vanualailai, 2006).

Education levels within the village vary.  All villagers speak English, and 

have at least two or three years of secondary school.  Children attend primary school 

                                               
50 Village headman
51 Formal Fijian male dress skirt, worn to work or on Sundays for church
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at Naboro village, and then secondary school at Nasawa Secondary School on Waya 

Island, one of the local schools in Lautoka where they board with relatives, or the 

private Fijian boarding school for young male leaders Queen Victoria School in 

Tailevu.  Children from chiefly families within the clans are the most likely to have 

undertaken tertiary education such as attending Fiji Institute of Technology (FIT) or 

the University of the South Pacific (USP).  Most of the youth have completed 

secondary school, with some undertaking vocational studies to be an electrician, 

engineer, nurse, teacher, chef, boatman, and plumber at local institutions such as FIT, 

TPAF, and more recently Australia-Pacific Technical College (APTC) an AusAid 

funded institution.  Today, though, youth are dropping out of school to work in 

resorts and gain a relatively easy cash income (W. Nakalougaga, personal 

communication, 2011).

Before the development of tourism, the villagers were subsistence farmers 

and fishermen who sold their produce each weekend in the Lautoka market.  

Nowadays, some sell to the resorts, which purchase fish, seafood, handicrafts and 

agricultural produce such as coconuts, bele (a type of local spinach), chillies, 

cassava, breadfruit, pawpaw (papaya) and mangoes from them.  However, income 

from employment in tourism has led to a decrease in farming, which is considered 

hard work when compared to working at the resorts. 

Traditional celebrations and cultural activities such as religious celebrations, 

funerals, marriages, births, birthdays and installations of chiefs are an important part 

of village life.  The three mataqalis are expected to contribute labour, money, food, 

yaqona and gifts such as mats, masi52 or tabua53.  These gatherings have increased in 

size since the opening of the resorts, as families gather from the mainland, as well as 

the villages, to celebrate or honour traditional obligations.  Contributions from the 

resorts to the church, vanua54 and education have enabled the growth of these 

different celebrations and traditional obligations (Vanualailai, 2006).

                                               
52 Bark cloth, see Glossary
53 Whale’s tooth, see Glossary
54 Indigenous Fijian community, see Glossary
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Figure 5.2 Wayasewa island – Villages 
(Source: Naulivou, 2008).

5.6.2 Kuata Natural Resort

The three main landowning clans also own Kuata Natural Resort (Kuata) (See 

Figure 5.2).  It is not one of the case studies, but deserves a brief mention, as the 

indigenous owners’ attitude towards its management and visitors is a reflection of 

their general knowledge of business management and attitude towards tourism 

benefits, money, and savings.  The researcher visited Kuata on four occasions during 

her six-month stay on Wayalailai Island.  Data on Kuata was collected from general 

conversations with Kuata staff and guests, Wayalailai and Naqalia management, and 

Namara village elders.
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Kuata is run as a ‘cash cow’ for all the clans.  Since its opening, the clans 

have fought over the sharing of economic benefits.  This has now led to a bizarre 

arrangement whereby each clan runs Kuata for a year and takes all the revenue.  This 

means that each year the new manager and Board of Directors fires most of the staff

and hires members from his clan.55 There is no set salary scale for different positions,

and no contributions made to Fiji National Provident Fund, as everyone is employed 

on a part-time basis.  This annual turnover of management and staff has affected 

service quality and consistency, and the fostering of long-term business partnerships 

especially with Awesome Adventures, who has invested a lot of time and money 

trying to raise the standards of accommodation, food, and service at the resort.

Elders from the three clans sit on the Board of Directors.  Their knowledge 

of business management and tourism is negligible.  Their only interest in the resort 

relates to how much money they will make for traditional obligations, personal use, 

and to improve their status amongst local clans, relatives, and other communities on 

the mainland.  Since these same elders also sit on the boards of Wayalailai and 

Naqalia, their attitudes and behaviour have a direct bearing on the senior 

management of the two case studies.

5.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY

This Chapter provided a brief background of Ecotourism development in Fiji, 

and the historical context within which the case studies are located.  A detailed study 

of the impacts of tourism to Vuda province is beyond the scope of this study.  

Chapters 6 and 7 respectively, present the findings for Case Study One - Wayalailai 

and Case Study Two - Naqalia which are located on Wayalailai (Wayasewa) Island.  

Both these case studies have close traditional links to Namara Village and to a lesser 

extent Yamata and Naboro, which are located on the north-western side of 

Wayasewa Island (See Figure 5.2).  These findings are the results of studies which 

were conducted on Wayalailai Island from 2009-2011.  Research methods included 

self-administered surveys of guests (n=108) and staff (n=27) at Wayalailai, face-to-

face interviews with management and staff; focus interviews round the yaqona bowl, 

                                               
55 Resort managers appointed by the clan are always male. The clans at Wayalailai are very traditional 
and women play a subservient role to men.
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with youth groups, the clans and women; and participant observation by the 

researcher based on six months immersion in the local society, and six additional 

visits of up to a week throughout the three years. 
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CHAPTER SIX:  

CASE STUDY ONE: WAYALAILAI ECOHAVEN RESORT 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

The researcher first visited the Yasawa Island Group in 2000, on a USP field 

trip, and later in 2005 whilst studying backpacker resorts in Nacula Tikina56.  She 

later visited Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort (Wayalailai), on a day cruise, and met with 

the manager and village elders in 2006.  This was the beginning of the researcher’s

interest in Wayalailai as a potential case study for her PhD.  Later that year, she 

discovered one of her students was from Wayalailai, and that his clan was building a 

resort there.  He informed her, that for a small fee, she would be able to live at the 

resort and with his family in the village, and he would arrange permission for her to 

use both Wayalailai and Naqalia as her PhD case studies. 

Wayalailai is the first resort in the Yasawa Island Group, and is a two-hour 

trip from Port Denarau via Awesome Adventure’s (Awesome) and South Seas 

Cruises’ (SSC) ferries.  Wayalailai (http:www.wayalailairesort.com) is a 100 per cent 

Fijian community-owned and operated resort, located on Wayalailai Island (also 

known as Wayasewa Island) at the southernmost tip of the Yasawa Island Group

(See Figure 5.1). 

6.2 CASE STUDY ONE: WAYALAILAI ECOHAVEN RESORT

In 1992, an expatriate and his local partner opened a resort called Divetrek on 

Wayalailai.  To this day, locals know Wayalailai as Divetrek.  The expatriate owner 

and local Fijian manager, took advantage of the Fijian villagers from Wayalailai 

Island by paying extremely low wages of F$5.00 per week.  In 1994, the villagers, 

extremely unhappy with their plight, literally “kicked the owner of Divetrek and his 

partner off the island” (V. Ratugolea, personal communication, 18 April, 2010).  The 

community took possession of the resort, and decided to manage it themselves.  This 

allowed them to gain the direct benefits of employment, and much needed revenue 

for village development and traditional obligations.  Traditional sources of income 

were agriculture and fishing, but villagers felt tourism was an easier and more 

profitable choice.  Where agriculture and fishing were concerned the island suffered 

from drought in the summer months, transport costs to the mainland were expensive,

                                               
56 A district in the Northern Yasawa Island Group
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and refrigeration to store fish virtually non-existent due to lack of a reliable source of 

electricity.  The community believed tourism was an attractive alternative source of 

income, which could make use of the three resources they had in abundance sun, sea,

and sand.

6.2.1 Historical background 

It has been difficult to gather official data on the traditional structure of the 

clans at Wayalailai.  Data from the limited studies of the island and interviews with 

elders and managers provided conflicting information.  However, after numerous 

attempts to confirm the structure, and discussions with two different Turaga ni koro57

from Namara village, Sunia Naikanimoto (2008-2009) and Waisake Nakaloaugaga 

(2009-present), set out below in Figure 6.2 is the researcher’s understanding of the 

clan structure at Wayalailai. 

Wayalailai island has three main clans: Boutolu (Chiefly clan), Tagova 

(Chiefly Heralds) and Yabola (Chiefly spokesmen).  The three clans settled on 

Wayalailai at different times.  The Yabola and Tagova clans were the first to settle 

followed by the chiefly Boutolu clan.  The villagers of Wayalailai were originally 

from Viseisei village in Vuda on mainland Viti Levu (Figure 6.1).  The Tagova and 

Boutolu clans are from the chiefly family of the Tui Vuda58.  The Tagova clan are 

descendents of the Na Tui Levu, Ratu Malelili Kaisila Tavutunawailala, who was 

expelled from Vuda for cannibalism (R. Naulivou, personal communication, 

Wayalailai, 2010).  He first settled on Malolo Island in the Mamanuca Group, then 

later on Wayalailai after circumnavigating the Yasawa Islands.  The people of Vuda 

believe he was a direct descendant of Lutanasobasoba, who legend claims first 

landed at Vuda on the canoe ‘Kaunitoni’59 in about 1500 BC, with his brother Degei.  

Descendants of Lutunasobasoba from Wayalailai also live in the villages of Viseisei, 

                                               
57 Village headmen
58 Paramount chief of Vuda
59Legend has it that ancestors of indigenous Fijians are said to have sailed from a land far to the west, 
led by their chief Lutunasobasoba in his canoe called the Kaunitoni. As they approached the Yasawas 
their canoes were scattered by a great storm that landed them on the western shores of Viti Levu at a 
place they called ‘Vuda’ which meant ‘our origin’.  Although the legend is told by the people of Vuda, 
academics question its authenticity (France, 1966, p.107).
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Lauwaki and Lomolomo on Viti Levu (Figure 6.1) and claim to be the genuine Kai 

Vuda or people from Vuda (Tagi, 1991, p.24). 

The villages of Wayasewa belong to the Vuda confederacy, which was one of 

the first Matanitu Vanua or traditional governments in pre-colonial times.  At one 

time, a large part of Western Viti Levu60 came under the confederacy of Vuda.  

Community ties for these clans stretch from Wayalailai in the Yasawas across 

Balenabelo, Nadroga and Balenaga in Ra Province (North-eastern Viti Levu) (R. 

Naulivou, personal communication, 10 March, 2010).  The three clans of Wayaseva 

Island (Wayalailai) own Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.3): 

Boutolu (Lotuma, Natabale, Natabataka), Tagova (Veto, and Solevu) and Yaubola 

(Navadrasiga, Wayasewa and Waributa).  There are three villages on Wayalailai, 

namely Namara, Naboro and Yamata (Figure 6.3). 

In 1996, the people of Wayalailai reopened Divetrek as Wayalailai Ecohaven 

Resort.  It was the second resort built in the Yasawa Island Group after Coral View 

on Tavewa Island.  The resort is accountable to a Board of Directors, consisting of 

elders from the villages of Namara, Naboro, and Yamata. Wayalailai was opened 

using zero outside finance.  The three clans met and agreed they could reopen the 

resort, using donations from each family, and volunteers to build and work at the 

resort.  For the accommodation, bures61 were built from local reeds and timber, using 

‘free’ village labour as social capital.  The old primary school, which lay empty 

following a landside in 1985, was converted into dormitories and a dining room (See 

Figure 6.4).  It took one month to build six bures, after which the resort was open for 

business.  For the first two months, all food and beverages for guests and staff were 

provided from donations using local resources.  Two months later, they were able to 

use the earnings from guests to purchase goods from the mainland.  There was no 

electricity only kerosene lanterns, and no telephone just UHF62 radio.  

                                               
60 Fiji’s largest island
61 Thatched houses - Fiji
62 Ultra high frequency two way radios
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Yavusa (Tribe) - SABUTOYATOYA

Figure 6.1 Wayalailai – Tribes and clans

When the resort first reopened, the Board of Directors (comprised of male

community elders) appointed four potential managers, each for a period of one year,

to manage Wayalailai.  After reviewing the managers’ progress at the end of four 

years, they appointed Viliame Ratugolea (Viliame), a Mathematics schoolteacher 

from Sri Vivekanda High School in Nadi, and elder from the Yaubola clan of 

Yamata village, as Resort Manager.  Viliame has managed the resort successfully,

since 2000, and claims Wayalailai enjoys an occupancy rate of 65-100% throughout 

the year.  He is strongly supported by his wife, who comes from the Lau group of 

Mataqali (Clan)
BOUTOLU – Chiefly clan

Tokatoka (Sub-clan)
Lotuma

Natabataka
Natabale

Mataqali (Clan)
TAGOVA – Chiefly heralds

Tokatoka (Sub-clan)
Veto

Solevu

Mataqali (Clan)
YAUBOLA – Chiefly spokesmen

Tokatoka (Sub-clan)
Navadrasiga
Wayasewa
Waributa
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islands in eastern Fiji, and moved with him to the Yasawas, accepting the position of 

Headmistress at the local secondary school on neighbouring Waya Island.

Resort employees mainly come from the three villages of Namara, Naboro,

and Yamata, although a few of the specialist staff such as the engineers, electricians 

and chefs are from elsewhere in Fiji. The resort is located at the edge of Namara 

village, and staff from Namara walk to and from work each day.  Those from Naboro 

and Yamata, which are on the north-west of the island, are transported free by 

fibreglass boats (See Figure 6.3).  

Wayalailai is built on two levels overlooking the sea and Kuata Island (See 

Figure 6.2).  It is one of the largest backpacker resorts in the Yasawas, and at a 

stretch can sleep up to 80 or 90 guests at a time.  Accommodation at Wayalailai (See 

Figure 6.5) includes two backpacker dormitories, with bunks, which sleep 12 each; 

an additional dormitory sleeping 20 (F$70.00 per night inclusive of three meals); 

eight traditional Fijian thatched bures  ($150 per night for double occupancy

inclusive of meals); two family bures with en suite which sleep 5 (F$200 for double 

occupancy and F$70.00 for an additional person per night inclusive of three meals); 

lodge  rooms (F$200 inclusive of meals); and camping (pitch your own tent for 

$55.00 per night inclusive of three meals).  Children over six are charged $70.00 a 

day with food, and those under six are free.  The island is extremely beautiful and 

has access to excellent beaches and diving.  Even before the resort was refurbished

guests were willing to make compromises on the accommodation, because the 

physical scenery provided excellent opportunities for hikes, diving and sunbathing 

(Figure 6.14).  Fresh spring water is available, but must be used carefully as there is a 

shortage of water in these islands during the summer months. 

As this is predominantly a budget/backpacker resort there are set meal times.  

These times are co-ordinated with the arrival and departure of the Awesome 

Adventure or South Seas Cruises ferries.  Breakfast is between 7.00-8.00am, Lunch 

12.00-1.00pm, and Dinner 7.00-8.00pm.  Morning tea is at 10 .00am and Afternoon 

tea 3.00pm.  Wayalailai is good value for money, given the cost of beachfront 

backpacker accommodation in countries such as Australia and New Zealand.  

Another factor that gives Wayalailai increased value is the exchange rate and the low 

value of the Fiji dollar. 
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Internet is available at a charge, but reception is slow, intermittent and 

dependent on weather conditions.  Electricity is available at the resort, and in the 

village, from 6.00pm-10.30pm via generators.  After 10.30pm kerosene lanterns are 

available, which for some increase the ambience.  For others the lack of electricity 

causes discomfort, as fans stop working and there is no internal lighting (See 

Appendix M, bandbcyprus, 2011, Paphos, Greece, TripAdvisor). There is a basic 

resort boutique and snack bar, a restaurant/bar area and recently a new coffee shop.  

Wayalailai Island is renowned for its spectacular mountains, and there are a number 

of popular interpretive treks at sunrise and sunset (See Figure 6.4).  Other activities 

include scuba diving with sharks, snorkelling over coral reefs, village and school 

visits, sunset fishing, beach activities (volleyball, sunbathing, touch rugby, barbecues 

and bonfires); cultural performances, sunset sailing, picnics and visits to 

neighbouring resorts such as Kuata, Naqalia and Sunset Waya.  Over the years, the 

resort has received excellent word-of-mouth (WOM) reviews on travel blogs, social 

media such as Facebook, and public relations from Australian travel and television 

programmes such as Getaway, and the Lonely Planet travel guide.  

6.2.2 Current operation and issues

Wayalailai has a 99-year native lease for the land on which it is built.  The 

lease was issued by the Native Land Trust Board (NLTB), now known as the i-

Taukei Land Trust Board (TLTB), on behalf of the landowning mataqalis of 

Boutolu, Tagova and Yaubola (See Figure 6.1).  As with all leases, the TLTB 

receives lease monies and distributes it to beneficiaries after taking a 15% 

commission or management fee.  This commission is reported to be decreased by a 

further 5% in 2013 (Krishna, 2012).
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Figure 6.2 Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort
(Source: Bugbog, 2006).

The resort employs about 30 staff at any one time.  There are 10 full-time 

staff (five women and five men), and 20 part-time staff.  The high number of part-

time staff means that supervisors (for example in reception, housekeeping, and 

dining departments) are continuously training new staff.  Casual labour is rotated 

each week, and full-time staff fortnightly.  In order to ensure that each household in 

Namara village receives a cash income, part-time employees are rostered on a 

weekly basis and the resort ensures they employ one person from each of the 20 

households.  During school holidays, secondary school students have part-time jobs 

at the resort to help pay for school fees, uniforms, transport to the mainland and 

board during term time.  As with most tourism resorts, employment is seasonal and 

the number of employees varies, depending on occupancy, new developments, or 

maintenance requirements.  Most men are employed in activities, bar, landscaping 

and maintenance.  Women are usually employed in reception, housekeeping, kitchen, 

dining, bar, and laundry.  Although wages are low, with staff making between FJ$50-

$200 a week. This is a traditional, predominantly semi-subsistence community, and 
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findings from employee interviews (Appendix D) state that they have enough cash 

for food and luxuries such as yaqona, cigarettes, mobile recharge cards and the 

occasional trip to the mainland, so they are satisfied. Most staff are paid below the 

minimum wage rate for the hotel and catering trade which ranges from FJ$2.97-

FJ$3.20 per hour (See Figure 6.1) and would mean a weekly wage of at least 

FJ$120.00.  The researcher questions the extent to which the government and 

Department of Labour, with its limited resources, is able to enforce these regulations 

in remote SMTEs.

Table 6.1 Legal Notice 75 Wages Regulation (Hotel and Catering Trades) Order 
2012

Class of workers Licensed undertaking Other undertaking
Barman FJ$3.15 -
Clerk FJ$3.09 FJ$2.79
Cook FJ$3.20 FJ$2.91
General worker FJ$2.97 FJ$2.73
House worker FJ$2.97 FJ$2.73
Kitchen hand FJ$2.97 FJ$2.73
Laundry hand FJ$2.97 FJ$2.73
Night attendant FJ$2.97 FJ$2.73
Outdoor worker FJ$2.97 FJ$2.73
Waiter FJ$2.97 FJ$2.73
Watchman FJ$2.97 FJ$2.73

(Source: Usamate, 2012).

A survey of resort staff  (n=27) from all departments (See Appendix D) 

identified that they were happy in their jobs, felt that management were 

knowledgeable and fair,  but disliked the long hours.  In many cases, staff work up to 

16 hours a day seven days a week, and are still expected to deliver the friendly ‘Bula’

experience that Fiji sells.  Although staff felt they had received adequate training to 

do their jobs well, all staff expressed an interest in learning new skills. 

Wayalailai has invested funds in staff training and upskilling, especially with 

regard to food and beverage service training for kitchen staff and chefs.  Activities 

staff and boatmen have undertaken training with the Training and Productivity 
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Authority of Fiji (TPAF) now known as the National Training and Productivity 

Centre (NTPC)63.  This is a government run vocational institution, which is usually 

paid for by deductions from staff Pay As You Earn (PAYE) taxes.  Wayalailai had to 

pay cash for training as most of their staff are part-time workers and not taxed.  The 

resort manager was unhappy with the training, as a year later staff still had not 

received their certificates of participation.  Consequently, he is reluctant to pay for 

                                               

63 National Training and Productivity Centre - TPAF was established in 1973 by the Fiji National 
Training Act, Cap. 93 and is responsible to the Minister for Labour ,Industrial relations and 
Productivity. TPAF is a tripartite body made up of representatives from government, employers and 
employees under the Chairmanship of the Permanent Secretary for Labour and Industrial Relations. 
TPAF is the National Organisation for Technical and Vocational Training and the National 
Organisation for the promotion of the concept of productivity as a viable economic strategy. 
Overall functions of TPAF include:

Providing Training - (i) Provide industry focused training through industry training departments; 
and (ii) Arrange training with other providers or resource persons where TPAF training is 
unavailable.

Promotion of Training - (i) Provide grants or loans in relation to training; and (ii) Assist and 
contribute towards cost of training/promote training.

Facilitation of Training - (i) Co-operate in approve and advice on arrangements to do with 
training.

Regulation of Training - (i) Regulate training to ensure quality and relevancy; and (ii) Register 
courses and facilitate.

Promotion of Productivity - (i) Promotion of the concept of Productivity as a viable economic 
strategy; and (ii) Provoking a framework for organizations to strive for business excellence.

Providing Consultancy Services - (i) Provide industry with consultancy services on increasing 
productivity, tailor made training solutions, ISO Quality Management, and business excellence 
solutions.

Parliament has recently enacted the restructuring of the FNTC to become Training and Productivity 
Authority of Fiji (TPAF). The TPAF was launched on 26 May 2003.In 2010, Cabinet endorsed the 
merger of TPAF to FNU. However,the former TPAF will continue to function, now as the National 
Training and Productivity Centre (NTPC) of the FNU with 2 different sections i.e, the Technical & 
Vocational Education & Training and the NTPC of the FNU (Source: Ministry of Finance and 
National Planning, 2013).
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any future training from NTPC.  Some activities staff had received scuba diving and 

open water training, and had PADI certification.

Figure 6.3 Landowning units – Wayasewa Island (Wayalailai)
(Source: Verebalavu-Faletoese & Kuridrani, 2006, p.91).

The activities manager and reception staff also received public relations 

training.  Other staff had electrician qualifications from Fiji Institute of Technology 

(FIT) now known as Fiji National University (FNU).  Training for housekeeping, 

front office, and bar staff is conducted on site by supervisors. 

At the researcher’s recommendation, a series of food and beverage 

workshops were conducted by Hawaiian chef, Colin Chung, for staff from 

Wayalailai, Naqalia and Kuata Ecohaven Resort.  He redesigned menus, adapted 

recipes to use local produce and taught chefs to make items such as bread, pizzas, 

muffins, scones, desserts, and jam.  All items which are not readily available on the 

island.  This had a positive impact on food quality, with more vegetables and salads 

introduced to the lunch and dinner menus.  Colin also created Asian dishes using 

watercress and other spinach type plants, which grew on the island and he recognised 

as edible.  Guests were satisfied and costs decreased. 
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Figure 6.4 Wayalailai Resort
(Source: http://www.yasawagroup.com/Wayalailai.html)

Staff dormitories are available at Wayalailai for staff who work late into the 

evening, or do not come from Namara, as the last boat to Yamata and Naboro leaves 

at 6.00pm each day.  Staff who come from Yamata usually work the 8.00-5.00 shift.  

Those who work longer hours in the kitchen, restaurant, and bar either live on site or 

are from Namara.

6.2.3 Role of culture

When the researcher first visited Wayalailai in 2006, accommodation was 

clean but most bures were old, hot, and badly designed with no fans, or use of natural 

breezes from the sea.  Most fans in the rooms were out of order, and there had been 

incidents of bed bug outbreaks, which were difficult to overcome, caused much 

discomfit for guests and a loss of bookings due to negative word of mouth 
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communication.  The front walls of the beachfront bures were enclosed, and did not 

have windows that allowed the natural breezes in.  This also meant visitors did not 

have a sea view, even though they had beachfront bures. 

Observation:

The researcher discovered this was also the case with the beachfront bures in 

Namara village.  She observed that villagers suffered from the cold when it 

was windy. When she asked villagers why their bures did not face the sea,

and have windows and doors that took advantage of sea breezes, they said the 

night winds were cold and brought evil spirits.  There were also a number of 

beliefs relating to the sea at night, traditional gods, and the supernatural. 

When the researcher spoke to the Indo-Fijian architect, who was not an 

experienced traveller, and could not see why the bures needed views of the 

sea and mountains, he said the thin slot-like vertical windows were more 

likely to keep the room cool.

Guests, on other hand, expressed an interest in being able to lie in bed and 

look at the sea, stars, beach, and sunset.

In 2006, the resort started to undergo much-needed refurbishment of its 

accommodation buildings (See Figure 6.5), and built a new restaurant and kitchen 

using a loan of FJ$10,000.00 from the Ministry of Tourism.  The lodge rooms and 

new dormitory were built first, followed by the eight double bures.  The new bures 

cost FJ$10,000 each in 2009, with each clan responsible for building two.  The 

manager was going to replace the old bures with wooden cottages, but the researcher 

was able to convince him to build traditional thatched bures (Figure 6.5), after 

interviewing a number of guests, as this was the authentic ‘experience’ backpackers 

and other guests wanted.  Building traditional bures allowed the older men in the 

village to use their traditional thatching skills and teach them to the young men.  As 

most houses in the village are now constructed from cement bricks or wood, with 

corrugated iron roofs, these traditional skills are being lost, and tourism is a way of
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preserving them.  To date Wayalailai has implemented a number of improvements, 

which include new lodge accommodation, a new dormitory, new bures (See Figure 

6.4), an internet cafe, coffee shop, new generators, and water tanks.

Figure 6.5 Wayalailai Ecohaven new bures
(Source: http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g1062587-d1184787-i30887318-

Wayalailai_Ecohaven_Resort-Waya_Lailai_Yasawa_Islands.html#30887319)

Findings from the survey of Wayalailai guests confirmed an interest in local 

Fijian Cuisine (24%) and with the inclusion of Indian cuisine, which has become an 

integral part of local Fijian cuisine, means that a total of 32% of guests wanted an 

indigenous food experience (See Figure 6.6) or barbecue (14%).  The findings also 

identified the importance of fruit, vegetables, and salads for a balanced diet (23%).  

This information is important for menu planning and needs to be considered by the 

Fijian chefs at Wayalailai.  The chefs are all Fijian, and used to a traditional diet 

which is high in carbohydrates (e.g. dalo64, breadfruit65, cassava66, and more recently 

                                               
64 A root crop – Colocasia esculenta
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rice and ramen67 noodles) and protein when available (e.g. fish and pork), with very 

little green vegetables. 

Observation:

During the researcher’s stays at Wayalailai she watched the guests, of whom 

56% were young females, being served large portions for lunch and dinner.  

These generally included a protein e.g. fish, chicken, beef or lamb with 

sometimes as many as three carbohydrates.  For example, a stir-fry chicken 

dish would be served with rice, pasta, potatoes, and no other vegetables.  This 

showed a lack of understanding of western eating habits, and given the 

leftovers on each plate at the end of the meal, a waste of money.  Not only did 

kitchen staff not attempt to find out why guests were leaving behind the 

starchy foods, they failed to consider this behaviour when planning future 

menus.  The researcher tried to explain to the kitchen staff and management 

that they could save money and wastage, if they reduced the number of 

carbohydrates to one and maybe a bread roll, and served seasonal vegetables 

or salads, which are relatively cheap.  Their answer was “it’s okay, nothing 

goes to waste, the staff eat it or we feed it to the pigs!”  Later when she was 

discussing this with female elders in the village, they told her that traditional 

hospitality required that they cooked more than was needed and served large 

portions.  To show affluence, when serving a buffet, is culturally important,

and this attitude is reflected in the meals prepared by Wayalailai’s chefs (See 

Chapter 9.3).  However, in the context of managing a food and beverage 

budget and profit maximisation is costly.

Guests at indigenous backpacker resorts in Fiji, including Wayalailai, often 

complain of constipation after a few days of meals high in carbohydrates and little 

fruit and vegetables.  A more balanced diet would not only be healthier for the 

guests, but lead to higher profit margins for Wayalailai, given the abundance of local 

                                                                                                                                    
65 Uto or kulu is a seasonal root crop grown on dry outlying islands with large groves found in the 
Yasawas e.g. Namara village and Viseisei village in Vuda (Thaman, 1990, p.32).
66 Tavioka (Manihot esculenta) extensively cultivated as an annual crop in tropical and subtropical
regions for its edible starchy, tuberous root, a major source of carbohydrates (Wikepedia, 2012). See 
Glossary.
67 Wheat flour
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vegetables available from the Lautoka market.  There have been improvements since 

the training provided by Colin Chung, and guest reviews of food since are generally 

positive (See Appendix L and Appendix M).  There is also enormous potential for 

the community to resume their agricultural practices, and start growing vegetables 

and salad crops for sale to local resorts such as Wayalailai, Kuata Nature Resort, and 

Naqalia.  Such an initiative would provide alternative livelihoods for unemployed 

villagers (especially male youth) and complement tourism revenue.

Figure 6.6 Wayalailai guest cuisine preferences when on holiday

Culture impacts hospitality at Wayalailai in a number of other ways.  

Restaurant and bar service is friendly, but can be slow.  The lack of urgency, that is 

part of ‘Fiji Time’, can be frustrating for guests used to efficient western service 

(Gibson, 2003).  The bar is relatively well stocked for beer and spirits, with a limited 

wine list.  However, the biggest problem for these islands is the lack of refrigeration 

and ice.  As diesel generators provide all the electricity, the resort does not have 24-

hour power in the restaurant, dining or bar areas.  This greatly affects the sale of 

drinks, as beers, cocktails, water and soft drinks are often served warm.  The only
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time sales improve is about 10.00pm at night, when the bar is about to close, as the 

drinks are now icy cold.  With planning and investment in a small generator for the 

restaurant, and an ice machine, drinks could be chilled and restocked overnight for 

the next day.  As it is, ice arrives from the mainland on Tuesday and Friday when the 

resort boat returns from purchasing supplies.  These are the only two days guests 

purchase cocktails.

Figure 6.7 Wayalailai Ecohaven – Natural attractions

Observation:

In interviews with bartenders and villagers, it became evident that because 

refrigeration is a luxury, they had grown up without ice, so did not understand 

its importance for preparing and chilling drinks.  Even the few villagers who 

drank alcohol, had warm drinks.  At most, for a slight chill, beers are put in 

the sea.  The importance of bottled water in such a hot climate was also 

underestimated, because staff drank from the local springs.  Every week, the 

bar ran out of bottled water, and had to have special deliveries sent (at a cost) 

on the Yasawa Flyer.  The researcher never understood, why if this happened 

each week, they did not increase the weekly water order.  Each day the 

bartenders ran out of the same two ready-to-drink (RTD) products, Bounty 
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Rum and Cola and Czarina Vodka and Orange.  When the researcher asked 

bartenders, if they had the stock, why they did not restock the refrigerator, 

she was told they were waiting to run out of the old stock of other less 

popular drinks first.  The researcher explained to the staff that people had 

preferences, and if they were not available, may choose not to purchase 

anything, but her comments were met with a blank stare.   Most villagers do 

not drink, and if they do, alcohol is all the same to them.  Staff have a drink

which they share at the end of a shift called ‘Round-the-world’.  This consists

of the dregs from all the glasses they clear in a shift and is so strong it 

literally makes you spin. Coming from a semi-subsistence society, there is no 

understanding of choice or preferences for a particular brand or drink.  This 

behaviour also shows a complete lack of business sense and sales skills.

6.2.4 Wayalailai Guest profile

The findings from the self-administered guest survey (n=108), were analysed 

using Excel bar and pie graphs, to illustrate the data (See Appendix B).  The market 

profile of Wayalailai guests showed Australia was the largest market (28%), 

followed by the United Kingdom (22%).  However, when the United Kingdom is 

combined with Switzerland (4%), Germany (6%), Norway (5%), Hungary (2%), 

Ireland (2%), and Holland (4%); Europe is the largest tourist-generating region 

accounting for 45% of Wayalailai’s guests (See Figure 6.8).  The increase in visitors 

from Australia corresponds with Jarvis’ (2011) findings, which claimed that a larger 

number of young Australians were using the budget infrastructure which had been 

developed for the international backpacker market (See Chapter 1.6.2).  However, 

Wayalailai’s Australian market is much larger at 28%, as it also includes working 

Australians on short breaks of 4-5 days.

Survey findings showed that, 80% of guests had completed some form of 

tertiary education (See Figure 6.9).  The increase in visitors, who have completed an 

undergraduate or postgraduate degree, also corresponds with the emergence of the 

flashpacker and career GAP traveller. As Figure 6.10 shows, 43% of guests were 

between the ages of 21-24.  However, there has been a marked increase in visitors 

between the ages of 25-29 (41%), which represents the flashpacker/career GAP 
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traveller.  For reasons that are beyond the scope of this study, the GAP youth market 

aged 20 and younger is relatively low at 10%.  This may be because Wayalailai’s 

sister resort Kuata, is considered more of a ‘party resort’, or a general decline in this 

market segment to Fiji in general.

Figure 6.8 Wayalailai’s Market 2010 – Country of origin

Figure 6.9 Education levels – Wayalailai Guests
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The levels of income indicated by Figure 6.11, show that 33% of Wayalailai 

guests earn less than US$20,000; 36% between US$20,000-$39,999; 15% between 

US$40,000-$59,999; 13% between US$60,000-$79,999 and 3% above US$80,000.  

The large percentage earning less than US$20,000, is likely a reflection of the Youth

tourism/GAP traveller, taking a break between school and university or after 

graduating university (See Appendix A).

Figure 6.12 illustrated the length of stay in Fiji for Wayalailai guests.  This 

data reflected changes in the backpacker and budget travel market, with some visitors 

making short trips of between three to five days, others staying a period of one to two 

weeks, and a small number travelling for up to five months (See Chapter 1 and 4).  

These statistics are important for marketing and product development.  Thirty-seven 

per cent of guests were students, 56% employed in professional occupations, and 7% 

worked in unskilled jobs.

Figure 6.10 Wayalailai Guests – Age
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Figure 6.11 Income levels – Wayalailai Guests (US$)

Figure 6.12 Length of stay in Fiji – Wayalailai guests
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Figure 6.13 Travel information sources – Wayalailai guests

Figure 6.13 identified the internet as the main source of travel information for 

visitors (36%), followed by word-of-mouth (WOM) 21%, travel guides and Lonely 

Planet (18%), information desks (11%), visitor information centres (10%) and 

magazines (4%).  These findings reveal the increased importance of the internet, as 

an information distribution channel, and given the weak online presence of 

Wayalailai a serious consideration for management.  Apart from the Awesome 

Adventures system, Wayalailai’s direct bookings needs improvement.  Originally, 

their website was difficult to locate, as the keywords for the website did not include 

‘Yasawas’ or ‘backpacker’ (V. Ratugolea, personal communication, 2010).  This has 

now been improved, although access to the internet on the island is sporadic,

dependent on weather conditions, and whether or not Wayalailai computers and 

modems are working.  Responses to tourist enquiries are not prompt, and since this 

market has a tendency to make last minute bookings (for example on the Yasawa 

Flyer catamaran whilst travelling to the islands), when there is no response, 

reservations are lost and visitors go elsewhere.  It is not easy to make a direct 
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booking for Wayalailai, even though landline and mobile numbers are available on 

the website.  The telephones are often not manned, and in many cases the resort 

mobiles are dead and need recharging. 

6.2.5 Awesome Adventures

As with any island resort, access is a key concern for Wayalailai.  Awesome’s 

high-speed ferries depart Denarau daily at 8.30am, arriving at Wayalailai at 

10.30a.m.  and pickup at 4.30p.m. for return to Denarau each day by 6.00p.m.  Prior 

to the introduction  of Awesome’s high speed air conditioned ferry the Yasawa Flyer, 

access was irregular, and in many cases dangerous, with backpackers being 

transported from Lautoka wharf by aluminium boats with no life jackets, or 

travelling on old, very slow South Seas Cruises’ boats.  At an hour and a half from 

Port Denarau in Nadi, Wayalailai has the advantage of being one of the closest 

resorts to the mainland when compared to resorts such as Oarsmans Bay Lodge in 

Nacula Tikina68, at the top of the Yasawa Group, which takes about five hours to 

reach. 

Marketing is a challenge for many SMTEs and Wayalailai is no different.  

Awesome is responsible for the majority of Wayalailai’s international marketing, and 

presence at industry wholesaler trade shows in Australia, New Zealand, and the 

United Kingdom especially (See Appendix J).  Wayalailai pays a 30% commission 

on rates, and this has been problematic.  At one stage, in 2007, Wayalailai stopped 

using Awesome to market their product and tried to go it alone.  This did not work 

out, bookings dropped drastically, and Wayalailai had to revert to their original 

agreement (V. Ratugolea, personal communication, 18 April, 2010).  Awesome also 

takes 15% commission for all direct bookings Wayalailai receives, which does not 

make sense but was written into the small print of the Awesome agreement.

Observation:

Viliame the Wayalailai Resort Manager stated that given the existing 

agreement with Awesome Adventures, their profit margins are low because 

                                               
68 See Figure 6.2
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commission is deducted from a package that includes accommodation and 

food.  Wayalailai is hoping that by 2013 they are able to renegotiate this 

package so that they are only charged commission on accommodation.  At the 

moment, Wayalailai makes their profits from activities and beverages.

In response to customer complaints, and the variability of resorts in Awesome 

Adventures’ packages, Awesome introduced an accommodation grading system in 

2012, which recognised three levels of accommodation.  It used the coconut as a 

symbol and has one, two, and three coconuts to rate the different properties (See 

Figure 6.14 and Appendix J).  Wayalailai has a rating of one coconut, so guests 

selecting Wayalailai have a clear understanding of what to expect on arrival, if they 

use the guidelines provided by the Awesome brochure and website.  All packages in 

the Awesome brochure are in U.S. dollars, and this could explain why some 

backpackers find the packages expensive, since they do not receive the benefits of 

the relatively weak Fiji dollar.  Awesome Adventure’s brochure also includes their 

Australian and New Zealand packages and is available online from their website.  

This increases Wayalailai’s reach, to include backpackers who are visiting Australia 

and New Zealand.  Travelocity and HostelWorld also carry out online marketing for 

Wayalailai at a 20% commission, but online bookings from these companies are 

limited.

6.3 ANALYSIS

The clans of Wayalailai opened the resort in the hope that tourism would 

provide an alternative livelihood for their people.  Benefits included employment, 

much needed cash incomes, funds to help them fulfil traditional obligations, payment 

of church contributions and fees to educate their children69.  Over the years, the 

community have discovered that, tourism has brought benefits and some negative 

impacts.  However, the people of Wayalailai feel that overall, tourism has been 

beneficial, enabled them to fulfil their dreams, participate in ceremonial obligations 

and compete with other community owned resorts in the Yasawas such as 

                                               
69 Based on findings from Face to Face interviews with Resort Manager and Assitant Resort Manager 
together with Talanoa Sessions with clans at Namara Village.
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Oarsman’s Bay Lodge, Safe Landing, Nabua (Nacula tikina); Botaira Resort,  

Korovou and White Sandy Beach (Naviti Island); Long Beach Resort 

(Matacawalevu); and their more ‘worldly’ mainland relatives at Viseisei who have 

shares in South Sea Island, Robinson Crusoe, Bounty Island Resort, Treasure Island 

Resort, Beachcomber Island Resort and Vomo Island Resort in the Mamanuca Island 

Group (V. Ratugolea, personal communication, 18 April, 2010).  Villagers consider 

fishing and farming as forms of self-employment, but ‘real work’ is only when you 

are employed by the resort.  

Observation:

When Wayalailai opened the new dining room and lodge, they hosted the 

chiefs and resort owners from Viseisei70, Waya, Yaqeta, Matacawalevu, 

Nacula71 and Awesome management.  Boat loads of clan members and 

relatives from the mainland came to participate in the celebrations, which 

lasted for two days.  The researcher attended the event, and observed 

villagers from Wayalailai crying with pride during the speeches and 

ceremonial presentations, when leaders from other communities and the 

Chief Executive Officer of Awesome Adventures praised their achievements.  

The President and Tui Vuda Ratu Iloilo sent his representatives who made 

large presentations of tabuas72, masi73, coco74, yaqona, rolls of fabric, 

kerosene, flour, and sugar.

The ownership of Wayalailai have given the local clans the opportunity to 

participate as equals in traditional Fijian society, and increased community pride.

6.3.1 Economic impacts

Revenue from Wayalailai has had a number of positive impacts on the 

villages at Wayalailai, and substantially increased living standards in the villages of 

                                               
70 See Figure 6.2. Village on the mainland and home to the Tui Vuda, the paramount chief of Vuda
tikina
71 See Figure 6.2. Indigenous communities in the Yasawa Island Group.
72 Whales teeth
73 Bark cloth, see Glossary
74 Mat, see Glossary
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Namara, Yamata, and Naboro.  When Wayalailai first opened, the resort contributed 

35% of its profits to the community.  This was divided into 15% Vanua, 10% Church 

and 10% Education.  Given the expense of upgrading the resort, contributions from 

profits for 2010 were reduced to 10% Vanua, 5% Church, and 5% Education (V. 

Ratugolea, personal communication; and Village Talanoa sessions, 2010).  Clan 

members were not happy with the reduced contributions to community development 

and church.

Due to its proximity to the resort, and because it is the home of the higher 

ranked Boutolu and Tagova clans, Namara village has received more direct benefits 

from Wayalailai (See Figure 6.2).  An example of this is the housing scheme funded 

by the resort.  In the first year of operation, all of the five clans had two cement 

houses built for clan members.  In a talanoa75 session with Namara villagers, the 

researcher discovered, a main indicator of success for the villagers was the concrete 

brick homes built from the profits of Wayalailai.  So far, 24 houses have been 

constructed with in-door plumbing and toilets.  Allocation of housing grants are 

decided at a village meeting76, where applications are heard by the Wayalailai Board 

of Directors, and grants allocated after a communal vote.  As is the custom, the first 

house went to the chief, with other houses generally allocated on need and going to

single parents, widows, and large families. 

Observation: 

In a talanoa session with Namara villages in 2009, some clan members 

thought Viliame was not performing a good job as resort manager of 

Wayalailai, because he had not provided funds to build any houses that year.  

The fact that profits were being reinvested into rebuilding new bures at the 

resort, was considered irrelevant.  They wanted to see the economic benefits 

at a village level, or otherwise the resort was a failure.  The village was also 

having water cuts because the pipes needed replacing, and this too was 

blamed on the manager.  Villagers feel that any major infrastructure 

development is the responsibility of Wayalailai.

                                               
75 Informal group discussion, see Glossary
76 Bose va koro
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Religion is a fundamental part of Fijian culture (See Chapter 4.4 and Chapter 

9), and all the villagers of Wayalailai belong to the Methodist Church, which requires 

that each family pay a stipend or ‘Vakamisinari’ of FJ$75.00 a year.  The resort pays 

this stipend for all clan members.  An important benefit from owning Wayalailai has 

been the building of two churches, one at Namara in the south and the other at 

Yamata in the north-west of the island (See Figure 6.3).  Naboro village wants its 

own church, and has also approached Wayalailai for contributions towards this 

project.  These churches form the focus of the community, with services twice on 

Sunday, bible studies on Tuesday, youth group meetings on Wednesday and 

Thursday, and kindergarten each day from Monday to Friday.

Despite the time spent in church and at prayer, there is still a large amount of 

village politics and in fighting within this small community77. Many of the 

disagreements are related to money, and the researcher attended a number of village 

meetings where there was heated discussions about resort revenue, where the money 

was going, how much and who it was going to.  Although young men have little 

power and are given limited respect from village elders, they do have the right to 

voice their opinions in the bose vakoro78.  Many of the disagreements, the researcher 

observed, were between more educated male youth and male elders.  These were 

always followed by the inevitable i-soro79 a few days later, when the young male(s)

had been made to feel madua80 by his family and clan, and pressured to apologise

(See Chapter 4.5).  The following quotations from focus interviews with two clan 

members (See Appendix F) are examples of the impacts clan members feel the 

community has experienced as a consequence of tourism.

Quotation:

The resort has built a village kindergarten, brought in library books, provided 

prizes and scholarships for clever students and improved living standards. 

                                               
77 Veiqati 
78 Village meeting
79 Traditional ceremony of apology
80 Ashamed
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Because of tourism, there is a lack of youth in the village to do community 

work.  Youth are persuaded to look for jobs at early ages instead of 

education. Easy money makes youth abuse their life.  People are becoming 

money oriented, and there is a conflict of respect among elders because of 

money.  Youth holding supervisory roles in resorts look for respect in the 

village, but it is not given by elders (R. Levula, personal communication, 

Viseisei Village, 2010).

Quotation:

Now we have better houses, better means of transfer (boats), better clothes 

and better education, but our culture is slowly dying away, as people are 

starting to adopt the lifestyle of the tourists.  The rich manners and deep 

respect, we used to have for one another, seems to be different now. There 

are new styles of haircuts, lipsticks, and dressing copied from tourists.  No 

respect by youth for traditional tabus, they drink and smoke and dress like 

tourists (R. Vato, personal communication, Namara Village, 2010).

In 1985, the primary school was relocated following a large landslide.  

Wayalailai rebuilt the school at Naboro village, and all the children’s fees are paid by 

the resort.  Children board at the school from Monday to Thursday, and depart for 

home on foot or by boat, on Friday afternoon returning to school on Sunday 

afternoon or Monday morning.  Villagers think that Wayalailai should also 

contribute to secondary and tertiary education scholarships.  The existence of a 

primary boarding school has provided new opportunities for women, as they can now 

work during the week.  Women work at the resorts, shell market (a souvenir market 

for tourists), or maintain small subsistence gardens, fish and look after younger 

children and the elderly. 
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Figure 6.14 Awesome Adventures Coconut Accommodation Grading Systems
(Awesome Adventures Fiji, 2012a, p.6).

Shell Market was originally located at Wayalailai, but this caused too many 

problems with children and husbands turning up at the resort to ask for money.  This 

led to many arguments, and in the end the market was moved to the outskirts of 

Namara village.  Village women sell handicrafts, sulus81, island style clothing 

(muumuus82, sulu and jaba83, and bula shirts84), teach weaving (baskets, rings, 

bracelets), and other cultural activities.  Unfortunately, many of the handicrafts are 

imported from China, and purchased monthly from Brijlal and Sons, on the 

                                               
81 Wrap around skirt or sarong
82 Long loose dress of Hawaiian origin
83 Traditional Fijian outfit for women consisting of a fitted top or dress and ankle length straight skirt
84 Short sleeved printed shirts for men
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mainland.  Brijlal allows women credit, or to dinau (charge) their purchases.  The 

villagers from Wayalailai are renowned for their weaving skills, and could make 

authentic handicrafts using local materials growing on the island such as pandanus85.  

The women are well known for their mats, fans and baskets, but today, it is mainly 

the older women who weave.  The men are renouned for thatching and building 

bures.  The bures made from thatched reeds are unique to this area, and these artisans 

should be encouraged to build these if not for themselves, then to maintain the image 

of an authentic indigenous tourism product for guests. 

In the village, running water, toilets and electricity (via generator) are 

provided by the resort.  The maintenance of the generator is vital for many reasons at 

island resorts, and for Wayalailai, the resort manager has to deal with the wrath of 

the clans if the generator is out of order for more than a day.  As with piped water, 

what was once a luxury has become a part of everyday life, even if only available at 

limited times.  Electricity is available from 6.00p.m.-10.30p.m. each day.  This 

coincides with the Fiji One News broadcast at 6.00p.m. and 10.00p.m., and allows 

villagers to keep up-to-date with what is going on outside their islands. 

Observation: 

Villagers have become dependent on electricity, which 10 years ago would 

have been a luxury.  Now they all have mobile phones, and on the occasions 

when the generator breaks down, everyone panics because they ‘need’ to 

have their mobiles charged.  During her one-month stay in Namara village,

the researcher lived with the head of the Tagova clan Tai Waisele (TW) and 

his wife Adi Karolaini.  He was badly asthmatic, so had a small generator for 

his nebuliser.  When the resort generator failed, people would arrive with 

mobiles, every available power point in the house would be charging a 

mobile, and the living room would be full of adults and children watching 

television or DVDs. Mobiles are mainly used to send texts, receive calls,

‘buzz’86 friends and relatives, or send them ‘call back’ messages.  Mobile 

                                               
85 Voivoi leaves used for weaving mats, baskets and other handicrafts
86 Buzzing is a practice in Fiji where people with no mobile credit call friends and relatives and hang 
up. If the receiver has credit they then call back.
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recharge cards are difficult to obtain on Wayalailai and, as the researcher

learned at a cost, friends and relatives on the mainland are continuously asked 

to text new recharge card numbers to the island, especially when ‘Double up 

or Triple up’ credit specials are available from Vodafone.

One of the challenges faced by the resort manager, is that the Wayalailai 

Board of Directors has little knowledge of tourism or managing a business.  Saving 

profits is not the Board’s main aim, so he has to ensure that before presenting

Wayalailai’s annual report, he has calculated all Wayalailai’s expenditure for repair 

and maintenance and new developments for the following year, and put this aside as 

an “expense”.

Observation:

In a discussion with the manager following the annual board meeting in 2010, 

he stated, Wayalailai had turned over FJ$1.3 million that year and made a 

profit of FJ$700,000.  Once the elders had finished sharing out the profits, 

there was FJ$3,000 left in the Wayalailai savings account87.  Had the funds to 

build the new resort bures and coffee shop not been set aside, he would not 

have been able to carry out this much needed upgrade.  When the researcher

asked what the elders spent the money on, he said the first contribution was to 

the Methodist Church, then their chiefs both on Wayalailai and the Tui Vuda

in Viseisei, then contributions to traditional obligations such as weddings, 

funerals, trips to the mainland, and finally their children’s education. 

For example, there was a family wedding in Sigatoka88 so the chief decided 

they would send a large delegation from Namara, with gifts of tabua89, fish 

                                               
87Source: Face-to-face interviews with V. Ratugolea and R. Naulivou; Report from Annual Wayalailai 
Board of Directors’ Meeting 2010.
88 A town on the Coral Coast of Viti Levu
89 Whales teeth, see Glossary
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and lobsters.  The clans of Wayalailai are the fishermen90 of Vuda tikina91.

Over FJ$15,000 was spent in ferry transfers, hired cars, gifts, yaqona and 

accommodation for two weeks.  This also meant that Wayalailai was short 

staffed, and since it was the women who stayed behind92, they were also the 

ones who had to work double shifts for two weeks.

Stories like this abound, and not only support claims that Board members 

lack business acumen, but also show that whilst they are interested in the economic 

benefits from the resort, what they chose to do with these is more related to elevating 

their status within society and fulfilling traditional obligations, than looking after the 

financial sustainability of the resort.  In the Board’s opinion, the resort can always 

make more money next year.

6.3.2 Socio-cultural impacts

Socio-cultural impacts are both positive and negative, but in traditional 

indigenous communities, such as the villages on Wayalailai, many of the social 

impacts are perceived, by elders, as negative.  However, one might question the 

extent to which socio-cultural impacts can be blamed on tourism, given that most 

village homes have television sets, and access to pirated DVDs of the latest western 

movies or television series.  Because of Wayalailai’s close proximity to Namara 

village, there is a lot of interaction between visitors and villagers.  Tourists take 

village tours, visit shell market, attend church services on Sunday, and youth from 

the village gather every afternoon at 4.30pm to play volleyball with tourists and 

Wayalailai staff.  As with similar research into socio-cultural impacts of tourism in 

Fijian communities (see Gibson, Pratt and Movono, 2012), staff and villagers state 

that mixing with tourists has improved their English, and they enjoy meeting people 

from throughout the world and sharing their culture.  

In reviewing the responses to the Wayalailai staff survey (Appendix D), male 

staff, especially in the Activities Department, cited “meeting girls” as the thing they 

                                               
90 Gonedau – fishermen or fisher tribe responsible for providing fish for the Chief and Tui Vuda
91 District
92 Men perform the traditional ceremonies and presentations
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liked most about their job.  Many male staff (both single and married), have multiple 

sexual relationships with female guests, and although village elders disapprove, there 

are no clear resort policies, or village rules, related to fraternising with guests93.  The 

young men claim they practice safe sex, but given that condoms are not sold on the

island, the researcher is doubtful this is so.  Anecdotal evidence, from the 

researcher’s own observations and discussions with resort managers and staff,

claimed that sex between female indigenous staff and male visitors is rare.  However, 

this is not the case with female backpackers, many of whom travel to experience the 

‘exotic other’ and ‘romance tourism’ (Jacobs, 2009; Pruitt and La Font, 1995). 

Jacobs (2009) stated, that in third world countries, western white women 

sleeping with local men at resorts were exploiting “their first world and racial 

privileges in their search for a sexualised and racialised ‘other’ ” (p.44).  She 

suggested that historical imaginations of ‘paradise’ and the ‘exotic’, which in the 

case of Fiji, include the ‘emotional geography’ of sea, beaches, sunsets and palm 

trees; contribute to the romantic sexual relationships that exist “out of time and 

place” (Wagner, 1977, p.38).  Pruitt and La Font (1995, p.435) argued that, women 

were challenging “the constraints of conventional gender identity present in western 

culture”.  Modern women embark on ostensibly masculine behaviour on holiday, 

such as initiating relationships, because they have a higher income than local males,

and can control the relationship (Jacobs, 2009).  In Jeanette Belliveau’s (2006) 

Romance on the Road, female tourists’ relationships with local Fijian men were 

described as: “flagrant cultural voyeurism...imperialistic exoticism... [where male] 

Fijian’s seductive bodies become commodified objects of desire” (p.305).

Research into the backpacker market, maintains their need to socialise with 

peers and share similar experiences (Jarvis and Peel, 2010), with little interest in 

interacting with locals (Maoz, 2007).  The researcher found that single male 

backpackers were mainly interested in female backpackers, and had to compete with 

local male staff for their affection94. 

                                               
93 Source: Participant observation, stories round the ‘grog’ bowl, interviews with male/female youth 
and Wayalailai staff.
94 Such behaviour has potential repercussions for the long-term health of the community, but this is 
beyond the scope of this study.
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Observation:

Young male backpackers, the researcher interviewed, stated they had come to 

the Yasawas in search of adventure, and focused their activities on hiking, 

diving, snorkelling, cultural experiences and other outdoor activities

(Appendices 1 and 10).  Since money was limited, they saved all their 

‘partying’ for Beachcomber Resort, which has a reputation for being the 

‘party’ island on Fiji’s backpacker trail.  Whilst young female backpackers 

expressed similar interests, in reality, from the researcher’s observations at a 

number of backpacker resorts, and anecdotal evidence from resort staff and 

villagers, many females had ‘romance’ as a key motivation for travel.

In her stays at Wayalailai, and in the village, the researcher observed groups 

of young female backpackers entering the village and male staff dormitories,

late at night.  There was little consideration for traditional customs and codes 

of behaviour, on the part of the female tourists, even though most Fijian male

staff live with their parents, grandparents, siblings and other members of their 

extended family. 

In a village environment, elders and the predominantly traditional community 

frown on such behaviour, as girls from the village are expected to be virgins 

when they marry.  Male staff view these ‘romantic’ encounters as diversions, 

and those who have local girlfriends, say the girls do not mind as it takes the 

pressure off them. This the researcher later confirmed this with young girls 

from the village whose boyfriends were popular with female tourists.  There 

are no secrets within such a small community, and nightly encounters are 

always part of the next day’s gossip and storytelling round the ‘grog’95 bowl.  

However, the researcher was advised that, in all the years the resort has been 

                                               
95 Yaqona or kava
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opened, there has only been one romantic encounter with a local boy that has 

ended in marriage96. 

When the resort was first reopened, visitors were presented and offered an i-

sevusevu97 to the chief, before settling in.  Today, the resort has expanded, and given 

the large numbers, i-sevusevus are not presented every day.  Instead, a group 

presentation is performed once a week, on Thursday at Lovo98night, and combined 

with cultural performances.  The presentation has been adapted to suit the tourists, 

and does not enforce strict dress codes and codes of conduct.  Female tourists turn up 

in shorts and miniskirts, which offend many of the older villagers, especially women.  

This is an opportunity to explain Fijian culture and codes of conduct, and also earn 

revenue by selling sulus to guests who do not have suitable attire.  Alternatively,

have sulus available for guests to borrow for the ceremony.

Elders feel that an outcome of dual income families has been the breakdown 

of the family unit.  An increase in family income has in many cases led to a decrease 

in the close-knit family unit that exists in traditional Fijian society. Today, with both 

parents working either at the resorts or on the mainland, surrogates bring up the 

children.  For example, grandparents and aunts in the village, or for those at primary 

school, their teachers.  Children attend secondary school at Waya, or on the 

mainland, where they board or stay with relatives.  However, one might question the 

extent to which children are disadvantaged, as Fijian children are used to being sent 

away from their parents and brought up by other family members.  It is quite normal 

for grandparents to take the first-born child of their eldest son or daughter, and bring 

them up in the village where they learn their culture and language.  Asinate from 

Naqalia had two of her grandchildren staying with her, whilst her daughter worked as 

a nurse on Waya.

                                               
96 He now lives in Rome with his young Italian wife and twin boys, works as a bartender, and hopes to 
return to the Yasawas
97 Traditional ceremony of welcome, see Glossary
98 Traditional Fijian meal, earth oven, see Glossary
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Observation:

With the availability of employment at Wayalailai and Shell Market, the role 

of women has changed in many families.  Some husbands still fish and farm, 

but it is their wives who earn cash and now control the family finances.  This 

has caused some domestic problems, especially where the wife is not 

prepared to surrender her earnings to her husband.  Younger women now 

drink yaqona, but with other women, they still rarely drink with men, and 

never when elders are present.  This practice of veitabuki99 or avoidance is 

normal within a traditional Fijian community such as Namara (See Chapter 

9.8).  They also smoke and a few drink alcohol, which is against their 

religion. 

Traditional family roles are changing, with some men and grandparents 

looking after pre-school children.  Although many of the younger women 

have found jobs at the resorts, many young men are unemployed and 

unwilling to fish or farm, claiming it is too hard.  “People used to plant a lot 

and do fishing for food.  Nowadays they are depending on market100 and 

supermarket foods” (J. Nawaqa, personal communication, Namara Village, 

2010).  Instead, they spend their days laying on hammocks or sitting on the 

beach at Wayalailai, watching young female tourists sunbathing, and waiting 

for the afternoon beach volleyball game. The researcher would pass the 

young men in the morning, on her way to conduct research in the morning, 

and they would still be there in the evening when she returned to the village. 

This daily activity is a form of ‘host gaze’101 and potential for future research.

As villagers are all ‘owners’ of the resort, whenever they are hungry, they 

kerekere102 food and drinks from the resort or staff kitchens.  In the evening, 

Wayalailai serves yaqona for its guests, so the young men join in as part of 

                                               
99 Practice of avoidance between siblings and close relatives, see Glossary.
100 By ‘market’ he means the Lautoka market on mainland Viti Levu where local farmers sell their 
produce
101 See Urry, J. (1990). The tourist gaze: leisure and travel in contemporary societies. London: Sage
Publications. Urry, J. (2002). The Tourist Gaze (2nd ed.).  London: Sage.
102 Borrow
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the ceremony.  All their basic needs are taken care of, so apart from the 

occasional part-time job at Wayalailai, or one of the other two resorts,

anecdotal evidence from discussions with young men shows that most have 

little interest in changing their lifestyles. 

Although codes of conduct and dress code in the villages are strict, outside of 

the villages youth wear modern style clothing such as surf shorts; brand named T-

shirts (e.g. Ripcurl, Nike, Adidas, Roxy, and Billabong); sunglasses, baseball caps 

and miniskirts.  The manager and assistant manager at Wayalailai claim that, tourists 

have brought drugs to the resort and consumed them with staff, although these are 

also banned in the village.  This being so, drugs such as marijuana, although illegal,

grow wild in Fiji, and are readily available on the mainland.

Observation:

Although the villages on Wayalailai have a strict dress code, there are no

formal dress codes for tourists. Apart from dress codes for village and church 

visits which are not well communicated, and tourists continue to wear 

miniskirts and shorts into the village and at traditional ceremonies, these are 

not enforced. Village women are not allowed to wear t-shirts, vests, shorts, 

long pants, teki teki103, sunglasses, or makeup. They must wear short or long 

sleeved blouses, skirts, or sulus that cover their ankles, long dresses or 

jabas104. Men can wear shorts and t-shirts during the day, but at night must 

wear a sulu over their shorts and on Sundays a sulu vaka toga105 or dress sulu.

If Wayalailai were a little more innovative with the sales and marketing of 

resort merchandise, such as sulus (sarongs) and t-shirts, they might not only 

enforce their dress code for traditional ceremonies and village events, but also 

increase merchandise sales.

                                               
103 Flowers worn behind the ear
104 Long fitted wrap-around skirts
105 A tailored straight skirt for men, similar to a long kilt
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Other negative impacts, which have been attributed to employment and 

earnings from tourism, have been the increased consumption of yaqona, cigarettes, 

alcohol, and the purchase of western fashion items. Increased consumption of 

yaqona and alcohol especially at the weekend, has meant that many villagers, 

especially the youth, miss Sunday church services and weekly youth meetings. 

Many of the staff at the resort are women, who in a male-dominated traditional 

society are expected to behave in a conservative manner. This means always 

wearing traditional sulu and jaba, having their hair cut in the traditional boi ni ga106

style, no make-up, no smoking and no consumption of alcohol, or yaqona.  As more 

women enter the workforce, many have started to smoke, drink yaqona and alcohol, 

wear makeup, and dye their hair (See earlier quotation). The researcher asked a 

group of women in Namara if they thought there had been any changes since the 

resort was built.  The majority agreed “Young people today smoke.  They are 

motivated to go to nightclubs when in the mainland because of the entertainment 

they do with the guests” (M. Naliva, personal communication, Namara Village, 

2010).

Yaqona consumption, especially at the resort, is excessive, and Wayalailai 

has had to introduce disciplinary procedures, that deal with excessive consumption of 

yaqona and alcohol.  Staff are not allowed to consume yaqona or alcohol during the 

weeks they are employed at the resort, they can only do this on their days off.  Any 

staff member caught disobeying this rule is suspended from work, and their 

suspension announced at the monthly village meeting in front of all the clans.  Those 

that commit more serious offences, such as theft, may also have to undergo 

traditional discipline, which can include being beaten in front of everyone.  The 

manager and other clan members state, that the shame of this type of discipline 

works, because staff feel madua107 and are careful to abide by the rules in future. 

Observation: 

Over the years, the researcher watched a number of staff being disciplined 

and publically shamed for excessive yaqona drinking, stealing, being drunk 

                                               
106 Traditional Fijian haircut now mainly worn by women, see Glossary and Figures 8.6 and 9.1
107 Ashamed, see Glossary
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in the village, absenteeism, and breaking traditional and religious tabus.  

However, Fijian society has a number of ceremonies for saying sorry, that 

can be performed between the offender and employer.  One is called an i-

soro108, where the offender and his/her family presents the wronged party 

with yaqona and sometimes a tabua (if it is a serious offence), to say sorry.  

The wronged party is then obliged to accept the apology and forgive all 

wrongdoing.  The researcher observed, that the offenders have very short 

memories, and in most cases after a month or so revert to their deviant 

behaviour.

Originally, every family had subsistence gardens nearby, which grew yams, 

breadfruit, bele (local spinach), cassava, pineapples, pawpaw (papaya), mangoes, 

coconuts, Chinese cabbage, chillies, lemons, limes, and voi voi (pandanus)109.  Today 

there is very little gardening or fishing.  When the researcher asked why they had 

stopped subsistence agriculture (fishing, planting and farming), villagers said it was

too hard, and with the earnings from tourism it was easier to buy food from the 

mainland, the black market village shops, or staff shop at the resort.  This has led to 

major changes in diet, which today mainly consists of processed food. 

Observation: 

Villagers have gone from a healthy diet of fresh fish, root crops, vegetables,

and fruit, to Chow or Maggi Noodle soups, cans of Sunbell tin fish, dahl

soup110, rice and FMF breakfast crackers111.  There is very little fruit or 

vegetables in their diet, many of the children and adults have sores, boils and 

colds, which are often a reflection of a vitamin deficient diet. 

                                               
108 Ceremony of apology to ask for forgiveness, see Glossary
109 Used for weaving mats and baskets
110 A yellow lentil Indian soup, see Glossary
111 A hard cracker
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6.3.3 Environmental impacts

The growth in visitor arrivals to Wayalailai has increased waste and 

packaging.  For example, plastic containers, bottles, cans, glass, cardboard and diesel 

drums (See Figure 6.15).  On a small island with no space for landfills all waste,

which cannot be burned, must be returned to the mainland at a cost.  Waste is sent 

twice weekly on the company boat to be buried at the Lautoka landfill.  It can also be 

sent to Lautoka, on the locally owned barge ‘Tui Navaii’, at a charge of FJ$5.00 a 

carton.  Some initiatives have been taken to manage solid wastes, liquid wastes, 

degradable and non-degradable litter, but the approach used for the disposal of

plastic materials (normally burned or buried) is not environmentally friendly.  

Burned plastics contribute to the increase of harmful carbon-based chemical 

compounds released into the atmosphere, which also affects the environment.  Many 

bottles and cans are buried in landfills, but given the limited land area, this cannot be 

regarded as a long-term strategy.  As the island is tidal, flotsam and jetsam wash up 

onto the beaches with each tide, and pollute the beaches, leading to negative word-

of-mouth and dissatisfied guests.

Findings from the staff survey (See Appendix D), and talanoa sessions in

Namara village, identified a number of environmental impacts which they have 

noticed since the resort opened.  Wayalailai and Naqalia have both logged hardwood,

from forests on neighbouring Kuata Island, to build their resorts.  Deforestation has 

led to erosion during heavy rains, siltation and the death of surrounding coral reefs

(K. Daunilutu, personal communication, Wayalailai, 2009).  In many places, raw 

materials such as sand, coral and volcanic rocks, have been removed from the marine 

environment for construction and landscaping.  Continuous removal of these 

materials could lead to serious environmental degradation in the long term.  The lack 

of written codes of conduct and interpretation can also result in environmental 

degradation with visitors removing shells and coral from nearby reefs.  
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Figure 6.15 Stock for resorts – The Yasawa Flyer
(Ponting, 2007).

Quotations:

The increase of tins on the island (from tinned food and beverages), the use of 

bottled drinks in the bar and careless disposal is causing pollution.  We are 

facing problems like lots of seaweeds and the reef being spoilt by boat 

anchors and cutting down of trees on Kuata and Wayalailai increase 

possibility of erosion. It is hard to cater for water for many people during dry 

season.  (I. Galo, personal communication, Wayalailai, 2009).  

Damaging of our beautiful corals, affected by the anchors of our boats that 

take tourists to the reefs (J. Nawaqa, personal communication, Wayalailai, 

2009).

Our reef is not as healthy as before (13 years back), could be because of the 

sunscreen or other kinds of stuff tourists use while swimming (M. Nailiva, 

personal communication, Wayalailai, 2009).

We have several toilets with septic tanks which are affecting our ocean.  

Rainy days allow dirty water to flow down to our beautiful sea and this 
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causes bad seaweed to grow (R. Vata, personal communication, Wayalailai, 

2009).

Washing of clothes, bedsheets, towels everyday, and detergents are washed 

away in the soil and this will be a problem in the next ten years (Sera, 

personal communication, Wayalailai, 2009).

The resort toilets have septic tanks that are emptied regularly, and waste 

taken to the mainland by the barge, ‘Tui Navaii’, for disposal.  It is evident that 

sewage is leaking into the sea, as in the last two years, more nutrients in the sea has 

increased seaweed on the beaches in front of Wayalailai (M. Iavutu, personal 

communication, 2010).  Some claim this may also be caused by the cruise ships and 

ferries, which travel through the channel daily, but this is vehemently denied by 

companies such as Awesome, South Seas Cruises and Blue Lagoon.

Observation: 

Waste from the mainland, other islands and even people from other resorts 

disposing their waste at sea, has meant that each high tide brings with it new 

rubbish, which pollutes the sea and beaches.  It is a constant challenge to 

keep a clean beach environment.  During school holidays, young 

schoolchildren are used, as daily clean-ups are necessary to maintain a clean 

marine and beach environment.  Debris can include plastic bottles, medical 

syringes, flip-flops, shoes, cans, and glass bottles.  There are so many odd 

pairs of shoes and flip-flops that a nearby resort has a ‘tree of soles’, and a 

common sight in the Yasawas is people wearing odd pairs of flip-flops or 

shoes that they have put together from the flotsam and jetsam that arrives 

with each high tide.  Unfortunately, a lot of this is thought to come from the 

Lautoka112 rubbish dump on the mainland.

                                               
112 City in Western Viti Levu, See Figure 6.2
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Increased visitor numbers, and the growth of new resorts, has meant 

increased demand on natural resources such as water, fish, and timber.  Village 

fishermen and women have to travel further afield to outlying reefs to fish and glean 

seafood.  This has meant increased fuel and premix costs for boat engines, and 

ultimately, the cost of fish sold to Wayalailai.  The manager states it is now cheaper 

to purchase imported fish.  The shortage of fish in surrounding waters has led to a 

tabu (ban) on the fishing, and gleaning of seafood, for a period of ten years, by the 

Tui Vuda in 2009, Ratu Iloilo.  

Observation:

The imposition of a tabu113 on the fishing grounds between the western most 

point of Kuata Island and Naqalia point (See Figure 6.1), has meant the 

women and fishermen have had to travel further afield to glean seafood and 

fish.  Since few have access to boats, this means walking miles over the 

mountains to the other side of Wayalailai.  As it becomes harder to live off 

the land, villagers turn to the readily available cheap tins of Sunbell tuna, 

Maggi Noodles, and FMF breakfast crackers.

The Wayalailai community agreed to implement a tabu in 2009, because 

fishermen and villagers noticed decreasing catch numbers.  The choice of a tabu was 

preferred to the implementation of a Marine Protected Area (MPA) for a number of 

reasons.  These included cost, and the belief by elders that the community was more 

likely to comply with a traditional tabu114, and the beliefs and punishments that came 

with breaking this tabu115, than they would a western implemented MPA which was 

at the time being promoted.  Culturally, the community is used to living with tabus,

as the Tui Vuda and Methodist church annually declare a tabu on the consumption of 

alcohol, cigarettes and yaqona; and an existing fishing tabu, in form of an MPA,

around Bounty Island Sanctuary Resort116 (Chapter 5.4.1) has worked well.  In the 

                                               
113 Traditional ban, see Glossary
114 Ban
115 Punishments for breaking a ban ranged from a belief that traditional gods would bring bad luck to 
the individual and their family, and in some cases cause death. 
116 A resort owned by clans from Viseisei
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last three years, anecdotal evidence from clan members claim that fish have started to 

return, and clams, octopus, lobster, crabs and shellfish are increasing in numbers.  

However, enforcing the restrictions on resources is becoming more difficult as stocks 

return (A. Naulivou, personal communication, Namara village, 2011).

Observation:

The tabu has been in place for over 3 years, and some villagers are expressing

resentment at what they believe are conservation areas designated for tourists 

rather than the local population.  “Fishing for guests’ food (e.g. spear fishing, 

netting and diving) kills a lot and destroys marine life.  Before [tourism] men 

only go fishing when they need money or have to pay for school fees and 

traditional obligations117” (M. Duanasali, personal communication, 

Wayalailai, 2010). This has meant that locals are no longer able to access 

communal resources e.g. fish, clams, octopus and other seafood, with these 

areas only being used by foreign tourists for recreational activities such as 

snorkelling, diving, kayaking and swimming.  This type of restriction can 

lead to strong community resentment.  This happened in other indigenous 

communities within the Nacula Tikina (Northern Yasawas)  where villagers 

felt their resource privileges had been denied them by some tourism 

operators, who banned them from fishing or gleaning (gathering) seafood in 

areas outside their resorts (Gibson & Sivo, 2006).   

Wayalailai is a budget resort which, from the researcher’s  observations, 

delivers a quality, value for money product, given the cost of accommodation and 

meals.  Most guests were happy with their stay, and complaints were generally dealt 

with promptly (See Appendix L and Appendix M).  With island resorts that have 

limited access to the mainland, if complaints are mechanical and involve 

infrastructure malfunctions or shortages of supplies, it can take two to three days to 

solve the problems, by which time the backpacker guest has moved on. 

                                               
117 Oga, see Glossary.
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6.3.4 Guest satisfaction

The TripAdvisor reviews (See Appendix M), clearly show different levels of 

satisfaction with the Wayalailai product, thus confirming the variability of services.  

Tourism and hospitality literature recognises the variability of services, and that 

customer satisfaction is based on a number of factors, which include individual taste 

and perceptions.  Of the 35 TripAdvisor reviews, seven were negative and the rest 

were either satisfied or extremely satisfied and gave the resort rave reviews (See 

Appendix M).  Despite the few negative reviews, the researcher agrees with the 

satisfied guests.  From the numerous visits she made over four years, and given her 

extensive experience of other budget resorts, by comparison Wayalailai provides 

value for money and generally exceeds expectations.  The researcher received 

excellent service on all her visits, with staff even bringing food to her bure after 

hours, when she was in the village conducting focus interviews or talanoa sessions.  

The researcher would like to believe that these services are provided to all guests, but 

staff may have been influenced by knowing who she was, that she was helping 

Naqalia and the Resort Manager for Wayalailai, and over the six months she lived on 

the island had come to know them all relatively well.

6.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter summarised and reviewed the findings from the case study of

Wayalailai Ecohaven resort.  It provided a short background of Wayalailai and 

Namara Village, outlined the product, ownership, staff and various socio-cultural, 

economic and environmental impacts and benefits for the community.  Primary data 

for Wayalailai were collected using the following methods: participant observation, 

focus interviews, talanoa sessions, face-to-face interviews, and self-administered 

surveys of staff and guests.  108 guest surveys were completed which provided data 

on demographics,  and Guest Importance and Satisfaction Ratings with different 

dimensions of Brotherton’s  (2004) Critical Success Factor Model.  However, a full 

analysis of the survey findings was beyond the limitations of this Phd study and will 

be used for a separate study of service quality.  In this chapter, the researcher has 

limited the survey findings to demographic information and interest in food and local 

cuisine. 
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Wayalailai faces a number of challenges common to isolated island resorts. 

However, it also faces challenges which are cultural and form the focus of this 

research study.  Managers at resorts in the two case studies manage these challenges 

differently, with the experienced Wayalailai Resort Manager, who is also a Yamata 

clan elder, being more effective, than the young manager of Naqalia (See Chapter 8

for further discussion).  The following chapter discusses and analyses primary and 

secondary data from the second case study Naqalia Lodge.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN:  

CASE STUDY TWO: NAQALIA LODGE
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

The researcher first visited Naqalia at the beginning of 2009, to celebrate 

New Year with family and friends.  The resort was half-built but we made do, and 

had an enjoyable four days, even though it rained most of the time.  It was evident 

that this was a small close-knit clan, eager to improve their living standards, and take 

control of their future, by building and managing their own resort.  The clan 

members worked together tending to all our needs, and ensuring everyone, including 

the children and grandparents, were satisfied.  They told us of their dreams for the 

future, aspirations for their community and children, how they had struggled to get 

this far, and how thankful they were for the money we had spent, as this would help 

them meet their first payment to Fiji Development Bank, and keep their creditors at 

bay for a few more months.  The researcher had originally considered having Naqalia 

as a base, and using Wayalailai and Kuata as her two case studies.  However, on 

listening to the challenges the Tagova clan faced building their resort, she decided 

this would be an interesting second case study and comparison with Wayalailai.  The 

researcher returned in February 2009 and spent the next six months living at the 

resort, observing, and ultimately assisting with the design and marketing of the final 

product and staff training.  In 2010, she visited on six more occasions.

7.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Naqalia Lodge (Naqalia) is owned by the Tagova Clan from Wayalailai.  The 

clan began clearing the land and building in 2006, using semi-skilled builders from 

the mainland, and volunteer youth labour from Namara Village.  It offers an 

indigenous cultural experience (See Chapter 3.4), and is located on a secluded beach 

at the south-eastern most point of Wayalailai Island (Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.3).  

Naqalia was developed by Rusiate Naulivou (Rusiate), as an assignment for a course 

in the Diploma in Hotel Management at Fiji Institute of Technology (FIT).  The land 

originally belonged to his grandfather Tai Waisele118, and he spent his holidays 

planting coconut trees and clearing the area for the day when construction would 

begin.  He developed a marketing plan for the resort, and then a consultant was hired 

                                               
118 Head of the Tagova clan while the researcher was based at Naqalia.
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to develop the business plan.  Unfortunately, the clan would later discover that, the 

budget for the resort was grossly underestimated.  This led to financial problems 

further down the track, and the need to increase their loan application from the Fiji 

Development Bank (FDB).  The additional loan required a detailed business plan,

with five-year projections, which the clan were unable to develop on their own.

As a new community owned business, Naqalia experienced difficulty dealing 

with the bureaucracy of completing FDB application requirements for the additional 

loan.  This included a business plan, five-year financial forecast, detailed budget 

together with the costs of fulfilling conditions such as reports from a real estate 

valuer at different stages of completion.  It was also costly for the directors to travel 

back and forwards between the Yasawas and the mainland for meetings with bank 

executives. Not all clan members were fluent in English, so they had difficulty 

understanding the forms, detailed financial budgets and projections, expected of 

them by the bank.  After a few weeks of observing the problems the community was 

having organising themselves, and dealing with the bank and other institutions, and 

at the request of clan elders, the researcher agreed to volunteer her services to the 

clan. 

The researcher developed the new business plan, five-year projections, 

budget,119 negotiated on behalf of Naqalia to fulfil all FDB requirements to sign off 

on the first loan, and get the additional loan approved.  This was time consuming and 

costly, but provided the researcher with an excellent insight into the challenges 

indigenous communities face, when starting a business.  Approval for the additional 

loan from the Fiji Development Bank (FDB) took over 18 months.  It required a 20 

per cent deposit from the clan, which they raised by having an i-soli120 amongst 

Tagova clan members, villagers from Wayalailai and the mainland villages of 

Viseisei, Lauwaki and Lomolomo.  Every family was required to contribute $500 for 

the i-soli.  It raised $35,000 to contribute towards the deposit for the loan extension 

                                               
119 This needed three quotations for every item – extremely time consuming, and much attention to 
detail
120 Fundraising
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and administrative expenses121 (R. Naulivou, personal communication, 16 March, 

2010).

The Tagova clan is small, and at the time of the researcher’s stay on 

Wayalailai in 2009 and 2010, totalled 128 members (A. Naulivou, Naqalia, personal 

communication, March 2010; W. Nakalougaga, Turaga ni koro122, Namara, personal 

communication, 2011), 46 of whom live on Wayalailai, and 82 who reside on the 

mainland at Viseisei, Lauwaki and Lomolomo Villages in Vuda (Figure 6.1).  Figure 

7.1 outlines the Tagova clan’s family tree and shows its link to the chiefly family of 

Vuda.  The family tree was constructed using the family Bible held by the then Tui 

Vuda Ratu Josefa Iloilo’s sister Adi Karolaini who married Lei Waisele Tora, the 

Head of the Tagova clan at the beginning of this study (Figure 6.1).  Lei Tora passed 

away in 2011 followed by Adi Karolaini soon after.  Lei is the traditional title given 

to chiefs from Vuda.  It has today been replaced by the title Ratu, which originates 

from the Tongan title Latu.  The present head of the clan is the eldest son of Lei

Waisele, Tai Seva.  Under his leadership, division has developed between different 

family members, leading to a split between his side of the family, and his sister 

Asinate Naulivou (Asinate) and her children, of whom Rusiate is one.  

Naqalia has a 99-year lease from the NLTB/i-TLTB.  Lease payments were 

delayed until 2010 but even then, it was difficult for the clan to meet payments, as 

the resort was not completed and licensed until the end of 2011. 

Quotation:

Whenever finances were discussed, the NLTB lease payment, was always the 

last item to be addressed.  When the researcher asked elders if they 

understood they could lose the resort and their land if they did not make the 

lease payments, their response was, they could not understand why they had 

to spend all this money to have their land dereserved, and leased back to them 

for tourism development.  They understood they could lose their land, but did 

not believe this would happen, since it traditionally belonged to the them.

                                               
121 Legal fees, surveys, licences, transport to obtain quotations
122 Village headman, responsible for keeping all village records e.g. births, deaths, marriages.
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Figure 7.1 The Tagova clan family ties to Vuda

It was interesting to note, that over the years, those clan members who lived 

on Wayalailai, and worked for ‘free’ to build the resort, were not concerned about 

the lease payments.  However, clan members who lived in villages on the mainland,

and were employed elsewhere, constantly pressured the clan to make lease payments,

so that they could receive their share of the revenue.  A recent government decree 

also means that all members of the clan, including children, now receive an equal 
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share of lease monies.  This ensures that lease payments are equitably shared, and not 

just in the hands of the chiefly elite.123

7.3 BUILDING NAQALIA LODGE

The building of Naqalia started in 2006, with the intention of opening in 

2008.  Initial start up funding was provided by a $20,000 loan from Wayalailai

(which the Tagova clan part own), whilst they waited for funds from the Ministry of 

Tourism Ecotourism Grant ($9,500.00), Fiji Development Bank (FDB) 

(FJD$98,000) and donations from clan members ($35,000).  The initial loan from 

FDB (FJD$98.000) was poorly administered and a large amount of the funds went 

missing.  There was no accountability for spending, no receipts, no following of the 

agreed FDB building schedule, and no monthly reports to the bank. 

From initial discussions with the clan, and on reviewing the initial business 

plan and loan, it was evident that there were not enough funds to finish building the 

resort.  To complete the resort, Naqalia applied to FDB for additional funding, but 

the bank refused to consider this until the first loan was accounted for. 

Observation:

Reconciling the original loan was challenging, given that building materials 

and funds had gone missing, or were kerekered to build the chief’s bure, or 

fix other clan member’s homes in the village or at the school.  Much of these,

the researcher found easy to identify on the island, as she had selected the 

new paint and tiles, or watched clan members load up boats with cement and 

bricks, which had been bought for Naqalia, and take them to the village for 

other projects.  This always happened when Rusiate returned to Suva and his 

uncle, Tai Seva124, took charge.

                                               
123 PhD research conducted in Vuda and Denarau, by Millicent Kado (2012) has discovered that this is 
causing problems, especially where youth are gaining financial independence and not listening to 
parents and elders.
124 Now head of the Tagova clan
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Youth, and unemployed clan members, offered their labour ‘free’, in 

exchange for meals and permanent employment, once the resort was completed.  In 

the beginning, the volunteers made the 30 minute walk along the beach and cliffs 

from Namara Village to Naqalia each day, and walked back in darkness each 

evening.  After six months of volunteering and no pay, the enthusiasm of the 

predominantly male village volunteers, started to wane. 

When Rusiate was not around, work slowed down, and the youth were 

diverted by village elders to work on other projects, such as the Namara Chief’s bure

or the new bures at Wayalailai and Kuata.  Throughout the four years it took to 

complete the resort, this was always a problem.  Clan elders saw the construction of 

the Namara chief’s village as part of the Tagova clan’s oga,125 and believed that 

fulfilling traditional obligations was more important than work commitments at 

Naqalia.  The chief did not even live on the island, and rarely visited except to attend 

board meetings, and receive dividends from Wayalailai and Kuata resorts.  However, 

because he was the head of the chiefly Boutolu clan his wishes took priority (See 

Figure 6.2).

Construction work at Naqalia did not follow a schedule, although this was a 

requirement of the FDB loan.  There was no formal project leader, to manage the 

unskilled village labour.  Although Rusiate was the clan member who negotiated 

with the bank, bought the building materials from the mainland, controlled the bank 

account, and paid the builders, he was not formally appointed to run the project.  

Another difficulty was that, the builders from the mainland listened to their 

Supervisor Marika, or boss, an outside consultant, rather than clan elders and 

Rusiate.  Nothing was co-ordinated, and it seemed that, although people were keen to 

contribute, there was no planned roster or allocation of work.  The lack of planning 

also affected work progress, and the purchasing of materials from the mainland.  

Nothing was ever fully completed, and tasks were always half done. 

                                               
125 Traditional obligation, see Glossary
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Observation:

Today (13 April, 2009), men came from the village to cut timber at Kuata.  

They ran out of fuel for the chainsaw, and cement for the dining room floor.  

Rusiate and the researcher had travelled to the mainland to meet with FDB

and purchase materials on 11 April.  We were given a list of materials by the 

foreman, but he under quoted and continues to make his list in dribs and 

drabs.  No-one seems to see more than a few days ahead.  This increased

transport costs, and wasted time, as it took a day to travel to the mainland and 

back.  Workers seem to like doing little bits of different jobs, as it looked as 

though they have achieved a lot, rather than completing one task and then 

moving on.

A further challenge was the lack of a regular power source.  Naqalia had a 

diesel generator, but did not always have enough fuel to run it all day, because diesel 

for the generator had not been included in the initial loan.  This was a huge 

restriction on construction.  Another problem was, as with other resorts such as 

Beachcomber, the generator Naqalia purchased was too powerful for the resort, so 

the best way to run it was 24 hours, with all lights on day and night.  This wasted 

fuel, and was an expense Naqalia could not afford. 

Since the first team of builders was running two years past their completion 

dates, FDB insisted that they be fired, and a new tender awarded to a professional 

construction company, to complete the resort within a specified timeframe, with cash 

penalties if they defaulted on completion dates.  This was an important clause, that 

did not exist in the contract with the original builders.  In fact, the original builders 

thought they should receive a fee because their contract was broken.  Three tenders 

from construction companies were obtained, and the final tender was awarded to 

Metal Welding and Engineering from Lautoka who claimed they could complete the 

resort in eight to ten weeks depending on the weather.  This was in April 2010, and 

the resort was not completed until the end of 2011.  Delays were in the main due to 

natural disasters (two cyclones), and the difficulties of transporting construction 

materials to Wayalailai Island from the mainland.  Further disaster struck when a 
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cyclone damaged the new dining room in 2011, which was not insured, and more 

funds had to be raised to rebuild it.

One of primary challenges Naqalia faced was meeting the financial 

requirements to comply with regulations and obtain relevant certification or licences.  

The owners of Naqalia were not aware of any of these requirements (and neither was 

the ‘expert’ consultant), so they were not included in the initial budget.  For example, 

site valuations, site inspections, and licence applications e.g. Occupational Health 

and Safety, Liquor, Business.  Many of the documents required by FDB were 

dependent on fees the clan did not have, or payment of outstanding debts, such as 

lease arrears to NLTB and accountant fees for annual tax returns. 

Observation:

As a property that was in the process of being built, there was little or no 

working capital available, so unexpected costs of what may seem like small 

amounts to FDB bank officials (FJ$500-$2000.00), were very difficult to 

raise in a predominantly subsistence based community.  The loan application 

did not include operating capital for everyday necessities, quotations for 

construction materials, or the cost of transport for building materials from the 

mainland.  It also omitted the cost of fuel for the generator, which was vital 

for electricity to power machinery such as electrical drills and chainsaws and 

provide electricity so the builders could work at night.  There was also no 

budget for feeding workers, especially the builders hired from the mainland.  

Clan members originally donated food, but as the time to completion dragged 

out from months to years, resentment grew, and they were less forthcoming 

with donations of time and money for food.

A further condition of the loan extension (See Appendix I), by FDB, was that 

Viliame Ratugolea, the Resort Manager of Wayalailai, would oversee the 

construction and completion of Naqalia.  The researcher supported this condition, but 

then village politics and clan rivalries between Tagova clan elders against Viliame 

made this condition difficult to implement.
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Observation:

The clan elders agreed to FDB conditions, regarding Viliame’s supervision of 

the project.  However, because he was named as the main signatory on

cheques, it was not long before bickering and resentment emerged from 

elders, who did not see why someone from another clan, should be in charge 

of their funds.  Viliame managed the project for two months and then 

withdrew, as he refused to deal with the politics and rumours that circulated

within the community.  This created more delays with the bank, as Rusiate 

had to convince FDB that Tagova clan elders were capable of managing these 

additional funds in a responsible manner.  The researcher spent months 

interceding between the FDB and the clan, to gather guarantees, and identify 

potential clan members who would be able to work together, to manage the 

completion of the resort.  She understood the FDB’s reservations, having seen 

the expenses from the original loan, which FDB auditors questioned.  FDB

representatives visited the island to check the first loan had been used as 

agreed, and discovered the missing materials.  Loan monies which should 

have been used to purchase building materials such as louvre126 blades, 

bricks, cement, paint, tiles light fittings and fans could not be accounted 

for.127  

To add to the daily challenges, towards the middle of 2009, a New Zealand 

doctor (Brian) started building his home on the outskirts of Wayalailai resort, and 

offered paid employment for labour to build seawalls, and carry out unskilled manual 

work. This resulted in most of the village male labour deserting Naqalia in exchange 

for guaranteed wages.  The only builders left at the resort were the crew from 

Tailevu.128  Brian’s money also created other problems, as he hired all the boats from 

Namara, to transport construction materials from the mainland, for his house.  This 

meant there was no boat to transport guests to Naqalia, unless they matched Brian’s 

fee, which was twice the normal price.

                                               
126 Glass window blades
127 Till today, the fans have not been installed and the electrical wires hang from the ceiling
128 A district in south-east Viti Levu.
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Observation:

When the researcher first started travelling, from Wayalailai to Naqalia by 

boat, it would cost her FJ$10.00 for a ten-minute trip.  After Brian started 

hiring local boat owners and employing local labour, the price went up to 

FJ$30.00 for the same trip.  Since Brian had hired the boats and paid for the

fuel, he also set the price.  The boatmen were not allowed to give free rides to 

their relatives, there were no favours or kerekere, and everyone had to pay the 

fee or walk.  This led to a number of arguments at village and clan meetings, 

as Naqalia had always relied on being able to kerekere boatmen to collect and 

deliver guests to and from the Yasawa Flyer, or just provide the fuel as the 

boatmen were members of the clan.  Feelings of animosity escalated between 

Brian and the villagers, and culminated in the manager from Wayalailai 

cutting off Brian’s access to fresh water, before Brian agreed to compromise, 

and allow villagers to have free passage (within reason) on the boats. The 

villagers argued, Brian was using their water and land, and eating their fish –

‘free’ (since his lease had not been finalised), so why couldn’t they use the 

boats he had hired.

The resort operated illegally between 2009-2011, under the management of 

Rusiate. Visitors were infrequent, but revenue from tourists met FDB loan

repayments, and the required inspections and licences.  Naqalia, officially opened at 

the end of 2011, and it was only once they had complied with all government 

regulations, that Awesome Adventures agreed to market them.  Awesome had been

very supportive throughout the years, but was working with the Department of 

Tourism to ensure that backpacker resorts were licensed and met government 

regulations and quality standards.

Naqalia has five self-contained double bures and a dormitory (Figure 7.2)  

The resort was built using local timber, and reeds from Kuata and Wayalailai.  Local 

village artisans were employed to thatch the roofs of the dormitory and dining 

hall/kitchen area.  Direct bookings cost FJ$200 per head including meals for double 

bures, and FJ$80 with meals, for a bunk in the dormitory.  A two night three day 
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package in the dormitory, with meals, is FJ$155 per head and FJ$168.50 per head for 

a double bure or twin.  Prices include hotel taxes and Awesome’s 30% commission.  

Naqalia offers a limited number of activities, which include:  village visits, hikes to 

koro makaua129 to view ancient rock paintings, kayaking, snorkelling, sunset 

mountain hikes, basket weaving, and Fijian language and cooking lessons.  Shark 

feeding at Mouva Reef is available courtesy of Wayalailai Divers.  The resort does 

not have a bar, and encourages guests to bring their own alcohol.  After dinner each 

evening, guests are invited to drink yaqona, and socialise with the clan. 

Observation:

When the resort first opened it had a basic bar, which stocked beer, wine, soft 

drinks, water, crisps and cookies.  Apart from the usual problem of no 

reliable refrigeration and ice, problems arose when clan members from Kuata 

and Wayalailai visited the resort after work.  All staff are banned from

drinking where they are employed, so they started using Naqalia as a local 

‘watering hole’.  Being shareholders in the resort they also asked to dinau

(charge) their drinks and cigarettes, with the promise of payment at the end of 

each week.  This never happened, and Naqalia lost a considerable amount of 

money.130 The bar was closed, which is unfortunate, as beverages are an 

important, potential revenue earner, for tourism businesses (See Chapter 9.6).

7.4 MARKETING THE RESORT

In September 2009, the researcher and Rusiate, met with the General 

Manager (GM) of Awesome Adventures (Awesome), Kit Nixon, and his sales and 

marketing team, to discuss what Naqalia needed to do to reach an acceptable 

standard, and be marketed by Awesome.  Awesome is the main transport supplier to 

the Yasawas, and has a vested interest in new resorts such as Naqalia.  At one point, 

Awesome considered marketing Naqalia in their new upmarket “Coconuts and 

Coral” brand, which catered to the flashpacker, honeymoon and couples markets.  

For Naqalia, this would have involved major changes to its décor, upgrading of en 

                                               
129 Old village
130 Fijians have difficulty charging for their hospitality, and where relatives and other clan members 
are concerned feel madua or embarrassed to collect debts.
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suite bathrooms and in-room fixtures and furnishings.  Awesome wanted the bures to 

suit western ‘taste and fashion’.  This was extremely difficult for an indigenous semi-

subsistence community to understand. 

Figure 7.2 Naqalia Lodge

Observation: 

Naqalia was asked to change the bathroom tiles and buy better quality ones of 

a different colour, similarly with curtains, towels, and bed sheets.  They were 

also asked to purchase better quality beds, mattresses, fans, sheets, and 

towels.  The researcher was unable to assist with this, (although she had 

pointed out these differences to Rusiate), because the bathrooms were already 

completed when she arrived at the resort.  They had already bought all their 

materials and thought they were fine. The researcher learned, clan attitudes 

to these items were purely functional – a toilet is a toilet, sheet a sheet, tile a 

tile and so forth. No consideration was given for colour combinations.  Even 

when making up beds, or putting up curtains, staff did not make sure the 

items matched.
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Rusiate thought he would save money by buying the cheapest tiles from a 

relative on the mainland.  These turned out to be seconds, and of varying 

shades.  Following Awesome’s suggestions, the researcher took Rusiate and 

Asinate to select new furnishings, and obtain a quote from the company used 

by most resorts and hotels in Fiji.  They loved the colour schemes, but the 

clan was unwilling to invest money in purchasing better quality furniture and 

furnishings.

To meet these requirements, Naqalia would also have to invest more money,

and increase the FDB loan extension by another FJ$150,000.00.  FDB officers were 

not aware of emerging trends within the backpacker market, and could not see the 

benefits of Naqalia upgrading to enter this new market.  FDB refused to consider 

Awesome’s recommendations, stating that Naqalia should follow other resorts in the 

Yasawas, and cater to the budget backpacker market (See email below).  Clan 

members and elders, who had grown up with the budget backpacker concept of 

dorms and a few bures, also supported FDB.  They were happy to stay with what 

everyone else was doing, rather than enter the emerging ‘flashpacker’ market,131

which was suffering from a shortage of quality accommodation (See Chapter 1.6.1).  

In hindsight, it would have been better if Awesome had advised the resort on their 

standards before purchases were made.  Although Awesome is mainly involved in 

marketing packages and transporting guests to the Yasawas, it is important that their 

expectations of standards and quality are explained and understood before, rather 

than after, a resort is nearing completion.

                                               
131 See Hannam and Diekmann, 2010; Jarvis and Hobman, 2006; Jarvis and Peel, 2010; Miles, 2004; 
Paris, 2012 and  Appendix 1 .
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To: Aisake Raidu, FDB

Date: Wed, 11 Mar 2009 12:18:57 -0700

Subject: Re: RE: URGENT Naqalia

With regard to our repayments, there seems to have been a misunderstanding 

as from what I understood our repayments would be put on hold until the loan 

extension was passed and the resort started trading.

With regard to marketing expertise, I thought this was explained in the 

proposal as this would be the responsibility of Awesome Adventures once the 

resort is completed.  We would like to submit a new proposal and are 

deciding to look at trading as a backpacker resort until such time as we can 

save the money to upgrade it to meet the standards Awesome requires for 

their Coconuts and Coral brand.  Had we known that this loan was too much 

we would not have tried to meet the higher standard and submitted a proposal 

for a backpacker budget lodge (R. Naulivou, personal communication, 11 

March, 2009).  

As the resort neared completion, the researcher arranged a meeting with 

Awesome Adventure’s public relations manager, Eleanoa Nimacere (Eleanoa), to 

visit the resort, stay the night, and discuss Awesome’s expectations and options for 

rating and marketing the resort.  The clan knew this a week ahead, but did not plan 

for her visit.  The researcher planned the menus for lunch, dinner, breakfast and 

lunch the next day, and asked the cooks to write a shopping list, which she would 

check.  Nothing was done.  Despite undertaking weeks of training with the 

researcher, staff failed to see the urgency or need for planning, especially for such an 

important visitor. 
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Observation:

The Awesome PR manager visited and had lunch and dinner from the daily 

catch.  In the evening, the clan performed a traditional i-sevusevu, and were 

advised by the researcher that they should not over indulge in yaqona

drinking, as the next day they would have to serve breakfast at 8.00am and 

prepare lunch.  They drank yaqona until 5.00am, and no-one was awake for 

breakfast except an aunt who did not drink.  The staff dozed all the next day.  

They were incapable of carrying out any of their tasks, which included 

catching and preparing lunch for the Awesome representative.  If this was 

how they treated someone they wanted to help them market their resort, how 

would they treat guests?  Rusiate was very upset but was told by his mother

that he should be more understanding since staff are family and worked long 

hours for nothing. 

After breakfast Eleanoa, Rusiate and the researcher arranged a meeting with 

the clan elders and staff.  Their behaviour was discussed, and Eleanoa 

explained in Fijian how this type of behaviour was unacceptable, and would 

lead to guest dissatisfaction, and at worst, Awesome Adventures would not 

consider them for their packages.  The head of the clan then banned staff 

from drinking yaqona at the resort.

One of the challenges when managing a community owned SMTE in Fiji is 

that many staff are also chiefs and landowners.  Naqalia staff were offended 

by the way they were spoken to, and Rusiate was again told by his mother 

that he had to be more lenient with them.  After much discussion, staff 

disappeared and later on, Eleanoa, the researcher, and Rusiate were called for 

lunch.  To say sorry, the men had gone out to the reef and caught a turtle, 

which they then killed and cooked for lunch.  Given that this was supposed to 

be a resort based on ecotourism principles, the researcher was even more 

upset.  However, Eleanoa, who is an indigenous Fijian, thoroughly enjoyed 

her lunch before departing on the afternoon ferry for Nadi.  The serving of 

turtle for lunch more than made up for the clan’s earlier behaviour, and 

Eleanoa accepted their apology.
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Once Naqalia was fully licensed, Awesome included it in a number of its packages 

(See Figure 7.4).  This has benefited the resort by providing it with consistent 

bookings and a high occupancy rate of 70-100% throughout the year (R. Naulivou, 

personal communication, 5 October, 2011).  The majority of visitors are those 

looking for a unique cultural experience (See Figures 7.3 and 7.6).  Under its new 

rating system, Awesome markets Naqalia as a two-coconut property (See Figure 

7.5).  Awesome describes two coconut properties as having:

Dorm and bures.  Generally more modern properties with a higher standard of 

accommodation and amenities than One Coconut grade but still with a strong

Fijian flavour.  You will always have a fan or air con.  Meals are generally 

more varied with an option to upgrade meals included in the accommodation 

price and packages in most Two Coconut properties.  Meals are served at 

specific times of the day e.g. breakfast 8am – 9am, providing an opportunity 

to meet fellow travellers.  Meals are simple, filling and the Two Coconut 

properties generally offer more variety and courses (Awesome Adventures, 

2012a, p. 6).

Due to its proximity to Kuata and Wayalailai, and the clans’ traditional 

relationships, Naqalia takes the excess bookings from these resorts.  In some 

instances, this has been problematic, as Naqalia offers a traditional cultural 

experience, which does not fulfil the expectations of the single, young, university 

GAP traveller in search of the ‘party’ atmosphere promoted by resorts such as Kuata 

or Beachcomber132.  Learning to manage their markets, with the assistance of 

Awesome staff, so that they have satisfied guests is something management at 

Naqalia needs to do.  In many cases, because they are desperate to fill their rooms, 

they take everyone, rather than suggesting that certain guests maybe better suited to 

visiting one of the other two resorts owned by the clans.  Originally designed and 

marketed to target older cultural tourists and the Flashpacker Career Gap backpacker, 

                                               
132 A backpacker resort in the Mamanuca Island group promoted as a ‘party’ island.
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the elders and new management were uncertain of this market, and focused on

downgrading Naqalia to a budget backpacker resort, like Kuata and Wayalailai.  This 

willingness to mix markets such as the party backpacker, career gap traveller and the 

older cultural tourist interested in traditional authentic experiences may have 

unfortunate consequences and has implications for guest satisfaction.

Figure 7.3 Traditional food – wood fired kitchen and lovo133

7.5 MANAGING THE RESORT AND ISSUES ARISING

In interviews with management and supervisors at indigenous owned island 

resorts such as Bounty Island Sanctuary Resort, Kuata, Wayalailai, and Naqalia: 

communication, time keeping, excessive yaqona consumption, and absenteeism were 

identified as the main problems they faced with employees.  Examples of these range 

from staff passing on insufficient information, and then not checking back to see that 

a complaint or request had been dealt with, to agreeing to do something within a 

timeframe, even when staff know it is impossible.  In an attempt to be hospitable, 

Fijians have a tendency to say ‘yes’ when they mean ‘no’, and this, combined with a 

more casual attitude towards time, can be frustrating for managers and guests (See 

Chapter 9.14). 

                                               
133 Traditional Fijian meal prepared in an underground oven.
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Figure 7.4 Naqalia Lodge
(Awesome Adventures Fiji, 2012a, p.21).

Observation:

Every afternoon Rusiate asked the boatmen to fill up the boat fuel tanks, and 

check everything was ready to collect guests from the Yasawa Flyer at 

10.00am the next day.  Without fail, the next morning, as the Yasawa Flyer 

sped past the resort, the researcher would observe the boatmen running up 

and down the beach looking for fuel.  It never worried them that they may 

miss the ferry, as guests could always get on the Wayalailai boat.  Nor, that 

guests would then have to wait a few hours on the beach at Wayalailai, until 

they could be picked up.  They had no interest in following a system that 

ensured they deliver a reliable transport service, and did not understand the 

stress and dissatisfaction their guests felt, when their arrival at the resort was 

delayed. 
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Figure 7.5 Naqalia Lodge packages
(Awesome Adventures, 2012a, pp.17-18)

The kinship system (veiwekani) is an important feature of Fijian society, and 

behaviour between people varies depending on their relationship (Lee, 2000).  In the 

above observation, the boatmen were all Rusiate’s relatives, one an uncle, the other 

an older brother, and his cousin.  The practice of veitabuki (See Chapter 4.4 and 

Chapter 9.8) means that an uncle or older brother is shown respect by avoidance, no 

direct communication can be made with them, and this makes it difficult for someone 

in a managerial position to give instructions.  There are also complex relationships 

related to sisters and patrilineal first cousins (veiganini) where males and females 

cannot directly communicate, or be in the same room.  At Naqalia, Rusiate worked 

with his sister, brother, mother, first cousins both male and female, aunts, and uncles.  

The different relationships affected how Rusiate spoke to different staff members, 
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but also the extent to which they listened to him, or said ‘yes’ and then continued to 

do what they wanted.

Managing a resort is always a challenge, but within a traditional Fijian 

community, where power is in the hands of predominantly male chiefs and elders, 

can be especially testing for a young resort manager.  Originally, the Tagova clan 

selected Rusiate to manage Naqalia, as he had both the tertiary education,134 and 

practical experience to run a resort.  He had successfully managed Kuata for a year,

at the request of his father’s Boutolu clan, and worked as Assistant manager for six 

months under the resort manager at Wayalailai.  The researcher agreed with this 

decision, as although some of the clan had worked at resorts, and one of them Tai

Tora, had managed Wayalailai for a few months, none of them had the combination 

of academic knowledge and practical experience to run the resort.  The resort was

also Rusiate’s idea, and he had done most of the footwork, obtaining loans from FDB 

and Ministry of Tourism, negotiating with Awesome for inclusion in their packages, 

and obtaining the necessary approvals and licences required under Fiji Law. 

Rusiate was married with two children, but his wife was brought up in an 

urban environment, and refused to move and stay in Namara village with his mother 

and grandparents.  His loyalties were divided, between his obligation to the clan and 

Naqalia, and his wife and young family.  The older male members of the clan saw his 

inability to ‘control’ his wife, and persuade her to remain on the island with their 

children, as a sign of weakness, and described him as being yalou malua. 135  

Rusiate’s relationship with the clan elders, during his period as resort manager, was 

very unstable and tumultuous (See Chapter 9.5).  He had no real power, and once his 

grandfather died and his uncle Tai Seva became clan leader, he was continuously 

undermined.  This led to constant personality clashes, and Rusiate resigning several 

times.  Problems were always related to money, and Rusiate’s unwillingness to agree 

to his uncle’s constant demands for money, and free passages on Awesome for his 

family to visit the mainland. Awesome only provided two free passes per resort, and 

these were normally for the resort manager and the clan leader.  However, Rusiate 

was continuously under pressure from his uncle to get free passes on the ferry, so his 

                                               
134 Diploma in Hotel Management, FIT; and Bachelor of Arts in Tourism and Hospitality, USP
135 In this context it means ‘meek’ which is not considered a good characteristic in a Fijian male.
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family could attend ceremonies and events on the mainland, or for family from the 

mainland to visit Namara village. 

Lack of communication, on the part of elders and Rusiate, also led to conflict.  

In the beginning, Rusiate was studying fulltime at USP, and commuting to the island 

once or twice a month to supervise the building of the resort.  This became too 

difficult and in 2010, he moved fulltime to Naqalia and completed his degree by 

distance learning.

Observation:

At one stage, Rusiate was away at university for more than two months.  This 

led to much dissent and gossip136 amongst clan members,137 since Rusiate and 

his mother controlled the bank account and chequebook.  Communication 

with clan members on the island was difficult, especially when no-one had 

mobile credit, their mobiles were not charged, and they did not have access to 

email.  The researcher set all the elders up with email addresses, and tried to 

get them to communicate with Rusiate, because they had free access to the 

internet at Wayalailai, but this did not work.  The clan wanted to know the

status of income and expenditure for Naqalia, and in the end a clan meeting 

was called.  Everyone had a say.  There was a lot of shouting, tears and in the 

end apologies, and forgiveness.  They did agree that they would meet each 

month, Rusiate would provide them with a full account of expenses, he was 

to move back to the island, run the project, and manage the resort.

Problems with Rusiate running the resort continued until September 2011.  

He was doing a good job, but was only 27 years old.  There were older uncles such 

as Waisake, Tora, and Seva, the new head of the clan, who wanted to run the resort,

and have access to the revenue.  Seva’s two sons also wanted managerial positions at 

the resort.  Seva had worked in resorts in the Mamanucas as a bar tender, but had 

little formal schooling, was very traditional, chauvinistic, and domineering.  He, and 

                                               
136 Kakase
137 Veiqati ca, see Glossary
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the older male clan members, saw revenue from the resort as a source of income, and 

wanted to treat it the same way as they did Kuata.  When Rusiate refused to give 

them access to the funds, as he needed to pay bills and make loan repayments, they 

held a clan meeting and had him removed (See email below).  Since Naqalia was 

Rusiate’s idea in the first place, and his immediate family (mother, brothers and 

sisters) had put a lot of work into the financing and building the resort, this led to a 

lot a illwill.  In late September 2011, the researcher received an email, which showed 

how divided the clan had become since the opening of the resort, and how greed can 

destroy a once close-knit community.

Date: Mon, 26 Sep 2011 13:35:42 -0700
Bula Tai Dawn,

I wish to inform you that Tai Seva and a few of his Board Members 

terminated my leadership at Naqalia with no reason.  My Mum (Asinate), Tui

(sister), brother Tora and myself have been left out from Naqalia.  This is a 

serious problem for our family knowing that we were on the thick of things in 

making Naqalia to where it is today.  I ask your assistance if you can 

withdraw your logo that you have done for Naqalia.  I am planning to sue Tai 

Seva, Waisake, Akuila (ANZ) and Tora (Galo's husband) for what they have 

done.  I have spent a lot of my time on Naqalia and this is what I get in return.  

I have put my Statement with Isireli Fa who is our Lawyer.  My Mum and 

Tui are coming to see me in Suva for the Court Action against Tai Seva & Co 

(R. Naulivou, personal communication, 26 September, 2011).

Figure 7.6  Naqalia update – dismissal email

The researcher was unable to meet with Rusiate and his family, but advised 

them that she would not withdraw the logo, and other items she had designed for 

Naqalia such as staff uniforms, T-Shirts, sulus, and baseball caps, as she had done 

these in good faith, and they were for the good of the whole clan and organisation.  

The researcher did not take sides, even though she disagreed with the elders.  She 

had also seen so many quarrels of this kind between clan members, and then find two 

or three weeks later they had performed an i-soro, said sorry and everything was 
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back to normal.  Interestingly, though, the elders always won and money was always 

paid out, no matter how bad the fight. 

Observation: 

One of the last actions Rusiate did before leaving Naqalia was to negotiate 

with the CEO of Awesome Adventures to make all the loan repayments for 

FDB each month, pay the native lease each month on behalf of Naqalia, and 

also deduct the Awesome 30% commission before making any payment to 

Naqalia.  This way he could ensure that Naqalia’s important financial 

commitments were paid each month.  This action has probably been one of 

the best management decisions Rusiate could have made before leaving 

Naqalia.  This way the resort’s three main expenses are taken care of, and all 

other purchases are generally paid in cash (R. Naulivou, personal 

communication, Suva, 2012).

Rusiate left Naqalia in September 2011, his mother is farming her land in the 

next bay to Naqalia, and his brother, and sisters have moved to Viseisei village on 

the mainland and have nothing to do with Naqalia.  This last rift seems to have been 

serious and now Tai Tora is running the resort.  Sadly, Asinate invested a lot of her 

Fiji National Provident Fund (FNPF) pension savings in the resort, and Rusiate and 

the rest of the family a lot of time into the development of Naqalia.  To undertake a 

business venture, even with the clan, with no legal agreement, has also meant that 

they have little recourse and no legal standing.  

Since September 2011, Naqalia has been managed by Rusiate’s uncle, Tora.  

Tora or ‘Slow’ as he is known in Namara village, is in his late forties, quiet and not 

known for his strong leadership skills and opinions.  Apart from a few months 

managing Wayalailai, he has little knowledge of tourism and hospitality, and his last 

full-time job was as security for Dr. Brian’s home at Wayalailai.  In the researcher’s 

opinion, Tora is more likely to succumb to the wishes of Seva and other clan elders.  

Following the change in manager, there have been a number of staff changes and 

resignations, with replacements coming from unemployed, unskilled village youth, 

Tora’s wife and Seva’s two sons and daughter.  The changes in management, staff 
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turnover, and lack of training, may account for the variable guest reviews and levels 

of customer satisfaction (See Appendix N).

7.6 ANALYSIS

Ownership of Naqalia has had both positive and negative impacts on the 

Tagova clan.  The clan has faced a number of challenges, some common to island 

resorts, and others attributed to culture and tradition.  Whilst the researcher expected 

there to be challenges related to managing finances and distributing profits, she never 

expected them to be so insurmountable as to divide a once close-knit clan. 

7.6.1 Training and education

Clan members are relatively well educated, with most having completed sixth

or seventh form (Year 11 or Year 12 Secondary School).  Asinate is the only female 

elder who speaks openly at village and clan meetings.  She is a qualified teacher and,

until she retired in 2010, headmistress of the local primary school.  The clan has 

invested in the education and training of some younger members.  The first resort 

manager Rusiate, is a graduate of the Fiji Institute of Technology (Diploma in Hotel 

Management) and University of the South Pacific (Bachelor of Arts in Tourism and 

Hospitality).  He is Namara’s first university graduate.  As with Wayalailai, other 

clan members have received training from TPAF and FIT as electricians, engineers, 

boatmen, and cooks.  Staff attended the training workshop conducted by Colin 

Chung.  In the six months the researcher lived at Naqalia, she continuously trained 

dining, kitchen and housekeeping staff. 

7.6.2 Economic impacts

Prior to the opening of Naqalia, Tagova clan members, living at Namara,

relied on a variety of livelihood sources which included fishing, agriculture 

(livestock – goats, pigs, cattle), and crop production, tourism income from 

Wayalailai and Kuata and remittances from relatives employed on the mainland and 

overseas.  Naqalia has brought with it a number of economic impacts, which include 

revenue from lease monies, employment, and shares in the resorts profits.  Today 

Naqalia employs twelve staff.  The only full-time staff are the resort manager, a

housekeeper and two cooks, the rest are employed part-time. 
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At the beginning of the project, the clan discussed which members to employ 

at the resort.  They agreed that, as with Wayalailai, part-time staff would be 

employed on a one-week rotational basis.  Naqalia agreed to hire those people who 

were most disadvantaged, and who had volunteered to help build the resort.  Those 

already employed at Kuata and Wayalailai, would be considered on a part-time basis.  

The clan agreed that Rusiate would be the resort manager, and responsible for 

accounts.  His sister Tui Naulivou, who ran reception and reservations at Kuata, 

would work in reception, dining, and housekeeping.  There would be two other 

casual workers in housekeeping, two cooks, two young men Sai and Naika for 

activities, two men to carry out maintenance and landscaping and a boatman 

Waisake.  The researcher budgeted for regular wages in the revised business plan, 

but this was never implemented, and the payment of wages became one of the many 

problems Naqalia encountered once it opened.  In her time at Naqalia, the researcher 

was able to identify the staff most able to work in departments that needed a certain 

level of basic skills, for example reception and reservations and the 

kitchen/dining/bar area, and make suggestions to the clan when asked.  However, as 

the resort neared completion, elders wanted to hire a professional chef to take charge 

of the restaurant, and design western menus.  This showed a complete lack of 

understanding of their product, which from the beginning, and in agreement with 

Awesome Adventures, had been promoted as an authentic indigenous tourism 

product, that catered to visitors interested in experiencing local Fijian culture. 

Observation:

When the resort opened at the end of 2011, the elders wanted the status of 

having a professional chef in line with other neighbouring resorts e.g. 

Wayalailai, Kuata, Botaira, and Bounty, thinking he would be better than the 

female cooks from the clan.  The chef changed the menu from traditional 

Fijian and local food to hamburgers and more western fare.  However, he did 

not last long, as the resort did not pay him regularly.  The original kitchen 

crew identified by the researcher have, over the last two years, been 

reinstated but reviews of food quality, although mainly positive, still vary 

(See Appendix N).
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One of the main problems faced by Rusiate, in his position as resort manager, 

was implementing an effective finance system that controlled the money received 

from guests.  In late 2009, when three of the bures and the dormitory were 

completed, Naqalia decided to have a soft opening, and start catering for guests at 

discounted prices.  Revenue from these bookings would assist with the construction 

worker’s food and other expenses.  This went well for about six months, and the 

resort received a few guests a week, but problems started to develop with regard to 

what to do with the money.  There were continuous requests by elders, especially Tai

Seva (now the head of the clan), and clan members for loans or contributions to 

traditional obligations such as funerals, weddings, school stationery and so on.  In the 

next two years, whilst the resort was being completed, Rusiate had continuous 

disagreements with the clan elders, especially his uncle, Seva, and the board of 

directors, regarding money.

Observation: 

When the clan first started opened, they asked the researcher to hold all cash 

received from guests.  She agreed to this, but advised she would not interfere 

in any requests for advances, approved by the head of the clan, or resort 

manager.  Rusiate was often on the mainland in Suva with his young family, 

and this too caused problems.  The researcher found that, as soon as money 

was received from guests, the requests to kerekere or dinau money would 

start from clan members and staff.  There was no consideration for paying 

outstanding bills, or putting money towards provisions for guests arriving 

later on in the week, or replenishing supplies.  After a few days, there was no 

money left.  When she asked how they were going to feed the guests who 

were arriving the following week, she was told, not to worry, we will deal 

with that then.  God will provide, and she should have faith.  This attitude 

was common, and the researcher soon withdrew from holding the earnings, as 

she found it extremely frustrating.  She did explain to the board of directors 

and elders, as well as other clan members, the dangers of spending money 

without first paying outstanding bills, such as the NLTB lease, FDB loan and 
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restocking supplies, but to no avail.  Such behaviour displayed a complete 

lack of entrepreneurial skills and business sense (See Chapter 4.1 and Chapter 

4.5).

Since Wayalailai pays the Tagova clan’s tithes to the Methodist Church, 

children’s school fees, and some housing developments, earnings from Naqalia 

should provide more direct benefits for the clan.  However, it would seem that most 

of the money is spent on increasing original contributions to traditional obligations, 

church, and travel to the mainland to participate in ceremonial exchanges and fulfil 

family commitments.  The researcher uses the term ‘money’ on purpose, because 

clan spending does not come from profits, but direct from cash takings or Awesome 

payments.  The manager of Naqalia has to juggle funds continually, to pay 

outstanding bills, and meet staff wages (R. Naulivou, personal communication, 

2011).

7.6.3 Socio-cultural impacts

Studies show that tourism has social outcomes that can have negative and 

positive impacts on the local community.  For the Tagova clan, positive benefits have 

been: better access to health facilities on the mainland; improved housing and indoor 

plumbing; secondary education and discretionary income to spend on consumer 

goods such as clothing, household goods such as televisions, DVD players, 

refrigerators, gas ovens, mobile phones and laptops.  Unfortunately, employment 

means that clan members have less time to fish and plant, so their families eat more 

processed foods such as tin fish, ramen138 noodles, dhal (lentil) soup, and rice.  Even 

Sunday lunch in the village, which usually includes fresh fish, is supplied by the 

Indo-Fijian fishermen who anchor offshore, because villagers find it easier to buy 

fish than actually go fishing.

                                               
138 Chinese style wheat noodles
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Observation

The nearest medical centre is on Waya island, so when the researcher stayed 

at Naqalia she became the local medical centre, as word soon travelled that 

Tai Dawn had a large stock of medicines that could cure most of their 

medical ailments.  Villagers visited the researcher from morning until late at 

night, with ailments that ranged from the common cold, scabies, ringworm, 

burns, asthma, cuts, stingray stings, and bedbug bites.  Her most serious 

‘patient’ was the elderly head of the Tagova clan Tai Waisale, who had 

broken ribs and a punctured lung which was never treated properly.  He was 

in constant pain and a chronic asthmatic.  His granddaughter was in charge of 

the Medical Centre on Waya Island, so with her help, the researcher managed 

to provide some over the counter medication that helped him manage his 

asthma and pain.  With additional vitamins, Oral Rehydration Salts and a 

more suitable diet, he lived a few more years than they expected and was 

even able to travel to Naqalia139 to observe the progress of the resort.  This 

also enabled the researcher to gain the trust of clan members and collect 

richer data.

Despite a lack of recognition from their male counterparts, Tagova women,

led by Asinate, have played a key role in the development and everyday running of 

the resort (See Chapter 8.19).  Apart from a few younger females, the older women 

are very traditional and do not smoke, drink yaqona or alcohol.  They begin work at 

5.00a.m. each morning, and do not go to bed until the last male clan members are 

fed.  During the construction of the resort, they provided all meals, afternoon and 

morning tea, and in many cases fished, gardened and gathered vegetables and root 

crops to cook.  At Naqalia, women are in charge of reservations, housekeeping, bar 

and restaurant.  They are an essential part of the hospitality offered by the resort.  

Not only do women ‘serve’ their guests, they also ‘serve’ the male clan members.  

After work, women are still expected to maintain their traditional roles as mother, 

wife, daughter, and grandmother.  At most meals the women eat last, so for evenings 

                                               
139 Case Study Two
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when yaqona is served, women will wait until the men have finished drinking and 

serve them their meals.  This can mean that women have as little as four to five hours 

sleep a day.

Figure 7.7 Naqalia staff and guest140

(R. Naulivou, 2011)

Protocol is evident in all aspects of Fijian society, and within traditional 

village communities can be time consuming.  At Naqalia, villagers do not just turn 

up and begin their working day, they sit and have a cup of tea and engage in 

conversation first.

Observation:

Each morning, village labour would arrive in dribs and drabs, some on foot 

and others by aluminium boats.  They would be greeted with calls of ‘mai 

kana’ or come and eat, by the clan female members.  In Fijian society nothing 

gets started straight away, there is a lot of socialising, dialogue, and protocol

that people go through depending on status and traditional relationships.  This 

                                               
140 Naqalia staff from the left: Naika, Sera, Reapi, Guest, Asinate and Sai.
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led to delays and stretched the beginning of the workday to well after 

9.00a.m.  Then there was morning tea at 10.00a.m.  followed by lunch at 

12.30p.m., afternoon tea at 3.00p.m.  and the end of the workday at 5.00p.m.  

As an observer, the researcher found this extremely frustrating, given the cost 

of the workers and the impending due date for the FDB loan and NLTB lease 

payment.  On many occasions, the researcher would take the initiative, and 

make the decision that work should start, otherwise workers would quite 

happily lie on the mat for most of the morning talking and drinking tea.

These protocols also delay guest services, as clan members have a tendency 

to turn up at the resort whenever they wish, or stop off on their way back 

from fishing or gardening for a meal and cup of tea.  Protocol requires that 

they are offered hospitality, and if it is the head of the clan, preparations for 

guests may be delayed for an hour or so (See Chapter 8.6).

As explained in Chapter 4.3 the kerekere system has worked very well for 

Naqalia (See Table 3.7).  They are strongly supported by Wayalailai, and have 

benefited in a number of ways which include:  the initial start up funding; supplies 

when guests turn up unexpectedly; staff and cultural performers; and using 

Wayalailai boats to collect and transfer Naqalia guests from the Yasawa Flyer.  In 

return, Naqalia takes Wayalailai’s guest overflow, which arises from the last minute 

bookings, that are characteristic of this market.  This is a win-win situation for both 

resorts.  Where the kerekere system and its close cousin – the dinau system (credit) 

can be detrimental, are when requests for personal loans and purchases of alcohol or 

yaqona are abused.  It is difficult for managers and staff to refuse such requests,

especially when made by relatives who are also clan members and shareholders of 

the resort.  Difficulties and losses arising from this practice, have led to all credit 

being denied, clan members banned from ‘buying’ drinks at the resort, and more 

stringent accounting and stocktaking systems implemented.  Naqalia staff and clan 

members, have been instructed not to harass the guests for yaqona money, cigarettes,

or any other items.  As with Wayalailai anyone found doing this faces suspension.  

However, from the researcher’s own experiences, and guest reviews on TripAdvisor,
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it would seem that some staff members ignore these instructions (See Appendix M, 

ssgang83, Phoenix, Arizona, August 10, 2011).

Excessive yaqona consumption is rife in many Fijian village communities,

and Namara is no different.  As with hotels and resorts throughout Fiji, both resorts 

perform versions of the traditional yaqona (kava) ceremony and mekes (dances).  As 

with Wayalailai, Naqalia has implemented strict policies with regard to kava 

drinking, as excessive consumption has led to high absenteeism, lethargy and the 

inability of staff to function effectively at work.  Staff are given a curfew of 

10.00p.m., and on occasions a tabu (ban) has been placed on kava drinking at the 

resorts, by the head of the clan.  Failure to comply with these rules results in 

automatic suspension for up to one month, and being sent home to the village.  These 

offenses are discussed at the monthly village meeting, and shame is used as a 

deterrent, as staff do not like feeling madua (ashamed) in front of other clan 

members.

Another cultural factor, is the respect and power accorded a Chief or Head of 

the Clan.  When a chief tells the manager he would like him to carry out a certain 

action, e.g. make a contribution of $1,000 to meet an oga, they are duty bound to do 

this.  A direct command of a Chief cannot be disobeyed or questioned – this is called 

vaka tu lewa ni turaga.  Despite his best intentions, the manager still makes the 

payments and lends money when told to by elders. This can mean that payments for 

outstanding expenses are deferred to fulfil the command.  Such commands, if not 

managed, can have serious consequences for financial control and cash flow. 

7.6.4 Environmental impacts

All tourism development has the potential to cause environmental impacts, so

it is important that negative impacts be identified and addressed, and positive impacts 

maximised.  The Yasawas are the centre for backpacker tourism in Fiji, and over the 

years negative impacts are becoming evident.  Naqalia is newly opened, but 

anecdotal evidence indicates there has been a decline in fish and seafood in the 

waters surrounding Wayalailai.  In response to this, the Tui Vuda ordered a 

traditional tabu for ten years, and, three years on, fish counts are slowly increasing.
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Observation:

In the six months the researcher spent at Naqalia fishermen had to travel 

further afield to get a reasonable catch.  They started diving at night, which is 

not sustainable as fish are asleep and easier to catch.  They also started 

spearing fish such as angelfish, which tourists are unlikely to eat, as these are 

the attractive fish they view when snorkelling or diving off the reefs.

Naqalia does not have a landfill; solid waste is stored and transported to 

Lautoka on the mainland (See Figure 6.2).  This is costly, and even though plastic 

bags and paper are burned, a large amount of bottles, plastic, and tins have collected 

over time.  The researcher worked with landscaping and maintenance staff to teach 

them how to maintain their beaches and environment, and separate their waste for 

burning or transport to the mainland for burial or recycling.  As Naqalia is located on 

the south-eastern most point of Wayalailai island, waste such as ‘flip flops’, shoes 

and plastic bottles are also washed ashore from the mainland with each high tide.

7.6.5 Guest satisfaction

Naqalia was still being built when the researcher lived there, and started 

receiving guests unofficially in 2009.  Although they received guests, it was not until 

they officially opened in November 2011, and were fully licensed, that Awesome 

Adventures agreed to include them in their marketing packages.  Guest reviews range 

from extremely positive to a few extremely dissatisfied visitors who do not 

recommend the experience.  However, for those looking for an authentic Fijian 

cultural experience, most guests recommend Naqalia for a few days, and have very 

positive comments to say about the clan.  As with Wayalailai, TripAdvisor had 37 

reviews from Naqalia guests.  Excerpts from a number of these reviews can be found 

in Appendix N and will be analysed in a future research paper. 
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Figure 7.8 Traditional sevusevu141 for guests
(R. Naulivou, 2011)

The majority of TripAdvisor reviews (See Appendix N) were positive, guests 

enjoyed the cultural experience, and interaction with the local clan (See Figures 7.7

and 7.8).  Of the 37 reviews, only two were from extremely dissatisfied guests who 

would not recommend the experience.  Four reviews were particularly disturbing, as 

they confirm that funds have not been invested in completing the bures, for example 

by installing window screening, ceiling fans and portable standing fans.  There were 

numerous comments about shortages of furniture both in the dining room and on the 

decks.  However, in 2010 the researcher personally purchased dining tables and 

chairs, and five coffee tables and ten chairs for each of the bures.  It would seem that 

the furniture has either been damaged, and not repaired, or found ‘new homes’ in the 

village. 

                                               
141 Welcome ceremony, see Glossary.
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7.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter summarised and reviewed the findings from Case Study Two,

Naqalia Lodge.  It outlined the product, ownership, staff and various socio-cultural, 

economic, and environmental impacts and benefits for the community.  The case 

study of Naqalia discussed some of the challenges the Tagova clan faced trying to 

start its own resort.  The Chapter described the processes the clan went through 

obtaining a loan, complying with legal requirements, employing and training staff, 

and developing a partnership with Awesome Adventures to market the resort.  As 

visitors to Naqalia were limited, when the researcher was undertaking her primary 

research, guest information was gathered by participant observation and analysing 

TripAdvisor reviews.

As with Wayalailai, Naqalia faces a number of challenges common to 

isolated island resorts.  However, it also faces challenges which are cultural and form 

the focus of this research study.  A major dilemma facing Fijian (i-Taukei)

entrepreneurs has been maintaining a balance between good business practice, profit 

maximisation, and fulfilling their social and communal obligations.  For young 

managers, such as Rusiate, alienation from the clan happened earlier than expected,

as he did not have the status that comes with age, or social skills to negotiate with 

clan elders.

The following chapter discusses the cultural challenges that the two case 

studies face, using relevant literature.  It compares the management styles of the 

different resort managers, how they have dealt with traditional cultural obligations,

and the extent to which this has affected business success.  It will also discuss the 

role of social capital in the development of the resorts, and potential training and 

education needs. This analysis will then be used to formulate recommendations and 

conclusions in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: DISCUSSION – CULTURAL ISSUES 

RELATING TO THE COMMERCIAL PROVISION OF 

HOSPITALITY
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

The two SMTEs142 in this study face many challenges common to all island 

resorts (See Chapter 4.6).  This includes: a lack of strategic planning and vision, are 

product rather than customer oriented143, have weak links with distribution chains, a 

reliance on intermediaries such as Awesome Adventures, weak internet presence, a 

predominance of unskilled staff, and a lack of knowledge of tourism and tourist 

behaviour.  Other common reasons for business failure in SMTEs have been 

attributed to personal characteristics, and operational weaknesses such as limited 

funds, inadequate cash flow, high overheads, inappropriate marketing strategies, poor 

accounting and billing systems (See Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004a, p.6), which are

especially apparent at Naqalia.  Further characteristics that apply to the two case 

studies were short-term planning, limited knowledge of business, and the personal 

attitudes and leadership skills of the owner or manager.  Apart from these, the 

researcher identified a number of critical cultural challenges that influence 

indigenous owned SMTEs in Fiji, and these were the focus of this study and 

discussion.  Given that community support is vital for the success of remote island 

SMTEs (Fairbairn 1988b), these cultural factors require careful management and 

negotiating skills, on the part of management, to satisfy elders and clan members, so 

they do not detrimentally affect the resorts’ success.  Failure to achieve this, means 

managers run the risk of being ostracised by the local community (Berno and 

Douglas, 1998), and in the case of the young manager at Naqalia, dismissal (See 

Chapter 4.4).

This chapter discusses findings from both case studies, in the context of

relevant literature (See Chapters 3 and 4) and specific cultural factors that have the 

potential to influence the successful management of the resort.  It also considers 

attitudes towards planning, and concepts of time, the role of women, the influence of 

religion and the Methodist church, and the communities’ knowledge of tourism and 

tourist behaviour and guest satisfaction.

                                               
142 Small medium tourism enterprise
143 Both resorts were built without considering tourist needs and motivations or any other market 
research.
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8.2 INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY-BASED TOURISM

Both resorts promote elements of indigenous tourism, although Naqalia was 

designed as a cultural tourism product, that provides an authentic i-Taukei

experience. Community-based tourism development generally has high levels of 

participation and control by government, NGOs or other donor organisations (Joppe, 

1996; Sebele, 2010). However, whilst both case studies can be described as 

indigenous CBT resorts, there has been no external support from NGOs. Financial 

and advisory support was provided by The Ministry of Tourism, Fiji Development 

Bank, Awesome Adventures and other external consultants, including the researcher. 

Lack of partnerships with NGOs could be due to limited access to information on the 

part of the resorts and the NGOs. As NGO interest in projects related to PPT, gender 

issues, linkages to agriculture and alternative livelihoods, increase, such external 

support and partnerships may increase.144 (For further discussion of indigenous and 

community based tourism see Chapter 3.4 and 3.5).

8.3 PRO-POOR TOURISM

Both resorts have the potential to provide opportunities for the poor, but the 

researcher observed little evidence of these linkages between the resorts and the 

communities. At present both resorts employ staff from the local villages. Women 

sell souvenirs at the Shell Market at Namara, however, most of the souvenirs are 

made in China, Thailand or the Philippines. There exists opportunities for women to 

weave mats, fans, rings, and place mats; and make handicrafts to sell to tourists. This 

would not only help maintain such local cultural practices as weaving and carving, 

but create a more authentic product. Both resorts purchase small amounts of fish and 

agricultural produce from villagers, but the largest proportion of food supplies is 

purchased from supermarkets and markets in Lautoka, on the mainland.

Talanoa145 sessions at Namara village and the resorts uncovered that pre-

tourism, the villagers were subsistence farmers and fishermen who sold their fruit, 

vegetables and fish, every weekend, at the Lautoka market. The land at Wayalailai is 

                                               
144 The researcher has just met with an AusAid funded NGO interested in supporting agricultural 
projects in the Yasawas, with a focus on gender and PPT. They were visiting resorts on Wayalailai, 
Kuata and Waya (March, 2013).
145 An extended group discussion around the yaqona bowl. See Glossary.
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very rich, and if villagers resumed their farming practices and supplied the resorts, 

PPT initiatives for the unemployed would increase. NGO and Government support, 

in providing the agricultural training and financial support to begin such initiatives, 

would increase alternative livelihood opportunities. Yaqona farming could also be a 

potential new initiative, given the large amounts consumed in sevusevus for tourists 

and traditional ceremonies, although the returns will take longer to achieve, as the 

plants take 5-7 years to mature.  The fishing tabu between Wayalailai and Kuata, and 

the lack of boats in the village, has reduced opportunities for local fishermen who 

now have to travel further afield at great cost. Other opportunities include 

interpretive tour guiding, story-telling by elders146, Fijian language, dance and 

handicraft lessons. Apart from the summit hikes at Wayalailai conducted by an elder, 

Napote, the tour guides need training in interpretation, storytelling, flora, fauna and 

cultural history. There are many interesting historical sites on the island, including 

the villages, but guides have a tendency to point and make statements like “chief’s 

house”, “church”, “white rock”, rather than gaining the interest of their guests by 

telling an interesting story based on local  history and legend. 

Other opportunities for micro enterprises exist, if villagers were interested. 

For example, there is no bakery on the island. The resorts make their own bread, or 

where possible, buy it on the mainland from Hot Bread Kitchen, and have it 

transported by Awesome Adventures or locally owned boats. Working women from 

the village claim they rarely have the time to make bread and buns for breakfast and 

school lunches, and would happily purchase them from someone else if there was a 

local bakery. If unemployed youth and women were to form a co-operative, that 

started a bakery on the island, they would be able to sell to the resort, villages and, to 

some extent, guests.They would need start-up capital and training, but this could be a 

successful small business that provided complementary services to the resorts and 

local community.

                                               
146 The island has a rich cultural heritage, with traditional Gods and spirits e.g. Ulutini the snake god 
with ten heads; Yalewa soro – female spirits who wear salusalus (garlands) and like partying, local 
legends and archaeological sites.
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8.4 INDIGENOUS FIJIAN CULTURE

Fiji, straddling the two geographical areas of Melanesia and Polynesia, shares 

cultural norms that are in many instances more akin to Polynesia (Berno & Douglas, 

1998). This is particularly true of “social class and hierarchical systems of [ascribed] 

chieftainships  [that] are still central to social organisation” (Berno & Douglas, 1998, 

p. 67). Three main influences characterise contemporary i-Taukei culture: the church, 

the vanua and the government. At the apex of the hierarchical society is a hereditary 

chiefly system in which chiefs and elders are respected, and recognised as 

community leaders possessing ultimate authority and power (Niukula, 1995). Large 

power distance exists within the culture and the existence of “unequal distribution of 

power within institutions and society is generally accepted” (Saffu, 2003, p.64). 

Where leadership is strong, respect is mutual between chiefs and their people: the 

people have responsibilities and are also “served and given leadership” by their 

chiefs (Niukula, 1995, p. 24), a benevolent autocratic or paternal relationship found 

within many local organisations (Nabalarua, 1999).

These structural features have significant implications for the management of 

community owned and operated development ventures, as the case studies have 

confirmed.  Another important feature, brought to the forefront by Hofstede’s theory 

of national cultures (1984) placing societies “on a continuum of individualism versus 

collectivism” (Evans et al., 1995, pp.127–128), is also applicable to the Fiji situation. 

While western societies are more individualistic, most Asian and South Pacific 

societies, including Fiji, are more collectivist (Saffu, 2003). In an exploratory study 

into individualism, collectivism and entrepreneurial characteristics of entrepreneurs 

in Fiji, Rao (2004) reinforces the widely held stereotype “that individualism 

contributed to the entrepreneurial disposition of the Indo-Fijians and Others 

[Rotumans, mixed race and local Europeans]”. He suggested that rigid i-Taukei 

collectivism, on the other hand, has “negatively influenced their entrepreneurial 

activities” (p.230), observing that i-Taukei entrepreneurs meet their traditional 

cultural obligations first, before dealing with their business. Nevertheless, urbanised 

i-Taukei entrepreneurs were more likely to have adopted more individualistic 

characteristics than those living in remote island communities as the Yasawas. 
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Whether these effects are unarguably negative is a moot point, but the idea is 

strongly proclaimed in western evaluations of indigenous entrepreneurism.

8.5 THE CASE STUDIES

Tourism at Wayalailai has had a number of positive economic and social 

impacts on the local community147. Many of the clans’ motivations for the resort 

have thus been fulfilled, which makes everyone proud and increases their self esteem 

and status within the larger community of Vuda. However, villagers would like to 

see more investment in village housing and infrastructure, and less on upgrading the 

resort. At the same time, under a different scale of values, these substantial benefits 

may be seen as making considerable inroads into the strictly financial profitability of 

the venture. (See Chapter 6 for Findings).

Naqalia Lodge, owned by the Tagova clan from Wayalailai, has faced many 

challenges, often cost-related, which stem from: location on a remote island; the 

relative ‘innocence’ of clan members in the ways of business, financing and 

construction – rendering them unaware, for instance, of how to handle the paperwork 

involved in various types of application and the ‘hidden’ cost implications; and 

difficulties in dealing with various bureaucracies and their requirements because of 

their elders not being fully proficient in English. Furthermore, Naqalia elders, who 

had limited education, found the loan process for starting a business, intimidating 

and costly (See Altinay, 2008; Coleman, 2005; Young, 2002). As a property in the 

process of being built, Naqalia had little or no working capital available, so 

unexpected costs of what may seem like small amounts (FJ$500–$2000.00), were 

very difficult to raise in a predominantly semi-subsistence-based community. 

8.6 SOCIAL CAPITAL AND ITS DOWNSIDE

A major finding of the limited studies on social capital is that it has a

significant impact on the success of community development (See Chapter 3.7).  For 

such semi-subsistence based indigenous communities, as the clans on Wayalailai 

island, their ‘wealth’ is in their land, sea and people.  The two case studies, 

                                               
147 See Chapter 6.3.1, 6.3.2, 7.6.2, 7.6.3 and 9.4.5 for details on socio-economic impacts at WER and 
Naqalia.
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Wayalailai and Naqalia, were both built using social capital from the local clans.  

Social capital is an enabling factor in transforming such communities, as the villages 

on Wayalailai, from semi-subsistence livelihoods, to entrepreneurship in industries 

such as tourism and hospitality (Johannesson et al., 2003; Jones, 2005).  Without the 

‘free’ labour provided by the community, building the two resorts in this study would 

have been extremely costly and taken much longer to complete.  Wayalailai had a 

larger pool of social capital to draw from, as it is owned by three clans (five sub-

clans).  Moreover, as Wayalailai is now well established, recent building projects 

(such as the building of the new bures148 and new sea walls), have involved 

payments of agreed amounts to every clan149.  By contrast Naqalia is owned by the 

Tagova clan, which is very small, and this could be one of the reasons why clan 

members became disenchanted when the resort took four years longer than expected 

to complete, and left when they received paid offers of employment (See Chapter 

7.3).  One could argue that this is the downside of using social capital from a single 

indigenous clan.  The resort must rely on the good will of the clan, and the labour, 

although ‘free’,150 is not guaranteed.

Observation:

The main contributors to social capital, from the clans, were women and 

young male clan members.  Male elders rarely contributed, except when 

ceremonial exchanges151 were performed, but they were responsible for 

selecting the people to represent their family.  For both resorts, social capital 

has strongly influenced the sense of ownership the clans have towards the 

resorts.  As clan members, built the resorts for ‘free’ and donated their time, 

labour and food; they feel that, not only are they ‘owners’, but also have the 

right to use the resort, and reap the benefits.  This has led to abuse by 

villagers at both resorts.  In response to this, Wayalailai has implemented 

strict regulations regarding clan access and behaviour at the resort.  

                                               
148 Thatched house
149 Each clan was paid FJD$4,000 for each new bure at Wayalailai
150 Labour were provided basic meals, morning and afternoon tea and yaqona a few times a week
151 Sevusevu and yaqona ceremonies to welcome and thank workers and clan members
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Naqalia is a very small clan, and has little hierarchy.  There is the Head of the 

clan, and the other clan members all of whom are addressed as Tai152.  This 

means their sense of ownership is stronger, and to an extent, more intimate, 

with the clan having difficulty separating facilities and resources that are for 

tourists from those for staff.  For example, when guests check out of their 

bures or the dormitory, Naqalia staff and clan members from the village 

move in, and use the facilities, until the next guests arrive.  Even when 

Rusiate managed the resort, he knew this was wrong, but he also moved into 

empty accommodation. 

Not only does this increase wear and tear, but also it becomes confusing for 

guests having staff who behave differently, and work different hours, living 

in neighbouring bures, or sharing the dormitory, and can detrimentally affect 

customer satisfaction.  For example, staff finish work betweem 11.00 p.m.and 

12.00a.m., and then want to relax, listen to music, and generally wind down 

at the end of a long day.  The neighbouring guests, who are usually asleep by 

10.00p.m., are disturbed by staff, and then woken again at 5.00 a.m. when 

staff begin the next day.  Coming from a communal village environment 

where there are always people around, many Fijians do not understand the 

tranquility that many tourists seek153, and express themselves through 

storytelling, singing, and laughter.  Whilst these are all part of the friendly 

image offered by Fiji, staff must understand tourist behaviour. They need to 

understand that guests are on holiday, have escaped from stressful lifestyles, 

have rest and relaxation as a primary motivator, and therefore go to sleep 

early and sleep in late (See Appendix A). 

The same applies to hospitality, and the offering of food and beverages to

local visitors or clan members. Staff always offer villagers and visitors food 

and drinks, with calls of mai kana154 or mai gunu tea,155 or clan members help 

                                               
152 Title of respect, see Glossary
153 See Bricker and Kerstetter, 2000, p. 3.
154 Come and eat, see Glossary
155 Come and drink tea, see Glossary
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themselves to whatever they want.  They see this as their ‘right’ as owners, 

and do not in any way view the goods they consume as resort stock that has a 

financial value. The researcher observed that when women wanted to raise 

funds to pay for their contribution to school meals, they would use stock from 

the Naqalia kitchen to make curry and roti156 and sell it in the village and at 

Wayalailai.  This behaviour may also be prevalent at Naqalia, because staff

are shareholders but do not receive regular wages, so feel justified in using 

stock to raise the funds they need.  Western management would consider this 

stealing, whereas at Naqalia staff consider it kerekere157.  No-one says 

anything because they all engage in this behaviour at some point.

8.7 SOCIAL EXCHANGE AS PERCEIVED IN THE YASAWAS

Social exchange theory maintains that individuals engage in transactions 

based on self-interest, minimal cost, and the benefits they gain from exchanging 

resources (See Chapter 3.8).  Exchanges can be tangible, for example money, wages, 

or goods; or include some form of social reciprocity (Emerson, 1976).  In Fijian

villages, the role of social exchange can include labour for meals, and a promise of a 

return favour in future. “Cooperative endeavour is most effectively performed in Fiji 

when it is done for one social group by another, that is based upon an obligation to 

maintain one’s reputation for action, upon alliance, and upon exchange”(Belshaw, 

1965, p.45). Clan labour for the building of Wayalailai and Naqalia resorts were 

engaged on this basis.

Observation:

Findings from talanoa158 sessions in both case studies confirmed the main 

motivations for opening the two resorts  were to provide employment for clan 

members, earn money to facilitate traditional obligations or oga159, pay for 

church contributions, education, village housing and infrastructure 

                                               
156 See Glossary
157 See Glossary
158Group discussion with villagers, often around the yaqona bowl, see Glossary
159 Traditional obligation
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development in the village such as piped water, electricity and toilets with 

septic tanks (See Chapters 6 and 7). The currency of exchange varies (See 

Table 3.7), and even clan members not employed at the resorts have access to 

benefits by applying to the Board of Directors or approaching the resort 

managers for funds for school fees or kerekere160 for social obligations (V. 

Ratugolea, personal communication, Wayalailai, 2010). 

These forms of exchange are perceived by clan members as ‘gifts’, and in the context 

of the kerekere system are not repaid, but represent an outstanding debt by the 

recipient that can be called upon some time in the future (Nayacakalou, 1978, 

pp.112-117). 

All clan members are expected to contribute to such traditional ceremonies as 

reguregu161, tevutevu162, matanigone163, vakataraisulu,164 and these can amount to 

FJ$100-$200 per family; together with fish, seafood, and root crops such as dalo165

and yam166.  Requests for fish and seafood, from mainland relatives, does not

consider local anecdotal evidence167 that the marine environment around Wayalailai,

and elsewhere in the Yasawas, has been seriously depleted by unsustainable fishing 

practices. Traditionally these clans are seen as the fishermen168 of the tribe, and 

obligated to make these contributions.  If the villagers are not able to meet these 

demands, they resort to purchasing fish from the Indo-Fijian fishermen, who use 

                                               
160 Request for goods or services from a relative or neighbour that must be honoured with no 
expectation of repayment. See Glossary
161 Traditional tribute at a funeral, see Glossary
162 A traditional ceremony for the bride and groom, see Glossary
163 A traditional ceremony where a child is taken to meet the mother’s clan, see Glossary
164 Lifting of the mourning after 100 nights, see Glossary
165 Root crop, see Glossary
166 Yam or uvi (Dioscorea alata) is a staple root crop or kakana dina (real food) grown in the dry 
areas of Fiji such as the leeward sides of main islands of Viti Levu and Vanua Levu, the Yasaswas and 
Lomaiviti and Lau Groups. It can also be stored for long periods of time  (Thaman, 1990, p.26).
167 When the researcher first visited Wayalailai and Naqalia fish catches were plentiful, but with 
increased licences issued to mainland fishermen, increased demand for fish at local resorts and 
traditional obligations, they decreased.
168 Gonedau, see Glossary
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GPS169 technology to track schools of fish in the area, rather than lose face by not 

contributing.

Wayalailai is a well established resort and because of the strong accounting 

skills of its resort manager has a healthy savings account and cash flow.  The resort 

manager, does not believe in dispensing money freely, since the resort already pays 

for the church tithes170, school fees, village housing, electricity and piped water. This 

does not make him popular, especially with younger clan members and less educated 

elders. He is well versed with the annual list of village and community events, and 

uses this calendar to recruit clan labour to plan routine repair and maintenance for the 

resort, and any other major projects intended for the next year. This means he 

achieves his work objectives for Wayalailai, and in return, the clans receive funds to 

meet different obligations.  Viliame believes that the success of Wayalailai has made 

many villagers complacent, and youth and elders no longer engage in subsistence 

farming activities or fishing, choosing to sit around and wait for money to be handed 

to them.  By working on resort funded projects he feels the exchange is reciprocal, 

rather than clan members becoming dependent on handouts. Whilst he has control of 

resort funded projects and development funds, the board of directors and elders are 

responsible for dispensing annual profits.  Since the elders have a reputation for 

allocating most of the profits at the end of each year, Viliame has learned to place 

funds he needed for reinvestment in the resort in a separate account, before 

calculating Wayalailai’s annual profits and presenting them at the annual Board of 

Directors’ Meeting.

By contrast, Naqalia is seen as a cash cow, since Tagova clan members reap 

the benefits of Wayalailai and also have direct access to funds from Naqalia.  As 

there is relatively little formal accounting, and wage payments are irregular, both the 

clan and staff (as shareholders in the resort) believe they are entitled to kerekere

cash.  As they understand it, social exchange and reciprocity means they are entitled 

to loans for services already rendered, or those they will provide for future traditional 

obligations or work.

                                               
169 GPS – Global Positioning System with applications that map fishing spots, weather and use high 
definition sonar to locate proximity of schools of fish
170 Vakamisinari
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Observation:

At Naqalia, company records are poor, and there is no regular recording of 

income and expenditure.  These records become even more questionable 

when guests make cash payments.  There is a certain amount of 

accountability when cheques are cashed or paid out, since this requires two 

signatures. However, when Naqalia receives cash, it is not banked regularly 

as there is no bank on the island.  This means that cash is just kept in a box 

and dwindles away as requests for kerekere are approved by the head of the 

clan and resort manager, with the biggest offender being the present head of 

the clan.  No records are kept for these loans, there are no IOUs171 signed, or 

receipts collected for cash purchases, so these amounts are not accounted for, 

and in future could cause problems with tax audits.

8.8 RECIPROCITY AND GIFT EXCHANGE

Reciprocity and gift exchange are central rituals in Fijian culture (Brison, 

2001; Miyazaki, 2005).  Throughout Melanesia and Polynesia, “social contacts 

between adults is accompanied by gift-giving”(Belshaw, 1965, p.35).  These include 

i-sevusevu172 and yaqona173 ceremonies, which have become daily occurrences in 

rural villages and indigenous owned resorts such as Naqalia and Wayalailai, 

veiqaravi vakaturaga174, weddings, funerals, births, deaths, or ceremonies of apology 

(i-soro)175.  Depending on the occasion, these ceremonies can be costly as they 

involve the purchase of items such as yaqona, food, masi176, ibe and coco177 and 

more recently western goods such as fuel, kerosene, oil, flour, sugar, FMF breakfast 

crackers, cartons of tinned fish, corned beef and bolts of material (Nainoca, 2011, 

p.91).  Access to such goods (including yaqona) on a remote island such as 

                                               
171 I owe you – acknowledgement of debt without specifying payment terms
172 Ceremonial offering of yaqona between two parties (hosts and guests) when a guest arrives. This 
offering is usually presented to a chief or representative on entering their land or village, see Glossary
173 Known as piper methysticum, kava or grog and used as part of ceremonial exchange, see Glossary.
174 Ceremonial presentation of valuables and food to a chiefly visitor, see Glossary
175 Traditional ceremony of apology, see Glossary
176 Bark material, see Glossary
177 Woven mats
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Wayalailai is limited and costly, so this requires that people order the goods and go 

to the mainland to collect them. 

The i-sevusevu encapsulates such essential elements of Fijian culture “as the 

preoccupation with relative rank, the high value placed on sociality and hospitality”

and the significance of ceremony in everyday village life (Brison, 2001, p.309).  The 

type and quantity of gifts are dependent on social status and high or low levels of 

power.  Gifts vary from small tokens of food, to elaborate ceremonial exchanges of 

traditional artefacts such as whale’s teeth178, turtles and mats.  Ceremonial gifts of 

exchange are recorded and later redistributed dependent on social status and past or 

present contributions (Turner, 1987).  These records are also used to ensure that 

when the clan or a person makes a presentation in the future to someone from whom 

they have received a gift in the past, the gift given is suitable and in most cases 

larger. Whereas in western society, gifts “are given personally, to be retained by the 

recipient”, in indigenous Fijian society the gift is a more abstract symbol,which is 

accepted and then continues in circulation (Belshaw, 1965, p.47).  The person who 

receives the gift must pass it on, although occasionally retaining a portion for 

themselves.  A man who does not do this is considered greedy, and if a chief, unable 

to fulfil his social obligations. Belshaw (1965) claimed “traditional societies could 

not in fact work the way they do unless gifts are circulated” (p.313). For example, in 

conversations with elderly Fijian women in Namara village, the researcher was told 

that tabuas179 ‘cry’ if kept by a family for too long, and must be passed on at 

important ceremonies.

Lavish displays of ceremonial exchange are a daily occurrence in Fijian life 

(Ravuvu, 1987).  Participation in these activities is vital for maintaining self-respect,

and Fijians’ “conception of themselves as virtuous and responsible people”

(Williksen-Bakker, 2002, p.76).  Williksen-Bakker’s (2002, 2004) studies of 

successful entrepreneurs in Fiji, discovered many of them had withdrawn from 

communal obligations, and faced ostracism from their clans.  They had made a 

conscious choice to limit their contributions to oga,180 and become more frugal by 

                                               
178 Tabua, see Glossary
179 See Glossary
180 Traditional obligations
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making sacrifices, both in money and time, for the benefit of the business.  

Conflicting value systems mean that successful indigenous entrepreneurs operate at 

two different levels.  Vanua181, which ensures traditional commitments are met, and 

business, which considers saving, budgeting, and future investment.  As Naqalia is a 

new resort, the researcher was unable to obtain a breakdown of how profits were 

spent, and what percentage the community received.  However, the clan was asked 

what these would be, and gave the same breakdown as Wayalailai, where (See 

Chapter 6) 35% of its profits were given to the community (15% Vanua, 10% Church 

and 5% Education). The church allocation was reduced in 2010 to 5%, much to the 

embarrassment of the clans, but necessary because of renovations at the resort.  The 

researcher was disappointed to see the low value placed on education, but despite 

much discussion the amount remained the same.  She found similar disinterest, 

especially at Naqalia, in investing in staff training.

Observation

Villagers on Wayalailai live a frugal, semi-subsistence lifestyle, and what 

they consider luxuries (water, electricity, refrigeration, televisions, showers 

and toilets) are deemed essentials in urban Fiji.  To protect clan pride and 

maintain the respect of others, resorts are willing to forgo business savings to 

purchase gifts (tabua, masi, coco, mosquito nets, and yaqona)182 for a 

traditional ceremony.  Staff are also expected to make individual 

contributions towards a traditional ceremony and for this make sacrifices and 

borrow money for the sole purpose of giving it away and keeping up with 

family obligations.  For example, sacrifices for church donations and Easter 

celebrations meant all villagers (including children) fasted and ate one meal a 

day in the evening for a month183.

                                               
181 See Glossary
182 See Glossary
183 Findings from Talanoa sessions at Naqalia Lodge and Namara village
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Cultural practices of reciprocity affect the resorts in two main ways. First, as 

part of traditional lifestyles, which requires village participation and contributions 

from clan members, and ultimately the resorts in the form of kerekere or dinau,184

and second, the traditional yaqona ceremony performed for tourists as part of the 

cultural experience, which can affect staff performance and absenteeism.  A large 

proportion of the revenue and profits from both resorts is spent on contributions and 

loans for traditional ceremonies.  Interviews with staff revealed that 15-20% of their 

wages might be willingly given away each month as donations.  They did not worry 

about budgeting for food and other household goods, because they could always go 

fishing, or kerekere what they needed from neighbours in the village, or ‘borrow’

from the resort.  The latter option is more common at Naqalia than Wayalailai, which 

has stricter systems of stock control.  However, as the findings show, providing 

funds for traditional obligations was one of the major motivations for establishing the 

resorts in the first place (See Chapter 6 and Chapter 7). 

8.9 VILLAGE LIFE AND TRADITIONAL OBLIGATIONS

Like many rural Fijians, the villagers on Wayalailai island consider 

themselves custodians of traditions that their urban clan members are expected to 

support through monetary contributions185, visits, and regular contact (Brison, 2001).  

Fijians abide by the ways of the land or vakavanua186 and see their community as a 

key component of their identity, which they are expected to work for, and contribute 

to.  This is in contrast to their Indo-Fijian and European counterparts, who they view 

as more individualistic and selfish, concerning ‘the ways of money’, characteristics 

that are not fostered or respected by traditional i-Taukei communities (Brison, 2001; 

Jolly, 1992, p.330).  Fijian entrepreneurs who adopt individualistic attitudes towards 

money are also considered in this light. 

                                               
184 Credit or loans, see Glossary
185 Especially in the event of an i-soli or fundraising
186 Jolly (1992, p. 330) states that vakavanua “incorporates European elements – Wesley an 
Methodism and British codifications of chiefly hierarchies and land tenure – that are now seen as part 
of the way of the land”.
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In the case of the death of such high Chiefs as the Tui Vuda,187 and the Chief 

of Namara Village, events that happened during this study, traditional obligations 

were costly in time, ceremonial goods and money.  The death of the Tui Vuda, Ratu

Sir Josefa Iloilovatu Uluivuda, had significant impacts on the staffing of Wayalailai 

and Naqalia and also affected tourist experiences and activities.

Observation:

When the former President of Fiji and Tui Vuda, Ratu Iloilo died on 6th

February, 2011 he was given a State funeral.  Villagers from Wayalailai were 

expected to provide fish to feed the mourners, and travel to Viseisei village to 

perform their traditional roles as gonedau188 and bati189 for their paramount 

chief.  For Naqalia, because of the clan’s close relationship through the Tui 

Vuda’s sister190, the resort was left with a skeleton staff of two women. 

Similarly at Wayalailai, the resort was run on a skeleton staff as the villagers 

left for Viseisei village.  Funeral preparations took over two weeks.  Except 

for the funeral, there were bans on fishing and sea activities for 100 nights,

which affected tourist activities and food supplies at the resorts.  Donations of 

money were made by both resorts.  Traditional ceremonies were performed 

four days after his death (Va bogi va191), ten days after his death (Va bogi 

tini192) and 100 nights after his death (Va bogi drau193).  These ceremonies 

are extremely expensive, involve a large amount of yaqona, food, and labour,

together with presentations of mats, masi, tabua and cash. Many of the staff 

and villagers from Wayalailai island did not return for over two months, and 

others remained on the mainland. In the meantime, the resorts still received 

guests and tried to cater for them during this period of mourning.  All female 

                                               
187 Paramount Chief of Vuda district in Ba Province in Western Viti Levu
188 Members of the fisher tribe or fishermen, see Glossary
189 Traditional warriors, see Glossary
190 Adi Karolaini was the Tui Vuda Ratu Iloilo’s sister and married to the Head of theTagova clan, Tai 
Waisale, who passed away in 2010.
191 Ceremony four nights after a death
192 Ceremony ten nights after a death
193 Ceremony one hundred nights after a death, see Glossary
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relatives were in mourning for a year, so staff serve visitors dressed in black 

(See Figure 8.1).

Figure 8.1 Villagers in mourning and the Tagova clan at Naqalia
(Source: Prasad, J., cited in Malo, M, 2011).

The communal system of solesolevaki194 requires villagers from all clans 

work together to ensure the community’s prosperity.  This is a social obligation that 

ensures everyone, especially children, the elderly and widows, are cared for and 

provided with shelter and food195.  Clan members are obliged to share the benefits of 

their endeavours, which can be labour, agricultural produce, monetary earnings and,

in the case of such tourism SMTEs as Wayalailai and Naqalia resorts, profits.  A

Fijian entrepreneur is expected to consider the well-being of their nuclear196 and 

extended families,197 and contribute to traditional obligations (oga), even at the 

expense of their business.  Within the community, there is a misdirected assumption 

that business people and entrepreneurs have lots of money to give away.  This study 

and previous research (See Chapter 4.5), revealed entrepreneurs attempt to meet their 

traditional obligations to mataqali198, yavusa199 and the vanua,200 no matter the cost.  

                                               
194 Social practice of working together for the community, see Glossary
195 They are also the first considered for the housing scheme at Wayalailai
196 Vuvale – nuclear family
197 Veikauwaitaki  - care for others or unselfish, see Glossary
198 Land owning descent group structure, see Glossary
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Wayalailai and Naqalia managers receive continuous demands from the clan heads, 

elders, staff and villagers for traditional ceremonies such as reguregu, tevutevu, 

matanigone, vakataraisulu as well as church and school.  In many cases,

communities can be so demanding that the entrepreneurs or managers made

sacrifices to meet these obligations, avoid losing face and feeling madua (Ingram, 

1990; Williksen-Bakker, 2004).  

Madua is a feeling of shame and guilt and an emotional burden felt by Fijians 

that does not lift until their traditional/societal obligations have been met (Williksen-

Bakker, 2004).  This feeling is strongly related to the kerekere system of borrowing 

from kinsmen without repaying, which exists within Fijian communities.  When 

someone is asked a ‘favour’ by a member of their community, it is virtually 

impossible to refuse especially when an i-sevusevu has been presented and accepted.  

This system is thought by many experts to pose difficulties for the successful 

management of Fijian businesses due to an inability to separate business and 

personal spending (See Pathak & Kumar, 2008; Duncan, 2009).When these 

obligations are not met, feelings of madua are felt by all close relatives and clan 

members.  This sense of shame is very real and can prompt elders and entrepreneurs 

to withdraw from village society because they are unable to meet their obligations.  

Ingram (1990) claimed that Pacific entrepreneurs must take social and 

financial risks if they are to succeed, and risk social ostracism by turning down 

requests for assistance.  As explained earlier, this did not work well for Rusiate (See 

Chapter 7.5, Figure 7.6).  By contrast, Viliame from Wayalailai plans the allocation 

of funds to community obligations together with considering funds he will need for 

future resort developments.  He has much stricter control of funds, which are a 

reflection of his accounting background, and because he is older and an elder from 

the Yaubola clan, who are also shareholders in Wayalailai, commands respect from 

other elders.

The construction of Naqalia was delayed, because Tagova labour was needed 

to contribute to the building of the Namara Chief’s bure, and one of the bures at 

Wayalailai (See Chapter 7.3).  In i-Taukei society, a chief needs “a large building as 

                                                                                                                                    
199 Largest social unit, comprising several mataqali
200 Land, people, values and beliefs within a locality, see Glossary
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his home, his ceremonial location, and a shelter for the hospitality he must offer on 

behalf of his group” (Belshaw, 1965, p.47). The chief’s clan gathers food and 

ceremonial artefacts to feed, reward and ceremonially recognise workers from other 

clans of equal rank. This type of exchange strengthens inter-clan relationships and 

alliances. Although Tagova is a small clan, it is still expected to contribute to 

cakacaka vakoro,14 lest failure to do so bring shame on the clan or cause other clans 

to withhold support at times of future need. Fulfilling these obligations is an essential 

part of reciprocity that strengthens i-Taukei society and creates social capital (See 

Chapters 3.7, 3.8, 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8). During this study, villagers were observed to 

work long hours on village projects (for example, building the chief’s bure, Naqalia 

Lodge and the new bures at Wayalailai) when needed. This not only maintained their 

reputation, but fulfilled obligations to the clan and community at large (Nayacakalou, 

1978, p.108; Veitayaki, 2002).

Veitayaki (2002) stated, factors of production in Fijian villages are an act of 

social service rather than economic exchange for labour, land or equipment.  

Furthermore, sharing resources with relatives ensures that resources are maximised,

and people are cared for in times of need.  In Fijian villages today, these practices are 

prevalent, although such western goods as bales of material, four-gallon drums of 

kerosene, tins of FMF breakfast crackers, cartons of washing powder, corned beef 

and tinned fish have been introduced as gifts of exchange (Belshaw, 1965, p.44; 

Nainoca, 2011, p.91). Furthermore, with increased wealth, and improved 

communication and transport systems, ceremonial exchange has become more 

elaborate (Veitayaki, 2002).

Requests for funds for traditional obligations are never ending, and can be 

extremely costly for these indigenous-owned SMTEs.  The size of contributions are 

also dependent on the relationships that exist between the donor and the recipient 

(See Chapter 8.8). During the study, the researcher held meetings with clans from 

both resorts to consider how limitations could be put on these contributions.  Chiefs, 

elders and managers agreed to set limits for different contributions such as Church, 

education, funerals, weddings and so on, but in reality, this never worked.  These 

contributions continue to be a cause of disagreement between the resort managers, 

board of directors and elders.  Even the women and youth believe that, if funds are 
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available, they should have access to them, whenever they need to fulfil social and 

economic needs.  

Interviews with elders, women and youth of all clans found that motivations 

for developing the resorts were to fund community development projects, provide an 

alternative revenue source, employment, contribute to church, education, traditional 

obligations and ensure that households had access to cash to purchase consumer 

goods. For instance food, mobile phones, recharge cards, clothing and DVDs.  There 

was no mention of profit maximisation and savings, and the ‘success’ of the resorts is 

measured by the level of community development in the villages, and the extent to 

which profits from the resorts are able to meet community needs.  Such criteria are 

not new; indeed, Fairbairn (1988b) and Hailey (1985) proposed that the success of 

Fijian entrepreneurs be considered in the context of traditional community demands 

and not in accordance with western concepts of individualism and profit 

maximisation (See Chapter 4.2.1).

The managers of both resorts are accountable to the community, and the 

board of directors who are mainly male clan elders.  They are continually faced with 

balancing their financial revenue and expenses with requests from the community or 

their Chiefs for funds or resources (which can include labour) to fulfil cultural 

obligations.  As long as funds for these obligations are available, the resorts are 

considered successful.  Profit maximisation is not the highest priority, especially 

where clans have a responsibility to contribute to oga vakavanua201 such as building 

the Chief’s bure, contributions for funerals, tevutevu202 for weddings, installation of a 

new chief, christenings, births and special birthdays203. Failure to meet these 

responsibilities brings shame on all concerned.  

8.10 LEADERSHIP, RESPECT AND POWER

At an Indigenous Tourism Conference in Darwin, Australia, a keynote 

speaker who owns Maori cultural attractions in New Zealand, stated that one of the 

biggest problems holding back indigenous businesses in New Zealand, was the 

                                               
201 Traditional community obligations
202 Gifts of household items and bedding to start the family home
203 First and twenty-first birthdays are important in Fijian society
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conservative attitudes of the elders (M.Tamaki, personal communication, February, 

2012).  The same could be said of indigenous owned businesses in Fiji, especially if 

profit maximisation is considered one of the criteria for success.

In traditional Fijian society, chiefs and elders are shown the highest levels of 

respect (vakarokoroko), and power is in their hands.  In the case of Wayalailai, these 

are all men, although Rusiate’s mother, Asinate, is sometimes asked to voice her 

opinion because she is well educated and a retired Headmistress of the local primary 

school. The Chief204 is believed to possess mana205 or sau206 (Brison, 2001), because 

Fijians believe “the chief is the personification of the kalou vu207 (Tuwere, 2002, 

p.96).  All requests from the Chief are obeyed, and traditionally they always receive 

the largest portion in the redistribution of wealth. New ideas or questioning of the 

Chiefs requests or decisions are seen as disrespectful, and quickly dealt with, as 

Rusiate’s dismissal from Naqalia demonstrates (See Figure 7.6). Clan elders are the 

decision makers and ultimate power is in their hands. This, as we have seen, affects 

the financial management of the company, especially where funds are diverted to 

fulfil traditional commitments. 

Elders have sent some of the youth to be educated in tertiary institutions and 

return to work on the resorts.  However, when they return they have little say in the 

management of the resorts, as elders control the Board of Directors and what 

happens to the revenue.  It is very difficult for young managers to speak out against 

elders.  For example, whenever Rusiate stood up to the Tagova clan elders, he was 

referred to as being ‘just like his father’, and not someone who could be completely 

trusted as he was not Tagova and belonged to the Boutolu208 clan.  He was described 

as not dodonu209 or ‘straight’, because he did not always abide by traditional values 

and his role in village society.  His education and the years he had spent living in 

Suva were thought by elders to have changed his attitude to tradition and 

understanding of his ‘place’210 in village society.

                                               
204 Turaga 
205 Spiritual or supernatural power
206 Spiritual or supernatural power
207 Ancestral God
208 Chiefly clan – Rusiate’s father was a member of this clan
209 Trustworthy or honest, see Glossary
210 Kila na i yatu – know one’s place
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Observation:

The Tagova and Boutolu clans sent Rusiate Naulivou (the first manager of 

Naqalia Lodge) to study a Diploma in Hotel Management at the Fiji Institute 

of Technology, and later a Bachelor of Arts in Tourism and Hospitality at the 

University of the South Pacific.  In 2005, Rusiate managed Kuata resort for 

the Boutolu clan. The resort made a profit, paid staff wages, FNPF211

contributions and PAYE212 taxes.  However, when he refused to provide 

funds for community obligations and kerekere requests, he was removed from 

the position as manager, whilst he was overseas attending a backpacker trade 

show in Australia.  Clan elders went in, dismissed everyone, took over the 

resort, and installed a manager who would do as they said. This was repeated 

at Naqalia when he refused to hand out money ad infinitum213.

Despite his education, and work experience in hotels and resorts, he had no 

real ‘power’, as all the decision-making was carried out by the head of the 

clan or elders.  Rusiate experienced great frustration and ultimately this led to 

conflict between him, the head of the clan and elders who were his uncles.  

Following Rusiate’s departure from Naqalia, his brother and other youth who 

felt unable to speak out against their elders left and found jobs on the 

mainland.  This meant that resources invested in training youth to run the 

community owned resorts of Wayalailai, Naqalia and Kuata were lost.  

Rusiate’s dismissal has meant the loss of another integral part of Naqalia, his 

mother Asinate,214 who played an important role interacting with guests and 

interpreting Fijian culture. Asinate was a valuable asset to the resort and there 

are a number of guest reviews, which comment on how interaction with her 

and her extensive knowledge of Fijian culture and society, made their cultural 

experience unique (See Appendix N).

                                               
211 FNPF – Fiji National Provident Fund – pension scheme
212 Pay as you earn tax
213 Without limit, forever more
214 Asinate is well educated and fluent in English, and as a chief and elder who was brought up in 
Viseisei village on the mainland with Ratu Iloilo, her uncle who went on to become Tui Vuda and 
President of Fiji, has many interesting stories to tell tourists.
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Viliame Ratugolea, the resort manager at Wayalailai is an elder, but even he 

can be overruled by the Board of Directors.  This impacts the financial management 

of the company, especially where funds are diverted to fulfil traditional 

commitments; or youth labour stops working at the resort and is sent to work on the 

Chief’s bure as part of a clan’s oga; attend a reguregu (official presentation by a clan 

on receiving a funeral notice); or fish for a feast for an important visit such as the Tui

Vuda’s wife’s visit (veisiko215), to bring the Namara chief’s furniture for his new 

bure. A direct command of a chief or vaka tu lewa ni turaga216 cannot be disobeyed

or questioned by the resort manager. 

Observation:

When the late Tui Vuda, Ratu Iloilo’s wife came to Namara to visit, the 

villagers fished for three days.  Asinate was told by her father, Tai Waisele, to 

lend the deep freeze and refrigerator from Naqalia to Namara village, to store 

fish and lobsters.  Guests at the resort had warm drinks, there was no 

refrigeration for meat or fish, fishermen were all in the village, so guests were 

given tinned tuna, corned beef and ramen noodles.  This went on for ten days 

before the items were returned.  During this time, no consideration was given 

to the guests.  The clan’s traditional obligations to their chief were 

paramount.  It is fortunate that guest stays are generally no more than a few 

days, otherwise this could have resulted in extremely dissatisfied guests.

8.11 THE KEREKERE AND DINAU SYSTEMS

Kerekere is the traditional practice of borrowing without paying back 

(Verebalavu, 1998, p.39).  Traditionally, Fijian communities borrowed for 

sustenance. In its true traditional sense, kerekere is an enriching practice that 

symbolises the close kinship ties between the borrower and the giver.  It is the abuse 

of this social practice that has transformed it from an enriching social value into,

what some feel is, a self-serving system of formal exchange that can be costly for the 

                                               
215 A visit from relatives which includes gift exchange, see Glossary
216 Chiefly commands, see Glossary
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giver.  However, the researcher established, that when a favour is granted, the 

recipient is obliged to repay the giver at a future date by returning the favour

(Nayacakalou, 1978, pp.112-117).  Payment may not have a monetary value, but 

could be in the form of labour, food items, or even traditional artefacts for 

presentation at an i-sevusevu at a future date.

The kerekere system, if not controlled, can also create problems with guests 

and visitors, as staff and villagers are not embarrassed to ask for small items such as 

Vodaphone Recharge Cards, money for cigarettes, yaqona and even alcohol. Guests 

do not understand the difference between dinau217 and kerekere.  Dinau is something 

that is borrowed, and paid back, and kerekere is something that is borrowed and 

rarely returned. 

Observation:

Problems arose at the resorts when staff or villagers asked to kerekere or 

kerea218 items such as sunglasses, mobile phones, cameras or items of 

clothing from guests and did not give them back.  There is also another Fijian 

custom, that when someone says they like something of yours, you are 

expected to give it to them.  Guests would lend staff these items, but when 

they were not returned accused them of theft. However, to the villager or staff 

member, the items had been given and now belonged to them. 

Where the researcher was concerned, because she knew all the staff and 

villagers, kerekere became a huge problem.  Over the six months she lived at 

the resort, clan elders, from Naqalia, even worked out when she was paid.  

When Vodaphone offered double-up specials, they would ask her for 

recharge cards and other items such as building materials.  Even when the 

researcher returned to Suva they sent her text messages asking her to text 

them Serial Numbers for recharge cards.  She was also asked for money to 

contribute to birthdays, funerals, and to even contribute a tabua219 for a staff 

                                               
217 Loan, see Glossary
218 Borrow or have
219 Kamunaga or whale’s tooth, see Glossary
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member’s 21st birthday.  In the end, the researcher felt she was being 

exploited and ignored all requests.

However, there is a positive side to this system of exchange, and for the 

resorts, especially Naqalia, the kerekere system has worked very well.  Naqalia is 

strongly supported by Wayalailai and its manager, and have benefited in a number of 

ways.  These include:  initial start-up funding, supplies when guests turn up 

unexpectedly, staff and cultural performers, and the use of Wayalailai boats to collect 

and transfer Naqalia guests from the Yasawa Flyer.  In return, Naqalia accepts 

Wayalailai’s requests to take their guest overflow, arising from last minute 

bookings,which are characteristic of this market.  This is a win-win situation for both 

resorts. Where the kerekere system and its close cousin – the dinau system (credit),

can be detrimental, is when requests for personal loans and purchases of alcohol, 

cigarettes or yaqona are abused.  

It is difficult for managers and staff to refuse such requests, especially when 

made by relatives who are also clan members and shareholders of the resort.  

Difficulties and losses arising from this practice have led to all credit being denied,

clan members banned from ‘buying’ drinks from the resorts, and more stringent 

accounting and stocktaking systems implemented. At a personal level, kerekere is a 

perpetual problem at both resorts.  This attitude towards the money in the resorts’

bank accounts means that villagers do not plan ahead and have their own savings 

accounts, and consider it their right to kerekere from the resorts.

8.12 RESPECT AND AVOIDANCE - VEITABUKI

The clans at Wayalailai are a close-knit, isolated community whose members

still maintain traditional customs and behaviour.  The kinship system (veiwekani) is a 

fundamental feature of Fijian, and especially rural, village life.  How people interact 

is dependent on their relationships within the family unit, and for some relationships 

respect is shown by avoidance (Lee, 2000).  In Fijian society, respect is based on age, 

social rank and gender (Nayacakalou, 1978, p.15; Veitayaki, 2002).  Veitabuki,220 as 

                                               
220 A traditional practice of avoidance between siblings and paternal first cousins, see Glossary
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it relates to relationships, is a traditional practice where it is tabu (forbidden) for 

siblings, and paternal first cousins, to converse directly with each other.  This is 

based on the belief that this practice upholds order within the household, prevents 

incest, and maintains respect for the family and the vanua (Seruvakula, 2000, pp.16-

17).

As young children, siblings do not follow this custom, but as they grow older,

they avoid each other by not eating or remaining in the same room (See Chapter 4.4).  

While this practice is not noticeable at Wayalailai, as there are always other staff 

around who understand the relationship and do what needs to be done, Naqalia is 

owned and staffed by a small clan of two main families consisting of Tai Waisale’s 

children and grandchildren.  Many of the challenges Rusiate faced running the resort 

were based on his age, that Tagova was his mother’s clan and his father was from the 

chiefly Boutolu clan, and the fact that he was dealing with such close relatives as his 

sister, brother, mother, aunts, uncles and their wives and children (Chapter 7.5).  

Viliame, on the other hand, did not have this problem as he is an elder from the 

Yaubola clan, staff at Wayalailai come from all three main clans, and a few from 

elsewhere in Fiji.  He also has a number of supervisors from different clans, who are 

able to convey his wishes to different staff members, if such a conflict were to occur.

8.13 COMPETITION OR RIVALRY - VEIQATI VAKA VEIWEKANI

In traditional Fijian society, there are two types of veiqati.  There is veiqati ca

or jealousy, and veiqati vaka veiwekani, which is a form of healthy competition and 

rivalry that exists between relatives and clans, and means that people work harder to 

be equal to, or better than, their competitors (Nainoca, 2011, p.175).  Veiqati ca221

may exist because of pre-existing historical conflicts or even within clans if people 

feel their share in the benefits of a community project such as a resort is inequitable.  

One of the ways that Wayalailai, and recently Naqalia, have been able to minimise 

such feelings of jealousy, was by making contributions to such community 

institutions as the church, local school, and infrastructure that benefit all.  The 

                                               
221 Veiqati ca Belshaw (1965, p.38) claimed “jealousy places a limit upon achievement and 
accumulation too far ahead of one’s peers...For jealousy brings about sorcery and supernatural 
intervention or draunikau, and a man who is too proud is bound to have a fall”.
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process of requesting assistance from the resorts is very open and conducted within 

village meetings,222 and for the most part, people know where the money goes.  

Quotation

At an inter-clan level, examples of jealousy arose when Naqalia first started

trading and was still waiting for a licence.  Staff and owners of other resorts 

in the Yasawas, told guests not to visit Naqalia, because it was unlicensed,

and still under construction.  This negative word of mouth led to much bad 

feeling between the Tagova clan and clans who owned backpacker resorts in 

the islands north of Wayalailai.  In the end, this was resolved traditionally 

over yaqona when clan elders met at the celebration to open the new lodge 

rooms and bures at Wayalailai.

The researcher first interpreted the behaviour described as veiqati vinaka223 as 

boastful or showing off, but has since understood that such behaviour between 

relatives and clans is traditional, and a form of ‘friendly’ rivalry and one-up-

manship.  This practice is closely linked to reciprocity, and the record-keeping and 

mental notes people make regarding previous presentations and gift-giving 

ceremonies (See Chapter 8.13).  The giver always feels obliged to give more than 

they received in the past, in order to save ‘face’ and maintain community and family 

pride.  However, although the giver must be generous, they must be mindful not to 

be so generous as to cause shame (Belshaw, 1965, p.38).  This also applies when 

clans, chiefs, and elders visit. 

When Naqalia first opened, the researcher asked Viliame if he would 

consider mentoring the resort manager and oversee the progress of the resort.  He 

told her, he could not even visit the resort to see how it was doing, or even what it 

looked like, because it would cost the Tagova clan money and resources they could 

not afford at this stage.  Since he had approved and provided the initial loan from 

Wayalailai to start the building of Naqalia, and been very supportive over the years, 

                                               
222 Bose va koro, see Glossary
223 ‘Good’ veiqati or veiqati vaka veiwekani, See Glossary
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if he were to visit the resort, the clan would feel obligated to have an elaborate 

ceremony that would be costly in both money and ceremonial artefacts such as 

tabua, mats, masi and turtles. To allow Naqalia a few years to prepare for these 

celebrations, the chiefs and elders from Wayalailai, Viseisei,224  and owners of other 

indigenous resorts nearby, have purposely avoided visiting the resort.  This practice

of reciprocity also presents difficulties for external mentoring from successful 

indigenous resort owners or managers in the area, for example, Viliame and the 

owner of Botaira Beach Resort225.

8.14 SUBSISTENCE ATTITUDES, FOOD, TASTE AND TRADITION

The villagers from Wayalailai island lead a predominantly subsistence 

lifestyle, subsidised by earnings from tourism.  In the researcher’s opinion, this 

affects their attitudes towards dimensions which Awesome Adventures uses to grade 

the resorts they market, and their ability to deliver consistent quality service (See 

Chapter 6.2.3) and TripAdvisor Guest reviews for Wayalailai and Naqalia (Appendix 

M, Appendix N).  As discussed earlier, the inconsistent quality of food and lack of 

supplies at Naqalia has affected the cultural experience offered by the resort.

Observation:

Because clan members and staff have a subsistence attitude towards food, 

they have difficulty understanding why the resort should have menu choices,

and why it mattered if guests were served the same dishes during their stay.  

For the staff, it was quite normal to eat the same thing every day and when 

stock was short and the seas rough, the researcher has watched them eat lolo

breadfruit226, dahl227 and rice or lolo rice three times a day for days at a time 

and still laugh and joke! 

                                               
224 See Figure 6.2
225 A successful indigenous owned flashpacker resort in the Yasawa Island Group who although 
closely related has not visited Naqalia.
226 Uto or kulu is a seasonal root crop grown on dry outlying islands with large groves found in the 
Yasawas e.g. Namara village and Viseisei village in Vuda (Thaman, 1990, p.32)
227 Lentil soup
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During the building of the resort, the workers ate lolo228 buns or lolo roti229

for breakfast and dahl soup230 and rice for the other two meals every day 

except Sunday, when they would have boiled fish and cassava231.  Food for 

them was functional and prevented hunger; it was not about choice or type of

cuisine.  The researcher gave the restaurant staff and cooks lessons, in food 

presentation and methods of cooking, that used the same ingredients but were 

likely to be more acceptable to a Western palate.  This, staff found difficult to 

understand, as their food of preference was boiled fish with miti,232 or boiled 

fish in lolo (plain coconut milk) (See Figure 8.2). 

Tourists found boiled fish difficult to stomach and most refused the lolo

octopus, despite staff explanations.  They did not feel adventurous, and told 

the researcher it did not look like the baby octopus to which they were 

accustomed.  The researcher also had a difficult time explaining to staff the 

role that attractive presentation played in stimulating a person’s appetite.  

Such attitudes to food have a great influence on the ability of staff to design 

balanced menus, and deliver quality food, which, along with beverages, is the 

largest potential revenue earner after accommodation.

By contrast, Wayalailai has invested in staff training by TPAF,233 APTC,234

and onsite training by Colin Chung, a Hawaiian chef, hospitality trainer and 

event caterer, who also redesigned the resort menus.  Guest reviews of food 

are satisfactory, although they would prefer more vegetables, salads, and 

fresh fish with fewer carbohydrates (See Appendices 12, 13 and 14). 

                                               
228 Coconut milk
229 See Glossary
230 An Indian lentil soup commonly eaten in Fiji
231 Cassava (Manihot esculenta), also called yuca, mogo, manioc, mandioca, tapioca and kamoteng
kahoy, a woody shrub of the Euphorbiaceae (spurge family) native to South America, and extensively 
cultivated as an annual crop in tropical and subtropical regions for its edible starchy, tuberous root, a 
major source of carbohydrates (Wikepedia, 2012).
232 Coconut milk with onion, chilli and tomatoes, see Glossary
233 Training and Productivity Authority of Fiji now known as National Training and Productivity 
Centre (NTPC) (See Acronyms)
234 Australia Pacific Technical College (See Acronyms)
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Indigenous Fijian clans have totems or (i-cavuti) that represent where they 

come from and the role they play within the greater i-Taukei235 social structure.  Barr 

(1999, p.8), noted that writings about early Fiji described the indigenous Fijian

system of totems. These totems are in the form of a plant, seafood or fish, and, in 

some cases, an animal.  Totems cannot be eaten by the clan or tribe to which they 

belong (Hocart, 1914, p.737).

Many yavusa236 still venerate a bird (e.g. kingfisher, pigeon, heron), an 

animal (e.g. dog, rat, or even man), a fish or reptile (e.g. shark, eel, snake), a 

tree (especially the ironwood or nokonoko237), or a vegetable, claiming one or 

more of these as peculiarly their own and refusing to injure or eat them.  The 

relationship is evidently totemic, and it is probable that each totemic group 

originally recognised a complete series of three totems: manumanu (living 

creature, whether animal, bird or insect), [ika] fish ... and [kau] tree (Derrick, 

1957, p.13).

The respect paid to the principal totems was very great.  Thus, the tree totem 

must not be cut, except to procure its leaves or branches as a personal 

decoration in the dances; the animal totem might not be eaten without 

incurring death or the anger of the spirits.  The younger generations are less 

particular, but still have a great respect at least for the animal totem.  

Strangers passing through the territory of another tribe may not eat the tribal 

totem, and are strictly forbidden to mention its name aloud.  ... A woman who 

is married in another tribe respects the totems of her husband’s tribe as well 

as her own. But her children respect only the paternal totems, unless they go

to live in their mother’s tribe (Frazer, 2009, pp.136-137).

                                               
235 Indigenous Fijian
236 Largest social unit for indigenous communities, usually comprising several mataqali. Direct agnate 
descendants of a single kalou-vu (deified ancestor).See Glossary.
237 Native form of beach she-oak found on coastal areas and low hills in the Yasawas. See Glossary.
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Figure 8.2 Food presentation – Naqalia

This did not have any noticeable bearing on Wayalailai, but at Naqalia, it

greatly influenced the food served at the resort, and staff who were able to serve or 

eat it.  The totems for the Tagova clan were: Kau (Tree) breadfruit, Ika (Fish) saqa238

(Giant Trevally), and Manumanu (Animal) the dog.  Some of the staff had married 

into the clan and had totems that included dalo239 and rourou240.  Since neither of the 

groups could touch, eat, or even speak the name of the other groups totems, 

traditional lovo241 nights were difficult to plan, and the only root crops served at 

Naqalia were cassava and potatoes, together with roti242 and rice.  Even though 

breadfruit is plentiful on Wayalailai, it is only eaten boiled by the clan on special 

occasions and not offered to guests243.  On the rare occasions that the researcher was 

offered breadfruit, Tagova clan members were not present, or she was a guest of the 

village chief or clan head.  Dalo and rourou are essential ingredients for lovo night,

but are rarely seen even though they can be purchased cheaply from neighbouring 

                                               
238 Giant Trevally, see Glossary 
239 See Glossary
240 Leaves of the dalo plant used in many indigenous Fijian meals, see Glossary
241 See Glossary
242 Unleavened bread, eaten as part of an Indian meal
243 Although many clans do not eat their totems, it seems that as long as the food is cooked in its 
natural form i.e. whole, they can eat it.
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Waya Island (See Figure 7.3).  There was also the practice of veitabuki244 as it relates 

to food, which restricts what members of different clans can eat in front of each 

other245.  When planning for lovo246 nights, food preparation and rosters had to 

consider where different staff came from and their totems.  For a resort with a small 

staff, this can be problematic.  

The researcher observed that Fijian semi-subsistence lifestyles also affected 

the clans’ attitudes to interior decoration, building materials and the general decor of 

both resorts.  This was also commented on by Awesome Adventures management 

when grading Naqalia (Two coconuts) and Wayalailai (One coconut).  The 

researcher also noticed this clan members made purchases for Naqalia.  The main 

criterion was price; there was no consideration for colour co-ordination, or quality 

materials, which would be longer lasting and cheaper in the long term.  The Fiji 

Development Bank also insisted they take the cheaper quote for all materials; quality 

was never a criterion.  Despite the researcher’s attempts to improve the decor of the 

resort and encourage them to buy quality tiles, toilet and bathroom fittings, they went 

ahead and bought the items cheap from a relative on the mainland.  The white tiles in 

the bathroom were all different shades, the toilets and shower fittings were of poor 

quality. To qualify for Awesome’s Two coconut category (See Appendix J), Naqalia 

had to completely redo all the bure bathrooms and toilets, at additional expense.  

Since Awesome wishes to improve the quality of budget resorts in the Yasawas, and 

provide more ‘flashpacker’ resorts247 (See Chapter 1.6.1 and Appendix A), it should

provide interior decorating advice before the clan/owner invests in purchasing these 

materials. 

                                               
244 Traditional tabu related to food, see Glossary
245 See Chapter 4.4 and Glossary.  
246 Traditional Fijian feast cooked in an underground oven.
247 Upmarket backpacker resorts
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Figure 8.3 Decor – Wayalailai and Naqalia versus Botaira Beach Resort

(Source: Google Images, 2012).

For the clan, items such as toilets, tiles, beds, chairs, tables, paint, sheets, and 

curtains serve functional purposes, so the need for them to match and be colour co-

ordinated is of relatively little importance.  Figure 8.3 shows the difference between 

the professionally designed rooms of Botaira Beach Resort in the Yasawas (Top and 

bottom right), and Waylailai (Top left) and Naqalia (Bottom left), where indigenous 

operators have chosen the decor themselves.  The researcher suggested that Naqalia 

use Botaira as a benchmark since it is owned by a close relative and graded Three 

Coconuts by Awesome, but the clan wanted to be independent and make their own 

choices.  It was only after severe criticism from Awesome management that they 

realised they should have listened.  The researcher’s advice was also not supported 

by FDB loan managers, who wanted Naqalia to be the same as other resorts in the 

area. They failed to understand emerging backpacker markets, were unaware of 

research identifying the shortage of flashpacker resorts in the Yasawas (See Jarvis 

and Hobman, 2006; Jarvis, 2011; Chapter 1.6.1; Appendix A).  This market required 
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higher quality accommodation and services but also generated higher rates of return, 

and potentially would enable faster loan repayment248. 

8.15 YAQONA ABUSE

Yaqona plays a significant role in Fijian culture and hospitality, and is 

considered, for men especially, “a moral obligation with consumption guided, 

informed and founded upon the central ethos of vakaturaga249” (Ravuvu, 1987, 

p.26). Aporosa (2011) stated that the yaqona ceremony encompasses Fijian values 

and the cultural ethos of vakaturaga (ways of the chief) which include traditional 

ideals of “veidokai (respect), vakarokoroko (humility), kila na i yatu (knowing ones 

place in the community), qaravi tavi (fulfilling obligations), veiwasei kei na 

veikauwaitaki (sharing and caring), veivosoti (forgiveness), veivukei (helpfulness) 

and yalo malua (a quiet demeanour)” (Ravuvu, 1987, pp.18-19, p.235), and noted it 

is supposed to strengthen cultural identity. 

Studies of yaqona drinking have identified excessive consumption as posing 

problems for health, causing lethargy and a lack of motivation, decreased 

productivity, and increased absenteeism (Aporosa, 2008 and 2011, pp.228-

229;Tomlison, 2004).  Other cultural factors, which may be observed by outsiders as 

deviant or excessive behaviour, could be related to networks of obligation and 

relational connections such as tauvu250 and veitabani,251  together with ideals of 

masculinity that see excessive consumption as a ‘badge of honour’, or traditions that 

expect attendees to remain until all the yaqona is finished (Aporosa, 2008 and 2011).  

Ceremonial yaqona sessions also involve the offering and acceptance of large amounts 

of yaqona as a demonstration of respect and tribute (Toren, 1988, p.704).  Such 

traditions incur expenses at a community level, that are subsidised by the resorts, but still 

fail to explain reasons for excessive yaqona drinking as a daily social activity.  The need 

to serve large amounts, when performing for tourists, is also a reflection of traditional 

hospitality, where quantity and largesse reflect respect, and the warmth of the welcome 

                                               
248 See Appendix 1 on Flashpacker and Chapter 9 section on need for public sector training.
249 Chiefly system
250 Relationship between two groups with the same ancestral Gods and origin. The relationship allows 
them certain privileges and to engage in privileges of appropriation, coarse joking and ill-manners 
called veitauvutaki (Hocart,1913, p.101).
251 A non-aggressive form of competitive consumption
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extended to guests and other visitors (A. Naulivou, personal communication, 22 

September, 2011).

As with elsewhere in Fiji, the resorts perform versions of the traditional 

yaqona ceremony and mekes252, together with traditional ceremonies that represent 

the clans. In line with its cultural focus, Naqalia performs an authentic yaqona 

ceremony using clay urns to store water and a large vesi yaqona bowl. Wayalailai 

stores its water in plastic basins, but is still relatively traditional, when compared to 

ceremonies performed in mainland hotels and resorts (See Figure 8.4). Their 

costumes are woven using reeds found on the island. 

Guests are usually offered two or three bowls of yaqona during the welcome 

ceremony on the first day, for Naqalia, and on lovo night for Wayalailai. However, 

problems have arisen with excessive staff consumption. Both resorts have had to 

implement strict policies regarding yaqona drinking, as excessive consumption has 

led to high absenteeism, lethargy, and the inability of staff to function effectively at 

work (See Chapter 6.3.3).  Staff were given a curfew of 10.00pm, and on a number 

of occasions a tabu was placed on yaqona drinking at the resorts, by the head of the 

Tagova clan at Naqalia and resort manager at Wayalailai.  Failure to comply with 

these rules results in automatic suspension from work for up to one month, and being 

sent home to the village.  These disciplinary cases are discussed at the monthly 

village meeting,253 and shame is used as a deterrent.  Managers and staff claim that 

shame is an effective deterrent, and changes behaviour temporarily, as staff do not 

want to lose face by feeling madua in front of elders, other clan members and their 

peers.  At Naqalia, the ban is enforced by the head of the clan, as Rusiate was too 

young to implement such a ban.

                                               
252 Traditional Fijian dances
253 Bose va koro
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(Source: TripAdvisor, francescaellisse, May 2012)                          (Source: www.wherewebe.com, 
2007)

Figure 8.4 Yaqona ceremony – Naqalia (Left) and Wayalailai (Right)

Quotation

Naqalia promotes an indigenous cultural product, and because of this, yaqona

drinking after dinner is part of the experience. However, despite numerous 

warnings and discussions with management, the researcher and elders, staff 

were unable to consume yaqona in moderation and end at a reasonable hour.  

Every time there was a yaqona session, they drank until it was all finished 

with dregs being pounded, repounded and remixed several times.254 Drinking 

continued well into the early hours of the morning, long after guests had gone 

to bed.  As a consequence, in the mornings only female staff were awake to 

prepare breakfast and male staff emerged late morning.  During the time the 

researcher spent at Naqalia, the only way staff were guaranteed to arrive at 

work on time, and work a full day, was if the head of the clan banned yaqona

                                               
254 In Fiji the plant and the drink are called yaqona. After the plant is harvested by being pulled out of 
the ground, the roots and stems are dried in the sun for days and when completely dry pounded into a 
fine powder. The powder is mixed with water and the dregs strained out. Dregs are often pounded, 
repounded and remixed if stocks run out, but with diminishing potency.
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drinking completely or, in the one or two months before Easter, when the Tui

Vuda and Methodist Church banned yaqona, alcohol and cigarettes. 

The researcher was advised that prior to the development of Wayalailai, men 

from Namara village grew yaqona for private consumption and sale at Lautoka 

market on the mainland.  However, as Wayalailai become more successful and 

villagers received dividends from the resort, they stopped farming and growing 

yaqona, and supported their subsistence farming with part-time employment at the 

resorts.  In the last ten years, yaqona consumption on the island and youth 

unemployment (especially amongst young males) has increased, but when the 

researcher suggested they consider resuming the yaqona plantations as the island has 

both the land and water, she was told yaqona farming was too hard and it took too 

long to see the rewards.  Yaqona is expensive on the island at FJD$50.00 per kilo and 

in short supply, given the high levels of consumption.  There is potential for 

successful complementary businesses to tourism, if young unemployed men were to 

resume growing yaqona for local consumption.  However, these small businesses

would still face the challenges of kerekere and dinau, that the resorts and village 

shops face.

8.16 I- SORO AND FORGIVENESS

The Fijian language has a number of words that mean sorry, and also a 

variety of ceremonies of apology depending on the gravity of the situation.  

Ceremonies begin with a presentation of yaqona, tabua or food, and once these are 

accepted the wrongdoer is forgiven.  This process is called veivosovosoti or 

forgiveness.  Traditionally, the forgiving of the wrongdoer(s) is usually granted 

through the presentation of yaqona (Piper methysticum) and a tabua (whale’s tooth).  

The presentation of yaqona is usually for such small offences as a family dispute,

and a tabua for such disciplinary cases as failure to abide by chiefly orders255 and 

traditional customs (Verebalavu, 1998, pp.39-45). 

                                               
255 Vaka tu lewa ni turaga
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For entrepreneurs, if an employee does wrong or is dismissed, the offender’s 

family will approach the chief, head of the clan, or resort manager and ask for them 

to be forgiven.  In many cases, once this is done, employees expect to be reinstated, 

and this can present problems for managers who are unwilling to do so.  Also, since 

these businesses are owned by the clans, it is likely that the offender is related to the 

manager.  At both resorts, managers had to deal with staff who had been disciplined 

or dismissed going to the chief or head of the clan and performing an i-soro, which 

inevitably meant they were reinstated, even if some of the cases warranted permanent 

dismissal e.g. theft, sexual harassment of guests and regular absenteeism or lateness. 

During her stay at Naqalia, the researcher experienced several i-soro 

ceremonies, the majority of which involved the excessive consumption of yaqona

and resultant staff absenteeism (See Chapter 8.15).  When conducted at the resort, 

these ceremonies disturbed daily resort and guest activities. Other cases were related 

to staff stealing alcohol from the refrigerator and replacing it with water or tea, in the 

hope that no-one would notice.  Luckily, on the three occasions this happened at 

Naqalia, it was the researcher’s wine which was tampered with and not guests’. After 

the tears and apologies, the researcher conducted a number of training sessions, 

which discussed this problem from a guest’s perspective and also reviewed suitable 

punishment.  Staff agreed that the wrongdoer should be given a warning, suspended, 

and if caught again dismissed. However, as i-Taukei, they are familiar with such 

cultural practices as i-soro, so in the researcher’s opinion their regret and shame256

may only be temporary. They know once an i-sevusevu is presented, they will receive 

forgiveness. Within a communal society, where everything is shared, and staff are 

also landowners and shareholders in the resorts, concepts of resort stock and 

ownership are difficult to convey and present very real challenges for management. 

Staff do not think they are stealing stock, and feel if it is there, they are able to use it.

                                               
256 Madua
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8.17 PLANNING AND RESORT OPERATIONS

Planning, which looks ahead and maps out the future courses of action 

needed to achieve different objectives, is a basic function of management, a 

systematic activity that establishes specifically when, how and who will perform 

different tasks. Although SMEs rarely engage in planning, studies have shown 

(Mathews and Scott, 1995; Temtime, 2000) that those that have more formal 

planning habits, generally outperform their counterparts, as they have a written 

statement of purpose that guides the firm’s behaviour (Temtime and Solomon, 2002).  

However, many Fijians have a casual attitude towards time, possibly arising from the 

influence of traditional semi-subsistence lifestyles that are unused to precise 

planning, scheduling and punctuality (Gibson, 2003; Qalo, 1997).  The researcher 

observed that like other Pacific Islanders, indigenous Fijians could be described as 

coming from lifestyles where they live for the present (moment) and the past, with 

little or no concern for the future257. 

The meticulous record-keeping of gifts, the researcher observed at weddings 

and funerals by the Tagova clan, when Tai Waisale and Adi Karolaini died, was 

interesting, given the lack of formal records kept by Naqalia for accounts, food and 

beverage stock.  During village events such as weddings, funerals and religious 

holidays, each family or clan understands the role they play in village society,258 and 

what they have to contribute.  Events are well organised through regular meetings in 

the village hall, or church, and resorts are expected to contribute financially and by 

providing cutlery, crockery, and even such white goods as refrigerators, freezers and 

ovens. 

Waylailai has supervisors in such departments as Reception, Reservations, 

Housekeeping, Restaurant/Bar, Kitchen and Activities, with the resort manager and 

assistant manager in charge of accounts.  Daily work activities are organised around 

the twice-daily arrival and departure of the Awesome Adventures ferry.  However, 

even such an established business as Wayalailai, has few formal systems, and plans

no further than a week or so ahead, at the most, for the purchase of housekeeping and 

                                               
257 Hence the title of this thesis “Living in the moment’
258 Kila na i yatu – know one’s place
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food and beverage stores.  Records are all hand written and there is no modern 

computer property management system, accounting, reservations or database 

software. It is also difficult to contact Wayalailai for direct bookings, so Awesome is 

a valuable partner as it shoulders the responsibility of managing advanced bookings 

as part of its packages (See Appendix J).

Observation:

At Naqalia, the researcher donated her old computer, set up systems for all 

the different sections (Reception, Food and Beverage, Housekeeping, 

Purchasing and Stores, Accounts) and trained staff to take reservations, 

check-in and check-out guests, carry out stocktaking of restaurant and bar 

goods, use checklists, plan menus, monitor stock and keep detailed accounts 

of income and expenditure.  She also attempted to implement a daily routine 

that recognised busy times of the day and ensured staff rosters reflected this.  

For example, mornings, when breakfasts had to be prepared, and guests 

checked out or checked in before lunch, or in the afternoon when guests 

checked out after lunch.  However, it was difficult to organise staff at Naqalia 

to work with set procedures, and this led to variable service standards, as staff

members improvised and provided their version of what they thought needed 

doing.  Rusiate also tried to formalise procedures and work schedules, but 

found that in the end staff did what they thought was best, or what they had 

learned from Kuata or Wayalailai, with no consideration that there may be a 

better way.  

Since Rusiate’s departure from Naqalia, procedures have become even more 

informal, and there is little formal book-keeping and financial management.  

Staff plan their day based on what needs to be done at the resort, and what is 

happening in Namara village, or elsewhere on the island for that day or week.  

Naqalia is not the first priority, especially if there are events in the village 

related to the needs of the Chief, Church or school (T. Naulivou, personal 

communication, 10 January, 2012).
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Such behaviour is reportedly common in small family owned hotel businesses

elsewhere (Peters and Buhalis, 2004).  However, it is disappointing that since these 

weaknesses were anticipated from the beginning, and discussed with staff, 

improvements were not readily accepted.  Staff fail to recognise that such goods as 

flour, sugar, tea, coffee, milk, rice, water, toilet paper, should be bought in bulk, to

enable substantial savings in the long term, through economies of scale.  Naqalia 

regularly runs out of diesel for the generator, and has to kerekere from Wayalailai.  

The resort has not invested in reliable refrigeration, so food storage is limited, there 

is no ice, and soft drinks are usually lukewarm.  If fishermen have a good catch, staff 

do not put some aside for the next day, but use it all on the first day, with any 

leftovers consumed by staff or taken to the village.  The catch is usually sufficient to 

feed everyone, for two to three days, if apportioned and stored correctly.  On 

numerous occasions, when the researcher enquired why fish was not divided and 

stored for the next day, she was told not to worry, the men would go out and fish 

again tomorrow for the new guests.  Often when tomorrow came, strong winds or 

heavy rain prevented this, and guests ended up eating Maggi noodles, FMF Breakfast 

Crackers, and Sunbell tinned tuna and being disappointed with their anticipated 

indigenous cultural experience.  However, although such food may not be a 

‘traditional indigenous’ experience, it is very much the norm for everyday modern 

village life, so could be described as cultural and ‘authentic’!

Observation:

When Naqalia first started receiving guests, the researcher helped the women 

and youth set up vegetable gardens for the resort.  They grew lettuce, 

tomatoes, French beans, long beans, mesculin, spinach, baighan (aubergine), 

parsley, basil, dhania (coriander), pumpkin, and watermelons. The soil at 

Naqalia is very rich and the gardens thrived.  However, despite her explaining 

that seeds needed to be planted every few weeks, so that there was a 

continuous supply of vegetables, staff either planted the whole packet of 

seeds, so everything matured at once, or waited until the last vegetable was 

harvested before planting new seeds.  The gardens were very successful, but,

unfortunately, only maintained for as long as the researcher continued to 
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provide the seeds, and supervise them.  Yet another example of, how 

planning, although important, was a completely foreign concept, and staff had 

to be continuously reminded to check and water the gardens.

To a large extent, clan elders have given the resort manager at Wayalailai the 

authority to operate the resort as he sees fit, although he too can be frustrated by the 

greed and poor financial decisions of the board of directors.  Viliame is an

experienced manager who understands the behaviour of clan elders and his board of 

directors, so he puts aside funds to carry out new developments prior to declaring 

profits.  By contrast, Naqalia has had two managers, and even where Rusiate 

understood the benefits of planning, the head of the clan restricted his plans.  This 

means that one year later, as a new resort which still needs to complete screening and 

furnishing its bures, there are still no plans to put aside the funds to complete this 

work.  Had Rusiate not made arrangements for Awesome to deduct Naqalia’s 

monthly repayments to FDB and TLTB259 before issuing payments from Awesome 

bookings, it is unlikely that payments would be made on a regular basis (See Chapter 

7.5).  Before this arrangement was made, Naqalia was already two years behind in 

loan repayments to FDB and the researcher attended several meetings with Rusiate, 

the head of the clan and FDB management to sort out a suitable repayment schedule.

8.18 CONCEPTS OF TIME

A cultural factor that influences customer satisfaction and service delivery, is 

how different cultures perceive time.  Indigenous Fijians view time as a series of 

uncontrollable events (Qalo, 1997) (See Chapter 4.5).  When people are late, Fijians 

generally refer to this as ‘Fiji Time,’260 or ‘malua fever’, with malua261 meaning 

‘slow’.  Many international visitors find it difficult to adjust to ‘Fiji time’, and 

despite romantic interpretations by local marketing materials, there is a limit to how 

much tourists are interested in  adapting to local concepts of time.  This casual 

                                               
259 The iTaukei Land Trust Board – See Chapter 5.3
260 Gauna vakaviti – Fiji time
261 Unhurried, see Glossary
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attitude towards time has implications for service delivery and ultimately guest 

satisfaction. 

In addition, Fijians have a tendency to say ‘yes’ when they mean ‘no’.  Often

staff responses to a simple request led to guest disatisfaction and produced negative 

word of mouth (See Chapter 7.5, Appendix L, Appendix M and Appendix N).  By 

nature, indigenous Fijians are hospitable, and do not like to offend by refusing

requests, but this trait of acceding to a tourist’s request, and then not delivering the 

service, only leads to greater dissatisfaction.  The researcher observed similar

examples with concepts of time, at both resorts.  For example, when guests ask when 

their room will be ready, the answer is always ‘soon’.  However, this can mean hours 

away and not a few minutes.262

Access to both resorts is provided by South Seas Cruises and Awesome 

Adventures.  However, the resorts arrange transport to and from the ferry to the 

resort.  Wayalailai guests are well provided for, as the resort owns some boats and a 

small launch, and boatmen ensure departing guests are waiting for the ferry up to half 

an hour ahead of time.  By contrast, Naqalia has no boat, and has to hire them from 

boat owners in the village, or ask Wayalailai to do them a favour (kerekere) and pick 

up and deliver their guests for them. The collection and transportation of guests to 

and from Naqalia is rarely planned, and guests may have to wait for hours at 

Wayalailai on arrival before they are collected (See Chapter 7.5).

As with most backpacker resorts, Wayalailai and Naqalia have set meal 

times. Guests at island resorts, to some extent, plan their days around these times, 

which need to fit in with the arrival and departure of boats to meet the Yasawa Flyer,

or participate in activities.  However, meals are not always on time (See Appendix M

and Appendix N), especially if there has been a major event in the village or resort 

the night before.  The number of staff at both resorts is limited, and if they worked 

late and stayed up celebrating, breakfast may be delayed by an hour or so.  Departing

guests are inclined to find this frustrating, whilst others see it is part of the cultural 

experience. 

                                               
262  See review of Naqalia by Spunkykvf, Sacramento, California, January 30, 2011.
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Wayalailai has a larger labour force, and on these occasions is not as badly 

affected as Naqalia. Naqalia uses Wayalailai staff who are on days off, to supplement 

their full-time labour.  One suggestion the researcher made, when staying at Naqalia,

was that when large events were being held in the village or at Wayalailai, Naqalia 

staff arrange with Wayalailai to take their guests there for the day.  This way,

Naqalia staff were able to be present at the function and ensure their guests were 

attended to.  This worked well, with a skeleton staff of two left behind at Naqalia to 

deal with guests who were happy to spend a quiet day at the resort.  On previous 

occasions, staff would just not show up for work, or disappear, only to turn up a few 

days later, when the festivities were over, and they had recovered from their 

excessive yaqona drinking, feeling madua263 and seeking forgiveness264.

8.19 THE ROLE OF WOMEN

Village women are responsible for the socialisation of children, as well as a 

number of daily tasks, beginning with preparing breakfast, washing clothes, cooking 

daily meals, planting, gathering seafood and cleaning house (Williksen-Bakker, 

1978, p. 16).  They are also expected to contribute to social events that cater for the 

church, clan and village.  As with other rural resorts in Fiji, women employed at 

Naqalia and Wayalailai supplement their cash incomes with subsistence farming, 

fishing and gleaning seafood (Daye, 2010).  At both resorts, women have played a 

leading role in providing the hospitality and catering for workers and guests.  In the 

initial stages, their services were provided free of charge, and today women comprise 

over 75% of the workforce at both Naqalia and Wayalailai. They are employed in 

reception, housekeeping, kitchen, restaurant, bar, traditional performances or are 

self-employed at Shell Market selling handicrafts.  From the researcher’s 

observations, women work the longest hours, as, after a long day’s work, they are 

still required to return to the village and fulfil such household/village duties as 

cooking, cleaning, child care, attending to their husband and elderly relatives, as well 

as participate in commitments to church and the village school. At Naqalia, a regular 

wage system has still not been developed, so in many cases the women work for 

‘free’ or, when they are fortunate, a meagre wage of about FJ$50.00 per week.  

                                               
263 Shame, see Glossary
264 Kere veivosoti.
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Women at Wayalailai receive a regular wage of from    FJ$50-$200 per week with 

meals, dependent on seniority.  Despite their tireless loyalty to these resorts, in the 

years the researcher undertook this study, on no occasion did she see any recognition 

on the part of the male elders or clan members, to honour the role that women played 

in the successful running of the resorts, and their contribution to raising living 

standards within the community.  Nevertheless, women do not resent the lack of 

recognition, and accept the different roles they play within the community as a duty 

to their families, vanua and God (A. Naulivou, 2010, personal communication, 

Naqalia). 

Quotation:

Employment in tourism has meant that some women, especially younger 

ones, have started to drink yaqona and alcohol, smoke cigarettes, wear make-

up, dye their hair and (when away from the village) wear shorts and long 

pants (See Chapter 6.3.2).  Although such behaviour is not approved by 

elders, and most male members of the clan, these women feel they have a 

right to enjoy the same activities as their male counterparts in the village.  

Unemployed males and grandparents have also started to share caregiving 

roles.  This has led to many quarrels between couples and to incidents of 

violence (which the researcher discovered were supported by the Methodist 

minister), as a form of discipline for young men to ‘teach their wives respect 

after which they would learn to behave!’  Unfortunately, within a traditional 

village such behaviour is not unusual.

In the village context, wives play a key role in supporting their husbands.  

The wives of Rusiate and Viliame both came from remote islands in Lau.265  While 

Viliame’s wife moved with him to the Yasawas, and is very supportive of him, the 

resort, and the community, Rusiate’s wife refused to move to Namara village or 

bring their children to visit their grandmother and great-grandparents whilst they 

were alive.  Since a Fijian woman is expected to support her husband, move to his 

                                               
265 Large group of remote islands in Eastern Fiji
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village after marriage, and live as a member of his tokatoka266 (Lee, 2000), the 

failure of Rusiate’s wife to do so, not only caused a strain on their personal 

relationship, but also reflected badly on him with the clan.  Elders started to see him 

as weak, or yalo malua.267 If he was unable to ‘control’ his wife, how could he 

possibly control a resort.  On the two occasions, Rusiate’s wife visited during the 

researcher’s six month stay at the island, she had a number of arguments with male 

and female family members and elders, and showed no respect for the clan or 

traditional female roles. He was at her disposal throughout and left to look after his 

two children.  This was also seen by elders as a sign of weakness, as men are 

considered to be heads of households, and women are expected to respect and serve 

them and their family.  The head of the Tagova clan quoted me a verse from the 

Bible (Corinthians 11:3), which clan members confirmed they had been taught in 

Church, to explain the role of women, and justify this tradition.

... I want you to understand that the head of every man is Christ, the head of a 

wife is her husband, and the head of Christ is God (Crossway Bibles, 2001).

To this day women prepare the food and eat after the men.  At Naqalia 

especially, even when women have worked a twelve-hour day, they will wait until 

the men have finished drinking yaqona and serve them their food, before they eat.  

This happens with all meals, so often causes delays to daily tasks and routines, 

especially where male clan members turn up at different times of the day expecting 

to be fed, before they start work.

8.20 RELIGION AND THE METHODIST CHURCH

Wayalailai pays Methodist church tithes for villagers from all clans, so 

Naqalia is relieved of this obligation.  However, Tagova clan members still kerekere

funds for contributions to church functions, visits by Methodist ministers from the 

mainland, church maintenance, weekly return transfers and lunch for the Minister 

                                               
266Single family unit, see Glossary
267 Weak or humble, see Glossary
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each Sunday, and i-solis268 for the resort, the school, church or other traditional 

obligations.

All villagers on Wayalailai are Methodists. No other religions are allowed to 

build churches on the island.  Most elders do not drink alcohol, but most adult 

villagers consume yaqona.  Some of the youth drink alcohol, but this is not allowed 

in the village.  The researcher believes that religion has had an impact on beverage 

service at both resorts.  Wayalailai has a relatively well stocked bar, but staff lack 

understanding and interest in how drinks should be chilled and served.  Villagers are 

used to drinking their beverages warm, so do not understand why visitors want ice-

cold beers or soft drinks.  At Naqalia, none of the elders drink alcohol, so there has 

been an unwillingness, on their part, to approve funds (FJD$1,000.00) to pay for a 

liquor licence.  Naqalia guests are encouraged to bring their own alcohol, so the 

resort loses a major source of revenue by not having a fully stocked bar.

Observation:

Both resorts are marketed by Awesome, which takes 30% commission on a 

package that includes accommodation and food.  Beverages (both alcoholic 

and non-alcoholic) then become an important source of income, which can 

replace the funds paid to Awesome in commissions.  Previous studies of 

backpacker resorts show they have the potential to make from FJ$5,000-

$15,000 a day (C. Robinson, personal communication, Beachcomber, 2011).  

Wayalailai makes about FJD$1,500-$2,000.00 a week, but has the potential 

to increase this amount four-fold, and Naqalia does not even have a bar.  Staff 

need further training to sell their products (drinks and snacks), rather than sit 

and wait for guests to come to them and place an order. 

Religion also affects the service offered at both resorts.  On Tuesday evenings 

at 7.00pm, the Tagova clan has a two-three hour prayer meeting at Naqalia.  This is 

held in the dining room, and affects guests’ dining and relaxation as they are 

expected to eat early, or take meals in their bures.  On Sunday, most staff attend 

                                               
268 Fundraising events
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church services during the day.  Namara village is a few minutes away, and staff are 

rostered so that everyone can attend a church service. However, Naqalia staff have 

to take a ten minute boat ride or walk 30 minutes along the cliffs.  Normally one of 

the kitchen staff stays behind to prepare Sunday lunch, whilst interested guests and 

all other staff travel to the village for the two-hour church service.  Guests enjoy the 

choir, (but many wish there was some translation as the service is always in Fijian).  

On Sundays, the staff play hymns all day, and this too is not necessarily in 

accordance with guest preferences.

Observation:

On the last Sunday of the month, the Taqova clan return to Naqalia with their 

families for Sunday lunch.  Naqalia is a quiet, peaceful cultural experience, 

but on these Sundays, the tranquility is broken by the cries and screams of 

children.  Some guests enjoy meeting the children, but others find they 

disturb their afternoon rest.  Children who attend the primary school at 

Naboro are used to weekly visits from passengers on Captain Cook Cruises, 

where they scramble for sweets, the wealthy passengers throw into the crowd. 

Consequently they expect the same behaviour from guests visiting the resort.

8.21 STEWARDSHIP AND REINVISTING IN THE FUTURE

The researcher had discussion with Wayalailai clans and indigenous Fijian 

colleagues at the University of the South Pacific (USP), regarding the practice of 

‘mamaroi’, which was defined as a sense of responsibility, stewardship or caring for 

something (A. Movono, personal communication, Suva, November 2012); or 

‘maroroya’ which refers to taking care of or putting away, precious items such as 

children, the environment and money (Nainoca, 2011, p.188).  She was particularly 

concerned with reinvesting funds for future business developments and emergencies.

She was advised that, as children growing up in the village, people were taught to 

take care of their vanua, family and resources or environment for the future269.  It 

was discovered that the practice of taking care of money is a relatively new concept, 

                                               
269 Na mamaroroi me baleta na veisiga ni mataka, see Glossary.
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and attributed to Indo-Fijians and kaivalagis270.  Even where people are taught to 

save money, it is generally in the context of caring for the vanua, family and 

environment, and not to acquire wealth for personal use (P. Bibi, personal 

communication, Suva, November 2012).  Since the concept of saving exists in Fijian 

culture, the challenge is how this can be adapted to relate to financial management in 

business.

8.22 IMPACTS OF CBT INITIATIVES

The total contribution of travel and tourism to GDP in Fiji in 2011 was 

FJ$2,244.2 million, being 35.4% of GDP (WTTC, 2012, p.3).. Research  has 

advocated community based tourism (CBT) as an alternative for developing a more 

sustainable tourism industry (Hing and Dimmock, 1997; Kibicho, 2003; Mitchell, 

2003).  Community-based tourism is supported by the Fiji government for the socio-

economic benefits it can bring (Jarvis & Hobman, 2006), however, for tourism to 

contribute to sustainable development, it must be economically viable, ecologically 

sensitive, and culturally appropriate (Wall, 1997). Hall and Lew (2009) noted that 

ultimately, the planning and management of tourism impacts is a matter for public 

policy (p.230), although, with increased tourism development and concerns about 

tourism impacts, tourism businesses must consider the wider social and natural 

environments within which they operate. Tourism on Wayalailai has provided a 

number of economic and social benefits for the community, but recently 

environmental impacts are emerging which need to be addressed. 

8.22.1 Socio-economic impacts of CBT

Economic benefits to the clans provided by WER include employment, 

predominantly part-time, for villagers (See Chapter 6.3.1 ). The resort employs about 

30 staff at any one time.  There are 10 full-time staff (five women and five men), and 

20 part-time staff.  WER rosters staff from Namara village and ensures that every 

household has at least one person earning a cash income each week. Naqalia employs 

twelve staff, the only full-time staff are the resort manager, a housekeeper and two 

cooks; the rest are employed part-time. Casual staff usually include clan members 

                                               
270 Europeans
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from Wayalailai, who  are employed on their week off (See Chapters 7.6.2). These 

cash contributions, although only between F$50-150.00 a week, can make a 

significant contribution to household income, and support subsistence farming 

contributions at the household level (Goodwin, 2007, p.92).

A housing scheme, funded by the resort, built ten new houses by the end of 

1996, two for each sub-clan; and this continues, with families making submissions to 

elders for building funds. Religion is extremely important to the clans of Wayalailai 

and i-Taukei communities in general. Two churches have been built in Namara and 

Yamata villages, with a new church under construction in Naboro. Villagers at 

Namara receive free electricity between 6.00–10.30 pm; access to fresh, running  

water for all households and flush toilets.  A boarding school for kindergarten and 

primary school students, was built at Naboro and operates from Monday to Friday, 

with parents taking turns to cook and provide meals, and fees paid by WER resort. 

This also enables parents with young children to work during the week, and have 

children at home with them over the weekend. Secondary school students attend 

school on the mainland or at Waya and work part time at the resort for money for 

school fees, uniforms and textbooks. Payment of the Methodist Church tithe of 

FJ$75 p/a per family, by the resort, costs WER approximately FJ$19,500.00 per year. 

Wayalailai has also made a number of improvements to the resort, rebuilding the 

original bures and constructing a new coffee house, café and dormitory.

Members of the Tagova clan,who own Naqalia, are shareholders in 

Wayalailai thus receiving benefits from both resorts. They also receive lease monies 

from Naqalia. Given the weak financial management at Naqalia, and lack of 

accountability, it is unclear how the profits from Naqalia are being shared or spent. 

Anecdotal evidence from discussions with clan members and the first resort 

manager, indicate staff still do not receive a regular salary, there is increased travel 

between Namara and Veiseisei village  by the head of the Tagova clan and his 

family, more frequent attendance at traditional ceremonies, weddings, funerals and 

important birthdays on the mainland and in the village; and large contributions to 

traditional obligations and church. However, there is little evidence that increased 
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revenue is being invested in the resort, improving village infrastructure, tertiary271 or 

vocational272 education of youth and staff. Naqalia still does not own a boat to 

transport  guests to Awesome ferries or purchase goods from the mainland, nor has it 

completed screening all the bures from insects.

8.22.2 Socio-cultural impacts of CBT

Studies show tourism has social outcomes that can have negative and positive 

impacts on the local community (Friday, 2003; George, 2004; Martin, 1998; 

Martinez, 2003; Sills,1998).  For the clans on Wayalailai, positive benefits have 

been: better access to health facilities on the mainland; improved housing and indoor 

plumbing; piped water, secondary education and discretionary income to spend on 

consumer goods such as clothing, household goods such as televisions, DVD players, 

refrigerators, gas ovens, mobile phones and laptops (See Chapters 6.3.2 and 7.6.3).

The clans on Wayalailai live a simple, frugal, predominantly semi-

subsistence lifestyle governed by strict codes of conduct and dress codes within the 

villages. Alcohol consumption is banned in the village, women must wear tops with 

sleeves (no t-shirts) and long dresses, sulus273 or skirts, covering their elbows and at 

least mid calf. In the evenings men too must wear sulus, no shorts or long trousers 

are allowed. With earnings from tourism, alcohol consumption and cigarette smoking 

amongst young workers has increased, and yaqona consumption, by many, is 

excessive, with resorts implementing policies to regulate consumption. 

In general, villagers feel that tourism has brought positive benefits to the 

community. However, village elders and older staff members expressed concern at 

the changing behaviour of young men and women in the village. Women are 

beginning to dye their hair, wear makeup, and, when off the island, jeans, shorts, t-

shirts, baseball caps and sunglasses, all of which are banned in the village. The extent 

to which these changes can be attributed to ‘demonstration effect’274, modernisation 

and access to western consumer goods, or gifts from family who have migrated 

                                               
271 Tertiary – University 
272 Vocational – skills based education for trades and specific occupations e.g. tourism, hospitality, 
tour guiding, marine skills, electrical and plumbing
273 See Glossary
274 deKadt states ‘demonstration affect’ “ is most easily and frequently seen in the local patterns of 
consumption which change to imitate those of tourists’’ (1979, p.65).
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overseas,  is arguable (See Scheyvens and Russell, 2010, p.20). Village women 

purchase many of their items of clothing from second-hand stores, whose clothes are 

imported from Australia and New Zealand, so this potentially has more influence on 

their clothing choices than young backpacker tourists (See Chapter 6.3.2).  A study 

of demonstration effect in the Caribbean concluded that “nontourist influences are 

more important predictors of ...consumption behaviour” (McElroy and de 

Albuquerque, 1986, p.33).  Other literature notes, tourism cannot be the only aspect 

of cultural change (Berno 1995; Crick 1989; MacNaught, 1982). Local people are 

also influenced by examples of western lifestyles, advertisements, movies, television, 

magazines and such social networking sites as Facebook (Fisher, 2004, p.230).

People are now missing church services, some because they have to work at

the resorts on Sundays, for others, because they drank too much yaqona or alcohol 

the night before. Such behaviour is considered by elders disrespectful, and many fear 

their culture is slowly being changed by tourism.  Scheyvens and Russell’s (2010)  

report,  Sharing the riches of tourism in Fiji, also noted similar findings.

With education, young men and women are starting to question the decisions 

of their elders at village meetings. This is seen by elders as disrespectful, and young 

men do not have the right or power to speak out, or disregard the wishers of their 

elders. Such dissent between elders and youth has led to a gradual migration of 

youth, young couples and their families to the mainland (See Chapters 6.3.2, 7.5 and 

7.6.3).

Elders also feel that an outcome of dual income families has been the 

breakdown of the family unit.  Today, with both parents working either at the resorts 

or on the mainland, surrogates bring up the children.  Children attend secondary 

school at Waya, or on the mainland, where they board or stay with relatives.  

Husbands and grandparents are becoming caregivers as many women are employed 

at the resorts. Divorce and marital conflict is on the increase at Wayalailai, as women 

gain financial independence through work and education (See Chapter 6.3.2). For 

example, of the six women employed at Naqalia, during the researcher’s stay, five 

were divorced with children.
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8.22.3 Environmental impacts of CBT

Indigenous Fijians have a special relationship with the vanua275. Ravuvu 

(1983, p.70) states that they have a holistic world view, which sees humans as part of 

the environment rather than separate from the land. Given their dependency on, and 

interconnectedness with, the environment, they grow up caring and protecting their 

vanua. i-Taukei abide by the ways of the land (vakavanua) and see their community 

as a key component of their identity (Brison, 2001; Nainoca, 2011; Figure 3.4). 

Villagers feel a sense of responsibility and stewardship for their environment, which 

they consider precious, and important for their survival. This practice is called 

mamaroi or maroroya276. As children, growing up in the village, Fijians are taught to 

take care of their vanua, family, and resources or environment for the future277.  The 

Fijian language has a number of words which can refer to waste disposal. For 

example, viritaka (which means throw away) and maroroya (which means carefully 

put away) the rubbish. In teaching communites waste management, one must be 

careful to choose maroroya.

However, despite the community’s best efforts to take care of their 

environment, over the years tourism, increased visitors, and village developments 

e.g. flush toilets,  have begun to have negative impacts on the environment (See 

Chapters 6.3.3 and 7.6.4). Deforestation to build the resorts and village houses has 

led to landslides, and siltation which has affected the reefs. Sand, coral and volcanic 

rocks have been removed for construction. Runoff from the overflow of septic tanks 

has led to increased nutrients in the sea and seaweed growth on rocks surrounding 

the resorts and villages. The shortage of fish in the area has resulted in a traditional 

tabu of fishing between the western most point on Kuata Island and eastern most 

point of Wayalailai, Naqalia Point,  for a period of ten years (See Figure 5.2). 

Fishermen have to travel further to get fish, but anecdotal evidence from villagers 

observes that fish are now returning and more octopus and clams are spotted by 

divers.

                                               
275 Community - land and people, see Glossary
276 See Glossary
277 Na mamaroroi me baleta na veisiga ni mataka, see Glossary.
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8.23 KNOWLEDGE OF TOURISM AND TOURIST BEHAVIOUR

Whilst living at Naqalia, the researcher observed that villagers did not seem 

to appreciate the concept of ‘tranquillity’ or ‘peace and quiet’.  Living in a village 

community they are used to noise and having people around them all the time.  This 

meant that there was always music being played at the resort.  The problem with this 

was that at any one time, there could be four or five different songs being played.  In 

addition, staff who played in the band did not understand that guests wanted to rest in 

the afternoons, read a book or have a quiet dinner without loud music and listen to 

the waves and quiet.  The researcher had to keep asking staff to stop sitting on the 

steps of guest bures and singing songs, and explain that their guests did not want 

noise all the time.  This is still something they fail to understand. 

When Elenoa, Awesome Adventure’s Public Relations Manager, visited

Naqalia she also noticed this and delivered a training session in Fijian which 

explained in detail tourist behaviour, and ‘reading books’, which she used as a 

metaphor for sex.  Both resorts were asked to turn on their generators in the 

afternoon, as many guests returned to their rooms to ‘read books’ and rest, after a day 

of activities and sunbathing.  Although clan members laughed, many were shocked,

as such behaviour was only to be engaged in after ‘dark’.  She also explained other 

activities such as sunbathing, swimming, snorkelling, drinking and the need for 

furniture and such equipment as sunbeds, snorkels, flippers, and cold drinks that 

facilitated these activities.

In consideration of guest suggestions Wayalailai improved its food and bar 

service and opened a coffee shop that also provided snacks, thus catering for those 

guests who want to sleep in or eat outside of the normal set meal hours.  Wayalailai 

has a variety of accommodation so could upgrade some of the rooms, for example 

the new bures, by providing flashpacker facilities and charging accordingly.  

However, the researcher questions the success of mixing the young party GAP

student backpacker and the older flashpacker/ grey nomad market.  Naqalia on the 

other hand, would benefit from upgrading its services to cater for the more lucrative 

flashpacker/ grey nomad market who are interested in indigenous culture and 

experiencing local food and aim for an Awesome Adventures ‘Three Coconut’

rating.
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Observation:

During informal conversations with guests at Wayalailai and Naqalia, the 

researcher discovered that as long as there were good beaches, snorkelling 

and hiking, other factors were of less importance to these young budget 

tourists.  They were more interested in ‘hanging out’ with their peers, getting 

a tan and relaxing.  As long as the resort was value for money, guests had 

basic clean accommodation, good food, a safe environment with friendly staff 

they were happy.  However, flashpackers (43%) and older ‘grey nomad’

backpackers (3%) (See Figure 6.10) expected higher quality rooms with 

extras (hot water, shampoo, towels, soap, hair dryers, fans or air 

conditioning), a variety of activities and food selections that included fine 

dining choices, quality beverages and gourmet coffee.

Research on successful businesses recognises that they should be customer-

centered (Dwan, 1994; Kandampully, 2006; Rahman, 2004; Scarnati & Scarnati, 

2002; Williams & Uysal, 2003; and Zeithaml & Bitner, 2000).  Many of the cultural 

factors identified in this chapter can potentially have direct or indirect impacts on 

guest satisfaction. For example, when funds are diverted from the resort to pay for 

traditional obligations, at the expense of purchases of supplies to restock food, bar 

and housekeeping, the fundamental expectations of a ‘holiday experience’ are 

unfulfilled (See TripAdvisor Reviews Appendix M Natalya050,bandbcyprus, 2011; 

and Appendix N, DannKel, March 13, 2011, Lucy84, Melbourne, January 10, 2012, 

Tripper1811, February 6, 2012 and JessBnz, July 28, 2012). This was more common 

at Naqalia which had no organised system for stocktaking and purchasing and tended 

to depend on being able to kerekere stock from Wayalailai or Kuata.  Wayalailai 

purchased stock twice weekly from the mainland but still encountered shortages due 

to subsistence attitudes to food and beverages (See Chapters 6.2.3 and 8.14), if there 

was an unexpected increase in arrivals, or inclement weather which prevented access 

to the mainland. Despite some complaints, guests were generally satisfied with their 

experiences at both resorts and prepared to compromise given the remote island 

locations and value for money packages (See Appendix L).  However, if the resorts 
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received suitable training in all departments, from a guest’s perspective, and 

implemented systems which minimised shortages, customer complaints and the 

resultant negative word-of-mouth on websites such as TripAdvisor would decrease.

As explained earlier in this chapter, other factors that impacted guest 

satisfaction were the kerekere system where staff and villagers borrowed from guests 

(See Chapter 8.11), the practice of veitabuki and its impact on communication 

between staff and managers (See Chapter 8.12), lack of planning (See Chapter 8.17), 

attitudes towards time (See Chapter 8.18) and how this negatively impacted guest 

perceptions of service quality. Furthermore, the impact of these cultural factors on 

the commercial delivery of hospitality supports the need for training and education 

that considers such cultural factors as placing limits on traditional obligations, 

including the clan in business workshops and courses, scheduling that includes 

traditional roles (Refer to Objective 4).

8.24 TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Research shows that access to training and education is an important factor 

for increasing business success and providing the skills and knowledge to manage 

problems in the workplace (Echtner, 1995; Jaafar, Abdul-Aziz, Maideen, and Mohd, 

2011; Yusuf, 1995). Furthermore, managers and owners believed government should 

play a proactive role in marketing and promoting the tourism industry. In many less 

developed countries, tourism is being promoted as a tool for development, without 

providing adequate trained personnel.   Whilst many argure that entrepreneurs are 

‘born’ not ‘made’, Echtner (1995) claims aspiring entrepreneurs need both ingrained 

behavioural traits and learned skills, to be successful. Skills include “knowledge of 

the venture creation process... [and]...understanding of specific management tools”

(Loucks, 1988, pp.53-54). Individuals or communities, for instance Wayalailai, may 

wish to become entrepreneurs and develop their own SMTE, but frequently lack the 

management skills and techniques to succeed. Hailey (1985) discovered, that whilst 

Fiji may have a number of vocational and tertiary training institutions, the extent to 

which available courses are able to meet the needs of Fijian entrepreneurs needs to 

be evaluated, with specialist courses designed to deal with different groups e.g. 

tourism and hospitality, fishing, carpenters, taxi cabs and so on (Hailey, 1985; Berno, 

2007). 
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Saffu (2003), in his study on the role and impact of culture on South Pacific 

(SP) entrepreneurs, suggested that the relevance and applicability of the model of 

entrepreneur’s characteristics discussed in (Eurocentric) entrepreneurship literature 

may not apply in the South Pacific, or other such contexts as Africa or Latin 

America.   South Pacific entrepreneurs need competencies other than those listed in 

the literature.   He questioned whether SP entrepreneurs should “be taught how to run 

their businesses as individualistic, risk-taking profit maximising businessmen? Or 

should training focus on providing skills that would help SP island entrepreneurs to 

become more adept at manipulating their cultural and business environments?”

(Saffu, 2003, p.68).  If one considers Fijian entrepreneurs in this light, then, for 

training to be relevant, it should be tailor-made to incorporate modern business 

practices with traditional culture.  Training in modern business practices is important 

for Fijian entrepreneurs as this study identified that apart from the resort managers of 

Naqalia and Wayalailai, elders, board members and staff lacked these skills.    

Echtner (1995) proposed a three-pronged approach to tourism education in 

the third world (Figure 8.4). The first component, Professional Education, is 

academic and best taught at tertiary institutions like university (e.g. University of the 

South Pacific, Fiji National University, University of Fiji). It provided “theoretical 

concepts and develops students’ ability to interpret, evaluate, and analyse” (p.121). 

This would provide qualified people, with a broad understanding of the nature and 

impact of tourism, at a strategic management level for both the public and private 

sector.  Developing countries urgently need local professionals who have a holistic 

understanding of tourism, and its impacts, to reduce inappropriate development. 

The second type of training is Vocational Skills, to teach specific skills and 

on the job tasks for different jobs e.g. chef, housekeeping, front office, and tour 

guiding. Such training is vital for delivering quality services in SMTEs, as there is a 

shortage of skilled locals, especially at a supervisory level. This is the case in SMTEs 

in Fiji, as identified by this study. 
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Figure 8.4 Three-pronged approach to tourism education in the third world
(Echtner, 1995, p.120).

The third component of her model was Entrepreneurship Development, 

which she proposed is a critical need of developing countries. This requires both the 

training of future entrepreneurs, and provision of a supportive environment within 

which they can thrive. Whilst some argue that entrepreneurs are ‘born not made’,

successful businesses need entrepreneurs who have both the innate characteristics 

and learned skills. Many innovative individuals aspire to become entrepreneurs, but 

lack the skills they need to succeed (Echtner, 1995). She proposed entrepreneurship 

development be broken down into several components “creativity and/or innovation; 

uncertainty and/or risk taking, and managerial and/or business capabilities” (1995, 

p.122). The possession of at least one of the first two characteristics is considered 

important for entrepreneurship. The third component, managerial and business 

capability can be developed with relevant education.

In an evaluation of tourism training in the South Pacific, Berno argued that:

providing tourism training and education alone is not enough to empower 

indigenous people in tourism. To fully support the aspirations of indigenous 

people, the education and training, must build a platform of cultural and 
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contextual understanding. In the South Pacific, this challenge involves 

establishing a ‘Pacific Way’ for the future of tourism education – one that 

supports the development of international skills and understanding, whilst at 

the same time inculcates and incorporates the unique features and 

characteristics of the South Pacific (2007, p.39).

Suitably designed training programmes should enable entrepreneurs to be 

more flexible by balancing the modern and the traditional.   Training should, 

therefore, include tools that allow entrepreneurs “to meet clan demands and at the 

same time meet business goals”(Saffu, 2003, p.68).   Furthermore, the clan should 

also be included in training, so that they come to understand the business 

commitments facing the entrepreneur and how community obligations impacts on 

business success. This could lead to meaningful discourse between the entrepreneur 

and clan whereby agreement could be reached on limiting community obligations as 

suggested by Hailey (1985).

The clans have invested in training some of its younger members; however, 

clan elders are the decision-makers, so ultimate power is still in their hands and not 

the resort manager’s. Behaviour that is common in collectivist societies can have a 

severe impact on the financial management of the company, especially, for instance, 

where funds needed for the everyday running of the company are diverted to fulfil 

traditional commitments, or youth labour is withdrawn from resort work to 

participate in communal tasks278 such as the building of the chief’s bure, or fulfilling 

traditional obligations such as attendance at funerals, weddings, installations of 

chiefs. i-Taukei respect for their elders makes it difficult for managers to gainsay 

these decision-makers. Such problems underline the need for community training and 

education, so that all stakeholders, including chiefs and elders, become aware of the 

differences between revenue, expenses and profit.

                                               
278 Oga
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8.25 CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter has discussed the cultural challenges faced by the two case 

studies using the findings from participant observation, focus interviews with 

management, talanoa sessions with the clan, guest surveys and TripAdvisor reviews 

and relevant literature on Fijian culture, entrepreneurship and studies of business in 

the South Pacific and Fiji. It has compared the management styles of the different 

resort managers, and discussed how clan motivations for building the resorts, 

traditional cultural obligations, leadership and power have impacted the success of 

Wayalailai and Naqalia.  It has also discussed the role social capital has played in the 

development of the resorts.  Social exchange was explained by outlining the different 

contributions and benefits for the clans.  

Although experiencing similar challenges to Naqalia, Wayalailai has a better 

chance of success in the long term if it continues under the strong management and 

leadership of its existing resort manager.  However, any change in management 

could lead to it facing the same problems as Naqalia, with elders using the profits to 

fulfil community obligations and goals that will not support the long term 

sustainability of the resort.  The extent to which Naqalia will succeed is dependent on 

its management and responsible decisions on the part of the head of the Tagova clan 

and its elders.  The management, elders, and staff of Naqalia will benefit the most 

from extensive training in tourism, hospitality and business knowledge.

Chapter Nine is the final chapter and will summarise the aims and objectives 

of this study; assess the value of the study and its contribution to literature and 

knowledge; outline the limitations of the study; and provide conclusions and 

recommendations for further studies and future policy development.
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CHAPTER NINE:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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9.1 INTRODUCTION

Small businesses are important for economic growth, and, in the tourism and 

hospitality industry, this sector is experiencing dynamic growth, especially in remote 

rural areas, which also correspond to the location of most indigenous-owned 

businesses (Fairbairn, 1988a), for example the Yasawa and Mamanuca groups in Fiji 

(Jarvis & Hobman, 2006).   This growth is made easier by low barriers to entry and 

comparatively low capital investment (Ateljevic & Doorne, 2004a;  Kozak, & 

Rimmington, 1998; Quinn, Larmour, & McQuillan, 1992).   Although the prevalence 

of small medium enterprises (SMEs) is characteristic of the accommodation sector of 

the international tourism industry (Quinn et al., 1992; Morrison & Thomas, 1999), in  

developing countries  like Fiji, these economies and small businesses have little 

understanding of consumer markets, and lack development skills including finance, 

management and marketing expertise (Berno & Bricker, 2001;  Dieke, 2003; Milne, 

2005b).    The lack of understanding of consumer markets and limited marketing skills 

can also contribute to business failure (Bailey, 1985; Lowe & Marriott, 2006; and 

Schaper & Volery, 2004).

This study examined why indigenous i-Taukei operators in Fiji have 

difficulties managing and operating successful SMTEs, by identifying and analysing 

cultural factors that affect the viable operation of such businesses, and provided 

recommendations which included the skills and training needed to contribute to 

business success. To this end the study used ethnographic case study methodology, 

and multiple research methods to gather primary and secondary data on the following 

five research objectives. Data, mostly qualitative, were gathered (over a period of 

three years during visits that varied  from a few days to several months) by means of 

a detailed literature review, together with participant observation, and in-depth and 

focus interviews of community groups (youth, women, men, elders and staff) 

undertaken at the resorts and in the village, to discover their primary motivations for 

owning an SMTE and to identify potential cultural challenges that affect the 

successful management of the resorts (See Chapter 2 for more detailed explanation 

of research methods and summary in Table 2.3). These cultural challenges, their 

impact on the management of indigenous owned SMTES in Fiji, and 

recommendations, form the main original contribution to knowledge. 
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The two SMTEs in this study face many challenges common to island resorts 

(See Chapters 6, 7 and 8). These include a lack of strategic planning and vision; are 

product rather than customer oriented279, have weak links with distribution chains; a 

reliance on one marketing and transport intermediary, namely Awesome Adventures; 

weak internet presence; a predominance of unskilled staff; and a lack of knowledge 

of ‘tourism’ and ‘tourist behaviour’. Other common reasons for business failure in 

SMTEs have been attributed to the personal characteristics of managers, and such 

operational weaknesses as limited funds, inadequate cash flow, high overheads, 

inappropriate marketing strategies, and poor accounting and billing systems(See 

Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004a, p.6), all of which are especially apparent at Naqalia 

(See Chapter 7). 

9.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES, FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

The research objectives are restated below with a summary of findings and 

discussions, and a Chapter guide to relevant data and discussions.  

9.2.1 Objective One:  

To identify and analyse cultural factors that may influence the success of 

indigenous operations, and ascertain whether indigenous concepts of 

‘business success’ are the same as their western counterparts, or do 

indigenous operators have different aspirations and goals. 

Summary of findings and discussion

A brief review of i-Taukei culture is found in Chapter 4.3 and indigenous 

Fijian entrepreneurship in Chapter 4.4. Cultural factors which influenced the success 

of the case studies were outlined in Chapter 6 (Wayalailai), Chapter 7 (Naqalia) and 

analysed in Chapter 8.  These include: reciprocity and gift exchange; traditional 

obligations; leadership, respect and power; the kerekere and dinau systems; respect 

and avoidance practices – veitabuki; subsistence attitudes to food and decor; yaqona

abuse; planning and concepts of time; and religion (See Chapter 8).

                                               
279 Both resorts were built without considering their target markets. See Appendix 1 for a discussion 
of the budget/backpackers/independent travel market.
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9.2.1.1 Planning and concepts of time
Many i-Taukei280 have a casual attitude towards time and planning arising 

from the influence of traditional semi-subsistence lifestyles that are unused to precise 

planning, scheduling and punctuality (Qalo, 1997). Ravuvu (1983) explained 

indigenous Fijians’ priorities and attitudes to time “lie with the events of today and 

contentment in the present: the future will take care of itself” (cited in Farrelly, 2009, 

p.168).  The researcher observed that akin to other Pacific Islanders, indigenous 

Fijians could be described as coming from lifestyles where they live in the present 

(moment) and the past, with little or no concern for the future. This also reflected the 

resorts unwillingness to pay for insurance for fire, cyclone damage or potential 

accidents to guests or staff281. For example despite the lack of formal business 

records kept by Naqalia, it was interesting to observe the meticulous record-keeping 

of gifts at weddings and funerals. Explanation for this anomaly may rest with the 

greater sense of ownership of their own cultural observations, and is a potential 

opportunity for future research. 

Farrelly (2009) observed similar behaviour in her study of Bouma. 

Indigenous Fijian priorities were about the present and today, and they had little 

respect for people who were always considering the future, as to them, it would take 

care of itself. They saw no reason in accumulating surplus, especially for a perishable 

item like food or drinks (Ravuvu, 1983, p.107). These attitudes influence staff 

behaviour, especially in a resort like Naqalia, which is owned by a single clan, and 

staff are closely related. To a lesser extent this behaviour can be found at Wayalailai, 

but being a larger resort ,which has more formal procedures for purchasing goods, 

together with better refrigeration and storage facilities, stock is more strictly 

controlled.

An explanation for this maybe the lack of refrigeration, electricity and 

suitable storage facilities in the past and even today, so from experience, villagers 

have learned that perishable items should be consumed on the day, as, if saved, they 

                                               
280 Indigenous Fijians
281 Cyclone Evan in December 2012 devastated Wayalailai Island and the two resorts. Both were not 
insured and experienced damage of between FJ$150-200,000 each. To this day the resorts are still 
trying to rebuild and are looking at self-insurance options as they have been refused cover by 
insurance companies (Malo, 2012).
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will go bad. In this type of collective society accumulation of surplus is also 

considered hoarding (Ravuvu, 1983, p.107).  Villagers believe that the ‘Godly’ man 

or woman shares the ‘fruit of their labour’ with the community, to save these things 

will place a burden on their conscience and be stressful because the community 

consider it ‘immoral’. There is no point in accumulating surplus within a collectivist 

society (See Chapter 4.12), as it only leads to conflict within the community and 

stress or worry. The surplus just becomes a burden. (See Chapters 8.17 and 8.18).

9.2.1.2 i-Taukei ‘hosts’ and hospitality
In Fiji, tourism is a relatively new phenomen with few indigenous Fijians 

engaging in travel for leisure. As with elsewhere in the South Pacific, i-taukei travel 

for a variety of reasons which include: attending a sporting event, wedding, funeral, 

or education;  and usually stay with friends and relatives (Berno, 1999). As a ‘guest’

villagers take gifts of food and handicrafts to present to their ‘hosts’ and sometimes 

contribute financially. In contrast to the international tourist experience, which is 

discrete, they understand that the hospitality they receive from their ‘hosts’ (family)

is reciprocal. In many parts of Fiji and the South Pacific, tourists are welcomed and 

entertained as though they are truly a ‘guest’, rather than a tourist (Vusoniwailala, 

1980), and charging a fee for their hospitality can be difficult for the ‘hosts’.

Participant observation of the case studies, and discussions with resort 

managers, noted that neither resort used a basic costing strategy to price their resorts. 

Prices were set by mimicking other resorts, or based on what Awesome wholesalers 

were willing to market. The product, services and costs, which for an island resort 

are high, are rarely considered. In the host/guest relationship (See Chapter 4.5), 

resort management had difficulty converting what was once a social exchange, into 

an economic one that needed costing. In discussions with clan members, some also 

found it embarrassing, and felt madua282, because they were charging for something 

which culturally they give generously and for free. Unfortunately, such attitudes can 

lead to villagers being exploited by tourists. This has been a learning process for the 

clans, who need to appreciate which services should be charged for, and which 

should remain free and add value to their products and services. It would be 

                                               
282 Embarrassed, See Glossary.
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regrettable if natural attractions and common resources, for instance the sea and 

reefs, stop being free. At both resorts non-motorised activities, for instance, 

snorkelling, swimming, kayaking and fishing are complimentary. However, this does 

not mean they cannot ask visitors for donations to conserve natural resources.

9.2.1.3 Reciprocity and gift exchange

Participation in displays of ceremonial exchange is vital for maintaining self-

respect and i-Taukei “conception of themselves as virtuous and responsible people”

(Williksen-Bakker, 2002, p.76). Studies of successful entrepreneurs in Fiji revealed 

that many of them had withdrawn from communal obligations and faced ostracism 

from their clans (Williksen-Bakker’s, 2002). They had made a conscious choice to 

limit their contributions to oga283 and become more frugal by making sacrifices, in 

both money and time, for the benefit of the business. Differing value systems require 

successful indigenous entrepreneurs to operate at two different levels: vanua, which 

ensures traditional commitments are met; and business, which considers saving, 

budgeting and future investment.

Cultural practices of reciprocity affect the resorts in two main ways, the first 

as part of a traditional lifestyle that enjoins village participation and contributions 

from clan members and ultimately the resorts in the form of kerekere or dinau284. 

Secondly, the traditional yaqona ceremony performed for tourists as part of the 

cultural experience affects staff performance and absenteeism. A large proportion of 

the revenue and profits from both resorts is spent on contributions and loans for 

traditional ceremonies. Interviews with staff discovered that 15–20% of their wages 

could be willingly donated each month as contributions for different ceremonies (See 

Chapter 8.9).

9.2.1.4 Village life and traditional obligations
Wayalailai island villagers consider themselves custodians of traditions that 

their urban clan members are expected to support.  i-Taukei abide by the ways of the 

land (vakavanua) and see their community as a key component of their identity, 

which they are expected to work for and contribute to. Clan members are obliged to 

share the benefits of their endeavours, be they labour, agricultural produce, monetary 

                                               
283 See Glossary
284 See Glossary
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earnings or, in the case of tourism SMTEs such as Wayalailai and Naqalia resorts, 

profits. The i-Taukei entrepreneur is expected to consider the well-being of the

nuclear and extended families first, and support traditional obligations, in many cases 

to the detriment of the business. This assumption of communal responsibility for 

members’ welfare is a strength of the extended family though its continuation in the 

context of the cash economy is proving problematic. The community believes that 

business people and  entrepreneurs have money to give away. This study and 

previous research (See Fairbairn, 1988a; Hailey, 1988; Rao, 2004; Saffu, 2003) have 

repeatedly brought to light entrepreneurs’ attempts to meet their traditional kinship 

obligations, no matter the cost. Wayalailai and Naqalia managers receive continual 

demands from the clan heads, elders, staff and villagers for traditional ceremonies. In 

many cases communities can be so demanding that entrepreneurs make sacrifices to 

meet these obligations and avoid losing face and feeling madua (intense shame) 

(Ingram,1990; Williksen-Bakker, 2004). When someone is asked a ‘favour’ by a 

member of their community, it is virtually impossible to refuse, especially when an i-

sevusevu has been presented and accepted. However, many experts committed to 

Western business models regard this as antithetical to the successful management of 

i-Taukei businesses, interpreting it as an inability to separate business and personal 

spending (See Duncan, 2009; Pathak & Kumar, 2008).

Requests for funds to meet traditional obligations can be extremely costly for 

these indigenous-owned SMTEs. The researcher held meetings with clans from both 

resorts to consider how limitations could be put on these contributions. Chiefs, elders 

and managers agreed to set limits for different contributions to traditional 

obligations, Church, education, funerals and weddings. Both resorts stated that 

profits would be divided in the proportions 35% to the community (15% Vanua, 10% 

Church and 10% Education) and the remainder set aside for traditional obligations 

and future resort developments in the next year. In reality this never worked and 

these contributions continue to be a bone of contention between the resort managers, 

board of directors and elders (See Chapter 8.9).

9.2.1.5 The kerekere and dinau systems
i-Taukei communities borrow for sustenance and, in its true traditional sense, 

kerekere is a social practice that symbolises the close kinship ties between the 
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borrower and the giver. However, the abuse of the kerekere system has transformed 

it from an enriching social value into what some feel is a self-serving system of 

formal exchange, which can be costly for the giver who, after a while, may feel 

exploited. When a favour is granted, the recipient is obliged to repay the giver at a 

future date. Payment can vary from money to labour, food items or even traditional 

artefacts for cultural presentations. Dinau, on the other hand, is something that is 

borrowed and paid back, generally in installments. This exchange system has been of 

benefit to both resorts (See Chapter 8.11 for details).The potential of the kerekere 

and the dinau (credit) system to be detrimental is apparent when requests for 

personal loans and purchases of such consumer goods as alcohol, cigarettes or 

yaqona are abused. 

9.2.1.6 Indigenous and western concepts of success
The success of CBTEs, SMTEs or ecotourism ventures is rarely  researched 

and there are limited data on the criteria or indicators used to examine the success of 

such enterprises (Goodwin and Santilli, 2009).  Scheyvens (1999) stated the main

goal of CBT was to empower host communities in four ways – economic, 

psychological, social and political (See Table 9.1). Following discussions with 17 

CBT experts and a detailed literature review Armstrong (2012) used the following 

criteria to define a successful community-based tourism enterprise (CBTE). It is one 

which:

• Is economically viable, the central part of its operations having been 

at least break even for at least two years in the last four;

• Does not depend on grants or subsidies; and

• Delivers collective and individual benefits to the community (p.3).

Using these criteria, Wayalailai can be classified as an overwhelming success as it 

meets all the above criteria. Naqalia has not been operating long enough to meet the 

first criterion, and is still repaying its loan from FDB, but delivers limited benefits to 

the community. 

Generally, economic success is the main criteria for CBTEs, as tourism is a 

competitive commercial sector  determined by business opportunities, not a tool for 
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providing social services for poor marginalised communities. CBTEs must be 

economically successful if they are to contribute to poverty alleviation (Dixey, 

2005), be competitive, grow and create employment (Getz and Petersen, 2005). In 

many cases CBTEs have failed, because they have been donor driven, not market 

led, as was the case with those studied by Dixey (2005) in Zambia. In Belize a 

number of grassroots tourism initiatives have had difficulty succeeding without 

external financial and administrative support (Timothy and White, 1999). Such small 

scale ecotourism projects are environmentally sustainable, in that they seem to have 

little impact, but rarely result in large profits and struggle to be economically viable 

(Kangas, Shave and Shave, 1995). Small scale projects like those under The Toledo 

Ecotourism Association in Belize, can provide rewarding experiences for travellers, 

support environmental conservation and bring limited socio-economic benefits to the 

community (Timothy and White, 1999).  Whilst the host communities in Belize have 

similar motivations to WER and Naqalia, their economic benefits are smaller, and 

the focus i-Taukei communities have on traditional obligations, church and village 

development is not as evident. 

In some instances, success may be defined by achieving a desired lifestyle, as 

was the case with mature small business owners in Western Australia (Weber, 2006). 

The concept of ‘lifestyle’ is subjective and determined by the motivations and values 

of owners, managers or even communities and different social rewards (Morrison, 

Carlsen, and Weber, 2008). One might also argue that the two resorts in this study 

enabled the clans on Wayalailai to achieve desired lifestyles, and provide social 

rewards.  These included participation in cultural ceremonies, thus satisfying 

traditional obligations and maintaining extended traditional relationships, 

contributions to village development in the form of housing schemes, piped water, 

electricity; churches, construction of a primary school, and the payment of school 

fees and church tithes.

Goodwin and Santilli’s (2009, p.21) survey of  CBT experts and practitioners 

from Africa, Asia and the Americas, identified the following criteria for success: 

social capital and empowerment, local economic development , improved 

livelihoods, environmental conservation and commercial viability.  Experts and 

managers in the Goodwin and Santilli (2009) survey placed relatively little 
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importance on collective benefits or assets like churches, schools, and medical clinics 

which are used by the community as a whole, and placed more importance on 

livelihood impacts and increased living standards. Whereas in the Yasawas, clan 

members placed higher levels of importance on village development; livelihood 

impacts – housing, running water, toilets - payment of church tithes and school fees,

increased living standards, and the ability to contribute to traditional obligations and 

ceremonies, rather than profit maximisation, saving and reinvestment in the resorts. 

These findings are similar to de Burlo’s (2003, p,76) case study of a ni-Vanuatu 

guesthouse owner, whose business outsiders considered a failure, as it was not 

economically viable and collapsed due to lack of capital and neglect. Nevertheless, 

the owner gained cultural capital by owning a business, was able to diversify his 

economic activities and actively participate in traditional society. From his 

viewpoint, and that of fellow villagers, he was a success. Contributing to traditional 

obligations and participating in traditional village society, is of paramount 

importance to indigenous entrepreneurs in the Pacific (Fairbairn, 1988a; Hailey, 

1985).  Unlike non-indigenous entrepreneurs, in many instances, this is a primary 

aspiration and criteria for success.  

Empirical data, on successful indigenous entrepreneurs in Australia, noted the 

main motivator was a need to provide for their family, as a survival mechanism, and 

not to provide for their communities or heritage (Lindsay, 2005, p.10). Peredo et al., 

(2004), stated whilst some indigenous people felt the necessity to rebuild their 

community, others just wanted to support their family.  Foley (2006, p.17), an 

indigenous Australian, argued that indigenous entrepreneurship is important, given 

high levels of “unemployment, poverty, sickness, incarceration and family 

dysfunction,” creating the need for indigenous communities in Australia to become 

“self-reliant and socially cohesive” (Peredo et al., 2004, p.3). Active participation in 

the Australian economy could lead to financial independence, better educated future 

generations, and productive households who are not dependent on welfare and 

community empowerment. Motivations for i-Taukei communities are similar, but 

given the collective nature of indigenous Fijian society, commitment to community 

obligations are likely to be stronger. However, similarities may increase, where i-
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Taukei entrepreneurs live and work in an urban environment like Suva or Nadi, thus 

supporting Rao’s (2004) findings.

Attahir (1995) identified a number of critical success factors for South Pacific 

Entrepreneurs which included: good management, satisfactory government support, 

overseas exposure, level of education and training, access to finance and level of 

initial investment, personal characteristics, prior business experience and political 

affiliation (pp.69-70). As the findings discovered (See Chapter 7), the level of initial 

investment had a particular impact on Naqalia and the type of resort it became. 

Originally aimed at an upmarket cultural flashpacker market, lack of support from 

FDB and clan elders, meant that recommendations from Awesome management and 

the researcher were ignored, with the clan choosing to mimic their other two resorts 

Kuata and Wayalailai, and remain within the budget backpacker market. Government 

support, even when available, is difficult for isolated communities to access. There 

needs to be more information and communication between relevant government 

departments, NGOs and other tourism related or lending institutions. When CBT is 

private sector driven and championed, success levels are higher as commercial 

tourism operators provide technical advice and marketing support (Goodwin and 

Santilli, 2009).  Similar comparisons can be made with SMTEs in the Yasawas and 

the economic success of those that have been supported, mentored and marketed by 

Awesome Adventures.

Bosworth and Farrell’s (2011) research on rural small tourism firm (STF) 

owners in Northumberland, United Kingdom demonstrated similar characteristics to 

the two case studies, relying on human, social and financial capital for their 

successful operation, rather than focusing on profit, thus recognising the important of 

networks, community and local embeddedness.

Interviews with elders, women, and youth of all clans found that motivational 

factors for developing the resorts were to: fund community development projects; 

provide an alternative revenue source and employment; contribute to church, 

education and traditional obligations; and ensure that households had access to cash 

to purchase consumer goods. There was no mention of profit maximisation; the 

‘success’ of the resorts is measured by the level of community development in the 

villages and the extent to which profits from the resorts are able to meet 
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contemporary community needs. Such criteria are not new: indeed, Fairbairn (1988a) 

and Hailey (1985) proposed, three decades ago, the desirability of considering the 

success of i-taukei entrepreneurs in the context of traditional community demands 

and not in accordance with western concepts of individualism and profit 

maximisation. 

Findings from this study discovered that are many cultural factors that 

influence the success of indigenous businesses. Whilst an aim of indigenous

businesses is financial success, to a larger extent indigenous Fijian concepts of 

business success differ from their western counterparts and centre round community 

development, church, education and meeting traditional cultural obligations locally 

and within the wider Fiji region.

9.2.2 Objective Two: 

To identify the entrepreneurial skills of indigenous managers and owners, 

their business skills and knowledge of target markets, and examine the 

challenges indigenous tourism operations face in the strategic management 

and marketing of their businesses. 

Summary of findings and discussion 

See Chapters 4.1 and 4.2 for a discussion of relevant literature on 

entrepreneurship and indigenous entrepreneurship in Fiji, and Chapters 6 and 7 for 

findings from the case studies and further discussion in Chapters 8 and 9. 

9.2.2.1 Indigenous entrepreneurship in Fiji
Research has found that South Pacific entrepreneurs face challenges when 

attempting to deliver high-quality services, including shortages of skilled human 

resources, especially within indigenous communities, and the underdevelopment of 

customer-oriented management, marketing and business skills that are essential in 

tourism and hospitality (Fairbairn, 1988a,1988b; Hailey,1985; SPTO, 2006). For 

indigenous-owned SMTEs the lack of these skills is especially obvious where 

governments have promoted local ownership of tourism ventures without 

empowering local stakeholders with the knowledge to manage them effectively. 

Jayawardena (2002) forecast that future tourism markets will be dependent on the 

delivery of high-quality products that “correspond to the changing tastes, needs, 
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wants and demands of the international traveller” (p.90). However, in Fiji many 

indigenous operators have little knowledge and personal experience of travel and 

tourism, or the needs of this market, and build products and services without any 

research into guest motivations, expectations and needs. Doorne’s (2009) study of an 

indigenous owned ecotourism venture on Vatulele in Fiji claimed that “the ability of 

hosts to ‘read’ the cultural context of the guest is critical for the creation of viable, 

quality experiences” (p.205). Although economic barriers to entry may be low, 

cultural barriers between remote island communities and their guests maybe 

increasing, and problems arise with the delivery of quality experiences to the 

discerning experienced international tourist (Sharpley, 1996). Combined with limited 

marketing skills, this lack of  understanding of consumer markets can contribute to 

business failure (Hailey, 1985; Lowe & Marriott, 2006; Schaper & Volery, 2004). 

Furthermore, many of these community-based businesses are dependent on foreign 

corporations, such as South Seas Cruises and Awesome Adventures for their supply 

of tourists; which control the transport and wholesaling of tourism in the region, 

though, these corporations could just as easily direct tourists to alternative 

destinations if market conditions were to change (Britton, 1982). If South Seas 

Cruises and Awesome Adventures were to remove their transport and marketing 

services the resorts in the Yasawas, especially the indigenous owned ones like the 

two case studies, would have great difficulty replacing the services they offer. The 

two case studies are almost totally dependent on Awesome Adventures for the 

transport and marketing of their resorts. Such dependency could be problematic with 

Awesome Adventures controlling marketing, packages and charging a high 

commission. However both resorts have tried to market their resorts independently 

and provide their own transport, but were unable to reach their international tourist 

markets, nor maintain reliable transport services.

While it is widely agreed that culture has a significant impact on the 

behaviour of entrepreneurs, studies of the phenomenon have been few (Saffu, 2003). 

Studies in Fiji blame culture for the failure of indigenous peoples to run successful 

SMTEs, but little research considers both business and cultural factors and links 

them to the training needed to empower these communities to deliver high-quality 
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services (Fairbairn, 1988a, 1988b; Hailey, 1985; Verebalavu-Faletoese & Kuridrani, 

2006). 

Challenges for indigenous entrepreneurs cluster into two categories: those 

relating to dissonance in the combination of traditional and western entrepreneurship 

and business values and culture; and those reflecting the general lack of business and 

management skills and experience. These include lack of training, isolation, 

increased competition and lack of planning, organisation and sustained effort.

Counterbalancing measures include the possibility of courses to provide business and 

management skills, and developing more appropriate models for defining and 

assessing entrepreneurship in Fiji and the Pacific. Hailey (1985, p.33) pointed out 

that those i-Taukei entrepreneurs who succeeded “were staunch supporters of 

traditional ceremonies and community obligations, yet also displayed discretion in 

their use of time and resources in those ceremonies”. In short, Fairbairn concurs, i-

Taukei entrepreneurs should be considered in the context of local and traditional 

community demands, and not in accordance with “western perceptions of 

entrepreneurial individualism” (1988a, p.33; see also Foley, 2003; Saffu, 2003).

Common characteristics that affected business success included their lack of 

business experience, training, isolation, planning, increased competition, the practice 

of mimicking successful businesses, and the inability to control resources and 

customer credit especially where clan and traditional social obligations, for example 

kerekere, were involved (Hailey, 1985, p.85).  Successful businesses placed 

culturally accepted limits on social obligations and demands. Although agreed to in 

principle by the case study clans and elders, in practice managers have great 

difficulty declining requests from elders and chiefs and limits are continually 

exceeded, often, as in the case of Naqalia, to the detriment of the resort’s needs.

As with previous research in the South Pacific (Dahles, 1999; Farrelly, 2009;

Hailey, 1985), Australia (Foley, 2003 and 2006) and Africa (Ashley and Roe, 2002; 

Nieman et al., 2008; Nuntsu et al., 2004 and Temtime, 2000) research methods used 

to collect data for Objective 2 discovered that whilst the two resort managers had a 

general idea of business and marketing, they lacked the detail knowledge needed to 

undertake the strategic management and marketing of their businesses and needed 

the assistance of outsider operators like Awesome Adventures to provide the 
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expertise e.g. in marketing. Having identified the skill levels of these managers and 

staff, recommendations for training can be made (See Chapter 9.2.3 below).

9.2.3 Objective Three: 

To identify specific training needs for management, employees, and the local 

community, and evaluate the extent to which indigenous operators are willing 

to support employee education and training to improve service quality, 

customer satisfaction, and financial success. 

Summary of findings and discussion

Findings from both case studies revealed an interest, on the part of the clans,

to participate in training workshops and place limits on traditional obligations.  

However, in practice this was difficult to implement, given other challenges related 

to leadership, control, and power within the resorts and community. See Chapters 6, 

7, 8 and 9 for findings and discussions.

Indigenous-owned operations employ predominantly unskilled or semi-

skilled staff, from the local community, with the first opportunity going to those from 

landowning villages. This study evaluated the skills and training needs of the case 

studies, and the extent to which local training courses met the needs of indigenous 

owned SMTEs. The researcher established that the training needs of owner/managers 

were not the same as those of their front line employees e.g. business versus 

vocational skills. Managers needed skills in planning, finance, marketing, tourism 

and tourist behaviour, whilst staff need vocational hospitality skills. Education can

also improve an entrepreneur’s communication skills with different actors including 

banks, wholesalers and suppliers (Altinay, 2008). 

A Wayalailai, Viliame, an ex-school teacher, is supportive of education and 

has invested in training for staff at a variety of levels which include: food, activities, 

and customer service (See Chapter 6.2.3). By contrast Naqalia, whilst happy to avail 

itself of the free workshops conducted by Wayalailai and the researcher, has shown 

no interest in paying for staff training. However, both resorts would benefit from 

training in tourism, hospitality and business skills that consider their semi-

subsistence lifestyles and cultural factors (negotiated with clan elders), and place 
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limits on contributions to traditional ceremonies, church and education. If the clans 

and their leaders were to gain a basic understanding of business, and factors that 

promote commercial success, they may make more informed decisions that support 

the long-term sustainability of the business. During traditional ceremonies the 

researcher observed high levels of organisation and record keeping, and proposes 

that these skills should be identified and used as examples in a business context. 

With training, these basic skills could be adapted, and systems developed to provide 

the detailed record keeping and stocktaking that are needed for both resorts.

In an effort to upskill the community, managers and staff, the researcher 

suggested that training workshops be introduced that include all stakeholders. 

Stakeholders should not be limited to the clan, but also FDB and Ministry of Tourism 

Advisors who need to be updated on recent trends in the backpacker/youth budget 

tourism market, food and beverage and any plans Awesome Adventure has for future 

expansion. Clan elders and other members all expressed interest in attending training 

workshops, and working together with managers, to negotiate a solution that allows 

for a balance between traditional and business obligations, and also lets the clan and 

managers maintain their status within their community. Clan members would benefit 

from participating in training and gaining an understanding of company 

commitments and expenses. However, this has still to be implemented. Such training 

could be provided by relevant tertiary (e.g. University of the South Pacific, Fiji 

National University, and University of Fiji), and vocational institutions (e.g. 

Regional Centre for Continuing and Community Education RCCCE, USP; National 

Training and Productivity Centre NTPC; Australia Pacific Technical College APTC) 

and other registered specialist service providers.  Community training and education 

is important in indigenous owned businesses in Fiji, to ensure that all stakeholders, 

including chiefs and elders, are made aware of the differences between revenue, 

expenses and profit. 

9.2.4 Objective Four: 

To investigate whether the inclusion of cultural factors into training 

workshops (For example, limiting contributions to traditional obligations, 

including the clan in business workshops and courses, work scheduling that 
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considers traditional roles) would be beneficial to management, employees 

and the local clans.

Summary of findings and discussion

It is essential such communities as Wayalailai with the training and 

knowledge they need to sustain their tourism businesses. This should include the 

development of a culturally acceptable management system, that enables traditional 

obligations to be met without draining business resources (See Hailey, 1985). Given 

the evident lack of business acumen displayed by clan elders, training should include 

them and the community at large, so that they are better able to understand business 

commitments and needs. They can then discuss, and place limits on contributions to 

the community, traditional obligations and business. By agreeing to contributions for

church, education, traditional obligations and community development; together with 

reinvestment in the business, by saving and planning for future development, the 

resorts have a better chance of success, through balancing business and traditional 

obligations (See Chapter 6.3.1 and Chapter 8.24). 

Furthermore, owners like the Naqalia elders, who have limited education, 

found the loan process for starting a business, intimidating and 

uncomfortable(Altinay, 2008; Coleman, 2005; Rogers et al., 2001; Young, 2002). It 

might be useful for FDB to deliver a training workshop, in Fijian, which explains the 

loan process and costs involved.

This study supports the recommendations of Hailey (1985), who offered 

practical recommendations to help reduce business failure, including development of 

training schemes and different attitudes towards savings and success (See pp.5–6). 

Importantly, he suggested that for businesses to succeed, culturally accepted limits 

must be put on social obligations, if for no other reason than to prevent entrepreneurs 

from being ostracised by their community and to enable them to meet their social 

obligations.
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9.2.5 Objective Five: 

To propose a model of indigenous entrepreneurship for indigenous Fijian 

SMTEs, that considers strategic hospitality management, planning and 

cultural factors.

Summary of findings and discussion

Figure 9.1 summarises the challenges and cultural factors identified in this 

study  under a number of headings. Within these main headings a number of factors 

are identified which can potentially impact a CBT i-taukei tourism SMTE, and the 

potential linkages between them. Factors include: alternative livelihoods, natural 

capital, cultural challenges, infrastructure, cultural and social capital, human capital, 

private sector support and mentoring, government and lending institutions, training 

areas, and university and tertiary institutions. Under these headings challenges and 

recommendations are identified, thus allowing the reader to gain a general idea of the 

complexities involved in developing a successful CBT SMTE in Fiji. A more 

detailed explanation of these factors and recommendations are explained in previous 

Chapters (See Chapters 6, 7, and 8).

‘Tourism’ and ‘business’ are foreign concepts to indigenous Fijians, and 

must be learned through relevant training and mentoring, which considers the needs 

and motivations of the local community. On the other hand, hospitality is not a

foreign concept, i-Taukei have been welcoming visitors,285 and more recently 

tourists,286 to their lands for centuries. However, as the findings confirm, it is vital 

that, in order to deliver a viable quality experience, ‘ hosts’, in this case the local 

clans, must understand the cultural context of their guests (Doorne, 2009, p.205).  

Given that most clan members do not have the disposable income to travel and learn 

by experience, this knowledge can only be obtained through training. Such a model, 

as outlined in Figure 9.1, could potentially be adapted for indigenous owned CBT 

businesses in other South Pacific countries, Africa, Australia, South America and 

South-East Asia, namely regions where CBT start-up motivations are predominantly 

                                               
285 Vulagi
286 Saravanua
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collectivist and focused on community development rather than profit maximisation 

and individualistic monetary gain (See Chapter 4.1.2).

9.3 CONTRIBUTION TO THE BODY OF KNOWLEDGE

This study sought to review relevant literature in Chapters 3 to 5, although 

definitions of such terms as ecotourism, pro-poor tourism, indigenous tourism and 

community-based tourism are varied. In the following section, the findings from this 

study are discussed and situated in relevant literature. However, research on the 

cultural challenges faced by indigenous community owned SMTEs in Fiji is limited, 

and it is these that form main contributions to the body of knowledge.

9.3.1 Impacts of ‘ecotourism’ initiatives on Wayalailai and Naqalia 

Despite claiming to practise ecotourism, using Weaver’s (2000) Broad 

Context Model of Destination Development (BCMDD),  the two case studies might 

be more correctly categorised Circumstantial Alternative Tourism (Weaver, 2000, 

p.218), rather than ecotourism (See Chapter 3.1). Their conformance to principles of 

ecotourism or sustainable tourism is based on self-regulation, as even where 

regulations exist, for example The Environmental Management Act 2005, Fiji does 

not have the resources to regularly monitor and enforce them. Case Study One, 

Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort, uses the ‘eco’ label, and although it has many of the 

characteristics of ecotourism, it is still better described as an indigenous owned 

community-based tourism SMTE. The community has received a number of benefits 

from Wayalailai (See Table 9.1), but participation in decision making is limited for 

women and youth, and power is in the hands of the autocratic, male dominated 

elders. The resort manager, has, over the years, attempted to create a balance 

between the financial requirements of the resort, and those needed to meet 

community projects and traditional obligations.
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Figure 9.1 i-Taukei community-based tourism in Fiji – considering cultural 
factors
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education, alternative energy 
e.g. solar; purchasing e.g. tax 
relief
Incentives
Funding
Governance and regulation
Training and research
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Table 9.1 Impacts of ‘ecotourism’ initiatives on Waylailai and Naqalia

WAYALAILAI NAQALIA
Signs of empowerment Signs of empowerment

Economic empowerment Employment – at least one 
member from every
household in Namara earns a 
cash income each week. 
Resort has built permanent 
houses, water, flush toilets, 
provides generator electricity 
(6.00- 10.00pm daily).

Employment – part time 
wages. Wages not 
guaranteed every week 
due to poor financial 
management. 
Loans for houses, and 
traditional obligations.

Psychological 
empowerment

Self-esteem of clan members 
increased and ownership of 
successful resort has gained 
them the respect of mainland 
relatives from Vuda and 
other communities e.g. 
landowners of Natadola and 
Denarau. Invited to mainland 
ceremonies e.g. Opening of 
Intercontinental, Natadola. 
Training for staff. Women 
sell souvenirs to tourists, at 
Shell Market, on the 
outskirts of resort. This 
subsidises subsistence 
gardens.

Tagova clan members 
proud of owning their 
own resort. Mainland 
clan members worked 
together with those 
from Wayalailai to 
fundraise for loan 
deposits and payments. 
Return to the island and 
bring their families, this 
re-establishes traditional 
ties with other clans on 
the island.

Social empowerment Clans worked together to 
build resort, provide food 
and labour free. 
Profits from resort used to 
build churches, primary 
school and pay for school 
fees and Methodist church 
tithes.

In the beginning clan 
worked together to 
build resort, provided 
food and labour free. 
Tensions and conflict 
arose as it took over 4 
years to complete resort. 
This has continued with 
opening of resort. Clan 
now divided. Women 
work the longest hours 
but without regular 
wages, training or 
recognition.
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Political empowerment Little political 
empowerment. Power in the 
hands of male elders and 
male resort manager. 
Everyone participates in 
monthly village meetings, 
but youth and women rarely 
speak out and male elders 
are the decision makers. 
There is a youth group and a 
women’s group but whilst 
they have functional roles in 
village affairs e.g. providing 
catering and labour for 
traditional ceremonies and 
such festive occasions as 
Easter, Christmas etc. they 
are rarely represented at 
board meetings and other 
ceremonies, except as silent 
participants who serve. 
Resort manager is consulted 
by Ministry of Tourism, and
Awesome Adventures 

Autocratic male 
dominated self-
interested leadership. 
Many young couples 
have moved to 
mainland and 
completely 
disassociated 
themselves from the 
resort.
Do not know what is 

happening with 
finances, no 
accountability or 
openness with spending. 
Leadership has no 
accountability to clan. 
Clan torn apart by 
jealousy, distrust and 
conflict.

Disempowerment Apart from male elders, clan 
members, especially women 
and youth, have little say in 
decision making process.
Women working at the 
resorts also continue to 
perform caregiver and 
traditional village roles out 
of hours.

Women and youth, have 
little say in decision 
making process.
Work long hours for 
little rewards and then 
perform traditional roles 
after work.

(Adapted from Scheyvens, 1999, p.247).

With regards to Naqalia, apart from some socio-economic and psychological 

benefits (See Table 9.1), the signs of empowerment for women and younger clan 

members (Scheyvens, 1999) are few. In the researcher’s opinion, neither resort can

be referred to as ecotourism and where this is done, one might suggest this is a 

marketing ploy, rather than any compliance with ecotourism principles.
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9.3.2 Cultural factors which affect indigenous owned SMTEs

For semi-subsistence-based indigenous communities,  such as the clans on 

Wayalailai island, ‘wealth’ is in their land, sea and people or vanua287. The building 

of both case-study resorts was reliant on the use of social capital from the local clans. 

Without the ‘free’ labour provided by the community, building the two resorts would 

have been extremely costly and have taken longer to complete. The importance of 

social capital in building new resorts is not recognised by financial or government 

institutions, but without this traditional support system, it would be extremely 

difficult for indigenous communities to start their businesses (See Chapters 3.7, 6, 7 

and 8.6).

As discussed earlier in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9.2.1 Objective One, findings 

from the two case studies (See Chapters 6 and 7) identified a number of cultural 

factors that influenced their success. These include reciprocity and gift exchange, 

traditional obligations, leadership and power, the kerekere and dinau systems, respect 

and avoidance practices (veitabuki), subsistence attitudes to food and decor, yaqona

abuse, planning and concepts of time, and religion. It is important that managers and 

elders recognise these factors, anticipate their impacts, and plan for them in their 

annual budgets and long term plans. The resorts would then be able to fulfil the 

motivations and aspirations of the clans, whilst at the same time, being economically 

viable and meeting the western concepts of success expected by government, lending 

institutions and industry.

Cultural factors identified in Figure 9.1 may also be topics for future research

which may benefit traditional indigenous communities and societies in Latin 

America, Asia and Africa who could consider incorporating cultural dimensions in 

interpretations of ‘success’ and types of training needed by indigenous entrpeneurs.

9.3.4 Social exchange 

Findings from focus interviews and talanoa288 sessions, in both case studies, 

confirmed that the resorts were opened in the interests of community well-being 

rather than self aggrandisement: to provide employment for clan members, and 

                                               
287 See Glossary
288 See Glossary
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money to facilitate traditional obligations (oga), pay for church contributions, 

education, village housing and living standard infrastructure such as piped water, 

electricity and toilets with septic tanks. The currency of exchange varies and even 

clan members not employed at the resorts have access  to benefits if they apply to the 

board of directors or approach the resort managers for funds for school fees or 

kerekere for social obligations (V. Ratugolea, personal communication, Wayalailai, 

2010). All clan members are expected to contribute to a range of traditional 

ceremonies and these can amount to FJ$100–$200 per family, together with fish, 

seafood and root crops. Clan members perceive these forms of exchange as ‘gifts’; in 

the context of the kerekere system they are not repaid but represent an outstanding 

debt by the recipient that can be called upon at some time in the future (Nayacakalou, 

1978, pp.112–117). The kerekere system has also worked well for Naqalia, which is 

supported by the more established and financially viable Wayalailai. However, 

Naqalia management and owners must be mindful not to become dependent on 

Wayalailai and revert to the benevolent autocratic or paternal relationship which is 

found within many local organisations (Nabalarua, 1999).

9.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Findings from these case studies could be applicable to other South Pacific or 

developing  country entrepreneurs seeking to establish successful SMTEs. 

Furthermore, they may assist the public sector in policy formulation related to

SMTEs and small medium businesses in general. Lending and training institutions 

should consider the findings when seeking a better understanding of potential 

investors and the challenges they face starting and sustaining a successful business 

operation. Further research should be conducted into the influences of culture, 

ownership (i.e. sole versus community ownership), supportive public sector policies 

and mentoring, and the role of women and youth in CBT enterprises. Studies of the 

budget tourism market should also include such factors as service quality, marketing, 

customer motivations and satisfaction with indigenous-owned products. 

Policy makers need to understand the constraints indigenous entrepreneurs 

face in obtaining access to all types of capital (economic, social, human, financial, 

organisational, technological and physical). They would also do well to consider 

seriously the motivations, goals and aspirations of local communities within which 
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the development of SMTEs is being encouraged (Furneaux & Brown, 2007). Indeed, 

policy makers should engage in discussions with indigenous communities so that 

economic policies adopted accommodate cultural obligations, aspirations and the 

basic needs of clans. From the entrepreneurs’ perspective, lending agencies and 

government policy makers should attempt to understand the cultural challenges 

indigenous entrepreneurs face, and develop tools and mechanisms that will support 

new and existing businesses (Foley, 2006).  As suggested by Farelly, 2010, the high 

failure rate of indigenous enterprises in the Pacific might be due to external 

stakeholders lack of consideration of “indigenous human-environment relationships 

and associated cultural values constituting these entrepreneurial endeavours” (2010, 

pp.1-2). Businesses that consider cultural values and human-environment 

relationships are more likely to succeed and meet community needs, because 

indigenous economic activities are both socially and ecologically embedded.

When evaluating the success of indigenous SMTEs cultural as well as 

economic factors should be considered. For indigenous businesses, economic 

objectives are only one factor; other, non-monetary, factors may be considered of 

equal or greater importance than profit maximisation. Can we really claim that one 

success measurement scale is better than another?  As Lindsay ( 2005) stated,

western non-indigenous scales may be inappropriate for measuring 

indigenous entrepreneurship since indigenous entrepreneurship measures are 

more holistic – both economic and non-economic – whereas non-indigenous 

entrepreneurship measures tend to be less holistic – primarily economic

(p.10). 

Success of indigenous entrepreneurs should be considered in the context of 

traditional community expectations, and not necessarily in accordance with western 

concepts of individualistic entrepreneurship. The researcher proposes that as long as 

the SMTE is economically viable and operating successfully, does it matter if a large 

proportion of the profits is allocated to traditional obligations and community 

development. After all, it is their business.
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Policy makers and lending institutions could use findings from this study to 

identify and mitigate challenges faced by indigenous entrepreneurs. Financial and 

training institutions could be encouraged to provide information, e.g. application 

forms, regulations, training manuals, translated into Fijian and, for that matter, Hindi

and Rotuman. Furthermore, financial institutions such as Fiji Development Bank

could consider social capital and natural resources, e.g. local timber, sand, coral, and 

rocks as an economic resource that can be accepted as part of the SMTE’s down 

payment to fulfil development loan requirements. Indigenous entrepreneurs could 

benefit from using the experiences of these resorts as the basis for better planning 

and anticipation of the challenges they are likely to face developing an indigenous 

community-owned SMTE.

Government, in promoting the development of alternative livelihoods within 

communities, could advocate the inclusion of training that encourages agricultural 

linkages between resorts and local farmers (Scheyvens & Russell, 2010). Training in 

Fijian and English, should include consideration of traditions and cultural practices, 

which should be incorporated in training programmes and used as examples in 

discussions. 

Development and government policies for indigenous or locally owned 

SMTEs should consider tradition and such cultural practices as veitabuki, veiwekani, 

veiganini,veidokai and vakarokoroko289 which require people to behave in certain 

ways when in the presence of chiefs, elders, siblings and other family members. Such 

factors should be considered when designing management training programmes.

Mentoring for indigenous-owner entrepreneurs and communities could 

provide improved knowledge of business management, tourism, hospitality and 

marketing (Burgess and Dyer, 2009). Such tourism organisations as the Fiji Islands 

Backpacker Association and Tourism Fiji, Tourism Fiji, larger hotel and resort 

managers, and intermediaries such as Awesome Adventures, could provide such 

mentoring assistance, which would also enable the larger, mainly expatriate-owned 

or -managed businesses to gain a better understanding of the challenges indigenous 

communities face running successful tourism businesses. It would also avoid the 

                                               
289 See Glossary and Chapters 8 and 9.
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cultural difficulties that arise if indigenous Fijians are mentored by successful 

relatives or owners of other indigenous SMTEs (See Chapter 8.12).

Given the tendency for equitable distribution of funds to be dependent on 

strong leadership and transparency within the communities, government should 

continue to develop policies that encourage fair pay, training and the equitable spread 

of tourism benefits to all community members or the development of trust funds for 

community development. This includes not only economic benefits from direct 

employment, but training which enables villagers to develop complementary 

businesses that supply the resorts. For example, small-scale farming of vegetables, 

herbs and chickens; fishing; handicraft making; bread making; entertainment and 

tour guiding.

Given the growing body of research that has identified the similarities among 

and differences between indigenous entrepreneurship and non-indigenous or western 

entrepreneurship, mainstream entrepreneurship theory needs to include these 

differences in the entrepreneurship paradigm and conduct further research to 

understand the characteristics of indigenous entrepreneurship (Lindsay, 2005). 

Furthermore, one cannot assume that entrepreneurship challenges and aspirations of

different indigenous communities are homogeneous. Even within indigenous 

communities, entrepreneurial attitudes may differ depending, for instance, on 

whether the clan member has been brought up in an urban environment or within a 

traditional village community (Rao, 2004).

Moreover, the newly formed Yasawa Accommodations Association (Nasiko, 

2013) members should work together to enable better negotiations for commissions, 

for example, with such wholesalers as Awesome Adventures; co-operation would 

also improve consultations with government, aid agencies or NGOs for training, and 

facilitate mentoring from organisations e.g. FITBA, FHTA and Tourism Fiji.

Government, NGOs and scientific institutions need to provide such 

communities as Wayalailai with the knowledge and training to minimise 

environmental impacts marine and land environments. Such training should consider 

indigenous ways of knowing and traditional knowledge, so that the indigenous 

people learn in an environment that is familiar and respectful of their culture. Such 

training must consider waste management, and strategies to minimise waste 
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produced by packaging of food and beverages, and other supplies purchased for 

increasing numbers of international visitors. (See Chapters 6.3.3, 7.6.4, 8.4, and 8.9).

9.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This was an ethnographic study of two case studies on Wayalailai. The 

researcher is a local Fijian of mixed race and has a good working knowledge of the 

Fijian language. She was given complete access to both resorts, management, staff 

and related communities because of her occupation as a University lecturer, who also 

taught one of the young chiefs from the island,the assistance she gave the resorts 

during the study, and the status of her son’s grandfather within traditional Fijian 

society, and more especially traditional relationships between the people of Vuda and 

Bau.290  These factors may influence the extent to which this study can be fully 

replicated.

The researcher spent over six months living, working and studying in the two 

communities. Future research may not generate similar rich data, unless time and 

cultural factors are considered, and fully understood. In many instances the nuances 

of the Fijian language can be lost in translation, and this affects research findings. 

This can occur, even if the researcher has translators who speak fluent Fijian, as they 

are sometimes reluctant to accurately translate the researcher’s questions, or report 

the answers if they are culturally sensitive.

Over time, the focus of the study changed, and given the word limit for this 

thesis, after discussions with her two supervisors, it was decided that apart from 

demographic data from the guest survey of Wayalailai, the remaining data on service 

quality and customer satisfaction would be analysed at a later date in a separate 

publication.

Towards the end of the study, problems arose between different Tagova clan 

members at Naqalia, and this conflict impacted the successful management and 

staffing of the resort. These factors are not discussed in this study, as they arose after 

the researcher had completed her primary research and was writing up her thesis.

                                               
290 See Chapter 2.4.3
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9.6 CONCLUSION

This study examined some of the challenges indigenous Fijian entrepreneurs 

face managing  community owned resorts in two budget resorts in the Yasawa Group 

in Fiji. While these resorts face many of the challenges that bedevil western SMTEs 

in isolated  island or rural communities, they also experience a number of culture-

specific challenges. Success of these businesses depends on factors like balancing 

traditional roles and obligations, understanding customer needs and expectations, and 

the delivery of quality services and products. The difficulty for people entering a 

market that is foreign to them underlines the need for relevant training and 

educational support (Milne, 2005a). Suitably designed training programmes should 

enable entrepreneurs to be more flexible in balancing the modern and the traditional. 

They should include tools that allow entrepreneurs “to meet clan demands and at the 

same time meet business goals” (Saffu, 2003, p.68). The clan should also be included 

in the training so that they come to understand the business commitments facing the 

entrepreneur and how community obligations can have a negative impact on business 

success. Consequent meaningful discourse between the entrepreneur and clan could 

lead to agreement on limiting community obligations (Hailey, 1985). The case study 

findings reported here give credence to these assertions from the literature.

It is suggested that these challenges may be dealt with through the use of 

culturally acceptable training mechanisms that include all clan members and elders. 

Such inclusiveness in training workshops would mean the community would be 

better able to understand business commitments and needs, and place voluntary 

limits on contributions to the community and traditional obligations. By finding a 

balance, and agreeing on contributions to church, education, traditional obligations 

and community development, as well as reinvestment in the business by saving and 

planning for future development, the resorts have a better chance at long-term 

success through improved financial management.

Through the development of suitable training and educational workshops, a 

culturally acceptable system could evolve that enables the fulfilment of traditional 

obligations without draining business resources, and the provision of knowledge and 

support from relevant institutions and partners like Fiji Development Bank, 

Department of Tourism, Awesome Adventures and suitable training institutions. This 
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would enable community-owned tourism resorts such as Wayalailai and Naqalia to 

deliver good-quality products, successfully, provide their people with a sustainable 

alternative income source, and a livelihood, whilst fulfilling traditional obligations. 

Interviews showed that the clans judge the success of both resorts on the basis 

of their ability to fulfil traditional obligations, contribute to village developments, 

provide education for youth and paid employment. Whilst both western and 

indigenous businesses need to focus on making profits, one might argue that they 

differ in how the profits should be spent. With the two case studies, the clans’

interests were in spending the profits to meet collectivist needs, with little interest in 

reinvestment in the business or savings. Wayalailai managed its finances better and 

every year the manager included future plans and developments in the annual 

accounts. Naqalia, on the other hand, had weaker financial systems, with little 

reinvestment of profits for future developments or emergencies.

This study indicates that rather than evaluating success solely in financial or 

economic terms, assessment should also include such cultural dimensions as the 

ability of indigenous entrepreneurs to balance traditional and business obligations 

and maintain their status within indigenous and local society. It is, after all, their 

business.
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GLOSSARY

Ad infinitum Latin phrase meaning without limit

Ai soro An offering of atonement – ceremony to 
say sorry for a wrong doing

Bati Traditional warriors and protectors of 
tribal borders

Bauan dialect The official indigenous Fijian dialect
Bula vakavanua Fijian way of life
Bulubulu To present an offering and make a 

traditional apology.  e.g.  ceremony 
performed after an elopement and 
eventual marriage

Bete Traditional priestly class
Bose va koro Village meeting or council
Breadfruit Uto or kulu is a seasonal root crop grown 

on dry outlying islands with large groves 
found in the Yasawas e.g. Namara 
village and Viseisei village in Vuda 
(Thaman, 1990, p.32)

Bula vakavanua Traditional Fijian way of life
Bure Thatched house - Fiji
Cakacaka vakoro Village projects – working together in 

the village
Cassava Tavioka (Manihot esculenta), also called 

yuca, mogo, manioc, mandioca, tapioca
and kamoteng kahoy, a woody shrub of 
the Euphorbiaceae (spurge family) 
native to South America, and extensively 
cultivated as an annual crop in tropical
and subtropical regions for its edible 
starchy, tuberous root, a major source of 
carbohydrates (Wikepedia, 2012).

Coco (thorthor) A large floor mat
Dahl soup An Indian lentil soup commonly eaten in 

Fiji. It has become a staple for village 
diets because lentils are cheap to buy and 
store.

Dalo A root crop – Colocasia esculenta
Dinau To ask for credit – that is to be repaid
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Dodonu This refers to someone who is ‘straight’
or trustworthy and abides by traditional 
values and roles

Dredre Difficult
Duavata Togetherness
Fale Thatched house - Samoa
Galala Individualism
Gauna vakaviti Fijian time – not following the clock so 

inevitably late
Gonedau Fisherman or fisher tribe. Responsible 

for providing fish for the Chief
Ibe Mat made from pandanus leaves (voivoi)
i-cavuti Traditional totem. A sense of place and 

identity is strengthened by the totems, 
spirits and ancestors to which both the 
land and the people belong (Holden and 
Fennell, p. 454).

ika Fish
i-lavo Money
i-qoli qoli Traditional fishing ground, proprietary 

rights over traditional fishing areas 
(lagoon, reef and beach)

i-sevusevu Ceremony of presenting a gift to a chief 
on entering their land or village. 
Ceremonial offering of yaqona between 
two parties (hosts and guests) when a 
guest arrives. This is performed in 
recognition and acceptance of one 
another. It is a central component of all 
Fijian life-cycle rituals, social gatherings, 
healing ceremonies and community 
meetings. For tourists and visitors 
(vulagi) this protocol is essential to 
acceptance in a Fijian village. By 
participating in the i-sevusevu people 
demonstrate an acceptance and rank and 
commitment to solidarity 

i-soro Traditional ceremony of apology
i-Taukei Indigenous Fijian. Since Fijian society is 

paternalistic, an individual is registered 
in the Vola ni kawa bula(VKB)  if they 
have an indigenous Fijian father.

i-Vakatawa Methodist church leader in the vanua
Kailoma Mixed race – Pacific Island and 

European
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Kakana dina Edible root crops e.g. dalo, cassava, yam, 
kumala

Kakase Malicious gossip
Kalougata Blessing
Kalou-vu Deified ancestor
Kamunaga Whale’s tooth or riches (traditional Fijian 

goods)
Kanakana A fishing area allotted to a social unit to 

fish from. It is a part of the qoliqoli 
which is a tikina level

Kana cala Eating something one is forbidden to eat 
traditionally (See Veitabuki)

Kau Tree
Kaunitoni Legend has it that ancestors of 

indigenous Fijians are said to have sailed 
from a land far to the west, led by their 
chief Lutunasobasoba in his canoe called 
the Kaunitoni. As they approached the 
Yasawas their canoes were scattered by a 
great storm that landed them on the 
western shores of Viti Levu at a place 
they called ‘Vuda’ which meant ‘our 
origin’. Although the legend is told by 
the people of Vuda, academics question 
its authenticity (France, 1966, p.107).

Kaivalagi A foreigner or European
Kau na matanigone Traditional presentation of children to 

the mother’s family
Kemuni (Cardinal pronoun) Second person plural 

used when addressing a person of rank
Kerekere To borrow without repayment. Request 

for goods or services from a relative or 
neighbour that must be honoured with no 
expectation of repayment. Traditionally, 
indigenous Fijian communities borrow 
for sustenance. In its true traditional 
sense, kerekere is an enriching practice 
that symbolises the close kinship ties 
between the borrower and the giver.

Kere veivosoti Seeking pardon
Kila na i yatu Knowing one’s place in the community
Kocokoco Greedy
Koro Village
Lala Compulsory services by commoners for 

their chief
Lolo Coconut milk
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Lolo buns Breakfast buns made with coconut milk 
instead of milk

Lolo roti Unleavened bread eaten at breakfast with 
fresh coconut milk poured on it

Loloma The act of showing love and kindness to 
all

Lotu Church or religion
Lovo Traditional Fijian meal prepared in an 

underground oven
Madua Feeling of shame or guilt
Magiti Ceremonial food gifts for a feast
Malua Slow or unhurried
Malua fever A feeling of laziness or in the context of 

tourism marketing ‘relaxation’
Mana Power – usually considered spiritual or 

supernatural
Manumanu Living creature e.g. animal, bird or insect
Maroroya Carefully look after
Masi or tapa A material made from the bark of the 

mulberry tree and used in ceremonial 
presentations

Mataka Morning
Matanitu Government
Matanivanua Chief’s spokesman and official heralds 

of the village who are in charge of 
ceremonial functions

Mataqali Land owning descent group structure.
Several tokatoka form a mataqali or clan.

Mataveitacini Cousins
Miti Thick coconut milk (lolo) combined with 

onions, chillies, lemon juice, salt and 
pepper. A popular dressing for most 
seafood.

Ni sa bula Greeting - hullo
Nokonoko tree Casuarina equiseifolia native type of 

beach she oak. In Fiji found on sandy 
coasts and low hills e.g. in the Yasawas

Oga Traditional obligations
Ore Punishment or traditional sanction
Palusami A dish popular throughout the Pacific 

and made by baking dalo leaves (rourou) 
and coconut milk in a traditional earth 
oven or lovo

Qaloqalovi Tabua presented to welcome ashore a 
chief

Qari Mud crab
Qaravi itavi Unquestionable duty or service
Qase ni vuli Teacher or lecturer
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Ratu Title given to a man of chiefly rank
Reguregu Traditional tribute at a funeral where 

friends and relatives come to pay their 
respects by presenting mats, tabua, 
yaqona, food and today money.

Roti Flat unleavened bread usually served 
with curry

Rourou The leaf of the dalo plant and an 
essential ingredient for indigenous Fijian 
meals. The leaf is baked with coconut 
milk to make palusami.

Rotuman Indigenous race in Fiji of Polynesian 
extraction

Saqa Giant Trevally, Caranx ignobilis also 
known as the giant kingfish. The saqa
fish is the totem of the Tagova clan.

Saravanua Tourist
Sau Supernatural powers, sometimes known 

as mana
Sautu Peace and plenty, a state of wellbeing 

and prosperity
Sau tabu Burial ground for chiefs
Solesolevaki (communal system) This is a social obligation that is 

practised to encourage indigenous Fijians 
to work together to promote the 
socioeconomic prosperity of all people 
within a village. It ensures that everyone 
has shelter and food. It also ensures the 
needs of widows and elderly are 
accommodated. Socially solesolevaki
requires each individual to work together 
as a community and share the benefits 
from their endeavours.  

Sosoko Strong
Sulu vakatoga Formal Fijian male dress skirt, worn to 

work or on Sundays for church
Tabu When something is prohibited or banned
Tabua Whale’s tooth and valued gift in 

traditional presentations
Talanoa Friendly conversation or story telling or 

in the context of research an extended 
group discussion often around the kava 
bowl

Tanoa Communal kava or yaqona bowl
Tatau Request to depart or ask for leave
Tavale Male and female cross cousins
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Tevutevu A ceremony where a room is prepared 
for the bride and groom by giving them 
gifts of bedding, mosquito nets, blankets 
etc.

Tikina A Fijian administrative unit of the 
yasana or province

Tokatoka Single family unit – a division of a clan
Tui A King or Sovereign
Turaga Fijian royalty or Chiefs which include 

those with Ratu (male) or Adi (female) 
titles

Turaga-ni-Koro Village headman
Uto Breadfruit or kulu is a seasonal root crop 

grown on dry outlying islands with large 
groves found in the Yasawas e.g. Namara 
village and Viseisei village in Vuda 
(Thaman, 1990, p.32)

Va bogi va Feast or food offering on the fourth night 
after a birth, marriage or death

Va bogi tini Feast or food offering on the tenth night 
after a birth, marriage or death

Va bogi drau Ceremony one hundred nights after a 
death, which usually coincides with the 
lifting of the mourning

Vaka tu lewa ni turaga Chiefly commands which cannot be 
disobeyed. Indigenous Fijian Chiefs are 
thought to inherit spiritual powers or sau, 
and disobeying them can lead to 
retribution from the living and ancestral 
Gods or vu

Vakamisinari Annual tithe or stipend paid to the 
Methodist Church

Vakasabusabu Wasteful
Vakataraisulu Lifting of the mourning 100 days after a 

death
Vakaturaga The chiefly system
Vakarokoroko (respect) Chiefs are always accorded the highest 

level of respect and are never questioned. 
Practically, they will always receive the 
largest portion in the redistribution of 
traditional wealth.

Vakarorogo To listen or obey
Vakatawa To keep watch over or guard
Vakavinavinaka The act of thanking
Vale ni kuro Kitchen
Vale levu Chief’s house
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Vale ni lotu Church
Vale ni soqo Community hall
Vanua Land associated with an indigenous 

Fijian’s descent group; the people and 
their land; also refers to the largest 
descent group (wider than the yavusa and 
mataqalis). The word vanua has 
physical, social and cultural 
connotations. It refers to the land area 
with which a person or a group is 
identified, together with its flora,
fauna and other natural constituents. It 
also means the members of a group, the
members of which relate socially and 
politically to one another. . . . culturally,
the word vanua also embodies the values 
and beliefs which people in a particular
locality have in common. It includes 
their philosophy of living, and their 
beliefs
about life in this world and in the 
supernatural world. . . . Thus the concept 
of vanua is an encompassing one; it is 
the totality of a Fijian community. 
Several yavusa form the vanua.

Vanua tabu Sacred area
Vasu An indigenous Fijian’s maternal tie to a 

village. The relationship someone has 
with his/her mother’s clan

Veibiu To separate or divorce
Veidolei na itovo Respectful behaviour
Veidokai Respect
Veiganini Brothers and sisters - siblings
Vakarokoroko Respect for chiefs and elders
Veikauwaitaki Caring, thinking of others, 

compassionate, and unselfishness.
Culturally, an indigenous Fijian is 
expected to consider the well-being of 
his/her nuclear and extended families. 
Demands can be so high, that in many 
cases entrepreneurs forego their own 
welfare and make sacrifices to meet these 
obligations.

Veilomani To love one another
Veimaroroi To protect
Veinanumi To be considerate to others
Veisiko Traditional visit between relatives which 

involves an exchange of goods
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Veiqati To envy or be jealous of
Veitabuki Traditional tabu that can relate to food, 

or avoidance behaviour towards siblings 
and paternal first cousins and males and 
females

Veitarogi vanua Native Land Commission
Veivakabauti Trust
Veivakaisini To deceive
Veivosovosoti (pardon for others) Traditionally, the pardoning of the 

wrongdoers is usually granted through 
the presentation of yaqona and tabua.
The presentation of the former is usually 
for small offences such as a family 
dispute and latter for offences such as 
insubordination to chiefly authority.

Veivukei Lend a helping hand
Veiwekani Kinship system
Vinaka vakalevu Thank you very much
Voivoi Pandanus leaves
Vosota Have patience
Vu Ancestral Gods
Vuda Origin or beginning, First landing of 

Fijians
Vulagi Visitor or guest
Vuvale Nuclear family
Wantok Clan in pidgin English – Papua New 

Guinea and Solomon Islands
Yaca Namesake
Yalo ca Mean spirited
Yalo malua Humble or meek, quiet demeanour
Yaqona Also known as kava, ‘grog’ or piper 

methysticum. The roots of the yaqona 
plant are pounded and mixed with water 
to produce a drink, used in traditional 
ceremonies or more recently socially, 
which has sedative and numbing 
properties. It is drunk throughout the 
Pacific. Yaqona has sedating properties 
and is consumed to relax without 
affecting mental clarity.

Yasana Province
Yavusa Largest social unit for indigenous 

communities, usually comprising several 
mataqali. Direct agnate descendants of a 
single kalou-vu (deified ancestor).
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Fijian spelling and pronunciation

‘b’ is pronounced ‘mb’ As in ‘timber’
‘c’ is pronounced ‘th’ As in ‘there’
‘d’ is pronounced ‘nd’ As in ‘candy’
‘g’ is pronounced ‘ng’ As in ‘singer’
‘q’ is pronounced ‘nng’ As in ‘linger’

(Source: Adapted from Brison, 2001; Nainoca, 2011; Nayacalou, 1978;  Scheyvens, 2010;  

Turner, 1986; Veitayaki, 2002; Verebalavu, 1998).
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APPENDIX A   THE BUDGET/BACKPACKER TOURISM MARKET

The history and origin of backpacker travel

Travel has become an essential part of post-modern society, and backpacker 

travel is a reflection of this trend.  Ateljevic and Doorne (2004b, p.60) described the 

backpacker as a “metaphor of mobility”, who is “representative of a travel lifestyle 

and expression of identity”, with an emphasis on freedom and mobility.  To situate 

the origins of backpacker travel within the broader history of tourism, a brief 

discussion of 17th and 18th century European Grand Tours; hiking and tramping; the 

youth hostel movement; non-institutionalised travel; drifter tourism; and youth 

tourism follows (Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004b; Cohen, 1972, 1973, and 1974; Loker-

Murphy and Pearce, 1995; and Toxward, 1999).

The Grand Tour

The backpacker phenomenon has been compared to the Grand Tours of the 

eighteenth century (Towner, 1985), where aristocratic youth (especially male) “set 

out on adventure trips to experience the hidden, strange and exotic life of far away 

countries and unknown people” (Loker-Murphy and Pearce, 1995, p.820).  The 

Grand Tour was considered a form of “finishing school” (Riley, 1988, p.319), which 

increased one’s “sophistication, worldliness and social awareness” (Loker-Murphy 

and Pearce, 1995, p. 820), where these young adventurers endured hardships and 

sometimes adopted the lifestyles of their hosts (Cohen, 1973).  Towner offered a 

broader definition of the Grand Tour as:

...a tour of certain cities and places in Western Europe, undertaken 

primarily, but not exclusively, for education and pleasure (1985, p.301).

Motivations for the Grand Tour were diverse, and Craik identified two main 

stages.  The first, was ‘The Age of Reading and Speaking’ where travellers socialised 

with each other, locals and guides; and the second, ‘The Age of Observation’ where 

they learned by “visually taking in the vistas and splendour of continental culture”

(Craik cited in Duncan, 2007, pp.16-17).  The Grand Tour served not only to nourish 
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the intellect but also invigorated the soul.  These diverse motivations in search of 

knowledge, culture and cross-cultural exchanges, were often not fulfilled, and in 

many cases they engaged in inappropriate and ‘indecorous’ behaviour, not unlike 

today’s “party backpacker’ or young ‘Gap year traveller’. 

Their reasons for going where they went were scholarly and historical: they 

went to Italy to see classical antiquity.  Or they were aesthetic: they went to 

Rome and Florence to admire the great buildings and paintings.  Or they were 

cultivatedly acquisitive: the collectors bought for their collections.  Or they 

were healthful: … they took the horrible-tasting waters for the sake of their 

skin or their digestion and because Germany was more daring than 

Scarborough.  Or they went for sex: they went, like Boswell so ardently did, 

to indulge what was, in his case, an unslakeable sexual appetite and they did 

so because, well, on the Grand Tour as a young blade, anything goes.  It was 

hard to damage a reputation in foreign parts (Inglis, cited in Duncan, 2007, 

p.17).

Countries included in the Grand Tour circuit of Europe were France, Italy, 

Germany, Switzerland, and the Low Countries (Belgium, Netherlands, and 

Switzerland).  Until the 19th century, travellers were mainly British, and then 

Americans began to travel through Europe (Brodsky-Porges, 1981, p.183).  Although 

the social class of tourists changed with time, with increased travel from the 

professional middle classes and young working class men and women, the tour 

itinerary generally remained the same (Towner, 1985).

Hiking and tramping and the Emergence of Youth Hostels 

The youth movement of 19th century Europe emerged in response to the 

difficult living conditions in heavily industrialised cities (Riley, 1988, p.314).  Young 

people or ‘wandering youth’, from more affluent countries, escaped to the 

countryside to experience unpolluted, natural environments.  The establishment in 

London of the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) in 1844, and the Young 

Women’s Christian Association (YWCA) in 1855, providing centres and hostels 
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throughout Britain and Europe (Loker–Murphy and Pearce, 1995, p.822), made 

travel possible by offering affordable budget accommodation.  If the Grand Tour was 

a type of travel for aristocratic youth (later adopted by middle class youth), tramping 

was a well institutionalised form of travel for working class youth, which symbolised 

the young working man’s Grand Tour and was later romanticised by middle class 

youth as a travel form (Adler, 1985, pp.335-337).  Tramping was considered the 

forerunner of twentieth century youth travel (Duncan, 2007), where working class 

men travelled specific circuits in search of work, or to learn a trade (Adler, 1985; 

Duncan, 2007; Loker-Murphy and Pearce, 1995).  This type of travel reached its 

peak in the 19th century, as work related travel changed to travel for leisure and 

tourism (Adler, 1985; Loker-Murphy and Pearce, 1995; O’Reilly, 2006).  Duncan 

(2007, p.22) suggested the tramping tradition was an important historical link to 

certain forms of contemporary youth travel, like volunteering, especially since the 

backpacker market has diversified to include a broader range of young travellers and 

not just the Western upper middle classes.

Another activity, closely related to tramping, was hiking, and in 19th century 

German-speaking Europe, ‘Homeland and Rambling’ clubs developed for 

bushwalking and hiking (Loker –Murphy and Pearce, 1995, p.822).  These clubs also 

built hostels, which provided accommodation, refreshments, maps, and guidebooks 

for their members.  After World War I, and with the Great Depression, travel 

changed for a decade, as with high levels of unemployment “life on the road was 

more about survival than enjoyment” (Loker-Murphy and Pearce, 1995, p.819).  

Today, youth travel often involves work, and Riley (1988, p.817) argued that to 

understand the backpacker of today, one must consider past traditions of travelling in 

search of employment.

Non-institutionalised Travel

In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the drifter traveller emerged.  These drifters 

and hippies were thought to be hedonistic anarchists attempting to escape from 

reality (Loker-Murphy and Pearce, 1995, p.823).  Reminiscent of the tramping trips

of the early 1900s, the early drifters and hippies rejected institutionalised tourism in 

exchange for free independent travel as a ‘rite of passage’ (Adler, 1985, p.339; 

Doorne, 1994, p.30).
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In the context of Cohen’s tourist typology (1972), the backpacker has been 

compared to the ‘explorer’ who makes independent travel arrangements and travels 

off the beaten track where possible.  ‘Drifters’ avoid traditional tourism 

establishments, choosing to travel further off the beaten track in search of ‘authentic 

experiences’ within local communities (Cohen, 1972, p.530).  The modern 

backpacker combines the travel styles of both drifter and explorer, making decisions 

based on word-of-mouth communication, and guidebooks such as The Lonely Planet 

(Toxward, 1999, p.13). 

Historically, men dominated youth travel, with young women rarely having 

the opportunity to travel alone in the eighteenth and nineteenth century.  The rise of 

mass tourism and Thomas Cook’s packaged tours made travel more accessible to the 

working classes and easier for young women to travel through Europe unchaperoned 

(Urry, 1990, p.24).  In the 1970s, such travel was associated with the hippie counter 

culture, hedonism, and drugs (Cohen, 1973; Vogt, 1976).  Youth travel declined in 

the 1980s due to economic recession and high unemployment in western countries 

and the renewal of the Cold War (making traditional overland routes unsafe) 

(Duncan, 2007, p.23; O’Reilly, 2006).  Youth travel, especially to South-East Asia 

and Thailand, grew again in the late 1980s.  Riley (1988) claimed these travellers 

were no longer the hedonistic drug-taking anarchists characterised by Cohen’s drifter 

typology (1973), but were now educated independent travellers, middle class, single, 

on a strict budget and at a “juncture in life” (Riley, 1988, p.313).

Profiling the international backpacker market

One of the difficulties with researching the backpacker phenomenon is its 

lack of a clear definition (Richards and Wilson, 2004a).  The term ‘backpacker’ and 

the study of this phenomenon is quite recent, with the term first introduced to 

academic literature by Pearce (1990) when interpreting this style of travel (cited in 

Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004b, p.65).  The Association of Tourism and Leisure 

Education (ATLAS) Backpacker Research Group (BRG) compiled a bibliography on 

the backpacker, which found that of the 76 references only 11 were published before 

1990 (Richards and Wilson, 2004b, p.6).
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Riley (1988) referred to backpackers as ‘international long-term budget 

travellers’.  However, the term ‘backpacker’ to represent this market is universally 

accepted by the tourism industry, travellers, and local communities (Loker-Murphy 

and Pearce, 1995, p.819).  Duncan (2007, p.25) observed that, “although the lone 

independent drifter of the 1970s is no longer characteristic of the majority of 

backpackers, it remains a popular ideal” even though this travel style has been 

adopted by people from diverse backgrounds with differing motivations and 

expectations (O’Reilly, 2006).  There are a number of other phrases used in the 

literature to describe this type of travel.  In the United Kingdom, young people take 

time off between school and university or more recently between jobs.  This is now 

popularly referred to as the ‘Gap year’ (Heath, 2007; Jarvis, 2011; Loker-Murphy 

and Pearce, 1995; Maoz and Bekerman, 2010; Richards and Wilson, 2004b), or in 

the case of the New Zealand youth travel market the ‘Overseas experience’ or the 

‘Big OE’ (Bell, 2002; Inkson and Myers, 2003).  Uriely (2001) uses the term 

‘working tourist’.  There are also a large number who define themselves as 

‘travellers’ (Jarvis, 2011; Richards and Wilson, 2004c, p.19; Uriely, 2009).

Defining the backpacker

Loker-Murphy and Pearce suggested an early definition of the backpacker:

Backpackers are travellers who exhibit a preference for budget 

accommodation; an emphasis on meeting other people (locals and travellers); 

an independently organised and flexible travel schedule; longer rather than 

brief holidays; and an emphasis on informal and participatory recreational 

activities(1995, pp.830-831).

Sørensen claimed that backpackers were often characterised as:

Self-organised pleasure tourists on a prolonged multiple-destination journey 

with a flexible itinerary, extended beyond that which is usually possible to fit 

into a cyclical holiday pattern (1999, pp.50-51).
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Other characteristics that have been ascribed to backpackers include their 

being: anti-establishment, adventurous, and in search of authentic experiences 

(Cohen, 1973; Riley, 1988; Vogt, 1976).  Riley defined what she termed ‘budget 

tourists’ as:

People desirous of extending their travels beyond that of a cyclical holiday, 

and hence the necessity of living on a budget…they are escaping from the 

dullness and monotony of their everyday routine, from their jobs, from 

making decisions about careers, and the desire to delay or postpone work, 

marriage, and other responsibilities (1988, p.317).

Whilst these definitions resemble Cohen’s (1972, 1973) non-institutionalised 

tourist, as this subsector of international tourism continues to expand, and 

destinations become commercialised with corresponding infrastructure development, 

one might argue that the line between the backpacker, or independent traveller, and 

mass tourist, begins to blur (Hampton, 1998; O’Reilly, 2006).  Contemporary 

backpackers, follow identifiable routes that include destinations such as Thailand, 

Indonesia, Israel, India, Mexico, Peru, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, United 

States, United Kingdom, and Europe.  For backpackers to Australia and New 

Zealand, Fiji is also included in their travel circuit (See Jarvis 2006 and 2011). 

Welk (2004) observed, that ironically, despite the backpacker’s ‘inherent 

quest for freedom’, their behaviour is similar to conventional tourists.  They live 

conventional lifestyles, visit popular backpacker enclaves, sightsee, party, and 

engage in recreational activities (Cohen, 2004, p.51).  ‘Freedom’ in this context is 

less about the individual travel style of the early ‘drifter’ and more about the 

hedonistic lifestyles, permissiveness and experimentation available at many 

backpacker enclaves.  For some, this ‘state of liminality’ between their real world 

and the ‘other’, allows them to gain new perspectives on their societies and reflect on 

themselves (Noy, 2004a, 2004b).
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Bradt (1995, p.49 cited in Welk, 2004, p. 80) identified five ‘badges of 

honour’ as pillars of backpacker experiences:

1. Travelling on a low budget;

2. Meeting different people;

3. Being free, independent and open-minded;

4. Organising one’s journey individually and independently; and

5. Travelling for as long as possible.

Welk (2004) suggested the above ideals were the basic symbols on which 

backpackers constructed their identities and sense of community.  These ideals 

differentiated the backpacker from the traditional mass tourist.

The backpacker phenomenon in post-modern society is representative of a 

lifestyle choice (Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004b), and has increased in popularity 

amongst tourists leading to wide-ranging economic, social cultural and 

environmental development impacts in those regions they visit (Hampton, 1998; 

Scheyvens, 2002a and 2002b; Visser 2004).  This growth has led to a corresponding 

growth in research and scholarship on backpacker tourism, the motivations and 

behaviour of independent travellers and global nomads, recent developments and 

further segmentation of this market, infrastructure development and potential for 

community development.

Today’s backpackers or budget travellers are better educated, affluent and 

take regular long-haul vacations.  Most American, British and European youth 

tourists are about to enter university or possess degrees (Ayala, 1995).  They are also 

technologically aware, each armed with digital cameras, iPods, photo mobiles and 

connected to the world via the internet (Pursall, 2005).  Definitions of backpacker 

vary and can include Gap students, Career Gap Travellers, budget and independent 

travellers of all ages (Jarvis, 2011).  Hampton (1998, p.641) described backpackers 

as experienced tourists, surviving on under $15 per day, who use local transport, 

“carry all their belongings on their back, bargain for goods and services…and get 

away from crowds and discover new places”.  Scheyvens (2002a) claimed the term is 
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widely used to describe predominantly young, budget tourists on extended vacations 

or working holidays.  Visser (2004,  p.283) stated that, taken as a whole, the 

backpacker tourist is “a sub-sector of international budget tourism… with 

characteristics that include communication networks;  a demand for cheap 

accommodation, and a parallel structure of transport, restaurants and support 

services”.

Riley (1988) rejected Cohen’s early definitions (1972, 1973, and 1974), 

which used terms such as ‘drifter’ or ‘hippie’, as unrepresentative of contemporary 

western society defining the backpacker as follows:

The average traveller prefers to travel alone, is educated,…middle class, 

single, obsessively concerned with budgeting his/her money, and at a juncture 

in life.  Many are recent college graduates, delaying the transition into the 

responsibilities associated with adulthood in western society, or taking leave 

between jobs (Riley, 1988, p.313).

A further development in the backpacker travel market has been the 

emergence of the ‘flashpacker’.  Flashpackers are a subset of the backpacker market, 

are a little older, generally professionals taking a break from their careers, with 

higher budgets, who demand higher levels of comfort and quality, and choose active 

holidays of up to six months in length, which include experiencing indigenous local 

cultures (Jarvis, 2006; Pursall, 2005).  Flashpackers are ‘digital nomads’, who 

backpack by choice, mediating their travel experience with communications 

technology, in the form of mobile devices (Hannam and Diekmann, 2010; Paris, 

2012).  Their use of mobile technology allows them to maintain an independent 

lifestyle whilst working from anywhere they can access the internet (Paris, 2012).  

Described as a new global elite, whose travel is facilitated by backpacker 

infrastructure which includes “transportation systems, credit cards, accommodation, 

travel agents, travel booking and information websites” (Paris, 2012, p.1095), 

flashpackers are an important potential niche market for Fiji and the local industry 

should seriously consider their motivations and demands (Jarvis, 2011).
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Doorne (1994, p.30) observed that the backpacker was representative of a 

style of travel that emphasised movement and mobility, as evidenced by the 

backpack as a more convenient form of luggage than the suitcase (Ateljevic and 

Doorne, 2004b, p.60).  Westerhausen (2002, p.146) noted that for a minority, “being 

on the road becomes a preferred way of life to which they will return whenever the 

opportunity presents itself”.  Cohen (2011) explored the concept of lifestyle 

consumption, and individuals who centred their lives around backpacker travel.  

Identified as a subset of the backpacker market, these lifestyle travellers returned 

repeatedly to the world of backpacking, in many cases financed through short periods 

of work at home or abroad (Cohen, 2011, p. 1551).  Despite such definitions, 

relatively little empirical research has been conducted on these lifelong ‘wanderers’

(Noy and Cohen, 2005).  Most research has focused on the young contemporary 

budget tourist on an extended holiday, who is in a transitional stage of life (e.g. their 

‘gap year’ or ‘overseas experience’) which is likely to be temporary in nature (Maoz 

and Bekerman, 2010).

Pearce (1990; cited in Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004b, p. 66) claimed that 

backpacking was a style of travel, unrestricted by demographic or economic factors 

such as age, income, and length of stay.  He observed that backpackers had the 

following characteristics:

• A preference for budget accommodation (one should note that not all 

users of budget accommodation are backpackers)

• An emphasis on meeting other travellers and local communities as a 

primary travel motivation

• An independently organised and flexible travel itinerary

• Travel for longer periods of time

• Engage in more participatory holidays that include health and outdoor 

adventure activities and specialist tours (Toxward, 1999, pp.15-17).

Pearce’s (1990) analysis was mainly concerned with motivational 

characteristics, especially as they relate to broadening one’s education, escape from 

stressful lifestyles and engaging in temporary work to enable a longer stay.  Further 

studies of backpacker characteristics, motivations and behaviour have emerged, 
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which also include age and length of stay as determining factors (Loker-Murphy, 

1996).  These studies identified backpackers as predominantly young, but also as 

following a style of travel that welcomed travellers of all ages (cited in Ateljevic and 

Doorne, 2004b, p.65). 

Researchers such as Cohen (2004) and Atjelvic and Doorne (2004b, p.76) 

cautioned against seeing the backpacker market as a homogenous entity.  Given the 

dynamic nature of this market in recent years, there was a “continuing need for 

market research that reveals even more heterogeneity and is context-specific”

(Ateljevic and Doorne, 2004b, p.23).  Cohen (2004) recommended further analysis of 

the backpacker phenomenon, which considered age, gender, subcultures, and 

nationality.  Recent studies have attempted to identify different backpacker 

motivations and experiences as they relate to gender (Carr 1999; Maoz 2007, 2008; 

Myers and Hannam, 2008), and nationality (Maoz, 2007; Noy, 2004a, 2004b; Noy 

and Cohen, 2005; Prideaux and Shiga, 2007; Richards and Wilson, 2004b), leading 

to a better understanding of this market.  There is also considerable research that has 

investigated age and demographics (Jarvis, 2004, 2011; Jarvis and Peel, 2006; Jarvis 

and Peel, 2010; Newlands, 2004; Richards and Wilson, 2004b; Scheyvens, 2006).  

Research on older backpackers or the ‘Grey Nomad’ is limited, with some exceptions 

being studies by Myers and Hannam (2008) into Israeli middle aged female 

backpackers.

In recent years, the backpacker market has matured and diversified into 

multiple tourist types that include:

• The stereotypical student backpacker in their early twenties

• Teenage ‘Gap’ year travellers taking a break between school and 

university

• Career break travellers or ‘flashpackers’ from mid twenties to mid life, 

taking extended  breaks from their careers to travel for long periods of 

time or combining travel with work abroad, choosing this mode of travel 

for the social opportunities available with this style of travel 

• Backpackers as volunteer tourists (Jarvis and Peel, 2010, p.21).
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Research into these tourist types is essential if service providers are to adapt 

their products and services to meet the expectations of their guests.  For the purpose 

of this study the following general definition of backpacker or independent traveller 

as some, prefer to be called, also used by Jarvis (1994) in his study “The billion 

dollar backpackers the ultimate fully independent traveller” and, also his more 

recent study of “Backpackers and independent travellers in Fiji” in 2006 was used.

The average traveller prefers to travel alone, is educated, European, middle 

class, single, obsessively concerned with budgeting his/her money, and at a 

juncture in life.  Many are recent college graduates, delaying the transition 

into the responsibilities associated with adulthood in western society, or 

taking leave between jobs (Riley, 1988, p.313).   

An addition to this definition would be the need for access to communication 

networks especially the internet and mobile phone networks (Visser, 2004).

Youth tourism/GAP traveller

An increasingly popular option for young (predominantly British) students is 

taking a Gap year before starting university.  This Gap year can involve a 

combination of “paid and unpaid work, leisure and travel” to finance “an overseas 

trip or volunteer placement” (Heath, 2007, p.89).  The proposed benefits to the 

student are an opportunity to gain a competitive advantage over other students for 

entry into elite universities.  The social and cultural capital, accumulated within the 

Gap year travel experience, becomes a form of investment in developing more well-

rounded curriculum vitae, which is more appealing to prospective employers (Heath, 

2007, p.93).  Benefits to students, with prospective employers, can accrue with a 

combination of international travel and volunteering.  Duncan (2007, p.31) stated, 

that it is the altruistic and volunteering elements of Gap year travel, that sets them 

apart from backpackers and even different types of ‘Gap’ travel for example the 

Career Gap traveller.  Gap year students from the United Kingdom make up a 

significant proportion of the international backpacker market, and the Gap year has 
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become a common feature of contemporary youth culture (Loker-Murphy and 

Pearce, 1995; Richards and Wilson, 2004b).  

The flashpacker or career break traveller

The term flashpacker or career break traveller, is used to identify travellers 

with high disposable incomes who spend more, stay in backpacker/budget 

accommodation, but are willing to pay for their own room, soft towels, a king size 

bed and designer toiletries (Miles, 2004).  The emergence of this sub-segment of the 

backpacker market has led to the development of accommodation with up-market 

rooms and such facilities as bars, swimming pools, coffee shops and internet cafes 

(Jarvis and Peel, 2010, p.22).  Hannam and Diekmann (2010) defined the 

‘flashpacker’ as:

The older twenty to thirty-something backpacker, who travels with an 

expensive backpack or trolley-type case, stays in a variety of accommodation 

depending on location, has greater disposable income, visits more ‘off the 

beaten track’ locations, carries a laptop, or at least a ‘flashdrive’ and a mobile 

phone, but who engages with the mainstream backpacker culture (p.2).

Nevertheless, the backpacker tourism market is still dominated by the young 

budget traveller, congregating in traditional backpacker ‘hotspots’ or ‘enclaves’, the 

flashpacker is an emerging market (Hannam and Diekmann, 2010, p.2; Jarvis and 

Peel, 2010, p.22).  Although research on the flashpacker is scarce, Pursall (2005, 

cited in Jarvis and Peel, 2010, p.22) observed the development of more up market 

purpose-built accommodation in Sydney, designed and marketed at the flashpacker 

market.  This trend also has implications for budget tourism products in Fiji.

Backpackers as volunteer tourists

For some, the increase in popularity of backpacker travel, from the ‘road less 

travelled’ to well planned institutionalised infrastructure e.g. transport and travel 

intermediaries and accommodation, similar to mass packaged travel, is leading to 

dissatisfaction and a search for alternative experiences.  Travellers and stakeholders 
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see volunteer tourism as a more sustainable option, as it combines the altruistic 

motivations of the volunteer with travel, whilst at the same time making a positive 

contribution to local communities (Ooi and Laing, 2010, p.191).  Backpacker tourism 

can make a significant contribution to marginalised communities in developing 

countries and, where aligned to volunteer tourism, the potential for increased positive 

impacts on the host community can increase (Oppermann and Chon, 1997; 

Scheyvens, 2002a, 2002b). 

Volunteer tourism encompasses elements of travel, leisure, and volunteering 

and generally involves “the payment by tourists to participate in organised special-

interest projects” which contribute to the local host community (Broad, 2003 cited in 

Oii and Lang, 2010, p.192).  This type of travel, to make a difference, is growing in 

popularity and providing alternative options for backpacker/volunteer travel.  

Volunteer tourism benefits host communities, and provides a number of personal and 

social benefits to the volunteer or participant.  These include social networking and 

cross cultural interaction, as well as developing an increased awareness of social and 

environmental justice; global issues and inequalities, and in some cases, transforms 

the volunteer’s behaviour upon returning home (Brown, 2005; Cohen, 2004; Gibson, 

Pratt and Movono, 2012; Matthews, 2008; Oii and Lang, 2010, p. 192). 

Critics argue that the existence of volunteer tourism programmes may 

inadvertently represent a form of neo-colonialism, but if locals were employed in the 

projects, the potential for more positive cross-cultural experiences could develop.  If 

volunteer tourism activities were used to enhance backpacker travel, a more 

interactive exchange of knowledge between hosts and guests may develop, providing 

the backpacker with a more authentic experience of the local culture and community 

(Laythorpe, 2010, p.141). 

Michel Maffesoli compared the idea of a global consumer to that of 

belonging to a ‘tribe’, united by consumption (1996).  He described ‘tribes’ as 

coherent subcultures of society e.g. youth culture; that form “a series of temporal 

gatherings characterised by fluid boundaries and floating memberships” (Bennett, 

1999, p.600).  Richards and Wilson (2004a) suggested backpackers could be 

characterised as ‘neo-tribes’ of social groups, that bond together temporarily in new 

uncertain environments.  Bennett (1999) claimed that youth were more fleeting and 
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random, and capable of belonging to a variety of groups or ‘neo-tribes’ outside of 

their family home environment.  Studies show that youth are likely to move between 

groups with different foci (MacCannell, 1999).  In the case of cross-cultural 

experiences, they may find themselves inadequately equipped to deal with the 

‘authentic other’, so they move back to familiar in groups found in nearby 

backpacker enclaves.  Shields suggested that the diversity of collective identities in 

modern consumer societies, demonstrated the transitory nature of group identities in 

modern society, “as individuals continually move between different sites of 

collective expression and ‘reconstruct’ themselves accordingly” (1992, in Bennett, 

1999, p.606).  For example, young travellers visit and engage in a variety of 

destinations, plus participate in volunteer projects that share different identities.  The 

contemporary youth tourism market offers a variety of destinations and experiences 

that cater for the backpacker / volunteer / adventure tourism market.

The Kiwi Overseas Experience (OE)

Similar to the Gap travel of youth from the United Kingdom, the ‘OE’ or 

‘Overseas Experience’ is considered a ‘rite of passage’ or ‘coming of age’ for young 

New Zealanders of predominantly European descent (Bell, 2002, p.143).  For many, 

this is their first trip away from New Zealand.  Generally, it is taken after the 

completion of tertiary study, or for non-students, as soon as they are able to save up 

the money to travel.  For New Zealand youth, their OE spans from one to five years, 

and for many, is concerned with following in the footsteps of their parents and 

grandparents by travelling and working in the United Kingdom and Europe.  For 

these travellers, in their mid twenties, the aim is to see the world before settling down 

in New Zealand.  Bell described the OE as:

A secular pilgrimage to ‘see the world’ – the sites famous through one’s 

childhood and young adulthood, but far away.  It is a temporary escape from 

conservative New Zealand, family constraints, and looming responsibilities 

of adulthood.  OE is a way of delaying the taking on of adult responsibilities 

(2002, p.145).
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The OE does not fit traditional definitions of backpacker or Gap year travel, 

as it is usually for a longer period, and can involve a considerable period of time 

working.  This also challenges the traditional WTO definitions, which defines 

tourism in terms of temporal boundaries and travel away from home for a period less 

than a year (WTO cited in Page, Brunt, Busby and Connell, 2001, p.13).  Although 

the ‘OE’ may not conform to traditional definitions of tourism, young New 

Zealanders on an ‘OE’ engage in a variety of tourist experiences from city breaks, to 

package holidays and independent travel (Duncan, 2007, p.33).

The ‘Big Trip’

The ‘big trip’ is the term given to travel by young Israelis, who have finished 

their National Service, and undertake an extended trip to ‘Third World’ destinations 

(Duncan, 2007, p.33).  This group of budget travellers have been described as 

“aggressive, impatient, strong-minded, and in-group oriented” (Hottola, 1999, p.77, 

cited in Maoz, 2004, p.110).  Cohen (1973) observed that most of these young Israeli 

travellers did not seek to interact with local communities and culture.  Unlike other 

backpackers, coming from a collectivist society meant that they chose to socialise 

with other Israelis (Maoz, 2004).  For example, Israeli backpackers in India were 

described as:

To a large extent, the backpackers continue their Israeli life.  In their

enclaves most of the food is Israeli, the menus are written partly in

Hebrew, and so are the signs that hang in the streets.  They read Hebrew

books and Israeli newspapers, listen to Israeli music and speak mainly 

Hebrew (Maoz 2007, p.227).

She suggested that members of this particular young group seek to escape the horrific 

experiences they had in the army.  In India, they travel in groups of twenty to thirty 

and stay in Israeli enclaves, where they develop close-knit communities.  They seek 

independence from their parents, family and army authorities. 

The Israeli backpacker market to the South Pacific (including Australia and 

New Zealand) is small, but has the potential to increase.  Dealing with an Israeli, 
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predominantly Jewish market, also brings with it different dietary requirements, 

which for tourism service providers is an important consideration. 

The Traveller

An interesting factor concerning the definition of ‘backpacker’, relates to who 

is using the term.  Academic researchers may use the term ‘backpacker’ to define 

youth travellers, whilst a large number of backpackers refer to themselves as 

‘travellers’ and to a lesser extent ‘tourists’ (Richards and Wilson, 2004c, pp.16-17).  

Self-definitions are not static, and change with travel experience, with the more 

experienced tourist, who had engaged in a number of trips, calling themselves 

‘backpackers’ or ‘travellers’.  Where a strong backpacker infrastructure had 

developed, for example in South East Asia, Australia and New Zealand, there was a 

greater association with the ‘backpacker’ label (Richards and Wilson, 2004c, p.17).  

Older backpackers tended to refer to themselves as ‘travellers’, although this may be 

an attempt to disassociate themselves from the ‘party’ backpacker stereotypes. 

The backpacker market is not homogenous, and it is important to recognise 

the diverse types as they relate to differences in age, gender, class, ethnicity, origins 

and different subcultures (Cohen, 2004, p.57).  He also suggested we consider the 

relationship between backpackers and work as evidenced with the ‘Flashpacker’, 

‘Gap year’ and ‘OE’ subsectors.

Solo independent women travellers

An emerging trend observed in the backpacker market, is “women travelling 

solo and independently” (McNamara and Prideaux, 2010, p.253).  This has been 

investigated by a number of researchers (See Bialeschki, 2005; Bond, 1997; 

Matthews-Sawyer et al., 2002; Pain, 1991; Whyte and Shaw, 1994; Woodward and 

Green, 1988).  Solo women travellers range from those who are fearful and risk 

adverse, to risk takers with little concern for safety.  They choose to travel alone 

without partners, friends or the support of packaged tours.  Bond (1997, p.3) claimed 

these women were “bold, confident, gutsy adventurers”.  However, other researchers 

disagree and claim solo women tend to be concerned with safety and conservative in 

their choice of activities and destination choices (Bialeschki, 2005; Pain, 1991; 

Whyte and Shaw, 1994; and Woodward and Green, 1988). 
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Studies have identified motivations of solo independent women (Jordan and 

Gibson, 2005; Wilson and Little, 2005) as the desire to “change oneself and meet 

new people” (McNamara and Prideauz, 2010, p.254) by moving beyond their 

comfort zone and developing a sense of autonomy and independence (Butler, 1995; 

Wilson and Little, 2005).  Wilson and Harris (2006) analysed women’s travel stories 

and discovered that women undertook solo travel in search of identify, self 

empowerment and a connection with others.  These travel experiences formed a 

meaningful part of women’s lives, and allowed them to review their lives and 

personal relationships.  In their study of solo women independent travel to Tropical 

North Queensland in Australia, McNamara and Prideaux (2010) identified a number 

of motivations for travel.  These findings are important for product development and 

marketing in Fiji, where a large proportion of the backpacker/independent travel 

market are women (Jarvis and Hobman, 2006, p.4).

Backpacker motivations and behaviour

Maoz defined backpackers as:

Self-organised pleasure tourists on a prolonged multiple-destination journey 

with a flexible itinerary.  They are often keen to experience the local lifestyle,

attempt to ‘‘look local,’’ and cite ‘‘meeting other people’’ as a key

motivation.  Their recreational activities are likely to focus around nature,

culture, or adventure (2007, p.123). 

She argued that the above description was not enough to distinguish them 

from tourists, and contemporary backpackers are not the drifters and deviants of the 

1970s.  Travel represented a transitory leave of absence from their affluent lifestyles, 

but there was always an understanding that at some point backpackers would be 

returning to their ‘normal life’ (Sorensen, 2003).  Although they claim to be 

travelling alone or with a friend, in reality many gather in backpacker ‘ghettos’ or 

‘enclaves’ that provide all the home comforts and the company of like minded 

travellers (Loker-Murphy, 1996).  Even when travelling in remote areas, they are 

likely to meet backpackers following the European or South-East Asian circuit, or 
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routes recommended by popular travel guides or fellow travellers (Huxley, 2004).  In 

many cases, the enclaves are nation specific, for example beaches in Thailand known 

as ‘Little Sweden’, ‘Little Germany’, or Israeli enclaves in Northern India.

Travel motivations for solo independent women travellers

(Source: McNamara and Prideaux, 2010, p.260).

Many backpackers travel at times of transition in their life, or after 

experiencing life crises, and this has led to their journeys being described as self-

imposed ‘rites of passage’ (Ateljevic and Doorne, 2000).  Often dissatisfied with 

their home societies and the stress of everyday life, they travel as a form of escape 

and opportunity for personal growth.  Some studies claim that backpackers are 

disinterested in meeting locals and experiencing local cultures, and have little regard 

for local customs and norms.  Apparently ‘free’ from the constraints of their home 
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society, they engage in culturally and socially unacceptable patterns of behaviour 

(Maoz, 2007).  

Backpackers are not a homogenous group and can be differentiated by 

nationality, purpose and organisation of trip, motivation, age, gender and lifecycle 

stage (Cohen 2004).  For example, in their study of young budget travellers in 

Australia, Loker-Murphy and Pearce identified seven categories according to 

different motives and experiences:

• Moratorium travellers – travel extensively before entering a career and 

family life, have adequate resources, choose comfortable ways of 

travelling, and avoid risky adventures and experiences.

• Ascetic travellers – abstain from worldly comforts and pleasure on 

lonely and unplanned journeys.  Spend as little money as possible and test 

their own limits of endurance.

• Adventurers – interested in testing their limits, but have high levels of 

financial resources and engage in lengthy planning, look for new 

‘unconquered’ areas and large audiences to view their performances.

• Goal-directed travellers – interested in carefully planned and prepared 

educational travel, trip alone is insufficient justification for travel, must 

have material or cultural profits.

• Party travellers – view the whole trip as a party and opportunity to meet 

new people and engage in behaviour they would never do at home.

• Alternative travellers – look for new experiences by avoiding 

mainstream tourism – can be problematic for destinations if large 

numbers of visitors choose to engage in alternative lifestyles e.g. drug 

consumption.

• Peter Pan travellers – About forty years old in search of their ‘second 

youth’ by abandoning normal life and joining the young travellers. An 

expanding market, given changes in contemporary labour markets and 

family structures.

(Adapted from Loker-Murphy and Pearce, 1995, p.829).
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Maoz suggested that given the diversity of this group, the use of the term 

‘backpacking’ to cover all of them may be “so broad as to lack significance” (2007, 

p.124).  She stated the international backpacker was still predominantly Western, 

originating from the United Kingdom, Ireland, Western Europe, North America, 

Australia, and New Zealand.  There are also many Israelis and an increasing number 

of Japanese travellers.  Her research examined the role of national and cultural 

characteristics in determining the behaviour of ‘tourists’ as opposed to 

‘backpackers’.  Examples of tourist behaviour by nationality from a variety of studies 

documented by Maoz suggested that cultural factors could explain different travel 

behaviour.  For example, Americans are more interested in mixing and socialising 

with other tourists.  Japanese and French are interested in artefacts and culture.  

French, Italian, Japanese, and Koreans avoid local food and prefer their own cuisine.  

Arabs prefer relaxation with no physical activity.  Japanese tour in groups, visit 

sacralised attractions, take lots of photographs and are high spenders.  Although 

stereotypical, these factors could be of interest to tourism service providers (2007, 

p.125).

According to Maoz, a primary motivation for many backpackers is “the 

desire to construct a new temporary identity through travel” (2007, p.126) by 

mastering new skills, engaging in adventurous exploits and gaining a greater sense of 

independence (Cohen, 2004).  The original ‘drifter’ destinations of South-East Asia,

the South Pacific (Loker-Murphy and Pearce, 1995) and other Third World regions, 

which attracted the long-term budget travellers (Riley, 1988), today provide the 

‘pull’ factor for the youth traveller and backpacker.  These are imagined as places 

where people can transform themselves, and accumulate cultural capital (Maoz, 

2007).  Travel provides them with the opportunity to redefine themselves as 

individuals, through their personalised ‘world’ experiences, and separates them from 

the shared stereotypes of nationality, age, background, and gender.  However, in 

many cases, the ‘new’ identity is a reflection of their own societal values, which, for 

the majority of backpackers, are Western (Elsrud, 2001, p.599).
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APPENDIX B    GUEST QUESTIONNAIRE 
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APPENDIX C  MANAGEMENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
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APPENDIX D   STAFF INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
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APPENDIX E    RESORT ANALYSIS 
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APPENDIX F    FOCUS INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
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APPENDIX G   FOCUS INTERVIEW SCHEDULE – FIJIAN 
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APPENDIX H   ITLTB TOURISM LEASE PROCESS 

STEP 1: Submit completed application form requirements together with 

application fee.

STEP 2: Process begins with ensuring that the location/subject land is free of 

encumbrances and the verification of signatures of landowners with Vola ni 

Kawa Bula (iTaukei Lands & Fisheries Commission Office).  (1 week min). 

STEP 3: If step two (2) is clear and majority consent obtained, we may 

proceed with STEP 4.  If majority consent is not obtained and other 

requirements are not obtained, the applicant will be informed accordingly. If 

applicant fails to submit the requirements and additional consent, the case is 

then closed accordingly. If majority consent is obtained, we proceed with 

STEP 4.  (Step 1 to 3: 2—3 weeks) 

STEP 4: Inspection and consultation with landowners. Please note that 

inspection and consultation depends on the applications received in the same 

area or the location (outer islands) due to the cost /expenses and also we can 

attend to it urgently if the cost/expenses is being paid for.  (1 week) 

STEP 5: Preparation of inspection report for approval and preparation of 

minutes of meeting.

STEP 6: Preparation of de-reservation précis after approval is granted. De-

reservation is the process of excluding the subject area (if it is inside reserve 

land) from within reserve land in order to be leased for commercial purposes 

and by a Fijian.  (2 weeks) 

STEP 7: If the lease offer is expected to be more than $100,000.00, the 

application will be submitted to the Approvals Committee to be 

vetted/approved before submitting to the Reserves Department to proceed 

with the De-reservation proceed.  The final process of de-reservation is when 

the de-reservation is approved by the Board in a Board meeting and gazette.  

(1 to 2 months)

STEP 8: Lease offer prepared and issued to the applicant. The applicant is 

given eight (8) weeks to pay lease offer.  (1 month 2 weeks)
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STEP 9: If payment is made/received, the Agreement for Lease is drafted 

and negotiated with the applicant.  Agreement for Lease (provisional title) is 

stamped after both parties (TLTB and applicant) signs.  If lease offer is not 

paid in time, the case is closed accordingly.  (2 weeks to 1 month) 

STEP 10: Applicant is now a Lessee and is required to engage a surveyor to 

survey the subject land and to be submitted for approval by the approval 

agencies such as Town & Country Planning and others.  (3 to 6 months) 

STEP 11: A copy of the approval survey plans to be submitted to TLTB for 

the preparation of the native lease documents/title.  (2 days) 

STEP 12: Lessee signs native lease documents.  TLTB Board Secretary and a 

Board member signs the lease document before it is submitted to the Titles 

office for registration.  (3 weeks to a 1 month) 

(Source: iTaukei Land Trust Board, 2011).
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APPENDIX I   FDB LETTER RE LOAN EXTENSION

AR/ZNR

1179/2007

2 March 2009

The Directors 
Naqalia Point Company Limited
PB Box 567
Lautoka

Dear Sir / Madam

RE: YOUR FURTHER LOAN APPLICATION OF $215K

Account no. 16915 16916
Balance as at 01/03/2009 $79,043.19 $34,487.00
Arrears as at 01/03/2009 $  8,295.00 $  4,100.00
Monthly Repayment $  1,185.00 $     410.00
Total Due by 31/03/2009 $  9,480.00 $  4,510.00

We had an opportunity consider your loan application and regret to advice 
that the same has been declined.  

It has been noted that:
• You have made no repayments towards your initial funding (details of which 

are shown above).
• Funds disbursed during the initial loan were misused.
• There has been cost overrun due to your choice of owner builder basis.
• The sudden change asked for by Awesome Adventures would mean redoing a 

lot of things including the structure.

However, the Bank may re-consider your application should you:
• PROVIDE FULL ASSURANCE THAT THE PROJECT IS NOT GOING TO BE 

ON AN OWNER BUILDER BASIS, I.E. PROVIDE THE BANK WITH AT 
LEAST 3 QUOTATIONS FROM GENERAL CONTRACTORS FOR 
COMPLETION OF BUILDING INCLUDING MATERIAL AND LABOUR 
COST.

• PROVIDE AN ASSURED TIMELINE FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE 
PROJECT BY THE CONTRACTOR.

• Provide evidence of 20% contribution or at least $40,000.00 as promised 
earlier or find an equity partner to back it. 

• DROP THE IDEA OF IMPORTING FURNITURE AND KITCHEN/DINNING 
EQUIPMENT AND UTENSILS AND BUY IT LOCALLY IN WHICH CASE 
PROVIDE THE BANK WITH AT LEAST 3 QUOTATIONS FOR THESE ITEMS.

• Provide additional security.
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• MAKE PROVISION TO BRING IN A FULL TIME FINANCIAL, TECHNICAL 
AND MARKETING EXPERT WHO WILL HANDLE THESE AFFAIRS.

• PROVIDE THE BANK WITH A FULL VALUATION REPORT. 
• Provide the Bank the contract with Awesome Adventures stating all 

conditions and prices.

In addition the above, you are also requested to update your accounts in full before 
the end of this month or call into the Bank to make alternative arrangements.  Failure 
to adhere to the above will result in the Bank taking recovery action against your 
company.

Your urgent attention in the above matter is requested.

Yours faithfully,

……………………….
AISAKE RADU
Branch Manager 
Nadi.
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APPENDIX J  AWESOME ADVENTURES MARKETING PACKAGES

The following are the different AA packages featuring WER. 

Bula Pass
This pass is designed for free independent travellers who want the freedom to 
have a more flexible itinerary. Passes are for travel only from 5 to 21 days 
and range from USD$221.00 for 5 days to USD$503.00 for 21 days (Figure 
7.15).

Bula Combo Pass
This package includes transport and accommodation and allows travellers to 
choose where they want to go up to a few days ahead of time. Within this 
package they get to choose One Coconut or Two Coconut passes (Figure 
7.16). If they want to upgrade from a One Coconut to a Two Coconut pass, 
they can do so easily and just pay a surcharge. All travel bookings must be 
made through the Travel Desk on the Yasawa Flyer or by calling the 
Awesome Adventures Hotline.

T

he following packages are specifically marketed to the party/GAP Year 

backpacker. AA have used sexual innuendo and exotic, tropical imagery when 

naming the packages .
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Tropical Awegasm 
12 days, 11 nights, 6 islands

The Ultimate Lei
7 days, 6 nights, 3 islands

Great Pairs
5 days, 4 nights, 2 islands
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Escapes
This package allows guests to travel to one destination and relax for between 
3-7 days. 

(Awesome Adventures Fiji, 2012a, pp 11- 21).
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APPENDIX K   FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSING THE SUCCESS OF 

CBTEs

The framework covers the following topics:

Enterprise attributes
Origins of the enterprise – For CBTEs to succeed tourism development 
should be instigated from within the community in response to needs and 
available capacity. Successful CBTEs have clearly established aims and 
objectives from the outset, and an understanding that community benefits will 
only be realised if economic viability is assured by a clear understanding of 
sustainable business management principles.
Tourism assets – the existence of natural or cultural attractions, access to 
local amenities, services, infrastructure, and facilities within a healthy, safe 
environment are essential. Communities must own and value these resources 
and ensure that they are sustainably managed.
Location – geographical location, accessibility, communications and 
proximity to local and international markets, gateway cities and established 
tourist routes are important.

Local context
This can help or hinder the development of successful CBTEs. Factors that 
must be considered include local economic, political and business climate, 
demographics, seasonality, traditional livelihoods, community health, 
education levels and outward migration.
Characteristics of the community
United communities with an interest in the common good and who are 
prepared to work together for the long-term success of the business are the 
most likely to succeed. This commitment must be identified at the beginning. 
The community must also have sufficient resources to meet the demands of 
tourism development and visitors, without being marginalised or 
overwhelmed. Expectations of tourism benefits must be realistic, or this can 
lead to disillusionment and lack of motivation. The community must also be 
free to choose the type and scale of tourism development being developed.
Institutional context
An institutional framework that assists CBTEs by providing supportive 
leadership, mentoring and interaction with local entrepreneurs and 
stakeholders can help ensure that the enterprise is transparent and accountable 
for all decisions it makes. 
Policy and regulatory framework
Success or failure of CBTEs may be dependent on traditional, local, national, 
legal and economic regulations that exist. Success is most likely where 
tourism development is facilitated by supportive policies and incentives.
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Development of the enterprise
This stage is important and in many cases the relevant business experience 
may not be available.
Participation and consultation
Advocates of CBT claim that community consultation, agreement and 
participation is necessary at all stages of development for the ongoing success 
of the enterprise.
Planning for viability
A sound business model that market principles, sound business strategy, 
operational, commercial and financial viability and an understanding of 
sustainable livelihoods is essential for long-term business viability.
Business planning and development
For success the CBTE must develop a business plan from the very beginning 
with clearly outlines its aims, objectives, financials, human resources, 
marketing, investment, product and services, industry linkages and how the 
benefits will be equitably distributed.
Skills and training
Success or failure can be dependent on the availability of skilled labour, 
business and tourism knowledge, literacy, good  hospitality skills and where 
needed appropriate training institutions and education.
Enterprise ownership and control
The ownership of the enterprise, management roles and who benefits from 
the business must be clearly spelled out using formal agreements at the outset 
to avoid later on.

Market access and product development
Market research
Market research into market potential and access to potential markets is 
essential in the pre-development stages as successful products are usually 
demand led. Research should include global market trends and consumer 
behaviour.
Engagement with the private sector
Partnerships with the private sector, especially tour operators and travel 
agents are essential to gain market access and develop distribution channels.
Product development
Product development should follow the market research stage to ensure 
products are suitable, of high quality, suitably priced, value for money and 
commercially viable.
External relationships
Stakeholders
Stakeholder input/participation in CBTEs is important. Stakeholders can 
include: tour operators, transport, tourists, government, Non-governmental 
organisations, external investors, tourism organisations, banks, licensing 
bodies etc.
Operations
Strong operational procedures and systems that consider marketing, 
communication, reservations, maintenance, unexpected arrivals and service 
recovery is important.
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Management and finance
Good management, governance, leadership and decision making policies that 
are accountable and transparent are essential for successful CBTEs. Revenue 
must be fairly distributed and salaries equitable. Staff in charge of finance 
and book-keeping should have the relevant accounting skills.
Benefit distribution
Community support is dependent on long term net benefits to the community. 
Such benefits can include social as well as economic rewards.
Marketing and promotion
Effective marketing and sales strategies are important determinants of success 
and should be developed at the same time as the business plan.
Managing social and environmental impacts of tourism
Potential negative impacts must be managed to minimise threats to the local 
society and environment.
Record keeping, monitoring and evaluation
Financial records, visitor arrivals and feedback, occupancy rates, seasonality, 
profits/losses, community benefits must be collected and evaluated in order 
for businesses to react proactively to emerging trends and any problems that 
may arise.

(Armstrong, 2012, pp. 4-14).
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APPENDIX L   GUEST SURVEY FINDINGS – WAYALAILAI

To determine customer satisfaction with WER, the researcher used a number 

of research methods, which included a self-administered survey of guests based on 

dimensions of Brotherton’s (2004) Critical Success Factors Model for Budget 

Accommodation (See Figure 7.11), an analysis of 35 TripAdvisor blogs, and 

participant observation. 

The researcher was able to complete 108 WER self-administered guest 

surveys (See Appendix B) over a period of 6 months.  Surveys were divided into 

different sections. The first section covered demographics and asked guests 

information on age, country of origin, income, length of stay, travel package and 

methods used to gather travel information (See Figures 7.6, 7.7, 7.9 and 7.10). 

Guests were then asked to rate the Importance of different elements on a Likert Scale 

of 1-7 and then identify their Satisfaction with these elements on a Likert Scale of 1-

7 (Figure 7.19). 

Likert Scale – Importance and Satisfaction Ratings
Rating Importance Rating Satisfaction Rating

1 Extremely important Extremely satisfied
2 Very important Very satisfied
3 Important Satisfied
4 Neutral Neutral
5 Unimportant Dissatisfied
6 Very unimportant Very dissatisfied
7 Extremely unimportant Extremely dissatisfied

The dimensions that were assessed in the survey were Accommodation, 

Atmosphere, Food and Beverage and Service. Data from the surveys were collated 

and analysed using bar graphs which displayed percentages of how Important or 

Satisfied guests were with different elements of the four main dimensions. For 

clarity, Tables were inserted under each Figure. The tables clearly set out the 

Importance and Satisfaction ratings, as some of the smaller percentages were omitted 

from the bar graphs. 
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A brief outline of guest expectations and satisfaction with the resorts has been 

provided using the findings from the guest survey at Wayalailai, TripAdvisor 

reviews and informal interviews with guests at both case studies.

Research into customer satisfaction and service quality in the budget 

accommodation sector is scarce and the extent to which findings apply to remote 

tropical island resorts may be limited.  The researcher analysed the results of 108 

surveys of Wayalailai guests (See Appendix L) based on Brotherton’s (2004) critical 

success factors (See Appendix B).  The survey was divided into different sections.  

The first section covered demographics and asked guests information on age, country 

of origin, income, length of stay, travel package and methods used to gather travel 

information (See Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10).  Guests were then asked to rate the 

Importance of different factors on a Likert Scale of 1-7 and then identify their 

Satisfaction with these elements on a Likert Scale of 1-7 (See Table 8.1, Appendix 

B).  The dimensions that were assessed in the survey were Accommodation, 

Atmosphere, Food and Beverage and Service.  Data from the surveys were collated 

and analysed using bar graphs which displayed percentages of how Important or 

Satisfied guests were with different elements of the four main dimensions (See 

Appendix L).  For clarity, Tables were inserted under each Figure.  The tables clearly 

set out the Importance and Satisfaction ratings, as some of the smaller percentages 

were omitted from the bar graphs. 

As the focus of this study is cultural challenges faced by indigenous owned 

SMTEs, this data will be analysed in detail in a later paper and are available in 

Appendix L, together with TripAdvisor reviews for Wayalailai and Naqalia in 

Appendix M and Appendix N respectively.  Guests identified the importance of 

attributes such as cleanliness of accommodation, friendly atmosphere, safety, food 

and beverages and were generally very satisfied with these factors. 
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 WER Survey – Importance rating for Accommodation dimensions 
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 WER Survey – Satisfaction rating for Accommodation dimensions 
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 WER Survey – Importance rating for Atmosphere dimensions 
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 WER Survey – Satisfaction rating for Atmosphere dimensions 
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WER Survey – Importance rating for Food and beverage dimensions 
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WER Survey – Satisfaction rating for Food and beverage dimensions 
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 WER Survey – Importance rating for Service dimensions 
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 WER Survey – Satisfaction rating for Service dimensions 
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APPENDIX M  TRIPADVISOR REVIEWS – WAYALAILAI ECOHAVEN

This destination has left me with memories that will last forever. Don't go 
with any expectations and your stay will become 'magical'. Remember this is 
their home, so if things run on 'Fiji time' - so what, you've got nothing else to 
do! (Sega na leqa = No worries!!). I have given all aspects top marks because 
I honestly couldn't find anything lacking - but I wasn't looking for anything 
wrong! Everything was right - the weather a balmy 26/27; the water temp 
perfect; the hospitality a world away from our western ways; accommodation 
clean and cosy but be prepared for cold showers only (TripperBrisbane , 
2009, Brisbane, Australia, TripAdvisor).

The food is served on a 'communal' basis at set times and is a good mix of 
traditional and western cuisine. You will never go hungry! To me, Waya 
Lailai is Fiji at it's friendly and welcoming best! This destination has left me 
with memories that will last forever. Don't go with any expectations and your 
stay will become 'magical' (TripperBrisbane, 2009, Brisbane, Australia, 
TripAdvisor). 

The food was ok - very carb heavy - and you aren't given any choice. Some 
fresh fruits or something more for breakfasts would have been nice (tch77, 
2010, Calgary, Canada, TripAdvisor). 

Food was excellent. Portions were just right and variety was great too. We 
had breakfast, afternoon tea, lunch and dinner all of which I found rather 
enjoyable. There was always salads for vegetarians and some days I almost 
couldn't finish the plate our servings were that generous, nice tropical food 
and some western food too (Ramio 1983, 2010, Sydney, Australia, 
TripAdvisor).

This was our second trip to Fiji and our first to the Yasawas. We chose Waya 
LaiLai because it is Fijian owned and operated. It was so relaxing and 
everyone welcomed you to what is essentially their home. Unless you were 
reading or actively doing something you were never alone and the more 
interest you showed in their way of life and culture the more you gained from 
the whole experience. The meals were regular and huge and there was always 
enough left over for seconds if wanted. Sometimes the meals were great and 
sometimes not to my taste but you can't please all the people all the time. We 
will be going back to spend more time with our new Fijian friends (Kathy05, 
2010, Hobart, Australia, TripAdvisor). 

I am going to be as fair as I can be in this review. I stayed in the Yasawas for 
three weeks. I went to a lot of places and this resort is horrible. Cold water. 
The rooms are small and dirty, with rats and huge black and yellow spiders 
that come into your room. Ok so say rats don't phase you.....The food is 
served at set meal times. This means if you are like me and you have a good, 
normal appetite you will feel starved. They serve you tiny portions of ill-
cooked and bad food 3 times a day and if you don't like cold rice and meat in 
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a yellow sauce then you have to starve. Now, this may be hard to imagine. 
Getting small portions. How hard can that be?! Well I was of the same 
inclination until I actually stayed there and I was ravenous. So painfully 
hungry. It was like eating a bowl of cereal for breakfast and then half of that 
for lunch and half for dinner. It was awful. You feel drained and without 
energy all day long. Truly. The food is bad and not just slightly less than 
average bad. I am talking of vile food. Mustard was spread on spinach one 
night and chicken was covered in ketchup. The chicken was dry and one 
chicken was shared amongst 40 guests! I don't understand why people don't 
complain right there and then! People were clearly unhappy and not enjoying 
themselves. No-one is very content! Don't go here! (Natalya050, 2010, 
London, United Kingdom, TripAdvisor).

“Couldnt wait to leave!!!!!!!!!!!!”
We visited here after coming from Octopus. Big mistake !!! Dinner was 
served 1 hour before they told us and we were given fly ridden stone cold 
leftovers. The electricity went off at midnight and with it our fan so we were 
hot, hungry, mossie bitten and to top it all the water was cut off and we were 
ordered to vacate our room at 9am.  On asking to speak to the manager I was 
told to pay up and wait on the beach. All they were interested in was the 
money so I suggest unless you are a desperate backpacker look elsewhere one 
night was one night too long. (bandbcyprus, 2011, Paphos, Greece, 
TripAdvisor).

“Basic, but a good experience”
I spent two nights in the dorms at Wayalailai as my introduction to the 
Yasawa islands, and thoroughly enjoyed it. Unlike other resorts, this one is 
right on the edge of the village, so you get more of a feeling of being a part of 
the village and not in your own little resort. For the price I paid (F$70/night), 
it was good value overall and I'd recommend it to other budget travellers 
(tch77, 2010, Calgary, Canada, TripAdvisor). 

“Paradise”
I stayed at Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort with my partner and 2 friends for 6 
days. Me and my partner had a bure with a shower and our two friends stayed 
in the dorm. I cannot express enough how friendly the staff were and how 
welcoming they were. Once they had asked your name they remembered it 
the rest of the time. The island itself is absolutely beautiful with as much or 
as little as you want to do. I went snorkelling everyday which was great. The 
only drawback is its best to wait till the tide is in otherwise you have a bit of a 
walk over rocks. My partner did his advanced PADI course there and our 
friend did his PADI normal course, both with Joe and Joe the instructors, who 
they both found really professional and friendly. I also found the food great 
and as i nearly always getting a dodgy tummy on holiday this was the one 
place my tummy was fine. The accommodation itself is very basic, but it was 
clean and to be honest you don't really spend any time in your room anyway. 
My partner and I would love to go back again one day. If you want a laid 
back, friendly place where you can interact with the locals and staff and relax 
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amongst the most beautiful setting then go to Wayalailai (Sonus, 2007, 
Surrey, United Kingdom, TripAdvisor).

“Wayalailai - The REAL Fiji!”
I'm a huge fan of Wayalailai, as I was fortunate enough to make several visits 
here in 2007, spending a total of 8 weeks on the island. Wayalailai is a perfect 
choice for travellers who really want an authentic Fijian experience. It is an 
intimate resort operated by the local village, and you really get a chance to 
know the villagers. The same Fijians who drive the boat and carry your bags 
up the beach are the ones entertaining you in the evenings entertainment, 
which I find very charming. First of all, the setting is stunning. Beautiful 
beach and lovely bures just up the hill. Besides incredible scuba diving and 
snorkelling (they have a PADI dive centre on site), they have several daily 
activities available, based on guest demand. There is a gorgeous peak that 
overlooks the resort that you can take a guided hike to. This is best done as a 
sunrise hike, takes about 3 hours roundtrip. They have kayaks available for a 
small rental fee. You can easily paddle to a couple of small little beaches just 
to the left (as you look out at the water from the beach) of the resort. Each 
time I did this, there was nobody else there but me - your own private beach! 
Volleyball is available on the main resort beach - sometime organised 
matches, sometime not so much! They have different night-time activities, 
such as beach bonfires and Fijian dance demos. Finally, there’s no shortage 
of wonderful hammocks to just stretch out in the shade and read. There are a 
couple of small villages you can visit, one within a five minute walk, and 
couple of others a short boat ride away. You are welcome to wander over to 
the village next door and visit on your own, just be sure and respect their 
village customs (no hats, sunglasses, and cover your shoulders & knees). 
Remember that in Fiji their homes extend out into their gardens, so be 
respectful - but I wouldn't be surprised if you make friends! It's such a shame 
to come to this lovely place and just stay within the resort grounds the whole 
time - by all means, wander over and get to know the locals! They also have 
organised visits by boat to the larger villages on the island, including on 
Sundays to attend church service, which is meant to be incredible with the 
singing and all. Regarding a bar and nightlife, they don't really have a fancy 
bar. Rather, they have a large outdoor patio attached to the dining hall, 
overlooking the water, with different arrangements of tables - some long for 
groups, some smaller for couples. The local vibe varies nightly depending 
who's on the island. If there are tons of backpackers, sometimes there will be 
a pretty energetic group party atmosphere that goes into the wee hours... other 
nights, not so much. Generally speaking, if you are looking to party hard and 
whoop it up, dancing to loud music till dawn, this is not the place! It is the 
perfect place, however, to sit around the kava bowl and appreciate the local 
pace of the islands. What makes this place unique is the extent to which the 
staff are happy to include you in their regular social activities. There will 
usually be a few staff seated on a mat drinking kava, and as the evening goes 
on, the guitars come out and the singing begins, making for a truly special 
experience! Some of my favourite memories were after midnight when the 
generator shuts down, out come the kerosene lanterns, and the singing, guitar 
music and kava drinking continues by moonlight. The staff are genuine 
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people; they won't put on fake smiles just to charm you, but if you approach 
them with respect and understanding for their culture, they are more than 
happy to share it with you. That is the charm of this place - if you show an 
interest and make friends, they are they warmest people in the world, and 
you'll get so much more out of your visit!  (SafariGirl, 2007, Los Angeles, 
California, USA, TripAdvisor). 

“Simply magic!”
This destination has left me with memories that will last forever. Don't go 
with any expectations and your stay will become 'magical'. Remember this is 
their home, so if things run on 'Fiji time' - so what, you've got nothing else to 
do! (Seganaleqa = No worries!!). I have given all aspects top marks because I 
honestly couldn't find anything lacking - but I wasn't looking for anything 
wrong! Everything was right - the weather a balmy 26/27; the water temp 
perfect; the hospitality a world away from our western ways; accommodation 
clean and cosy but be prepared for cold showers only; the food is served on a 
'communal' basis at set times and is a good mix of traditional and western 
cuisine. You will never go hungry! To me, Waya Lailai is Fiji at it's friendly 
and welcoming best! Some of the ad's say 'you won't want to leave' - we have 
to, but I'm going back! This place is in my heart forever (TripperBrisbane, 
2009, Brisbane, Australia, TripAdvisor). 

“Amazing- the best in the Yasawas!”
Wayalailai was amazing! From the moment we stepped onto the island we 
were well looked after. We stayed in a bure which we thought was very 
comfortable, especially in comparison with others in the Yasawas. Bring a 
torch however because the electricity doesn't stay on at all times! The resort is 
currently in the process of knocking down and rebuilding one bure at a time 
so if we thought the old ones were great the new ones should be fantastic! 
The staff really look after you and go out of their way to help. The food is 
great- especially lunch (usually fresh fish caught whilst out on the reef trip). 
Apparently the water there is safe to drink but we weren't taking any chances! 
There are a lot of activities to keep you busy if you can drag yourself away 
from the hammocks under the shade of the coconut trees down by the beach. I 
would definitely recommend the reef trip where you can actually pat the 
sharks, the village trip and school visit, the summit walk (well worth the 
effort for such an amazing view) and the weaving lessons down by the beach 
as it is a great way to get to know the locals. The diving there is great 
however if you prefer snorkelling, then there are more colourful fish further 
north in the Yasawas in the blue lagoon region. In terms of evening 
entertainment, there is enough to prevent you getting bored but not too much 
that you are craving a quiet night in. Usually this includes a kava ceremony, 
fire dancers or traditional Fijian singing and dancing. If you really want to 
party head to somewhere like Beachcomber but if you want a taste of Fijian 
life your best option is to stick to a resort that is 100% locally owned like 
Wayalailai (Dreamingofaholiday, 2009, Sydney, Australia, TripAdvisor). 

We did an Awesome Adventure tour which included staying on a number of 
islands and this one was by far the best! We stayed here for 2 nights and 
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loved every minute! If you choose to stay here, as an activity I recommend 
doing The Summit Walk which you can do at either sunrise or sunset. We did 
the sunset walk, which must've taken around 1 and a 1/2 hours up, 1 and bit 
hours down. You'll love Berry, he's the guide. He gives you a good little 
insight in to Fiji's and Wayalailai's history as well as making you laugh a lot 
throughout  the walk. The views from the summit will leave you speechless-
remember to pack your camera and make sure it has plenty of battery life! 
We took a heap of photos all the way up to have the battery go completely 
dead when I went to take a photo of the view from the summit! Whoops! 
There's lots to do here but another activity I recommend doing is, if you are 
there on a Sunday, go to church! Not something I would often, if ever do of a 
Sunday back home but it was a great experience in Fiji. The locals at church, 
when hearing the girls go for the high notes would clap their hands in 
appreciation of their efforts it was so funny. It was truly amazing to hear the 
beautiful voices coming from the children too. I could go on forever... the 
beach volleyball with the locals, the waterskiing, the friendliest barman in the 
world, watching the sun rise laying back in the hammock... Anyone who 
faults Wayalailai Ecohaven Resort, simply must have been looking for the 
time of their lives in all the wrong places! (Hobartcouple, 2010, Hobart, 
Australia, TripAdvisor).

“My Fijian Paradise”
Wayalailai is my Fijian paradise and after visiting 4 times i can call it my 
second home and my wonderful friends there even call me by my Fijian name 
of Siti!! This place is full of Fiji time and there is certainly no stress to be 
found just wonderful beaches, people and much laughter all day long!!
The food for me is great and substantial especially when most days are spent 
laying in a hammock or reading a book on the golden sandy beach but diving 
and snorkelling are on offer everyday as well as trips to the local village and 
school!  I highly recommend the snorkelling trip where you get up close to 
cute white tip reef sharks!!All in all a wonderful tranquil place to stay as is 
the other two resorts nearby namely Kuata island and Naqalia(which is much 
more isolated and would make the perfect honeymoon destination. Bula and 
enjoy the kava!  (Steveo9, 2012, Canterbury, United Kingdom, TripAdvisor).

“Best island we visited”
We stayed here for 2 nights (Christmas Eve and Christmas Day) and we 
loved it. The rooms were not quite as good as other resorts on the Ultimate 
Lei Awesome Adventure Fiji trip, but the setting, the views, the terrain and 
the beach were superb. The food was very good and Big Jerry looks after all 
your activity needs. On Christmas Day we were invited down to the Church 
in the village for a ceremony, then had dinner with some local families, 
before more dinner back at the resort!! :-) We went reef snorkelling which 
was pretty good (although a shame to see so much dead coral across all of 
Fiji). Would highly recommend this to anyone who comes to Waya LaiLai. 
Thoroughly enjoyed our 2 day stay on this island. Thanks team!! (Mark D80, 
2012, London, United Kingdom, TripAdvisor).
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APPENDIX N   TRIPADVISOR REVIEWS – NAQALIA LODGE

Okay, this one guy. (Since identified as Etika) honed in on the two of us and 
asked us if we would like kava that night. We said, "Yes sure". Then he said, 
"Can you give me cash?" and we thought it was reasonable to pay for kava so 
we gave him $10 FJD. But the thing was he didn't ask anyone else (there 
were like 10 other people there) he just honed in on us two. Then he started 
acting like he had done something bad and was giving me updates and 
excuses and was like, "Oh, we are going to get the kava by boat ride and we 
are going to the village" Except that nobody left for a boat ride in the middle 
of the night. But that was all okay. I had no problem paying for everyone's 
kava experience. 

The same day as the kava experience, I went snorkelling earlier in the day. 
When I first arrived in Naqalia the manager told me the snorkelling was free 
except for a $20 deposit. So I deposited $20 FJD and had such a fun time that 
I kept the snorkel gear in my bure for the next day. It made sense to me to 
keep it instead of transferring back and forth $20 like a dummy for two days 
straight. So that night of the kava I told that guy who asked us to pay $10 for 
the kava that I kept the snorkel gear for the next day but I can bring it if that's 
a problem, and he said no problem. So the next day it was bad weather for 
snorkelling so even though I attempted to go snorkelling I barely got off 
shore. So I went to return it and that guy that took $10 told me that he will be 
keeping $10. I asked him why. He said because I kept the gear overnight. 
This kind of arbitrary new rules for fees that didn't exist for anyone else made 
me so pissed. When he saw me pissed he had a intimidated look on his face 
and he told me that same minute he talked to the manager and that I can get 
my full deposit back. Except that he didn't talk to the manager. One word was 
exchanged as the manager walked by. SO... my theory is that he hones in on 
people he knows has cash and he secretly takes it for himself. Every other 
staff person was wonderful and had the innocent village person vibe. This 
guy seems like he grew up in the city stealing. Naqalia staff, if you are 
reading this, fire this person. (ssgang83, Phoenix, Arizona, August 10, 2011). 

New comfortable beachfront bures with verandah overlooking beach in 
sheltered cove with Volcanic mountain backdrop. Good for swimming, 
fishing, snorkelling. Suit persons/backpackers wanting a quiet location in a 
beautiful area with very friendly Fijian service. Good Fijian style meals 
provided (Wallyberry, Queensland, April 13, 2009).

“Genuine Fijian hospitality” Fijian family owned and operated. The well 
educated operators are excellent hosts. The accommodation is just right for a 
laid back get away. Fantastic mountain-top hiking, lonely beaches, cava 
ceremony. good food. We took our own wine, gin and tonic. We should have 
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planned to stay 2 weeks. Some stay a month (Oscorzo, Auckland, July 15, 
2009).

Very authentic and genuine experience with the family at their growing 
lodge. This experience is rare as most places understandably get just a bit 
stale as they deal with one visitor after another. Culturally we enjoyed the 
kava ceremony, having the songs translated and learning about their way of 
life. Lodges are basic and comfortable. Great to find somewhere that was 
cheaper than others in the chain of islands. Enjoyed going to the village by 
boat and attending the church service. As a women with a disability I was 
treated well, helped into the boat, carried with ease. When exploring the 
beach someone would come out and ask if I wanted help. I wish them well in 
the future and hope to stay in touch with our newly acquired friends. Not for 
people looking for a lot of activities (Dingle, Northland September 2, 2009).

“Absolutely wonderful” We stayed at Naqalia for 2 nights and found the 
place by sheer luck from the advice of one of the girls on the Yasawa Flyer. I 
think if we had known that this place was going to be so good, we would 
have booked a longer stay. The people were wonderful, especially Nate and 
Mary, and the food was delicious. It was a wonderful relaxing stay and we 
will definitely be going back there again (Philnsonja, South Australia, 
November 12, 2009). 

“Friendly welcoming place” A quiet, comfortable place with a pleasant 
beach, good Fijian food and clean accommodation, beautiful coral and a very 
friendly welcoming Fijian family/clan. We loved our stay here and enjoyed 
the company of Nate with her humble stories about her experiences as a local 
teacher. She was keen to show us how to cook Fijian style and was dignified 
and proud of her clan and culture. Her extended family sang happily at every 
mealtime, as is the custom on the Yasawa resorts and she really made sure 
that you were looked after. Swimming with the reef sharks out on the reef 
was a real highlight and not as frightening as it sounds. You can have a 
cultural experience as well as a beach holiday at this wonderful small place 
(Trampsie Kiama, December 10, 2009). 

“Beautiful, friendly, relaxing, the real Fiji.” Our family was at Naqalia 
December-January 2010.This resort is right on a beautiful beach with 
excellent snorkelling just meters away. A second long and deserted beach lies 
over the ridge, via a 20 minute walk or a 20 minute snorkel around the point. 
It has a spectacular coral wall dropping into the blue depths. There are 
amazing walking trails that go all the way to the top of the three massive 
granite tors that distinguish this island. A 15 minute boat ride to a reef well 
offshore allows you to swim with 6-8 reef sharks who have been turning up 
for the free fish for many years. Accommodation is similar to most other 
resorts, and is clean comfortable and cool. The food is great. It is the owners 
that really make this place special, they will teach you more about Fiji and its 
culture in a few days than can be gleaned from weeks spent in other resorts. 
Don’t go past this place without staying at least a few days and spend time 
chatting with the owners (CJOHFO, February 7, 2010). 
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Had such a great time! The people that work there are amazing and made us 
feel so welcome! The variety of activities were great, especially enjoyed the 
trip where we got to swim with sharks and learning to weave. The food was 
by far the best I had during my stay in Fiji and so fresh! They caught the fish 
and cooked it on the same day, it was absolutely delicious! The Bures were 
lovely, and had a double bed and two single beds in each so there was plenty 
of room. My friends and I all thought it was the nicest and friendliest place 
we stayed. Had such a wonderful time and would definitely go back again 
and recommend anyone to stay there as it was so great!  (krv_90, 
Christchurch, New Zealand, August 29, 2010).

“Fiji - the way one should see it” Having stayed the first week of our 
holiday on an up-market Yasawa resort, Naqalia Lodge was a very different 
destination for our second week. However, we were made most welcome 
from the start and the relative peace and quiet of Naqalia Lodge was a bonus. 
The Fijian family environment encouraged us to help with the Lovo, go on 
fishing trips (we caught many fish for our dinner), swim with the sharks 
(fantastic creatures), and even watch 'Aunty' catch our octopus dinner, which 
turned out to be delicious! The staff (family) were always attentive and 
friendly and we enjoyed interacting with some of he Fijian children who 
showed us how to spear-fish the Fijian way! Our Bure was very comfortable, 
with a balcony overlooking the sandy beach. The snorkelling was good at 
high tide with some interesting coral to the left of the beach. There are
various trips to do, some undertaken in their basic Fijian style boat. Great fun. 
The food was enjoyable and well cooked, fresh fish and vegetables - no 
preservatives here! Drinking water comes from a spring on the island, but you 
would need to take your own wine, etc, which they can put in their fridge. 
Books and candles also would be a good idea, and maybe a spare towel. 
Snorkel equipment was available for hire. We were privileged to be invited to 
a Fijian Feast in the village on our last day and to meet other family members 
in a beautiful setting. We would like to recommend this Lodge to those who 
want a Fijian experience as well as a holiday. We would love to return one 
day. (Kyuss_10, Auckland, New Zealand , September 13, 2010).

We took Rusi's private boat over to Waya Lailai (it’s not a big boat but a lot 
faster and cheaper than the Yasawas Flyer). When we arrived at Naqalia we 
were the only 2 guests for 2 nights which means we had all the attention of 
the friendly staff we needed. Sitting like king and queen at the dinner table, in 
the middle of the room, having people singing for us (which was weird in the 
beginning, but nice as we got to know the people) was the daily procedure. 
The bures are clean and big (4 beds) and the terrace and the view is amazing! 
There is no hot water and electricity only from 5-9pm, which is totally fine 
too. It’s not a big place for partying and adventure, it’s more a romantic quite 
hideaway. Wish doesn’t mean you can’t have fun! We went shark feeding 
with 3 locals and laughed a lot (and actually ended up touching the sharks!) 
We went to church, too. Which isn’t too spectacular as everything is in Fijian 
and you won’t understand much. But just to see how the people are living is 
definitely worth it. We had a Kava night too (that’s some sort of dirty water 
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you should at least try once!).  If you ever decide to go to Fiji, no matter 
where, take some unwanted stuff from home – unused toys, pencils anything, 
people out there need it a lot more than we do!  (Juliane007, September 5, 
2010).

“Traditional Fijian Experience” What an amazing Traditional Fijian 
experience. From the very beginning we knew this was going to be a friendly 
and unforgettable stay. Rusi and all the staff were so welcoming and were 
always happy to serenade at each meal time. We recommend you make the 
most of the extra activities as you get to spend time with the staff and learn 
more about their language and culture. We made fans, bookmarks, swam with 
sharks, walked to the top of the mountain and learnt how to cook a traditional 
Lovo. However, the lodge and beautiful beach is also a nice place to merely 
chill. Naqalia Lodge is a family run business which supports the local 
community. (This is what travelling should be about!). The food was so fresh 
and 'Chef' cooked up some yummy meals. The school visit is a must and the 
children are all so friendly. The Lodge also has their own boat and will do 
transfers, so be sure to check this out. For us when we left we felt like we 
were saying goodbye to our new friends whom hopefully we shall see again 
one day! The farewell Kava Ceremony and serenading on the beach as we left 
were a fantastic way to end what was already a holiday we are still talking 
about. (Waugh77, Melbourne, Australia, September 30, 2010). 

“Amazing Fijian Experience!”  We stayed at Naqalia Lodge for 4 nights in 
total and found it to be the real Fijian experience that we were looking for. 
The staff were very friendly and accommodating ~ they really tried to supply 
us with anything we asked for however as it is quite a long way from the 
mainland and with no shops or anything on the island we were understanding 
if certain requests couldn't be met! The lodge did run out of toilet paper by 
the last day but we were assured this would be rectified by morning! The 
food is cooked on sight and is simple, fresh and tasty ~ nothing like western 
food ~ it is caught fresh daily (you can see them fishing for dinner) and 
prepared by the cook with local fruit and vegetables. We wanted to 
experience the 'real Fiji' and they really delivered! Meal times are set which 
was a little bit of a pain as you felt obliged to attend even if you weren't 
hungry. There were lots of activities to choose from, you do pay extra for 
them but the money goes to the local village nearby so we didn’t mind paying 
a bit extra. Snorkelling on the reef with the sharks is a must as is visiting the 
village where the staff actually live.. The school kids are so cute and excited 
to meet new faces! The bures are really basic ~ a bed, table and chairs and a 
small bathroom ~ no hot water or electricity but you don't miss it anyway. We 
had a Kava ceremony which was a good experience (just the once though as 
it doesn't taste good!). The beach was a little disappointing as there is a lot of 
coral and snorkelling can only be done at high tide. The beach is quite small 
as you can't really walk around the points due to the rocks and all the coral. 
Overall it is an experience we will never forget. If you want to just relax, get 
to know your fellow travellers and experience the simplicity of the Fijian life 
then this is a wonderful place to go. We will miss all the lovely staff we met 
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and look forward to our next visit! (DannKel, Melbourne, Australia, March 
13, 2011). 

“Fantastic place!” I stayed at Naqalia 3 nights with a good friend of my and 
we loved it! We stayed at 6 different hotels/hostels in Fiji and I can say that 
this was the best experience! There are other places that had better food 
and/or better beaches but the wonderful staff, and the amazing spot makes 
this place incredible and surely a most stop if you visit Fiji. We stayed at the 
dorm and they are really good, not at all as many others, that also costs more. 
Naqalia Lodge is not a place to go if you want to party all night long but then 
again there are more than enough of those at other Islands. Naqalia is a place 
to relax and enjoy good company. You will be treated as one in the family 
and won´t be disappointed. If you want to come close to the Fiji-spirit I 
strongly recommend this place but for those of you who are used to staying  
at 5 star hotel you might think twice before going here. (Pontan08, Stockholm 
, March 25, 2011).

The size means it is quiet and low key: great for couples but maybe not for 
people wanting to meet lots of other travellers. The rooms are clean but there 
is no fan and not enough chairs on the beautiful veranda overlooking the sea. 
The small beach is pretty but at low tide the rocks are exposed slightly 
spoiling the view. There is nice coral but at low tide it is hard to get out to 
deeper water without damaging it (or your feet). The best thing about staying 
here is the food, which is amazing. Nicely cooked fresh fish and curries with 
rice. The family who run it are very friendly and as long as you don't expect 
the trimmings of a big resort you will enjoy a relaxing couple of nights here 
as part of a Yasawas trip. (TheAdventureTwins, April 12, 2011).

“Beautiful people and a real authentic Fijian experience” We booked this 
place at the last minute and found it to be a huge stroke of luck. There is 
something for everyone here with beautiful beaches, incredible mountain 
treks, diving with reef sharks, volleyball and a lovely little bar. Whether 
you’re up for adventure or just kicking back in the hammock these guys have 
it all. The showers are cold and the place is pretty small so maybe not ideal if 
you’re after the "spring break" party atmosphere but after our first night we 
realised we didn't need any of that anyway. The staff are all really hospitable 
and go out of their way to make it a memorable and truly authentic Fijian 
island experience. I would recommend this to anyone who is keen to see the 
real Fiji and stay in a real natural paradise. It was very hard to leave and we 
felt like part of the family by the end of our stay here. The bures are cheap, 
huge, clean and nicely decorated. If you have the money I would recommend 
this over the dorm, which is still nice (July 29, 2011). 

“Lovely people and a great place to stay if you want the real Fiji 
experience!!” I had a great time at Naqalia Lodge. After two of the big 
resorts the small Lodge was the perfect place to spend my last days in Fiji. 
The Dormroom is basic but clean and with a beautiful beach just in front of 
the doorstep...that's all you need in Fiji :). The staff is welcoming and you 
feel like a part of the family straight away! Just a great, quiet and relaxed 
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place to enjoy your holiday in 'Fiji-time'!!! Don't forget to do the sunset walk 
with Kini the 'king of the mountains'....stunning views over the Yasawas and 
a bit of a workout after enjoying the great food. Can't wait to go back there 
some time!!! (Manuela, Austria, July 31, 2011).

“This place is great”. Naika is a great guy- he tried so hard and genuinely to 
please all the guests. I would have loved it, but since I am from the US, and 
Naqalia was one of my first island stays- I was completely not used to this. I 
am used to indifference by workers everyplace I go and here I am in Fiji 
suddenly and this village man is so genuine, trying his best, and so I was just 
kind of uncomfortable which was not his fault at all- just that I am not used to 
such gestures. (ssgang83, Phoenix, Arizona, August 10, 2011).

“Little piece of paradise” I recently spent two weeks in the Fijian islands - I 
stayed in four different places and Naqalia Lodge was by far the cheapest and 
BY FAR my favourite place. The bures were simple with no hot water, but 
they were clean, very spacious, tastefully appointed and designed intelligently 
to allow maximum natural breeze through the bure without the need for air 
con or fans. A large wooden deck in the front of the bure is a beautiful place 
to sit in the afternoon looking over the ocean. The food was simple, healthy 
and delicious - much better than the heavy five-star western meals served in 
some of the ritzy resort which will see you go home 10 kilos heavier, or the 
atrocious western imitation food in some of the resorts. The food at Naqalia 
Lodge was home-cooked chicken or freshly-caught fish, locally-grown 
vegetables, salad and fruit. I felt fantastic after three days. They also do a 
traditional lovo oven once a week and you help the staff prepare the food, 
which is fantastic. The activities are great - you can choose the quite 
adventurous guided trek up the mountain (but take a head-torch and be 
prepared to come down in the dark which is quite confronting), take a boat 
out to a beautiful opening in the reef to watch the locals feed the reef sharks 
(fascinating to see these animals up close and see how they move but don't do 
this one if you will be offended by the locals teasing the sharks, which they 
do). In high tide you can snorkel straight off the beach, kayak, walk tracks to 
different parts of the island and play beach volleyball with the staff and 
people you may have just met that day. It is very small so you get to know 
your fellow travellers as well as the staff who work there. The staff love 
meeting new people and they are great story-tellers, it was a pleasure to get to 
know some of them individually. As always in Fiji, there is always a guitar 
and singing close by. I felt incredibly safe and comfortable staying there. The 
staff were absolutely lovely. Downside - as with most of the islands in this 
area you can't swim in low tide. Tip: take your own alcohol! The boat 
delivering the beer comes in around 5.30 each day and then the beers have to 
go in the fridge to cool down. If there's anything else you need take that too 
because there's definitely nowhere close to get it! Which is part of what 
makes it a special place to visit. I highly recommend Naqalia Lodge to 
anyone looking for a truly relaxing and inspiring break. If, however, you are 
the kind of person who goes on holiday, picks up some McDonalds then goes 
inside to turn on the television and the air con you probably won't like 
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Naqalia. If you like the outdoors you will love it. (SKT0, Canberra, Australia, 
August 15, 2011). 

“A quiet haven”  Beautiful resort, we were one of 2 couples staying (there 
are 4 rooms and then a dorm room in the resort so much smaller than others). 
This was included in the Bula pass so again fair value (although reading other 
reviews it seems Awesome do take a bit too much cut themselves!). Really 
nice people - we had great food, there were reasonable activities on offer (a 
little pricier than other resorts) and were treated to a kava drink or two in the 
evening of our last night. 2 nights was definitely enough for us as it was 
almost too quiet but all in all a great stop on the Yasawas. (September 20, 
2011).

“A Taste of the REAL Fiji”. While not being luxurious, the bures are 
comfortable and fairly spacious even for four, and individually decorated 
using various traditional artworks. The tap water supply is from rain water, so 
there isn't the chlorine taste to it that you get in many Fijian island resorts. 
The food is simple, well cooked, traditional and plentiful, though there is no 
choice. Price includes three meals a day. The lovo we had on "Staff Night" 
was the best we have ever had in Fiji. The bar is modestly stocked (they 
recommend that you bring your own booze), but what they do have is 
extremely reasonably priced (FJ$5 for a beer, as opposed to $8 or more at 
other resorts). There is plenty of good snorkelling straight off the beach, and 
diving can be arranged with the neighbouring Waya Lailai Eco-Resort. Trips 
of various types can be arranged - snorkelling on offshore reefs, shark 
feeding, visits to local villages and school by boat, hikes in the hills of the 
island. In fact the staff would probably be pleased to try and arrange activities 
for you.  My family (Mum Dad and two boys 9 &12) spent three nights here 
in October, and had a great time. By the time we left we really felt part of the 
family. If you are looking for luxury, pampering and technology, this is 
probably not the place for you, but if you want to see what Fiji is really like, 
and experience genuine hospitality, you couldn't go wrong (Gaiteiro, 
Auckland, October 24, 2011).

“Genuinely lovely people, the Real Fiji” We had a great stay at the Naqalia 
Lodge. The food was home-cooked Fijian food and overall it felt genuinely 
Fijian. It is basic, but that’s what you get in the Yasawas. We booked 
individually rather then through Awesome Fiji and saved quite a lot of money 
as well. The quiet atmosphere in the Lodge is accompanied by the family 
who run it and make everything as personalised as possible, if you don't like a 
certain type of food they will offer to cook something else, they also help you 
to organise trips, offer advice as to which is the best and generally help out in 
anyway they can. The shark feeding trip is definitely worth it. To top it all off 
they even sing when you arrive on the island and serenade you as you leave. 
Great stay in a top place. (Froogle89, Maidenhead, United Kingdom, 
November 4, 2011).

We returned to our favourite friendly clan run resort at Naqalia Lodge on 
Wayalailai in November and found it improved in most respects. Nate, the 
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family matriarch, was absent for most of our stay so the food wasn't quite as 
good as our previous visit but this quiet, tranquil place was perfect to wind 
down after two months of travel in the Americas. If you want to stay away 
from the big resorts and experience a pleasant beach with coral snorkelling 
and local Fijian friendliness then this is a perfect place. The rooms are 
comfortable without being extravagant and the extended family of Nate's clan 
are beautiful people. Just one tip.  If you are vegetarian, spell out what you 
prefer to eat clearly and remind them if necessary. The boys will take you 
swimming with the small reef sharks with fantastic snorkelling way out from 
the island, which is a really wonderful experience. However this does need 
some regulation as the local boys, wishing to impress the tourists, grab the 
sharks and hold them up out of the water which is cruel and unnecessary, also 
we saw the first signs of tourist graffiti on the large brain corals which was 
disappointing. I do hope that they take care to protect this wonderful place for 
the future. (Trampsie Kiama, November 24, 2011).

“One of the best stays in Fiji” The Naqalia Lodge was one of the best stays 
in Fiji for us. The Bure is just awesome and huge!!! The food is great - a lot 
of fresh fish. One night we had dinner right on the beach with a big bonfire. 
The staff is very friendly, they love to play guitar and sing Fijian songs for 
you. Its Fijian owned - so it´s really authentic - you can feel the Fijian way of 
life. So if you like to learn about the traditional way of live and like to eat 
Fijian food, than you should definitely stay there for a couple of nights. Make 
sure you stay there for a Thursday - they have "Fijian night"... We had 'Kava
Ceremony’ and the girls learned a Fijian dance. I'm looking forward to show 
that to my family when I'm back in Germany. We did a kayak trip to Kuata 
which is opposite site and Wayalailai Resort which is very close - that was 
great. It was very calm - so we could see the beautiful corals and colourful 
fish right from the kayak. We went to the church on Sunday which was also a 
very good experience. They gave us Fijian clothes and we learned a song 
which we performed together in the church for the local people. The beach 
was the only thing which was not as great as in other resorts, but that’s 
natural and it's maybe not always like that. I would definitely recommend 
Naqalia lodge!!! (Seni_84, Leipzig, May 6, 2012).

“Made My Trip To Fiji” This is not your average stay in Fiji. Don't come 
looking for a resort . Here you will mix with the family that run the lodge and 
be welcomed into their way of life. This was the highlight of my trip to Fiji . I 
am a chef by trade and was invited to partake in the preparation of a 
traditional Lovo . The wild pig we had for dinner was amazing and the local 
food that we had for dinner had all come from the Island. The family were 
warm and friendly. The swimming with sharks was amazing experience , 
exciting and beautiful. the snorkelling was fantastic. If I find myself in Fiji 
again I would come here again in a heartbeat . I was so moved by the whole 
experience. Thank you so much Naqalia will never forget you (Kaijensen,
Sydney, Australia, May 14, 2012).
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NEGATIVE GUEST REVIEWS

“Not quite average but not quite poor either” My husband and I stayed at 
Naqalia Lodge as part of a 2.5 weeks trip to Fiji. Having read the reviews on 
TA we had expected this place to be great, unfortunately it wasn't. For a 
comprehensive review see Spunkykvf's in January 2011 - as this was our 
experience too: it is a shame things had not improved in 12 months. We 
stayed here for 4 nights, which is too long at this resort. There are not a lot of 
activities, those on offer are expensive for what you got and the staff spent 
most of their time sleeping in the communal areas during the day. Rooms are 
very basic with no fans. If I had my time again, I would either choose another 
resort or stay for no longer than 2 days. The beach is nice but small and if it 
rains, the bures can be a bit dark and depressing. (Doofloof, London, 
December 26, 2011).

“Very strange place. Not recommended.” We originally booked a 2 night 
stay at Naqalia, but ended up escaping after 1 night. To say we were 
disappointed would be an understatement. To put it simply, this resort is a bit 
strange! Our bure had no furniture, save for a small double bed with a very 
thin foam mattress, which was covered in ants. No chairs, no table, nothing. 
The deck out front might have been a nice place to relax, except again - no 
chairs. The bures do not have fans and the power only runs for 1-2 hours a 
day. The bed did have a mosquito net, but as it had holes in it, it was not 
particularly useful. The bathroom had no soap, towels or toilet paper and 
when we requested some toilet paper, we were told that the resort's supply 
had run out. The toilet was filthy and did not appear to have ever been 
properly cleaned. 
The staff seemed to all be sleeping in the dorm, and were not very interested 
in talking to us or making us feel welcome. There is no option for what food 
you are served, the meals are of a poor quality, and the bar does not have any 
snacks for sale. Overall, we were really disappointed. Given how many 
beautiful islands there are in the Yasawa chain, with great little resorts and 
friendly staff, I just cannot recommend anyone stay at Naqalia (Lucy84, 
Melbourne, January 10, 2012).

“Our stay at Naqalia Lodge is a night to remember”. Originally booked 
for two nights out of a 2 week holiday in Fiji with a friend but had to leave 
after our first night. If we had found a way of getting off the island the same 
day we arrived, we would have jumped at the opportunity. I'd like to point out 
that I enjoy staying in budget accommodation with basic facilities but this 
place takes the cake. There was barely any furniture in the restaurant, only 
just enough chairs for the 6 guests staying there at the time - the bar had run 
out of supplies. There were no snacks and we had purchased the last bottle of 
sprite. Dinner consisted of gluggy rice with unidentifiable reconstituted meat. 
The bread however, was nice. Breakfast was burnt pancakes that were 
somehow still uncooked in the middle. The Bures themselves are very 
spacious and look even more spacious because there was no furniture 
anywhere - literally a bed behind a partitioned wall and the living area was 
empty and there was nowhere to sit inside or on the outside deck. I did spot 
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one hammock outside near the beach. The foam mattresses were so thin you 
could feel the bed base underneath and there were ants all through the bed. 
Mosquito nets had holes. They told us the water was safe for drinking, 
however it was brown coming out of the tap. The rooms had no fans, which is 
fine if you could get any sort of breeze through the windows but it wasn't 
possible to get any fresh air in at all. When we informed staff after breakfast 
that we would be leaving early, they informed us that we would need to be 
out of our rooms by 10am as more guests were arriving (even though we 
were booked for another night and there were only 4 other guests staying 
there!) It was a shame as we were really looking forward to our stay there as 
the website made it appear as a lovely, quiet, budget resort but unfortunately 
it was not. (Tripper1811, Melbourne, February 6, 2012).

My husband and I stayed 2 nights here after deciding to go to the Yasawas at 
the last minute, this was one of the only places available. We arrived on a 
Sunday and attended church with the Fijian people and another two people 
who were staying at our resort, that was very beautiful although it was very 
long and we didn't understand anything (nor was anything explained at all 
afterwards). The food was average while we were staying here, nothing to 
rave about; fish, Fiji spinach, 2min noodles, chicken etc. my husband got 
very sick on our 3rd day so we're not sure if it was from the food not been 
stored/cooked properly on the Sunday. The staff were friendly although at 
times we were unsure if they were laughing with us or at us! The activities 
were very expensive $50 to snorkel with the sharks and a cost for everything 
which was quite different to the place we stayed at on the Coral Coast. Good 
snorkelling right outside (although I don't have anything to compare it to). 
Our room was spacious and clean, although I'd recommend bringing a torch 
as power was turned off pretty early some nights. Very damp there without 
air cond. or sufficient fan, I was really glad we had only 2 nights here as we 
probably would have got a bit bored if we had longer (JessBnz, Christchurch, 
New Zealand, July 28, 2012).
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APPENDIX O   USP ETHICS FORM

 
Screening Questionnaire for Human Ethics 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine whether or not your proposed research 

project requires approval by the University Research Ethics Committee. Once completed, it should be 

passed to your Faculty Representative on the University Research Ethics Committee who will advise 

you of the next step.

Name/Section:

Project Title:

 
I certify that with respect to this research project I have read the Human Ethics Handbook and understand the 
ethical principles listed therein. My answers to the following questions are informed by my understanding of 
these principles. 

Signed 

(Lead Researcher)

Date

 
 
If you are a student, your supervisor must sign below to indicate that they have counselled you 
about human ethics issues in your research, and agree that you have completed this Screening 
Questionnaire as accurately as you can. 

Signed (Student’s supervisor)

Date

Does your Project involve any of the following?

Dawn Gibson

School of Tourism and Hospitality Management

Faculty of Business and Economics, USP

Living in the moment. The Challenges Faced by Indigenous Owned SMTEs in Fiji. 

January 2009
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(Please choose either for  each question)

1
. 

 

Situations in which the researcher may be at risk of harm from human 
participants  

No 

 

2. 

 

Use of questionnaire of interview (anonymous or not) which might 
reasonably be expected to cause discomfort, embarrassment, or psychological or 

spiritual harm to the participants  

 

No 

3
. 

 

Processes that are potentially disadvantageous to a person or group, 
such as the collection of information which may expose the person or group to 

discrimination  

 

No 

4
. 

 

Collection of information about illegal behavior gained during the 
research which could place the participants at risk of criminal or civil liability or be 

damaging to their financial standing, employability, professional or personal 
relationships 

No 

5
. 

Collection of any blood, body fluid, tissue samples, or other samples No 

6
. 

 

Any form of exercise regime, physical examination, deprivation (e.g. sleep, 
dietary)  

 

 

 

  

No 

7
. 

 

The administration of any form of drug, medicine, placebo  

 

No 

8
. 

 

Physical pain, beyond mild discomfort  

 

No 

9
. 

 

Any demonstration of procedures or phenomena having a potential for 
harm which involves the participation of students of the University of the South 

Pacific  

 

No 

1
0. 

 

Participants whose identity is known to the researcher giving oral 
consent rather than written consent (if participants are anonymous, you may 

answer No)  

 

No 

1
1. 

 

Participants who are unable to give informed consent  

 

No 
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1
2. 

 

Research on your own students  

 

No 

1
3. 

 

The participation of children younger than 7 years  

 

No 

1
4. 

 

The participation of children younger than 16 years where parental 
consent is not being sought  

 

No 

1
5.  

 

Participants who are in a dependent situation, such as people with a 
disability, residents of a hospital, nursing home or prison, or persons highly 

dependent on medical care  

 

No 

1
6. 

 

Participants who are vulnerable  

 

No 

1
7. 

 

The use of previously collected information or biological samples for 
which there was no explicit consent for this research from the participants  

No 

1
8. 

 

Any evaluation of the services or organisational practices of the 
University of the South Pacific where information of a personal nature may be 

collected and where participants may be identified  

No 

1
9. 

 

 

Deception of the participants, including concealed and covert 
observations  

No 

2
0. 

 

Conflict of interest situation for the researcher (e.g. is the researcher also 
the lecturer/teacher/colleague or treatment provider or employer of the research 
participants, or is there any other power relationship between the researcher and 

research participants?)  

No 

2
1. 

 

Payments or other financial inducements (other than reasonable 
reimbursement of travel expenses or time) to participants  

 

No 

2
2. 

A requirement by an outside organisation (e.g. a funding organisation or 
a journal in which you wish to publish) for approval by the University Research 

No 
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 Ethics Committee  

 

Even if you answered NO to all the questions above, this Screening Questionnaire must still 

be submitted to your Faculty representative on the University Research Ethics Committee who 

reserves the right to discuss your research with you and, in some cases, may require you to complete 

an Application for Human Ethics Approval.

The University of the South Pacific Faculty: 

 

Office of the Pro Vice-Chancellor    Application No: 

 (Research and International) This number is assigned when your 

application is accepted.  Quote on all 

documentation to participants and the 

Committees. 

FBE


